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To people who’re against the blackpill, what exactly do you
disagree with?
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I’ve been in the community since HS and I would summarize the BP this way
1) Looks are extremely important in social situations and relationships.
2) Women have far stricter requirements than men when it comes to dating.
3) Attractiveness isn’t necessarily “objective” but the majority of humans tend to agree on what
physicals traits are desirable and what traits aren’t so the distinction isn’t relevant for very ugly men.
4) Personality is only relevant if someone can meet the minimum looks threshold. Women may
ignore personality if the guys is extremely attractive, rich or has a high status in society.
5) “Antisocial” personality traits don’t stop chads and some normies from having a regular social life,
but it does for ugly men. “Positive” traits doesn’t significantly increase the chance of an ugly man
getting a relationship or being treated bette.
6) The most important traits in physical attractiveness (Face, Height and Race) are mostly influenced
by genetics. Physical training + fashion can help normal looking men, but not ugly men, because
there’s no gym for your face(unless you’re obese) and height.
7) Ugly women are treated somewhat worst than attractive women but in comparison to ugly men,
are placed on a pedestal. Women cannot be incels.
8) It’s nigh-impossible for ugly men to find regular relationships and be treated regularly so it’s fine
if they give up.
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Women actually hate ugly men despite what they say
46 upvotes | January 5, 2023 | by Whisperinthelair | Link | Reddit Link

I see a lot of posts on Reddit about how ugly men should improve their personality or how some girl
knows a 4'11 balding ugly Indian man she likes but it's because he's funny and charming and respects
women but today I want to show women's true feelings for ugly men. Women absolutely hate ugly
men, it's in their nature to do so. Breeding with an ugly man means carrying unattractive children, it
goes against their primal instincts. The reason women hate incels so much for example is because it's
a group of unattractive men complaining about their situation, which to women means complaining
about getting rejected aka not accepting they're gonna die alone which makes women automatically
suspect and fear rape even if it's not the case. Another example is how women will treat any
unattractive man that posts his face with some confidence on this site. r/teenagers is one of the only
honest places you can find women's opinions, i posted myself there when I was younger and I got
roasted mainly by women. and
When they're young they don't lie and gaslight as much. Now let's show some actual scientific
evidence that women hate ugly men:
Women feel sexual disgust when even talking to an unattractive man
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317273311_Disgust_Trumps_Lust_Women's_Disgust_and
_Attraction_Towards_Men_Is_Unaffected_by_Sexual_Arousal
70% of women would avoid someone solely based on their looks, compared to 31% of men
https://highstreetgent.com/2017/06/09/the-tables-have-turned-when-it-comes-to-dating/comment-pag
e-1/#comments
Women care more about looks then men and lie about it more:
http://faculty.wcas.northwestern.edu/eli-finkel/documents/EastwickFinkel2008_JPSP.pdf
A man's personality only matters to a woman if he meets her basic looks cutoff first
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40806-019-00195-z
Women are less likely to use a condom with an attractive partner
https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/6/6/e010883
A man's masculinity and physical attractiveness predicts a woman's chance of orgasm
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1090513811000250
A man's physical attractiveness to other women predicts his partner's chance of orgasm
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0191886915001002
It's obvious from this that looks are indeed most important and that women do feel strong disgust
towards unattractive men. Now I'm not supporting the black pill as average men can still do well I'm
just showing the truth about women see unattractive men. Although unattractive men can still
maximize their chances by going overseas or getting rich.
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Women: "my past shouldn't matter...", Also women:
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Most Female Arguements About Incels Are Projections of
Thier Own Shortcomings
41 upvotes | May 7, 2023 | by Mundane-Smell7936 | Link | Reddit Link

"Projection is a psychological mechanism where humans defend themselves against
their own unconscious impulses or qualities by denying their existence in themselves
while attributing them to others. For example, a person who is habitually intolerant
may constantly accuse other people of being intolerant. It incorporates blame
shifting."

I think the most common female responses to incels I generally see could be interpreted as blatant
projections.
•1) "You're only an incel because you are going for hot models. Lower your standards."
Blatant projection. Obviously, women are the ones who are only going for the "hot models" and most
men are swiping right on everything while getting nothing. Women can improve their outcomes by
lowering their ridiculous standards. Men usually have no standards at all, and lowering them even
further usually doesn't help.
•2) "You just need to shower more and take better care of yourself."
I never understood why women were so obsessed with our shower routines. Almost all of us have
normal shower habits in surveys. So why do women fixate on it? Well it turns out a considerable
amount of women don't shower daily, and 33% go up to 3 days without showering. Two thirds of
young woman are so self-conscious of their vaginal odor they have refused to have sex because of it.
•3) "You're an incel because you only want white women!"
Oh boy, this is the best one so far. The data shows women are far more obsessed with chasing white
men than men are with chasing white women. And even women of ethnic races prefer white men by a
massive margin. Lots of incel men are swiping on every type of girl. Many ethnic men would prefer a
girl of their own race. For me, ethnic girls don't give me any more of a chance than any other. So
again, this is blatant projection of their own white worship.
•4) "You just need to work on your personality and be a better person."
Men reward women that have "nice" personalities. Women do not for nice men. I have seen loads of
studies where women sexually reward criminals, narcissists, and sociopaths. One study specifically
demonstrated male "niceness" was not at all valued by women. So "being a better person" will make
a woman more attractive to a man, and they know it's something they need to do. Again, this is a
projection that is more relevant to them not us.

I don't think most of this is truly malicious. I think it comes from a very poor sense of self awareness
or capacity to imagine what the world would look like for other people. It is like when women say,
"Men won't commit because now they have so many options on Tinder." What they really mean is
"the top 15% of men" but their mind blanks out what life is like for the other 85% of men.
In every case, they are essentially just taking their own problems or shortcomings that limit them, and
assuming those must also be our shortcomings or limitations. It represents an inability to see the
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world from a different perspective than one's own. By contrast, we look at the world from all
perspectives, as that is how understanding can best be reached. Maybe they should take a cue from us
and try to think about the bigger picture.
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"You guys need therapy!", The Therapy:
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What's with the collective denial that women hate short guys?
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The Female to Male suicide ratio is empirical evidence society
doesn't give a shit about men.
40 upvotes | April 10, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

Imagine how different society's response would be if women were killing themselves at 4x the rate of
men. And yes, you read that correctly. The latest CDC data has shown a whopping increase of men
killing themselves at twice the rate of women, to four times the rate of women.
https://www.cdc.gov/suicide/suicide-data-statistics.html
Yet you never hear this alarming increase in male suicide being talked about on CNN, MSNBC, ect.
There is literally no discourse on it at all. Why? Because nobody gives a flying fuck about men.
Could you just imagine how society would react if women were killing themselves at 4x the rate that
we are? Every major newscast organization would be talking about it. There would be tons of
psychological research going into this phenomenon to curtail it. The president would be giving
speeches about female suicide and drafting bills to stop it. There would be an entire month dedicated
to raising awareness to the issue, "Women's Suicide Awareness Month". People would be marching
in the streets with banners and doing fundraisers to end female suicide.
But men get literally none of that shit, because nobody cares about us.
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Don't blame yourself if your life isn't going the way you want it
to
39 upvotes | April 21, 2023 | by Diligent_Divide_4978 | Link | Reddit Link

This is something that you need to tell yourself every single day. Pick up artists are telling you to run
game on 5 women every day, but I'm telling you to tell yourself this 5 times a day:
It's probably not your fault.
It is important to keep reminding yourself of this truth. Once you truly understand this, you will have
a much more peaceful mindset. The situation you are in was forced upon you. Don't let normies
gaslight you.
Genetic determinism is anathema to most people. You will always see the fortunate, the lucky people
try to take credit for their living situations, but they won't acknowledge the opportunities they were
given.
I want you to understand something: when people tell you "you can do it, you can do anything," they
are not saying it for your benefit. They are saying it to gaslight you and feel better about themselves.
It implies that if you fail, it was because of something you did wrong.
"You could've done it, but you didn't, so it's your fault."
You look at a guy like Jeremy Meeks, scum of the earth. This guy is the personification of the
brutality of life. The guy made the wrong choices and decisions at every step of the way, and he still
made it, all because of his looks.
He comes from a broken family, he's a criminal, gangster, beat an underage kid to near death, drug
dealer, weapons charges, you name it. Yet, women are worshiping him, literally worshiping him.
I ask you this: how many mistakes is too many? 10? 20? 50?
When you are good-looking, no amount is too many. Anything is forgivable.
"Anything is possible. Never give up. God's got a plan for you." - Jeremy Meeks
Yeah, when you look like this, anything is possible.
https://preview.redd.it/meh8f0pe83ga1.png?width=680&format=png&auto=webp&v=enabled&s=35
0573543536286be452b149c619d51669a9c42e
You look at a guy like Hunter Biden, drug addict. Still, he's a board member of an international
company. All because of his dad. All because he was lucky enough to be born into the Biden family.
You look at Elon Musk, richest guy on earth. He comes from a dirty rich family that profited off of
slave labor. His 80-year-old father made a child with his 30-year-old stepdaughter. Think about it,
this guy was fucking 50 years old when he adopted that child.
These are morally bankrupt people, and yet you see the lives they are living.
You look at a guy like Bill Gates, whose parents literally bought a computer room for his high school
during a time when even top U.S. universities didn't have computer rooms. Bill got to spend time
with the latest and greatest computers as a child in the 1960s.
I am not saying this guy is dumb. Of course, you also need brains, but even intelligence is luck.
It is brutal how lucky you have to be in life. Not only do you need the smarts, but you need to be born
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in the right time and location into the right family. You think a smart kid born in a war-torn third-
world country stands any chance?
Never.
Fucking never.
You gotta be lucky in this life. The most important factor governing success in life is luck. Looks will
directly influence how you are treated by others, which in turn shapes your personality.
Your intelligence, the opportunities you were born into, your gender; they are all important.
Even in the job market, your gender influences your chances majorly.
So don't let normies gaslight you.
Everything in life comes down to luck.
"Anything is possible, you can do anything."
No, you cannot do anything you want to in life, and it's not your fault. Genetic determinism and luck
rule every aspect of your life.
Don't let anybody gaslight you. Instead, let the truth guide you.
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The top 5% of men have more sex than the bottom 50%
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This guy is Thomas a 4'8" volunteer firefighter who was
rejected after a date and ghosted by 3'10" tall Shauna Rae.
Look who she ended up with a year later
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r/sexworkers blackpill.
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The Danny DeVito rule.
37 upvotes | September 2, 2022 | by smallstarseeker | Link | Reddit Link
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Trans-man shares his insights into how differently men and
women are treated in society:
37 upvotes | August 19, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

One of the unique things about the time we live in, is that there are now many people who have
transitioned genders and can give us thier insights on what life is like on both sides of the coin.
Here is the experience from a trans man from a thread posted here on Reddit. The OP is rather long,
so I will only excerpt a few of the most prescient details. But you can read the whole thing here:
https://www.reddit.com/r/Damnthatsinteresting/comments/tvt6t7/trans_man_discusses_how_once_he
_transitioned_he/

"I'm pretty quiet about the fact I'm a transman usually, but holy shit, I need to tell you about
the culture shock I'm going through because it's blindsiding me. There's a huge sense of
social isolation that comes with being perceived as male, because now people are
subconsciously treating me as a potential predator. All strangers, no matter thier gender,
keep thier guard up around me."

"It made me realize there is no inherent camaraderie in male socialization as there is in
female socialization - unless, of course, in very specific environments. And the fact I don't
ambiently experience this mutual kinship in basic exchanges anymore is an insanely lonely
feeling. You know how badly this would have fucked my mind up if I had grown up with
this? It's 4:30am and I'm mourning the loss of a privilege I didn't even know I had."

"When I'm out in public and interact with women, all of them come across as incredibly
aloof, cold, and mirthless. I have never experienced this before even though I know exactly
what this composure is - the armor that keeps away creepy ass men."

"But I only have a complete understanding of this context because I've experienced female
socialization. If I hadn't, I would have thought this coldness was a conspiracy against me
devised by roughly half the human population. Even now, with all that I know about
navigating the world as a woman, I'm failing to convince my monkey-brain that this armor
isn't social rejection."

"The human species looks so much colder standing from this side."

I REALLY feel for the OP and hope he's doing okay. Being friends with a lot of LGBT people, I've
known some trans men and these feelings are unfortunately not uncommon at all. This sense of
isolation has even made some of them de-transition because they couldn't handle it.
This post is both brutal and informative, and definitely worth sharing here.
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Just be taller than her, bro
37 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by Life-Beginning-3168 | Link | Reddit Link
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"Girls are less shallow when they're older"
36 upvotes | May 3, 2023 | by Coaltolls | Link | Reddit Link

Who gives a single flying fuck about their epiphany after they're washed up and have given their best
years to chasing Chad
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Male sexlessness is skyrocketing compared to female
sexlessness - basically, women are sharing Chads. There's no
way to spin that any other way.
36 upvotes | October 11, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
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for those of you who haven't watched "self made man" it's
highly recommended and gives a unique perspective about a lot
of social misconceptions human society is constantly obsessing
with, RIP.
36 upvotes | September 2, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
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Apparently "body positivity" only applies to women:
36 upvotes | March 20, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/3trw9t6newoa1
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r/inceltear blackpills
35 upvotes | April 16, 2023 | by Lainsel | Link | Reddit Link
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The truth about personality
35 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by Life-Beginning-3168 | Link | Reddit Link
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Gaslighting only happens in male spaces on Reddit
34 upvotes | April 13, 2023 | by tayrod_432 | Link | Reddit Link

Don't believe me? Go to r/ForeverAloneWomen and look at the posts. There are no bluepilled idiots
there gaslighting them and bothering them. This tells me they either banned them all or they don't go
there and only harass men. Lonely women want a space for themselves? Yas! Absolutely queen you
deserve it! Lonely men want a space? No! Confidence! Personality! This is why you're alone! Lonely
men get gaslighted to death while lonely women get to cope in peace JFL!!!!
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Why do women set up their sons for failure?
34 upvotes | April 22, 2023 | by Throw_AwayDiscussion | Link | Reddit Link

Why do women set up their sons for failure?
Why do most mothers just tell theirs sons to be nice and eventually they'll find a nice girlfriend?
Everybody knows that being a nice guy won't get you laid or a girlfriend so why do most moms insist
of this useless advice? Did women fuck the nice guy in college or high school or even after? They
bluepill the fuck out of their sons so much like they seem to want them to be cucked.
To the women here who have kids or are planning to, did you cuck them with this same useless
advice? Maybe told them to go into sports or will ? Surely you know this advice is useless yet it's still
much alive. Maybe this only applies to women who are pilled.
And to the guys here, anyone relate?
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The men who harm women the most are not incels, they are the
men who women choose to be around.
34 upvotes | December 3, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

Women somehow believe incels and low-status men are their oppressors, even though they work very
diligently to keep them out of thier lives.
How can these men be blamed for most of women's ills, when these men are pretty much completely
excised from women's lives in any capacity?
The men that truly harm women are the men women choose to be around. The men they choose to be
their boyfriends and husbands are the ones who bear the most statistical likelyhood of harming them.
The men they choose to keep as close friends come in a close 2nd place. And the high-status men in
power come in 3rd place when it comes to indirectly oppressing women (though this has diminished
greatly since the women's suffrage movement).
Where exactly do incels and low-status men fit into this? They are not being selected by women as
thier boyfriends and husbands. They are very rarely selected to be close friends with women. And I
can't think of any self proclaimed incels in a high position of governance that can indirectly oppress
women.
With the exception of a few deranged psychos in the incel community who have harmed women, the
threat seems extremely overblown. And I think even that is putting it lightly... if you could actually
quantify the threat incels pose to women, I would bet my life it would be next to nothing.
So why do women scare monger so much about incels? When the men who harm women the most,
are the men who they allow into thier lives?
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Chadfishing is the strongest argument for the blackpill.
34 upvotes | March 4, 2023 | by AdvancedMap5092 | Link | Reddit Link

I have yet to have seen anyone even try to refute chadpill
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People on the internet say that blackpill is just theory and i
should touch grass
34 upvotes | March 26, 2023 | by Selionnds | Link | Reddit Link

but being social irl, hanging with chads and girls made me even more blackpilled. Idk how you can
ignore it when it's in front of your eyes, no amount of shit i read online prepared for me for real life
blackpills.
Could it be that people who say that are stuck online themselves and haven't experienced how girls
act irl, near chads, truecels etc in social settings? Or they just blatantly deny it and stick to bluepill
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The popularization of this meme about Andrew Tate proves the
blackpill.
33 upvotes | January 30, 2023 | by TOitneverbegun | Link | Reddit Link

Reminder that the popularization of this meme proves the blackpill. Do you think his looks would be
mocked if he was attractive?
What’s funny is that he doesn’t even look this unattractive usually(this photo is a bad angle + facial
expression)
But normies exaggerate it to make him less attractive.
Why do they do is? Because being ugly = bad/negative
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"Men only want supermodels"
33 upvotes | April 12, 2023 | by Life-Beginning-3168 | Link | Reddit Link
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The ultimate blackpill
32 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by Lainsel | Link | Reddit Link
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Women asked to rate themselves out of 10:
32 upvotes | April 24, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/btrf5s8sbtva1
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"Looks don't matter, it's your personality that counts."
32 upvotes | September 5, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/xv9iyl9np4m91
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Every man should run a chadfish experiment
31 upvotes | March 21, 2023 | by Iluvthesmellofgas | Link | Reddit Link

I ran a chadfish experiment in my city and although I have seen those a lot and although I should not
be surprised , it was even worse than what I expected. I think every man should run one of those
experiments to see the truth. It’s not simply just that women like good looking men (duh). There is
way more to it than just that…
Edit : just lol if you think that you need to work on your personality. (Do work on your personality ,
but not because of women , do it for yourself , for your parents and friends etc )
Edit: 10h of being a chad is better than two decades of dating as me
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The Women on r/PurplePillDebate and
r/FemaleDatingStrategy are way more Black/Redpilling then
any actual blackpill website ever could
31 upvotes | March 26, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link
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People rarely engage with the science of dating in good faith--
nuclear dating study collection below
30 upvotes | April 12, 2023 | by Diligent_Divide_4978 | Link | Reddit Link

It’s so funny how pointing out some major qualifiers of dating as a guy apparently proves that the
messenger is an incel and deserves to be gaslit and mocked; meanwhile, in almost all other areas,
normies will say that we should "trust the science." I agree with this, but normies clearly have an
arbitrary standard for following their own maxim.
The qualifiers are:

Be neurotypical1.
Be attractive in the face2.
Be white3.
Be tall4.

Failure to meet just one of these prerequisites as a man can easily disqualify you from as much as
90% of women, as shown in many studies.
I have included just a few of the studies below for the lurkers. Believe me, the iceberg goes way
deeper.
Neurodivergence:
"Autism literally doesn't matter bro, just be yourself bro, just be confident bro, even if it means you
have to be confidently autistic bro."
16% of autistic men are in a relationship. 46% of autistic women are.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5789215/
Autistic people are deemed less likable and trustworthy by IQ-comparable NTs within ten seconds of
meeting.
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep40700#discussion
Autistic women are more likely to have been in a relationship than neurotypical men. The majority of
autistic women have had sex. Meanwhile, only half of autistic men have ever held a girl's hand.
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyt.2021.685256/full
Face:
"Stop complaining about your face bro, Danny Devito gets chicks bro, the fact that he's a celebrity
multimillionaire movie star doesn't affect anything bro."
A man's facial attractiveness has been shown to be the strongest predictor of any following romantic
interest, whether short-term or long-term. In fact, women tend to favor certain male faces for short-
term relationships and certain other male faces for long-term relationships. As a sample's face
becomes more masculine, women want to have sex with the sample more.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1364661305003207
Race:
"Most people aren't racist bro, stop blaming your race bro, being Indian doesn't matter bro."
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"The numbers also show that attraction isn't color-blind. To wit:-- Among males, white guys get the
most frequent responses (29 percent of the time) and are least likely to respond (40 percent).-- Indian
men have the worst luck, getting responses only 20 percent of the time."
https://web.archive.org/web/20100118050917/http://www.sphere.com/article/revealing-the-mysteries
-of-online-dating-even-the-politically-i/19261774
90% of women of all other races would not date an Asian or Indian guy. 40% of Asian women would
not date an Asian guy.
https://go.gale.com/ps/i.do?p=AONE&u=googlescholar&id=GALE%7CA253444982&v=2.1&it=r&
sid=googleScholar&asid=d06970f5
Twice as many Asian women marry interracially when compared to Asian men.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4631383/
Asian men between the ages of 25-32 have half of the relationships that white men on average do
because "a racial hierarchy explanation suggests that Asian American men will be less likely than
Asian American women to be partnered, as Asian American men face gendered cultural stereotypes
barring them from entry into romantic partnerships" according to the article.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4631383/
Height:
"Girls literally don't care about height bro, you just have to be taller than them bro, like you could be
5'1 and slay the 5'0 chicks bro."
"Taller men had more reproductive opportunities (more marriages, younger second wives) and used
them to have more children than shorter men."
https://www.gertstulp.com/pdf/Stulp%20et%20al%202013_Anim%20Behav_The%20height%20of%
20choosiness.pdf
"The positive effect of height on reproductive performance was not mediated by men’s social status,
i.e., their military rank, or by the measures of academic, athletic, and military talent which helped in
gaining high status."
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s002650100370
A startling and sobering conclusion one can reach from all of this is that a man's face, race, and
height can be worth, in the aggregate, millions of dollars to women.
A 5'8 average-faced Asian man would need to earn $3,696,000 of additional income over the course
of a 7 year marriage to be considered as equally desirable as a 5'11.5 attractive-faced white man to a
white woman.
http://home.uchicago.edu/~hortacsu/onlinedating.pdf
"Just earn millions of dollars bro, anyone can be a millionaire bro."
Feel free to share this in other subs. I would love to see the reaction to the peer-reviewed research
conducted by culturally diverse hateful PhD incels of all genders who work in top universities and
research institutions all over the world.
Bonus: "But it's not like that in Asia bro, just be a passport bro."
White men have it ten times easier in China than Asian men do.
https://web.archive.org/web/20180119102720/https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1083306.shtml
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How many of us are on the FBI watch list?
28 upvotes | April 7, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
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Society doesn’t pay attention to good men who are lonely
because they’re too busy conflating them with Elliot Rodger
and Alek Minassian
28 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by Diligent_Divide_4978 | Link | Reddit Link

This post is written in memory of a guy who couldn't stand this life. His name was Wilkes
McDermid. By the accounts of all who knew him, he was generous and kind; among other selfless
acts, he was known to often take his friends out for meals and booze at top restaurants and bars
before footing everyone’s bill. On top of that, he was a well-known food critic in London and made a
high six-figure income.
So he had a good personality, he was statusmaxxed, and he was moneymaxxed. He should’ve been
successful in dating, right?
Tragically, Wilkes left a blog post before he self deleted explaining his reasoning. I remember
reading this back in 2015, and it hit way too close to home as an Asian guy. And when you look at
his pictures, you can see even his smile is sad. You can see the grief in his eyes.
https://preview.redd.it/9rwuee11ztka1.png?width=640&format=png&auto=webp&v=enabled&s=a6d
f0fc867d82d1ff89e9ef961b9cb0543e9ddce
I'm going to share the parts of his blog entry which I'm sure many of you can relate to. Here's the link
if you wanna read the whole thing:
https://wilkes888.wordpress.com/2013/02/08/my-final-blog-entry-love-you-all/
"The reason for my death is simple. I have concluded that in the realm of dating and relationships the
primary characteristics required for men are as follows.

Height: above 5ft10
Race: huge bias towards caucasian and black
Wealth: or other manifestation of power

From my observations and research it appears that you need two of the three criteria for success with
very few exceptions. What does this mean it means that it’s “game over” for me. By choosing to
depart early, all I am doing is to accelerate the process of natural selection whilst saving myself a
great deal of long term pain in the process."
He was close. If you replace "wealth" with "face," you have the holy trinity of male loneliness:
Face, race, and height.
You could say "oh, he didn't realize money is betabuxx, he didn't include face," but let's give Wilkes
some credit here. The guy probably never once visited a blackpill website. Educating himself that
much on his own is way more than most inkwells in denial do, let alone normies.
"Think I’m wrong… here’s an experiment…
If you are confident that I am wrong do this one simple test. Every time you see an
Oriental/Caucasian couple in your daily life, record how many times it has been an Oriental girl with
a Caucasian male and how many times the role is reversed. If there is no bias (which I am constantly
told) then I expect to see a 50/50 split of Caucasian Male/Oriental female couples verses Oriental
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Male/Caucasian female couples. I originally performed this test 5 times and found approximately a
95% skew of Caucasian Male with Oriental Female couple. I was told that this sample set was too
small so I performed the same test over four to five years until I reached the sample size of 10,000
in total split into tranches of 100. Every time the answer effectively remained the same. All the
samples lie between a 94% bias and a 100% bias. This is also clearly reflected in the study
performed on the databases of OK Cupid Dating and Match.com dating agencies (sample size 10
millions new users)."
Goddamn. This guy was running his own tests. He was using confidence intervals and shit.
I'm impressed, what can I say?
My bro counted interracial couples he saw in real life. That's how much he was dedicated to the
science.
"To everyone who says “why don’t you just accept it”, I ask you this. What if your
girlfriend/boyfriend/wife/husband was taken away from you through no fault of your own? How
would you feel? What if you were then told “it doesn’t matter, just learn to live with it”. Then what
if you were told, “it’s your fault, it’s your personality that has caused that” and “stop being so
negative”. How would you react. That’s what I’m faced with continuously. I can’t stop people lying
to me for the rest of my life… but I can control how long my life will be and therefore how long I
will have to suffer.
Goodbye, I wish you all the best"
Now, I'm sure many of us have been there mentally at least once, considering the rope. But the
mistake he made was associating with normies who told him all that bullshit. He should've talked to
other people who go through what he did.
Wilkes was really the complete opposite of a misogynistic and hateful mass murderer. His life simply
wasn’t an attention-grabbing headline. Maybe that’s why the media never widely covered his case.
You gotta feel for the guy. Going through life alone is brutal. And keep in mind that he was 40.
Imagine being 40 and never having someone in your life. Never having someone attracted to you.
Many of you guys are in your teens and 20s. You guys are still young. Realize that being an inkwell
at 20 is one thing, but being an inkwell at 40 is completely another.
And that was his reality.
I hope he found some peace in his last moments.
Rest in peace brother.
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Men simply want a woman equally or even slightly less
attractive than them. Women regularly act entitled to men way
more attractive than them. Therefore anyone suggesting that
dating is “equally hard” for everyone is being completely
dishonest and manipulative.
28 upvotes | May 5, 2023 | by Igloo-Pincher | Link | Reddit Link

The entire “both sides have it bad” and “dating is hard for everyone” bullshit needs to die already.
Women’s struggle is almost entirely self inflicted, with most of them being not only spoiled for
choice but outright rejecting men way more attractive than them left and right.
Meanwhile, men are fighting for scraps and would happily accept a relationship, dating, sex or even
simply the attention of a girl anywhere within reason of their attractiveness level and intelligence, and
most are quite clearly willing to compromise significantly.
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"Girls are not vending machines you put kindness coins into
until sex falls out."
28 upvotes | December 1, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

When a woman says this qoute by Sylvia Plath on social media, she is universally applauded and
people seem to accept this statement as unfiltered truth.
But when you see Redpill/Blackpill guys say basically the same exact same thing - that personality
traits like: kindness, generosity, loyalty, honesty, ect - don't really matter to women when it comes to
attraction?
People immediately jump at our throats for it and tell us how wrong we are. Saying it's our toxic
personalities that turn off women. That we need to work on our personalities. Therapy this,
personality that, yadda yadda yadda.
Its just a weird cognitive bias I've noticed most people have. Apparently the truth is only "the truth"
depending on who is saying it.
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just stop being petty guys
27 upvotes | September 8, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
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r/Tinder dropping black pill bombs in 2022
27 upvotes | July 29, 2022 | by alienamongnormies | Link | Reddit Link
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When you get fully red-pilled
27 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by hellsingsoutoftune | Link | Reddit Link
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“Just approach women at the Gym Bro!”�
26 upvotes | April 14, 2023 | by SeaworthinessAdept98 | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/etuetr94iyta1
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I agree. Most women are liars.
26 upvotes | May 2, 2023 | by HighlyFlashy | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve been following this sub for awhile but I didn’t really read some of the posts until today. I don’t
really associate with any Pill but I agree with the common sentiment that most women are liars when
it comes to who they are attracted to and who they choose to date. It’s always bothered me when I
heard women say that personality is most important and looks don’t matter because it’s just said to
make guys feel better and give them false hope. I think it’s in our nature as women to be nurturing
and to make people feel better. But most women don’t believe this and I think the minority of women
who actually do believe this, are either desperate or mentally flawed in some form. Your looks do
matter. A great personality will not compensate for your lack of looks. If the looks aren’t there,
you’re not getting laid because unlike men, majority of women won’t enjoy sex with someone they
find repulsive. And in a time where women aren’t required to pretend to like men in order to be
financially secure and stable, the standards have skyrocketed and the emphasis on needing to be
physically attractive have increased. Being tall, having at least an average size dick, being White,
having hair, and being muscular is what’s widely desired by most women (this “dad bods are so
hottt” craze is truly an online phenomenon). While I do know some really pretty girls with guys I
would consider unattractive, those guys are super attractive to those girls. So yeah most women are
liars in this regard but you guys already know that deep down.
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If sex isn't a big deal, why is it so closely guarded?
26 upvotes | May 2, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

One of the gaslighting tactics you see people use against incels is telling them that sex "isn't a big
deal" and they are absurd for brooding over not having it.
But even a cursory glance will reveal that sex is easily one of the most closely guarded and gatekept
human activities ever.
Women go through great lengths to vet potential sexual partners, and the men closest to them (family,
close friends) are very protective when a woman they care about starts hanging out with a new man.
Bars and nightclubs in my city have posters pinned up all over the walls about how to avoid creepy
men, and how to discreetly ask for help if a guy is giving off creep vibes. One of the most well
known ones is asking for an "angel shot with lime", where the bartender will call the woman a cab
and have security or police kick the incel out of the bar/club who was pestering her.
On my college campus there are legal posters pinned up in the hallways about legal definitions of
consent. Saying If you go out and get drunk, and have sex with another drunk woman, you are a
rapist under the letter of the law and bear the burden of responsibility regardless of circumstance.
So... I don't really get it. How can sex be "not a big deal", while simultaneously being one of the most
guarded and gatekept activities that people participate in? If it weren't a big deal, women would be
having sex with short and ugly guys left and right. All the aforementioned social protections in place
just wouldn't really exist, there wouldn't be a need for them if sex was so insignificant.
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
Edit: there seems to be some disagreement about the context of my post. I'm saying the fact that
consent is so immeasurably important, is evidence that sex is a really huge deal. And that the amount
of importance we place around safeguarding sex is completely at odds with people telling incels that
sex isn't a big deal.
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2022 bullet dodging master
26 upvotes | September 28, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
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Women In real life that "don't mind older male virgins" don't
exist, and the one's on reddit who say they don't are just virtue
signaling.
26 upvotes | April 1, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link

You constantly hear it from women on reddit "Oh I don't mind an older male virgin, As a matter of
fact I took my BF's virginity at 28 teehee" "My friend shes been looking for male virgin because she
values them". These women are just talking out their asses, they know damn well they'd ghost an
older male virgin the second they find out because they don't wanna be the One to teach him how to
have sex or because it will ruin her reputation amongst her peers. Lets not forget that they also
subconsciously say to themselves "If he's still a virgin then that mean other women haven't wanted
him, so why should I want him?"
If you don't believe me just look around reddit for other cases and experiences of older virgin dudes
that revealed or the information has surfaced of their virginity, they get ghosted like a motherfucka
lol. It doesn't matter if you Vibed with girl, or you guys share the same interests and ideas, or that you
got her hooked on an emotional level, once she finds out that you're an older virgin the disgust starts
to set in. Most older virgin dudes are FUCKED unless they fabricate past girl friends or dating
histories.
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The chadfish account is easy mode fr. Women do approach.
Snap out of the bluepill Disney programming
26 upvotes | March 30, 2023 | by SedTheeMighty | Link | Reddit Link

And with so many options you get so many attempts. It’s like practicing free throws �
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Most MGTOW's didn't go thier own way, they were sent thier
own way.
25 upvotes | August 11, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

It always amuses me to see all these MGTOW's who say they "went thier own way" after decades of
being rejected by women and never getting a date.
I'm sorry, brother... but your ass got SENT your own way. These types of dudes were incels all
along, but don't want to call themselves that because of the stigma behind the label. Either that, or
they delude themselves into thinking they actually have some level of control/agency in this matter.
When in reality? They have pretty much none.
I'm not saying MGTOW's don't exist at all. There are some uncommon exceptions of attractive and
above average men who decide relationships are not worth the effort. But to me it seems like at least
75% of MGTOW guys are just incels, but under a different label.
This opinion is highly controversial amongst MGTOW's and when I brought up this talking point to
them, I got banned from a MGTOW forum. ---------‐-----‐-----------------------------------------------------
--
Edit: I'm not saying these things because I look down on these incel MGTOW's. On the contrary, I
have a great deal of sympathy for them. I'm just saying these things factually. A lot of guys in the
MGTOW community don't want to accept they never had a choice in thier predicament. It's a tough
pill to swallow.
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"Women don't owe you anything."
25 upvotes | August 9, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

Every guy in the manosphere has probably at some point heard the argument "Women don't owe you
anything.", and I agree! They don't!

But why is it, when they become single moms with a kid they can't afford, then we all owe
them financial aid?
https://withfrank.org/how-to-pay-for-college/financial-aid/financial-assistance-for-single-m
others/

Or if they become homeless/displaced from an abusive relationship, then we owe them
federally funded women-only shelters they can go to for a free bed and 3 hot meals a day?
You might be thinking "But these are available for men to... right?". Well, there was one
available in Canada for men displaced from abusive relationships, but the owner of the
shelter was bullied and harassed so much by feminists that he fell into financial ruin and
commited suicide:
https://womenspost.ca/owner-of-shelter-for-abused-men-and-children-commits-suicide-after
-financial-ruin-ridicule/

Or they want to go to college, then we owe them federally backed affirmative action
scholarships just for being a woman? Despite 60% of college students (and rising) already
being women: https://www.scholarshipsforwomen.net/

Or they want free abortions, free mammograms, free contraceptives, free this, free that? The
list of women-only financial aid just goes on and on. They get it all, while men get nothing.
https://abortionfunds.org/need-abortion/

So this brings me back to the first point of "Women don't owe you anything.", I fully 100% agree that
nobody owes anyone anything in this life. But if that's true, we shouldn't be owing women anything
either. Men should not be forced to pay taxes for massive amounts of benefits that only women have
access to.
If you do not owe us anything, why should we owe you anything?
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You are not ugly, you are not genetically cursed, start
looksmaxing, fuck the black-pill take the white-pill
25 upvotes | July 29, 2022 | by Gaycunt453 | Link | Reddit Link
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REMEMBER THE DIFFERENCE.
25 upvotes | January 16, 2023 | by inkvellian1984 | Link | Reddit Link

Foreveralonewomen: women who can't get chad to commit to them
Foreveralonemen: literal khhvs who never had female interest in their lives.
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Why are truecels so bluepilled
25 upvotes | March 19, 2023 | by Selionnds | Link | Reddit Link

Ive been posting some blackpill stuff on reddit. Specifically neet and hikikomori subs where lowest
of the low males gather. They are isolated, ugly and don't have any social connections at all. Yet any
mention that looks matter or that women choose mates based on that is met with incredible animosity
and denial.
I have a hard time understanding how even lowest of the low, truecel tier people can deny the
obvious that is proven by studies, social experiments and likely their own life experiences. Is this
exclusive to reddit? I try to chat ugly looking guys irl and subtly slip few blackpills and they almost
always agree with me. As do good looking guys because they often get to experience female nature
firsthand (i did too, girls are openly shit talking short, ugly male when they are with good looking
guys)
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Racism Isn't Ok, Homophobia and Transphobia isn't ok,
Sexism isn't ok, but Lookism is Perfectly Acceptable and to Be
Encouraged
25 upvotes | April 2, 2023 | by PubertyDeformedFace | Link | Reddit Link

Lookism affects far more people than racism, sexism, transphobia or homophobia, something like at
least 5 or 10 percent of people are truecel looking sub4, another 20-30 percent of people are below
average looking and LTN. What does it mean for these people, job discrimination and lower salaries
and less likely to be hired despite being perfectly qualified, lack of access to social circles, basically
being ostracized or bullied, negative treatment and looks from people. It can be accepted that such
people should not date or have sex, but this standard should be applied equally towards those with
female faces as well. Also, the discrimination predominately affects those with male faces but no one
cares. But if no one cares about lookism, why should people care about racism, sexism, homophobia
or transphobia, these people are a far smaller minority, face less discrimination and prejudice than the
ugly and there's absolutely no reason to support them.
So here's the problem whenever unattractive people make a thread about the problems facing them,
average or attractive people come in and start gaslighting them, saying they are delusional or it
doesn't happen and suggest stupid things like self improvement when the problem is discrimination
and prejudice of others. The way to fix this is clearly plastic surgery and greater acknowledgment of
these injustices in the mainstream. People don't need to care about these issues but then they need to
be forced to answer why they care about fighting against sexism, racism, homophobia or transphobia.
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Male beauty standards are far worse than womens
25 upvotes | April 15, 2023 | by Impressive_Stomach10 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm sorry but you're not oppressed by unrealistic body or beauty standards because men find a model
or porn star attractive. It's so dumb that all because you see more attractive women get male attention
when they have larger boobs, etc… suddenly it's an unrealistic beauty standard to live up to because
1. You can still get a relationship and 2. More attractive women existing doesn't mean you're
oppressed. The only thing "unrealistic body or beauty standards" could possibly effect in women are
the amount of attention they get from men. I feel like there's so many women who get triggered more
attractive or skinnier women get more attention from them and then call it unrealistic which is stupid.
You don't need attention to survive. If men said "unrealistic body and beauty standards are terrible"
because women gave roided out attractive men like Chris Hemsworth attention we'd be called loser
neck beards and told to hit the gym.
Body and beauty standards are much worse for men. As a man if you're failing at dating you're told to
hit the gym and gain muscle. Not that "male beauty and body standards are unrealistic." As a man if
you're unattractive in anyway you're screwed whilst for women that's not true, and even average men
have difficulty on the dating market seeing as 60 percent of men are single. Also as a man you gotta
get lucky with height or you're screwed and not literally. Because if you're short you will be mocked
and humiliated more than any overweight woman will ever be. If we use feminist logic here than also
as a man we have far more unrealistic standards to live up to because to meet the female gaze and get
our precious attention we have to be born attractive with good features. You don't even see women
lusting over an average Joe with a six pack.
Overall men have far more extreme standards to live up to but because of feminism and our beloved
male feminists who are desperate for female validation by agreeing mindlessly with everything
women say, no one can state the obvious less fear of being deemed sexist.
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The amount of single young males increased by 12% in 2.5
years
24 upvotes | April 10, 2023 | by mewbestpokeman | Link | Reddit Link

Aug 2020 survey, 51% of males 18-29 are single
Feb 2023 survey, 63% of males 18-29 are single
The number of single young women stayed the same.
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Do you think many males will end up roping?
24 upvotes | April 11, 2023 | by Seiiino | Link | Reddit Link

Many don't have families and are basically incels. I'm still young but idk how you can cope with it for
years, males are disposable and not valued at all these days. 63% can't find relationships in US. Idk
how will they cope
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You aren't entitled to being a functioning human being
24 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by labexperimentlol | Link | Reddit Link
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Explaining to women what the Friendzone is like:
24 upvotes | April 22, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

Imagine going to a job interview for an HR position and the employer is like:

"Well, Ms. Anon. Your resume is the best we've ever seen. You've got the education and skill
requirements we've been looking for and your attitude is great. But... we're not going to hire
you. In fact, we're going to hire some other woman who is a total alcoholic wreck, is a two
time convicted felon, and has a bitchy attitude. But, even though we're not going to hire you
ever, would you mind if we call you every now and then to complain about the chick we do
hire?"

And this process just happens over and over again regardless of where you apply. Even fast food jobs
like McDonald's are turning you away.
Imagine you are constantly turned away from higher employment opportunities because they would
rather hire pretty looking women, than hire women who are much more qualified for the job.
And then when you complain you just get told "Uhm, sweaty... nobody owes you a job. You're not
entitled to work."
That's basically what it's like for men who are perpetually friendzoned.
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Incels should only do the bare minimum, and stop contributing
to society.
24 upvotes | May 5, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

Why pay taxes and contribute to a society that does not include you?
Men who feel that they aren't benefiting from society should stop contributing any more than the bare
minimum amount. And if questioned about it, they should be completely honest about the reason
why. I'm not sure why anyone would bother working more than the bare minimum amount if they
truly believe they are outcasts. What is the point of going to university for 4-12 years, getting into
enormous student debt, finding a career, and working your ass off anyways if you will never have a
family or even friends to do things with?
I'm not exactly a NEET or an extreme Blackpiller myself (more Redpilled), but I do hate most of
society. And I fully understand why more guys are choosing to just NEET it up and live off the
taxpayer's tit, rather than contribute to a society that spits on them at every opportunity.
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MuH wAmEn DoNt AlL dAtE tHe ToP % oF men
24 upvotes | May 9, 2023 | by dfwus | Link | Reddit Link

https://imgur.com/a/3rDDnbh
jfl at people that don’t think females are all just cocksharing
this is the ‘are we dating the same guy’ london UK edition. it’s a private group.
In London there are 9 million people. 4.4 million of those are women. This group has 45k members.
That is 1% of the female population. Or 0.5% of the entire population.
What happens whenever somebody posts a man they want ‘☕️’ or ‘�‘?
At least 15 women show up all claiming they’re dating / talking to him at the same time. JFL.
If such a small selection of women are all cocksharing, just imagine what it’s like on a bigger scale.
What’s even funnier is it’s always ‘he’s so mean :(‘ ‘he’s so abusive :(‘ ‘he’s a player!!’. No, he just
didn’t want to wife a hoe and now you’re mad about it.
These groups are honestly so blackpilling. If in a group of 45000, a man has got 20 females in his
harem, imagine how many he’s got in 4.4 MILLION.
Anyone that doesn’t think women would rather share chad than settle for their looksmax is a cuck tbh
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Is this a 2022 looksmatch couple?
24 upvotes | December 12, 2022 | by Lainpiller | Link | Reddit Link
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How To Succeed In Life.
24 upvotes | December 30, 2022 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link
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Inceltear/Bluepillers using Tate as proof of their ideology is the
most bizarre trend on the internet currently
24 upvotes | January 15, 2023 | by hutavan | Link | Reddit Link

I don't get it. Doesn't Andrew Tate's existence disprove everything they claim? He's a violent rapey
thug, but because he's tall and strong as well as thugmaxxed and loaded, he got to fuck some girls
consensually. You can argue whether he proves red pill or blackpill more (was it his genetics or his
attitude that got him laid more), but bluepill has no place to be squeezed in here (i.e. the belief that
morality/good personality is what counts the most).
They also claim Andrew Tate himself is incel so let's unpack this.
-for one, he's sexually active so already no
-incels hate Tate and don't identify with him
-Tate also hates incels and is unable to identify with them
-the ideologies are fundamentally conflicting as incels hate PUA's, their way of doing things and the
beliefs they push
But also Tate is incel? I think incel just came to mean "anything that's bad on the internet".
All in all I'm glad he got arrested, but this also created this weird trend that never fails to leave me
bewildered.
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Women admit to hypergamy and advocate culling incels:
24 upvotes | March 12, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
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Asexual women= chad/chadlite or death.
24 upvotes | April 2, 2023 | by inkwell653 | Link | Reddit Link

Don't be fooled, and we all know whom I'm talking about.
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what incels are depending on the pill (guy)
24 upvotes | March 27, 2023 | by Skioyors | Link | Reddit Link
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Why are women turned off by even the most trivial of male
insecurities?
23 upvotes | November 11, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

Women pitch a fit over dudes who are insecure about their height but they made a body positivity
movement based on their insecurities about weight and other things? Insecurity in men is a huge turn-
off for women and yet women are just as riddled with insecurities as men are.
If men had the same attitude toward women's insecurities as women have toward men's insecurities
we'd be extinct as a species.
And this "but I have a womb so I have an excuse" is utter and absolute bullshit. Especially for
childfree women. We're not monkeys swinging from trees, we are a species with satellites in orbit
and all kinds of religions and philosophies that have evolved us from mindless animals to a modern
civilization.
If anything proves the empathy gap, this puts an exclamation mark on the issue.
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"men age like fine wine women hit the wall at 24"
23 upvotes | February 22, 2023 | by iliyb | Link | Reddit Link
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Current year is like paradise on earth for women in western
democracies and that is why they so angrily defend that state
23 upvotes | March 10, 2023 | by Dreaminofthepasts | Link | Reddit Link

It's like you're doing heroin, and you perceive people always trying to take your heroin away from
you, criticizing how much of it you're doing, telling you you're going to regret later how much you
did, etc.
Difference is there's literally no downside.
Women living in western democracies well and truly can have their cake and eat it too, dopamine
trillionaires, more pleasurable feelings in terms of frequency and duration than any organic life that
has ever existed at any time on the planet
Or let's put it another way, if not women living in current western democracies, which group of
people or organic beings would have your vote for more pleasurable feelings in terms of frequency
and duration than any organic life that has ever existed at any time on the planet?
Because frankly, that's the most important thing. All this stuff about sacrifice and discipline and
endurance and meaning blah blah blah, if they had a perfect drug without comedowns and tolerance
and bodily deterioration, who isn't jumping on that soma ASAP other than some self flagellating
neurotics?
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The fellas at r/short should dethrone, tar and feather, and exile
bikerbats and make this based gentleman their new king.
23 upvotes | March 27, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/ssgebww909qa1
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It's pointless to even talk to women on here.
23 upvotes | April 16, 2023 | by GuessHefty9569 | Link | Reddit Link

There is no point in even trying to have a debate with women on here, they either gaslight you to hell
or if it's a question that they can't blame men for or it shows women's hypocrisy they go silent. To be
honest that's why I have most women on here blocked because they don't want to have an honest
discussion anyways and its makes the discussions better when you filter out women's nonsense.
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Just go outside bro
23 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by Diligent_Divide_4978 | Link | Reddit Link

go outside

look at the sky

nobody is talking about heliocentrism

nobody is talking about the solar system

nobody is talking about astronomy or astrophysics or the tilt of the earth

nobody is talking about how the ground is flat and not round

everybody walks on the flat earth as the sun visibly sinks below the horizon

everyone claps

flat earth is law, the sun goes around the earth

This place really makes you lose touch with reality huh.
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Ukrainian women are brutal...
23 upvotes | April 5, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/19uo3vjz40sa1
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How is the prevalence of these Facebook groups not evidence
that women are sharing the same men?
23 upvotes | May 9, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
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For men every small thing is a disqualifier, women can still be
deformed and get a normie boyfriend
22 upvotes | April 25, 2023 | by TetsuoTamayaka | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/AI4odPkZTSQ
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Blackpill is spreading--your thoughts?
22 upvotes | May 5, 2023 | by Diligent_Divide_4978 | Link | Reddit Link

Disclaimer: I don't personally advocate for any particular pill wholly except for the science. There
are some parts of blackpill ideology I am fundamentally opposed to, like any ideology I have ever
encountered.
Blackpill is spreading.
It's getting to the point that if you want Youtube views, just start a blackpill channel and put minimal
effort into your videos. Blackpill channels made just months ago have videos with hundreds of
thousands of views.
Blackpill tiktoks get millions of views, and even women watch them and comment on them despite
the fact that blackpill tiktoks are usually geared towards men.
Even the most obscure blackpill lingo is going mainstream. Forget about chad and stacy, just play
Overwatch for long enough and you will hear "don't be a free agent in life, let the kitsune guide you."
I almost fell over when I first heard a player say such an obscure blackpill reference, then the reality
sunk in.
I predict that blackpill will be fully mainstream within the next five years at most. I personally
believe it will be fully mainstream within two years.
What do you think?
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It's women that can't deal with the reality of dating, not men.
22 upvotes | September 14, 2022 | by MAGA-Latino | Link | Reddit Link

We always hear about angry men that may get violent, even the red pill has documented the "red pill
rage" stage, then you hear about extreme cases of violence from incels. While all true a much bigger
side we don't hear about is that it's mostly women that can't deal with the reality of dating.
Men learn real quick where they stand and what needs to be done to improve their dating prospects,
but women never seem to get a clue.
I constantly see women everywhere claiming that "real men" don't care about a woman's past. If a
man tells them that men don't want a woman with a past, instead of taking his advice they will
attempt to shame him. "Well you're just inscure". Even if everyman tells them they'll just cover their
ears and claim that nobody is a "real man". Meanwhile they'll just continue the self destructive
behavior which will hurt their chances of getting the type of men they want.
Another big one I see is women deny the reality of the wall. All men are practically in agreement that
women lose value over time, yet women just refuse to accept that. Men everywhere are practically in
agreement about the change in the balance of power overtime, yet women keep trying to deny it.
They will ignore the warnings and just call everyone a "misogynist" for saying that. They just don't
seem to be able to fathom a time might come where they won't have the SMV advantage anymore.
Men understand the concept of "leagues" in dating, yet women do not for the most part. Men know
that if they want a super model that they need to qualify for her. Yet women all seem to think that
they can get the best men out there regardless of what they bring to the table. I constantly see women
thinking they can get men to commit that are clearly out of their league. Then they get upset if they
get pumped and dumped, but all the men around knew it was coming. I'm now seeing women staying
single and lonely because they are hoping to get a type of man that they just can't.
In fact we have seen women everywhere up in arms when a man told a woman that she was "average
at best" and that she didn't qualify for the men she thinks she does. Women everywhere were trying
to cancel said individual and would rather the woman live in a fantasy world at the cost of losing
opportunities with men that she actually can get.
Another big development is The Red Pill. The truth is that TRP is big and its influence affects the
actions of millions of men today. I see men everywhere refusing to be a beta bucks, refusing to settle
for post wall women, and refusing to be with single moms.
Yet women seem to be ignoring this major development and are instead doubling down on self
destructive behaviors. Instead of course correcting they still expect men to wait around until they
need saving. They still are becoming single moms. I'm watching many of these women blow their
best chances and are surprised when things don't go as they hoped. They are truly surprised when the
warnings were everywhere.
P.S. Nothing I said is to hate on ladies. I'm just pointing out some observations I've made. I am now
in my mid 30's, have been following TRP and PUA since the beginning. I just am in a place where
I've things come full circle.
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It appears people are doing gender swap experiments on
/r/socialskills. On a side note, Reddit is probably the worst
place to learn social skills from. Dear God do I hate this
website...
22 upvotes | August 14, 2022 | by Liberated_Asexual | Link | Reddit Link
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Not how girls work, they say... well, only 83% anyway.
22 upvotes | August 6, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
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Men are fleeing the labor force because without families of
which they are the head, there isn't sufcicient incentive to work
22 upvotes | December 18, 2022 | by Gomdofthefall | Link | Reddit Link

Feminism/sexual revolution (check out that timing below)= men don't have their seat at the head of
the table of their family.
Men are fleeing the workforce because that's what was incentivizing them
Let's see how low the prime age male labor force participation rate can go, and how many
nonproductive men a society can support
Women can enjoy being mommy and daddy, breadwinner and homemaker. Hope this is what you
meant you wanted!

Up until the 1960s, work rates for prime age men in America were consistent and very high.
And then starting in the mid 60s, something changed. And since about 1965, we have seen a
relentless and almost (inaudible), consistent retreat from the workforce for those men.
Today, the work rate for prime age men is lower than it was in early 1940, which is the only
really good measurement we have for The Great Depression, comes from the census of that
year. At that time, the unemployment level for America was almost 15%
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LVW Vs LVM Life
22 upvotes | March 13, 2023 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link
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As a short man, I have never seen a non-famous short guy with
a woman I would want
22 upvotes | April 3, 2023 | by ExtremeWomanRespect | Link | Reddit Link

This idea that short guys slay is completely laughable to me.
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With a Male Face Your Facial Attractiveness and How Women
Treat You is Literally What Determines Every Aspect of Your
Life and There's No Way to Escape Its Effects
22 upvotes | March 28, 2023 | by PubertyDeformedFace | Link | Reddit Link

Women determine the worth of a man based on how attracted to his face she is and of course they
enjoy having sex and romantic relationships with facially attractive men. To a great extent most
women prioritize sexual and romantic relationships and child-birth over career, friendships, and
hobbies. They enjoy many aspects of life, mainly social and romantic relationships more than men
due to the privileges that being considered able to reproduce gets them such as higher social status
and lower expectations. Many of them are able to get away with things far better than men, who
aren't really attractive can, for example easier ability to get jobs, less sentencing and punishments for
the same crime and being viewed as kind and good regardless of their character.
Men also deeply crave sex and to some extent romance and reproduction. A large portion of their
social status and how they are treated is based on their desirability to women. Virgin men are losers
who are mocked and shamed by both sexes, guys who are single are looked down on and made fun
of, gradually they become excluded from their social circle if they even had one. Some of this is
accidental and a result of aging and most men ending up with a wife and kids while mostly
unattractive men still stay alone. Couples with kids gain special treatment and numerous privileges in
society over those who are single, including tax breaks, priorities in government benefits, better
treatment and a legacy due to having reproduced along with the great joy of parenting.
Even LGBTQ+ men are affected by it, gay men might not want to be with a woman but having
female friends and being popular among the ladies, due to being gay, as long as they aren't too ugly,
grants them higher social status and respect. It ensures they are accepted for their sexual orientation.
Even when it comes to jobs, HR is generally staffed full of women and they determine whether a
person gets in the position or not, generally being brutal and discriminatory towards unattractive men
with 0 consequences. This is not limited only to women, even guys in HR will do this for high status
cushy jobs which are competitive, this is human nature and halo effect but due to most women being
sexually attracted to men they are more likely to pick an attractive guy and rate him as more likeable
regardless of competence.
These days in western countries a large portion of lower to middle managers are women as well, so
they determine whether a person stays in or not, one complaint from a female co-worker even if it's
fake, because she's disgusted by having to work with an unattractive guy, is enough to get the poor
guy who might never be able to get another job fired or worse accused of sexual harassment and
facing legal penalties. Women are far more likely to side with other women than any man, who isn't
super-attractive, which basically makes things very difficult for average to below average guys. The
vast majority of male managers are tall and attractive, so you have to high SMV to move up the ranks
as well.
So the ultimate blackpill is this if you have a male face and body, your level of facial attractiveness
and to a far less extent height, determines all aspects of your life including your social status, your
socioeconomic status, the jobs you hold, how people treat you in general and your level of sexual and
romantic success. Basically, don't have an ugly male face and if you want the best in life have an
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attractive male face.
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Why do women have to have a hoe phase
21 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by gardenfan167 | Link | Reddit Link

Why do women think they need to have a hoe phase and why do they expect a relationship at the age
of 30? Why are men expected to marry these women especially men with low n count? I got these
information on articles online and such as cosmopolitan, bustle and other dating and women articles?
I personally don't want to date a women who engaged in casual sex as in their 20's and wants a
relationship in her late 20 or early 30. Her ability to seperate sex from romance is scary to me. I don't
want to be with someone who treats sex so meanigless and emotionless. I don't want to be an after
thought she ends up with because she is done "having fun" do you know how upsetting that is. You
all are just delaying romance for no good reason at all.
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"inkwells are delusional, average are men still get laid ���"
21 upvotes | February 8, 2023 | by inkwell89 | Link | Reddit Link

There's alot of average or even below average looking men in relationships with women. As an
inkwell I have no problem admitting to this at all ���.
You're average dude is not getting NSA casual sex like chds. Most marriages are literally betabx
relationships where it's a normi dude with maybe some relationship experiences in his youth paired
up with ran through becky who had a bunch of ONS with chds and tyrons off dating apps or from the
club that she will never tell him of. And if he does find out, she'll just gaslight/ shame him by saying
something along the lines of "the past is the past sweety ���:"
The common retort to this goes something along the lines of "Well yeah sure, but that still better than
what mysoginistik inwells get! �"
Is it lmfao? � These girls are NOT genuinely physically attracted to their husband's like they were
with chads. They only SETTLED down with him because they failed to be able to lockdown a chad
for a commitment, and so in order to be able to have a family at all, they had relax their looks
standards and actually finally go for their looksmatch because he was a FINANCIAL SAFE/
STABLE choice. This is quite literally nothing more than a fancier form of prostitution �. The
normie dude trades his financial resources, she trades her pussy in return. Without his stable finances,
she would've never gone for him in the first place.
Honestly you might as well just go see an actual prostitute at this point and just cut all the fake
bullshit out in the middle. Atleast you are guaranteed sex. In marriage you cannot demand your wife
to have sex with you if she doesn't want to, just because you are the main breadwinner in the house
(atleast not in the west), and forcing yourself on to her is literally rape which is illegal and will land
in you jail for many years. From there she will just divorce rape you and take all your shit while you
rot in prison.
Like i said, just going to see an actual prostitute is a better alternative option, and even better,
spending your hard earned money on getting cosmetic surgeries done so that you can become
ACTUALLY attractive and have a higher chance of a woman ACTUALLY being GENUINELY
attracted to you.
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femcels are more pathetic than regular inkwells.
21 upvotes | February 21, 2023 | by inkwell43 | Link | Reddit Link

Imagine living on just exist mode, and still being celibate. Guys will literally fuck random
unconscious women on the street, and you can't even muster enough braincels to rub together to take
5 minutes to download an app and swipe through the chadlite/ chad buffet at your fingertips.
Inkwells are inkwells because they are physically unattractive men, and no one wants to fuck
physical unattractive men, end of story.
Femcels are femcels cause they want chads to commit and refuse to accept anything less, or they are
literally mentally retarded shut ins that can't seem to realize that men objectively more attractive than
them, will still want to bust a nut in them on a slow day.
If Lizzie Velásquez can find a boyfriend, yall literally have no excuse. ���
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We live in a society
21 upvotes | March 23, 2023 | by Lainsel | Link | Reddit Link
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The Problem with Redpill strategy a la "just become rich bro
or just statusmaxx bro" is that yes it works, but you still dont
get desired like the goodlooking guy.
21 upvotes | March 23, 2023 | by Acrobatic-Button-454 | Link | Reddit Link

Storytime, i am myself a 6'5 6/10 Face (by blackpill standard, not delusion) Dude. I have arguably the
worst game in history, low charisma, pretty shy, introverted. I hit the gym daily so my body is solide.
I work as a Mechanic, and i dont have any form of status. I still get laid.

I have a Friend, Millionaire, 4/10 6'1, statusmaxxed, on a surface Level it might seem that he Pulls
more Women then me, and that is true ON A SURFACE Level.

Now comes the big difference, since i attract all my Women on a pure raw genuine Level, its a
complete different ball game. I am not joking some Women off him, hit me up when we were at a
club or something, and told me "just dont tell him pls" i didnt go through but my Point stands.
Yes Money gets you Options, thats not my Point. But u arent desired on a primal Level. You can
cope as much as u want, but u are simply not desired like the good looking guy. You arent a g or a
"playboy" youre a beta bucks coper, thats the truth. When you stop paying and entertaining the
lifestyle its over for you. The goodlooking guy can work at mcdonalds and it doesnt matter. Status
and Money if you break it down is cope.

You provide for her Lifestyle, he provides for her needs.
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oofy doofy?
21 upvotes | December 24, 2022 | by holdmebebi | Link | Reddit Link
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"Muh ethniccels are pink pussy only and don't want ethnic
women". Meanwhile in reality:
21 upvotes | April 11, 2023 | by inkie98 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.reddit.com/r/dating_advice/comments/11jfh9r/how_do_i_get_myself_to_be_attracted_to
_people_i/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=android_app&utm_name=androidcss&utm_term=1&ut
m_content=share_button
This one's for you purin �
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Warmer weather makes it impossible to avoid the blackpill
21 upvotes | April 12, 2023 | by gruckendud | Link | Reddit Link

I go to college, when I am on campus I have gotten very good at not looking at women at all. If they
are holding the door open I just put my hand on it to open it myself and don't look at them, if they are
walking in front of me I look to the side, if they are walking towards me I look at the ground. This
helps me keep away thoughts of ineptitude and bitterness, as I am at least not seeing what I can't
have.
Now the weather is getting very warm, and the clothes are coming off. Like clockwork women are
now presenting their bodies to chad every time they step on campus. Not to be a creep, but it is just
impossible for me to avoid looking now. Even if I look away I still get a glimpse of pale thighs,
cleavage, bare skin. It then gets my imagination going, even if I don't look at the girl. I am deprived
when it comes to physical affection. My imagination is just trying to fill the gaps somehow.
I just imagine the men they are presenting themselves to and how I am not good enough. I am
surrounded by what I desire, yet can't have, and they present themselves to be mated with, however
the blackpill makes it known that no matter what I will never be able to indulge in these offerings, I
can only look and imagine what it would be like if I were a few inches taller and had a better looking
face.
I had been doing a good job of trying not to think about the blackpill, but this brings it to the forefront
of my mind.
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Western Dating is Hell On Earth (change my mind)���
21 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by SeaworthinessAdept98 | Link | Reddit Link
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How do you find motivation to do anything as a normie
21 upvotes | April 21, 2023 | by Seooop | Link | Reddit Link

my class has 2 chadlites and the rest are normies/below normies. The quality of life in every single
aspect is incomparable. Chadlites get orbited not only by females but also males because it increases
your status if you are friends with attractive guys. Teachers like them and praise them despite them
being average at studies. They go through life like its an anime, im not even joking. I actually am in
their friends circle so i get to experience it firsthand. Literally everyone likes and worships them just
for existing. Meanwhile i have to spin on my head to get more than one word replies from girls
it was one thing reading studies on the internet but experiencing it irl is beyond brutal. Why do i have
to get a good degree, work work work, get promotion at 35 just to finally get a wife that's been railed
by multiple guys. There is literally no point to do anything, im considering just getting neetbux and
rotting.

In the past even as below normie you could get married at 20 and live your life decently enough. I see
so many boomers with looksmatched wives or even ones who are more beautiful than them. I barely
see any zoomer couples where guy isn't 2+ points more attractive than the girl
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Chadsexuality / LesbianPill being real and brutal, and as proof,
these posts
20 upvotes | April 10, 2023 | by walkarund | Link | Reddit Link

For those bluepilled folks who doubted it, this is what most women really think about men. Note that
these quotes are taken from a twoXX thread, and as we know, the women there are a bit... special
(browsing that sub is depressing tbh). Still, I think it still represents the female gender well (there are
similar posts in other subs). I won't give direct link, but googling "women are more aesthetically
appealing reddit" keywords will get u there if you're curious.
Anyway, here are some quotes where women (many of them supposedly """straight""") finds
women's bodies more attractive - I've added the upvotes too:


Straight woman and I too usually find women more pleasant to look at even if I'm not
attracted to them the way I am to (some) men - 277 upvotes



I think the number of attractive women is far greater than the number of attractive men -
71 upvotes



Oh women are much more aesthetically pleaseing.

This is coming from a straight, married woman. But I've always thought this and have of
course experimented in the past but concluded there is something else I find attractive about
men. - 6 upvotes



I'm bi so I'm not sure if my insight counts, but I find most women attractive and a very
small amount of men attractive. Even if I'm not really attracted to them, I usually find
women pleasant to look at it. - 600 upvotes

I had have a bad time trying to understand this. They openly admit that the female body is more
attractive, but consider themselves as straight? Yet many of them say they "unfortunately" are, as if it
is deep-wired in their biology:


I definitely think women are more aesthetically pleasing than men. Every time i see a
couple, i think "she is SO MUCH HOTTER than him!"

unfortunately, something very primal in me is still attracted to men. i wish i could turn it of
like a switch. - 271 upvotes



I've said this before too. Unfortunately I'm entirely straight, but I appreciate attractive
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women. To me, more women are attractive than not, even if they're not "traditionally"
attractive, or dressed up. [...]

To me, most men are "eh." There has been maybe three men that I've ever seen that have
made me go "oh, wow," but they have mostly been strangers/retail customers, and an actor
in a movie (of course I can't remember the name of either) [...] - 28 upvotes

It is by being biologically brain-wired that they try to date men in order to obtain offspring. If it
weren't for that, they claim there's no reason to be attracted to us (in short, we're shit to them, they
would prefer touching boobs instead of coming even close to us):


right? like what is it other than biological instincts because nothing else is appealing? - 32
upvotes



The proof that sexuality is not a "lifestyle" or a "decision" is that heterosexual women still
exist on this world. - 45 upvotes

Attention, brutal chadsexualityPill ahead. The 80/20 rule is an understatement and is in fact
optimistic:


Oh my god yes. I'm straight as an arrow and think the vast majority of women are at least a
bit pretty/cute/interesting, and the amount of men who are in any way vaguely attractive is
like...1 in 20 at most. - 346 upvotes



Yeah I’ve always felt like this and I’m starting to think I might be a lesbian. I find men
“meh” at best 95% of the time and I find penises absolutely repulsive to look at. - 38
upvotes

In the thread I have also encountered several mockeries towards us. Only the chads' bodies are
worthy for these women:


Elaine on Seinfeld says this.

Something like “women are beautiful. They have long, flowing hair, curves, etc. Men are
utilitarian, like a jeep.�♂️” - 63 upvotes

I always laugh when she says the male body is simian - 9 upvotes



Let's face it, penises are silly looking things. - 17 upvotes

How can anyone deny the blackpill? You don't even have to listen to us, just read the women
themselves. Also in that thread there are many posts saying that the female body is more attractive
because they take more care of themselves (makeup, diet, clothes etc.) In my opinion that's cope; in
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young men makeup aren't going to make them more attractive, and dressing well (assuming they
dress badly) doesn't increase that much raw attractiveness.
Nature, biology and evolution are a bitch. It's so sad, even straight women appreciate more other
women's bodies than normies ones - let alone incels - and many of them will go bisexual sooner or
later - most of them.
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“Sorry, I did all that with my exes in the past and didn’t like it,
so now I’m an honest women”��♀️
20 upvotes | April 13, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/m0nx9z744sta1
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You doing the most to impress her to get something she gave
another man for free with ease�
20 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by SeaworthinessAdept98 | Link | Reddit Link
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Censorship is causing the downfall of feminism
20 upvotes | April 24, 2023 | by Worldly_Piano9526 | Link | Reddit Link

I am noticing a turn around in men's rights and the fall of feminism. I believe that the reasons for this
are three fold
1). As Red and Black Pill communities are shut down; the men in those communities are forced to
branch out to more mainstream communities where they can seed their ideas within those
communities and snap people out of the matrix.
2). It is very easy to find examples of misandry online but anything short of not licking a woman's
asshole is often removed as hate speech frequently resulting in suspensions or bans for repeat
offenders, as a result; men have had to be more tactful as a collective which has given us an optics
advantage among Millennials and GenZ. Stoic MRAs are in and entitled feminists are out.
3). Because men do have legitimate and obvious issues, that need to be addressed, and we are a lot
less likely to trigger people in the pursuit of those goals when we aren't allowed to be overly
emotional in our responses.
My argument is essentially that by being held to a higher standard on social media; we have ensured
our long term success, even if it does kind of suck sometimes.
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Don't believe women calling you not ugly or attractive
20 upvotes | April 27, 2023 | by DearCommunication919 | Link | Reddit Link

If they really thought that, they would have slept with you.
Always watch people's actions, not words.
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Don't you feel that even friendship with women is becoming
difficult?
20 upvotes | May 1, 2023 | by Bothering-Hands | Link | Reddit Link

Lately I've noticed many of the women I talk to (and for whom I have no romantic-sexual interest) try
to make me their orbiter, their vassal or their simp.
They ask for very unreasonable favors (and ask them as orders), they insult me when I talk to them
quite respectfully, some even try to hit me, they subject me to that "shit tests", they always want to be
in control in all situations (a very vertical relationship) and, in short, all those things. It's almost like
that "beta-bucks" concept but without the dating.
I remember that most women had always been at least decent as friends but, for me, that seems to be
changing in a bad way.
Doesn't the same thing happen to you?
I don't think it's because of a worsening of my looks, in fact I think I look better than ever and no,
calm down, as soon as I consider a girl wants to make me her "friend"-slave I take my distance.
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True or cope?
20 upvotes | April 28, 2023 | by TangeloAggressive483 | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/l0kr0p0akowa1
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women using the "men only want sex" excuse to not see their
counterparts as prospects
20 upvotes | May 4, 2023 | by UnusualMeaning2170 | Link | Reddit Link

Been seeing this more often in this sub and just wanna shut this shit argument down with simple stats
:aged 18-29, 63% of men are single and 34% of women (and thats self reported, so mens is definitely
higher, and womens lower). Taking most women at their word when they say theyre only having sex
in a relationship, most men are definitely not fucking. Now i know what the arguments gonna be,
well sweaty they might just be lying about their relationship status to fuck around, kek. Do you
realize the level of attractiveness a man has got to be at to be able to pull that shit off? And how many
men come close to that? I'm not pulling it out of my ass, the shits self admitted by the % of men
women find attractive (which by the way, despite all the virtue signaling, most women nowadays are
starting to admit is very much important to the stability and sex life of the relationship, which is why
we see most marriages sex life end in 5 years despite the effort put in by both parties. its top 20% or
bust).
Not only that, for a decade, the gss stated sexlessness has been higher in men than women (despite
the covid gss from 2021, which is flawed because fucking duhh, and even if it were valid in any
shape or form, one uptick is useless)
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Do women realize that it's not a brag to get laid lmao.
20 upvotes | May 5, 2023 | by wellion67 | Link | Reddit Link

Like you guys have seen the pig lady experiment right? Most men when desperate enough are willing
to fuck anything. Lmao bragging about getting laid is for DUDES LMAO not girls. Because you
know most dudes aren't getting laid often unless they are a relationship, therefore being a guy who
can have causal ONS with no strings attached makes you a high value guy. I always laugh when the
women come here and try to flex on ugly dudes about getting laid lmao. What are you going to brag
about next? breathing? Going to sleep? Eating food? Waking up in the morning? ���
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People Who Deny The Importance of Looks In Employment
Please Read This NY Times Article
20 upvotes | March 31, 2023 | by PubertyDeformedFace | Link | Reddit Link

Opinion | Why Is It OK to Be Mean to the Ugly? - The New York Times (nytimes.com)
The most striking quote here is " Daniel Hamermesh, a leading scholar in this field, observed that an
American worker who is among the bottom one-seventh in looks earns about 10 to 15 percent less a
year than one in the top third. An unattractive person misses out on nearly a quarter-million dollars in
earnings over a lifetime. "
They are comparing someone who's 14th percentile in facial aesthetics to someone who's just 66th
percentile and there's already a 10-15 percent pay increase for the more attractive person. To put this
into perspective, 14th percentile is someone who's on the lower end of average range just one
standard deviation below the median while 66th percentile is with in average range, just a little
higher, a better comparison would be 86th percentile which is equal distance from 50th percentile.
So what happens if someone is 99th percentile in looks or 1st percentile, how much of a difference
would that make? I leave this question for those who read this thread to speculate on.
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Exredpill "guru" giving advice on loyalty... whose own love life
is a joke � [xhhmzu, v1rfky]
20 upvotes | September 21, 2022 | by bluingmyself | Link | Reddit Link
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Apparently women think misandry is justified
20 upvotes | August 15, 2022 | by Stunning-Spirit5275 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/worc2a/what_is_your_opinion_on_misandry/
Though some of the comments were objective and realized the inherent sexism, most felt that either
misandry was somehow men’s fault or it was justified due to misogyny. What’s your take ?
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Dating in 2023
20 upvotes | February 28, 2023 | by Lainsel | Link | Reddit Link
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57% of women have height preferences. The most obvious and
also overlooked reason why this is really bad for men.
20 upvotes | October 19, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

First the study here

The gender difference in the importance of height is confirmed by our research. We
weighted the data in the Internet dating sample to the 2000 census to account for regional,
city size, and racial makeup of the country. After this weighting, a t test indicates that
women—as theory and previous research suggest—are more likely to indicate that height
matters in seeking a date than men (57.1% vs. 40.0%; p < .001; t = 7.9; degrees of freedom
= 2,064; Cohen’s d = .35).

Everyone is arguing whether all women are concerned about a man's height or not, and obviously the
answer is not. Incels say the answer is yes, which is wrong. But the issue that's being overlooked is
the world-shattering issue. In that 57% there is a catastrope brewing for men, and it is based entirely
on mathematics.
Short men - particularly those under 6 feet - represent better than 85% of the male population. 85% of
the male population is competing for the 43% of the female population who will even think to
tolerate their height.
Given that the male and female population in America is close to parity, that is almost two men
competing for every one woman.
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If sex and relationships aren't a big deal, why are they so
closely guarded?
19 upvotes | November 12, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

A common theme I see here on Reddit is people telling Redpill/Blackpill/MGTOW guys that sex and
relationships are not what they're cracked up to be, and they are not that important so they shouldn't
be dwelling on being single.
But if that's really the case, why are sex and relationships so closely guarded? If those things really
weren't a big deal, women would be dating short and ugly dudes left and right because sex and
intimacy are basically non-events to them. But that is obviously not the case, or 30% of millennial
men wouldn't be involuntarily celibate.
I think this is a prime example of cognitive dissonance at play, but I'd be interested to hear some of
your answers.
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Why do females and their white knights always say that low
status males feel “entitled to sex”?
19 upvotes | October 22, 2022 | by FastBananaViral | Link | Reddit Link

I have always found this quite bizarre. Wanting something is not the same as being as entitled to
something, they are entirely 2 separate things.
I am a low status male, being a 30 year old kissless virgin. Sure I would like to have sex and
relationships but I don’t feel “entitled”. My expectations of females are extremely low. I don’t expect
them to have basic respect, kindness or courtesy and they don’t in my experience. If they don’t show
respect why on earth would I expect them to have sex with me? I would say I am as far from
“entitled” as possible and many other males in my position feel the same way.
My hypothesis is that females are projecting. If you look at the abortion debate a lot of females
support abortion to a fanatical level even though if they never have sex they would never need to get
an abortion. I would say that this shows a lot of entitlement to sex and they are projecting this on us.
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Anyone notice a lot of people IRL are redpilled?
19 upvotes | July 28, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link

I would hear conversations and people would talk about fresh and fit stuff in public, and noticed it
became more common in the last year, you guys notice that too lately?
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Normies tell us sex isn't important but judge everything
through sex
19 upvotes | January 27, 2023 | by Hufferthepuffer | Link | Reddit Link

To start this off I'm 18 so maybe this is just a gen Z thing but whenever I hear people talking they're
always talking about sex. Whenever someone insults a man they choose something revolving his
looks like "he's ugly" and then his sexuality and sexual success aka calling him a virgin. Women do
the same. Almost every movie and TV show revolves around sex in some way. Almost everything in
modern life revolves around sex in somehow. Yet when when we complain about being ugly or short,
etc....not being able to aquire it sex isn't everything. Honestly I think they just wanna beat us down
and gaslight us for the sake of it. The other day I was explaining to someone a reason I could not go
to a doctor for a health condition and they kept giving me the same advice over and over again and
then got angry every time I told them why I couldn't do that. I think this is the normie mindset as a
whole. They want to see life as a fair game where only those who rank above them like beautiful
people and rich people have advantages given by random chance, and they don't wanna admit they
themselves have privileges because they see victimgood as a contest.
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We did it, the Blackpill is going mainstream:
19 upvotes | March 10, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/vK4y6C1Uuhw
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I gender swapped a post from two x chromosomes and exposed
reddit's hypocrisy
19 upvotes | March 18, 2023 | by Major-Ad7596 | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/GZ7eQU-Tm9A
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And FU to all the incels because I would rather larp as asexual
than let them near my vagine.
19 upvotes | April 6, 2023 | by Incellius_Maximus | Link | Reddit Link
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You 4ores really do make this easy. ���
19 upvotes | April 13, 2023 | by inkie656 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.reddit.com/r/ForeverAloneWomen/comments/12hjgf3/describe_your_perfect_guygirlpar
tner/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=android_app&utm_name=androidcss&utm_term=1&utm_co
ntent=share_button
Foreveralone women fantasizing about being in relationships with tall chads. Jfl that most of these
women are nonwhite, obese, svbhumans, and yet demand tall white chads. Remember though, it's
only inkwells that want stacies. Poor femcels are invisible damsels in distress that even ugly dudes
don't want ���.
�������������������
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Is pussy even real dawg?
19 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link

I’m beginning to think it only exist on the internet
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Beware of women who approach you online!
19 upvotes | April 29, 2023 | by walkarund | Link | Reddit Link

A friend of mine had an interesting experience with a girl he met online. He’s quite active on social
media and one day he received a message from this girl, probably from Latin America. They hit it off
and started talking regularly.
Things took a turn when the girl began making sexual insinuations and even sent him a nude photo.
She suggested that to make things more ‘interesting’ he should also send her a nude, including his
face. My friend went along with it and sent the photo.
After that, the girl began to threaten him, saying that if he didn’t give her 1000 dollars she would
share the nude pic with his family and friends. She claimed she needed the money because her
mother was sick with cancer or something like that.
Some time has passed since then and thankfully the girl only shared the photo with 3 people who
were distant acquaintances of my friend, but the experience scared him a lot
The moral of the story is to be cautious when interacting with people online, especially women.
Unless you’re a Chad, it’s rare for women to approach you online and if they do, there’s a 95%
chance that it’s not genuine. They might just be trying to get you to subscribe to their OnlyFans or it
could even be a scam where you end up being extorted or coerced. "She" could even be a man larping
as a woman, who knows. Watch your steps, bros
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Are any of you normie-incels? Are we more common than
people think?
19 upvotes | May 8, 2023 | by SheepyTLDR | Link | Reddit Link

Normie-incels are basically an incel who is good at hiding his incelness in public and in social
settings. These are people who act normie but are actually incels and they know it.
I wonder if there are actually a lot more normie-incels out there society and we just don't see it.
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Remember guys, women are the empathetic gender and are all
about body positivity. ��♀️
18 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link
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Me waking up from a dream where a women finally shows
interest from me �
18 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/1ox3ozlhesua1
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The average current generation man is NOT doing ok
18 upvotes | April 28, 2023 | by UnusualMeaning2170 | Link | Reddit Link

How can we even come close to attesting that with the current data we have? 63 % OF MEN are
single (inb4 30% """choose""" to be single cope) compared to 34% of women (and that's taking into
account their answers we're truthful, since, akin to average lifetime partner statistics where men lie
upwards and women downwards, this wouldn't be much different). To double down and peddle some
bullshit about how men aren't pulling themselves by their bootstraps enough as if the women were
doing any better in comparison. Judged by the same standards they would crumble when the average
woman's hobbies consists of TV shows and instagram. Like genuinely how are we pissing away this
info like the vast majority of men are going to be okay with waiting until their 30s to have a
relationship, or even a healthy one when they can't even find out what one's like during their
formative years? Because guess what, lmao, men have to vet too, but (DUUH) it's infinitesimally
easier with the PRIVILEGE OF PEOPLE GIVING YOU THE TIME OF DAY DESPITE YOUR
SHORTCOMINGS. And yes, i do mean for relationships as well, reread the statistics, a mere 34% of
them are single and that's without taking into account the women willingly that way. WOMEN DO
NOT HAVE ANY TROUBLE GETTING IN A RELATIONSHIP, THE THREAT OF BEING
PUMPED AND DUMPED IS FEAR MONGERING. YOU HAVE BIGGER CHANCES OF BEING
KILLED BY YOUR FRIDGE FALLING OVER YOU, LMFAO. don't be dumb and quote GSS 2021
sex statistics to me, not only was covid a huge influence, THE FUCKING TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE
18-29 FOR MEN AND WOMEN WAS 53 XDD. even taking that stat into account, a one year uptick
is meaningless. Not only that, THE AVERAGES CANNOT BE DIFFERENT. Take 5 men and 5
women, 2 of them fucking all 5 (first 3, second 2), and all 5 women having sex with the 2, both
averages are 1, the median, however...
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Women pick men
18 upvotes | May 1, 2023 | by Maximum_Dependent844 | Link | Reddit Link

In reality women just pick men.
This is the reddest of all red pills. They literally just see the man they want, and pick him. They will
literally just tell you they want to fuck you. This happens as early as 12. Once past that point, you
develop confidence that compounds on itself.
Oftentimes, this means multiple girls will pick the same guy. Sometimes it can work out, other times,
girls will fight over the same guy. Some guys are so amazing that many girls will be fine sharing one
man. This is independent of ethnicity or location.
If you have to even spent 1 second thinking about why you don't have a girlfriend, why you're not
having sex, and wind up dwelling in 4chan / Reddit / incel subcultures and racism, etc., just get it
through your head: you were not picked. If you were picked, it would have happened when you were
around 12.
You will never be picked. You can do as many things as you want, get as much money as you want,
post as much racism and "race pills" and other stupid shit on 4chan and Reddit.
But you were never, are not, and will never, be picked.
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If women aren't primarily only dating the top 5%-10% of men,
then why do FB groups called "Are we dating the same man"
need to exist?
18 upvotes | January 7, 2023 | by ScrimmyBingusTwo | Link | Reddit Link

Facebook has a bunch of groups now called “Are We Dating the Same Man” only women can join
and they have them for most cities and areas. I went on them for ones in my area and it’s made me
more sad over the state of dating currently.
1,527 points•269 comments•submitted 3 months ago by jannyhammy to r/TwoXChromosomes
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The "bar is on the floor" for relationships for men only because
the selective pressure to get into relationships has gone through
the stratosphere.
18 upvotes | September 9, 2022 | by Liberated_Asexual | Link | Reddit Link
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Do you feel that an intellectual criticism of women's suffrage is
promoting hate? I think this has especially come to attention as
Ukraine is drafting its men to fight in their war. The right to
vote is tied to one having signed up for selective services, yet
there's no expectation for women.
18 upvotes | August 30, 2022 | by Liberated_Asexual | Link | Reddit Link
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Men are trash
18 upvotes | November 16, 2022 | by INTP-1 | Link | Reddit Link

Women are socially allowed to paint their faces to hide any imperfections and artificially increase
their physical attractiveness, but men are not. And somehow this is ok? How? The only way a man
can achieve a similar transformation is with real hard work, like lifting weights regularly, and even
then, weight lifting won't fix an ugly face.
Men have to demonstrate extractable value to be wanted, be employed at a good job, own a house,
and demonstrate independence and capacity to support women financially to find a partner, but
women largely do not have the same requirements. An unemployed woman living in her parent's
basement can easily find a boyfriend compared to man living in his parent's basement.
More women go to college, and often get some bullshit degree with a low difficulty, and at the same
time want their future boyfriend/husband to have a college degree (a mathematical impossibility with
a graduation disparity of 57% to 43%). But no one is looking to get more men into college, because
no one cares.
No one sees that gender disparity as a fundamental problem in society that we need to fix. No one
cares that most of the dirty and dangerous jobs done in society are done by men. No one cares that
men commit suicide far more often.
The fundamental reality of the situation is that men have always been disposable human beings. We
were disposable in the past, and we will be disposable in the future. Nobody will ever give a fuck
about men. They are throwaway people. Genetic evidence suggests most of the men who ever lived
in the prehistoric era never reproduced, whereas most women did. What does that tell you about the
true nature of manhood? We are seen as human trash that is best discarded if possible for a better
alternative (if it's not in the top 20% of course).
I rest my case. Men are trash.
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Study finds that only 36% of liberal women think cheating is
always wrong, whereas as 71% of conservative women think
cheating is always wrong.
18 upvotes | December 5, 2022 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

https://ifstudies.org/blog/liberal-and-conservative-women-have-very-different-views-about-marital-in
fidelity
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Ugly women don't want ugly men
18 upvotes | January 7, 2023 | by Whisperinthelair | Link | Reddit Link

I always hear blue pillers telling me to lower my league but the truth is women in my league and
below me don't want me nor do they have to settle like me as they can just get average men. (Look up
the pig woman experiment for evidence.) So despite what blue pilers say it's the other way around,
our standards aren't too high, it's ugly women.
Let's look at the statistics shall we?
Being unattractive reduces men's chances of finding partners, but not women's
http://www.reis.cis.es/REIS/PDF/REIS_159_07_ENGLISH1499424514902.pdf
So why must ugly men continued to be blamed and never ugly women for refusing to settle? Because
a man is always at fault. If a woman's alone through she's a victim.
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Over 63% of men are single (18-30)
18 upvotes | February 10, 2023 | by Zavier221 | Link | Reddit Link

New stats have arrived , and these ones are pretty bad,
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2023/02/08/for-valentines-day-5-facts-about-single-americans
/
Over 63% of men are single while for women it's only 33% (18-30)
Black people have the largest single rate at 50%
One thing that has to be true now is that younger women are dating men with an age difference
bigger than 1-3 years, else these stats wouldn't make sense.
Remember for the over all single stats men are only 4% more likely to be single.
So in a sense to match the single rate some men from the older cohort of age must be dating down.
Another interesting fact is you're more likely to be single the lower your education level. A whole
13% difference.
Half of the people looking to date in the younger years have went on online dating.
What do you guys think of these stats. Either women are dating up in age which is a given now, or
they are sharing the same guys in the top percentile (younger women)
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Blackpill Becoming Mainstream
18 upvotes | February 23, 2023 | by Annual-Dentist-7529 | Link | Reddit Link

I don’t know about you guys but I’ve been seeing a ton of blackpill content going somewhat
mainstream. Everywhere. IG pages, twitter, etc. Like I’ll see a meme of a female comedian making a
joke and everyone is in the comments talking about 80/20 or some shit lmao. Maybe my algorithm is
fucked but probably not cause some of these blackpill media outlets are becoming disproportionately
popular.
I’m sure this has been talked about before but I’m curious what you guys think will happen in a
decade or something?
I think we will reach a point where we are sort of like South Korea, people getting plastic surgery en
masse to acquire perfect facial structure and maybe even body modifications (limb lengthening for
my fellow shortcels). Kinda like how people are flocking to gyms now and it seems like more and
more people are turning to gymcelling. I think we will see way more blackpill content creators
replace the current redpill figures as well. I have no predictions after the blackpill takes over the
redpill in the media though.
I don’t think an incel uprising will happen (nor do I want one to) but I do think many more men will
become depressed. Most men don’t become violent in the face of this stuff, just sad.
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for men, your Looks dictates your Self-esteem and Energy
levels
18 upvotes | March 15, 2023 | by l00ks-p1lled | Link | Reddit Link

It's true if you grow up in a "normal" family and didn't have serious traumas during childhood, which
is basically average guy description.
Most normies/bluepilled don't even realize it but they would feel a completely different person if they
simply looked differently. They think that they accept how they look but are just deluding themselves
and avoid to compare to more attractive guys to keep the inferiority complex suppressed, similarly to
body positive women
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women are cold and emotionless
18 upvotes | March 23, 2023 | by looking_for_meaning_ | Link | Reddit Link

anyone else think that women have no emotion other than lust for chad. I also think they are all
narcistic and selfish and incapable of doing good for anyone but themselves. All the women i seen
online and irl are like this.
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Woman constantly lie and virtue signal about liking dad bods
and big boys.
18 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link

Either they're lying or have something completely different in mind when they say dad bod( Jason
Momoa on vacation). If they liked big boys I wouldn't be in my current predicament, Instead I'm
trying to diet and train better just for a shot at competing for a chubby chick
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most Men that feel nostalgic of Patriarchy are coping
18 upvotes | April 3, 2023 | by l00ks-p1lled | Link | Reddit Link

I'm mainly talking about Redpilled and Incels, some of these guys think that Patriarchy could solve
any dating issue by giving a woman to each man. However they are coping because they fail to
consider that Patriarchy doesn't guarantee Physical Attraction and attraction in general, they want to
delude themselves into believing that under Patriarchy women would genuinely care for them and
lust for them in the bed (LOL)
If you are Blackpilled and see reality for what is is you'll know that these types of feelings are
irrational and only being considered Physically Attractive by your gf/wife can guarantee intimacy
and good sex, you cannot force them by culture or education.
It feels to me that these types of men are actually jealous of Chads and likely want to be one deep
down, but since they can't they cope with advocating for an obsolete societal structure that "worked"
in the past, deluding themselves into believing it would give them what they want. As the cherry on
top some are also unironically misogynists, which is just another cope.
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CMV "women don't owe you sex!" is said because they view it
as an economic transaction, not because men actually believe
this.
18 upvotes | March 27, 2023 | by Alwaysaloneforever97 | Link | Reddit Link

It's happened to plenty of lonely men.
They hop on over to dating advice hoping to get some help.
"I wonder what dating is like, how do I get girls to date me?"
"Uhm what!?" The women reply.
"You dont GET women! Women aren't objects you GET!"
He looks at his phone, confused. Why are they so hostile? It's like a landlord or a rich business owner
asking you where rent is, or why you're not meeting productivity numbers.
The chant begins.... "women don't owe you sex!"
It begins quiet, but the beat and noise increases!
*women don't owe you sex!"
women don't owe you sex!
Until the noise is unignorable.
WOMEN DONT OWE YOU SEX! WOMEN DONT OWE YOU SEX!
What's happening here is the women don't think he has "earned" sex, and they'll say this, that sex is
something you "earn" for good behavior.
What are these behaviors?
High income, gym body, and confidence that comes with those things.
Attraction to these things has been labeled as having a good personality or attributed to it at least.
If you have an insane salary, it means you're a hard worker, a "good man"!
This is how you "earn" a sex. It's kind of ridiculous but, that's how it is.
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Has anyone else noticed that women are being more honest
about looks/height discrimination?
18 upvotes | July 31, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/tt9tc9j0dve91
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Dating advice is truly pointless and stupid
18 upvotes | April 6, 2023 | by Lainsel | Link | Reddit Link

Because attraction is usually step 0 and extremely subconscious. If you ask some random girl why
she chose her bf, she won't ever mention it's because his maxilla and zygos are the way they way are.
Most people don't really know about these things. So if you're a guy who is struggling with dating,
your only solution is to try your best to make your facial bones look and be a way that makes it
attractive to most people via surgery and being lean or to give up
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[Question For Women:] What would you do if you had a short
and ugly son?
17 upvotes | August 1, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

I'm genuinely curious, it seems a lot of women on r/PurplePillDebate either deny the
Redpill/Blackpill, or if the facts are too much to deny they just resort to mocking and belittling
people who believe in these things.
But what would happen if you gave birth to a son who turned out to be 5'2", had an absolutely
hideous face, acne and acne scarring, and a weak chin? Would you still honestly believe he had a
chance in life to find romantic fulfillment? Would you tell him the truth? Lie to him? Lie to
YOURSELF?
This has been something I've always been eager to hear from the women who post on PPD. What if
your own flesh and blood, your own baby boy, turned out to be one of the short hideous incels you
hate so much? What would you do then?
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"While physical attractiveness was less important to blind men,
blind women considered physical attractiveness as important as
sighted women."
17 upvotes | December 19, 2022 | by FortniteAbobus | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost ""While physical attractiveness was less important to blind men, blind women considered physical
attractiveness as important as sighted women."" from /r/psychology:

Posted by PaulHasselbaink | 14 December 2022 | Link
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are women aware when they do the apex fallacy, or are they
completely ignorant of it?
17 upvotes | February 21, 2023 | by inkwell22 | Link | Reddit Link

Whenever women like to shit talk men in general, do they realize they are attacking the whole group
of men for the behavior of the top 20%, that they WILLINGLY chose to fuck because they are
literally chads and chads are the only men that sexually/ physically turn them on? Or does it just not
occur to them.
And it's funny when they use the word "men" when they are talking about chads and the behavior of
chads. Hmmm, I wonder, does this mean that women don't see non chads as "real men"? ������
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For the adult virgins
17 upvotes | February 26, 2023 | by iliyb | Link | Reddit Link
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Buckle up, short guys, now society has branded you as
psychopaths. The hate-peddling never ends.
17 upvotes | March 6, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2023/mar/02/short-man-psychopath-study-napoleon-co
mplex
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Why are "nice guys" always depicted as fat and ugly?
17 upvotes | March 12, 2023 | by tayrod_432 | Link | Reddit Link

Literally every single depiction of someone drawing a "nice guy" that i've seen is a fat, neckbearded,
ugly dude with a fedora or some other variation of this. The clipart of fat ugly dudes is plastered all
over r/niceguys. Can attractive men not be "nice guys" as well? Have you ever encountered the
entitlement and narcissism of a frat boy on a college campus? Did you know a woman has the highest
chance of encountering a sexual predator at a college frat party? Why aren't tall, attractive frat boys
depicted so negatively when they also harass women? Do you get a pass if you're attractive?
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Men issues are being propagandized
17 upvotes | March 15, 2023 | by Short_Persimmon2229 | Link | Reddit Link

Young men cannot get sex, meaningful relationships, or date because of an increase in physical
beauty standards.
The US media will attempt to throw every baseless accusation than say point blank what the issue is.
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Body count studies
17 upvotes | March 18, 2023 | by BlindMaestro | Link | Reddit Link

Body Count and Infidelity: https://archive.ph/H9cJM
Body Count, Dissatisfaction and Divorce: https://archive.ph/lgwYz
Paternity Uncertainty: https://archive.ph/bRSMC
Sociosexual Orientation: https://archive.ph/FtwFW
Body Count, STDs, and other negative health correlates: https://archive.ph/Ti7VK
Pareto (80/20) rule: https://archive.ph/BiYBo
Desire for alternatives: https://archive.ph/uL5U5
Women discriminate based on sexual history too: https://archive.ph/or4GF
Women’s Sexual Strategies: https://archive.ph/RU7Na

Factors found to facilitate infidelity

Number of sex partners: Greater number of sex partners before marriage predicts
infidelity

As might be expected, attitudes toward infidelity specifically, permissive attitudes toward
sex more generally and a greater willingness to have casual sex and to engage in sex
without closeness, commitment or love (i.e., a more unrestricted sociosexual orientation) are
also reliably related to infidelity (pg.71)

Fincham, F. D., & May, R. W. (2017). Infidelity in romantic relationships. Current opinion in
psychology, 13, 70–74.
.

A truism in psychology is that the best predictor of future behavior is past behavior. This is
no less true in the realm of sexual behavior. Indeed, one of the strongest predictors of
marital infidelity is one’s number of prior sex partners (pg.6)

Haselton, M. G., Buss, D. M., Oubaid, V., & Angleitner, A. (2005). Sex, Lies, and Strategic
Interference: The Psychology of Deception Between the Sexes. Personality and Social Psychology
Bulletin, 31(1), 3–23.
.

Men apparently assess and evaluate levels of sexual activity by a woman prior to long-term
commitment—behavior that would have been observable or known through social
reputation in the small-group lifestyles of our ancestors. Past behavior is a good predictor of
future behavior, and having a large number of sex partners prior to marriage is a statistical
predictor of infidelity after marriage (pg.92)

Buss, D. M., & Schmitt, D. P. (2019). Mate preferences and their behavioral manifestations. Annual
Review of Psychology, 70, 77–110.
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.

it would appear that the premaritally experienced females were more inclined to accept
coitus with males other than their husbands after marriage. (pg.427)

Kinsey, A. C., Pomeroy, W. B., Martin, C. E., & Gebhard, P. H. (1953). Sexual behavior in the
human female. Saunders.
.

the odds ratio of 1.13 for lifetime sexual partners obtained with the face-to-face mode of
interview indicates that the probability of infidelity increased by 13% for every additional
lifetime sexual partner (pg.150)

Whisman, M. A., & Snyder, D. K. (2007). Sexual infidelity in a national survey of American women:
Differences in prevalence and correlates as a function of method of assessment. Journal of Family
Psychology, 21(2), 147–154.
.

Generally speaking, respondents who report extensive premarital sexual experience report
extensive extramarital activity. Measures of the locus of first intercourse and number of
premarital partners show positive associations with (1) rating one's marriage as less happy
than average, (2) the number of different extramarital partners, and (3) the intention to
participate in mate-swapping activities (pg.221-222)

Athanasiou, R., & Sarkin, R. (1974). Premarital sexual behavior and postmarital adjustment.
Archives of Sexual Behavior, 3(3), 207–225.
.

promiscuity is in fact a good predictor of infidelity. Indeed, promiscuity among females
accounted for almost twice as much variance in infidelity (r2 = .45) as it did for males (r2 =
.25). (pg.177)

Hughes, S. M., & Gallup, G. G., Jr. (2003). Sex differences in morphological predictors of sexual
behavior: Shoulder to hip and waist to hip ratios. Evolution and Human Behavior, 24(3), 173–178.
.

Participants who had experienced sexual intimacy with a greater number of partners also
reported greater extradyadic sex and extradyadic kissing inclination. (pg.344)

McAlister, A. R., Pachana, N., & Jackson, C. J. (2005). Predictors of young dating adults' inclination
to engage in extradyadic sexual activities: A multi-perspective study. British Journal of Psychology,
96(3), 331–350.
.

Sexual promiscuity was significantly positively correlated with emotional promiscuity
[r(356) = .261, p < .001], as well with sexual infidelity [r(323) = .595, p < .001] and
emotional infidelity [r(323) = .676, p < .001] (pg.390)

Pinto, R., & Arantes, J. (2017). The Relationship between Sexual and Emotional Promiscuity and
Infidelity. Athens Journal of Social Sciences, 4(4), 385–398.
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Each additional sex partner between age 18 and the first union increased the net odds of
infidelity by 1% (pg.56)

Treas, J., & Giesen, D. (2000). Sexual Infidelity Among Married and Cohabiting Americans. Journal
of Marriage and Family, 62(1), 48–60.
.

A preliminary ANOVA analysis revealed that individuals reporting a past history of
infidelity tended to have a greater number of past sexual partners than those without a
history of infidelity (controlling for age; M = 3.78 versus 1.24), F(1,376) = 52.16, p < .001,
d = .81. (pg.351)

Barta, W. D., & Kiene, S. M. (2005). Motivations for infidelity in heterosexual dating couples: The
roles of gender, personality differences, and sociosexual orientation. Journal of Social and Personal
Relationships, 22(3), 339–360.
.

Subjects reporting sex with men other than their husbands while they were married (who
were 23% of the ever-married subjects) were significantly younger at first intercourse [17.7
versus 20.0 years, t(279) = 5.6, p < 0.011 and reported significantly more sexual partners
[24.5 versus 3.9, t(280) = 6.5, p < 0.011 than did ever-married women who reported no
extramarital affairs. (pg.150)

Essock-Vitale, S. M., & McGuire, M. T. (1985). Women's lives viewed from an evolutionary
perspective: I. Sexual histories, reproductive success, and demographic characteristics of a random
sample of American women. Ethology & Sociobiology, 6(3), 137–154.
.

A central purpose of this research was to identify correlates of betrayal. In addition to
attitudes toward betrayal, a number of other factors were found to be associated with acts of
betrayal. As predicted, such factors as sexual permissiveness, an avoidant romantic style,
number of romantic relationships, and early onset of sexual intercourse were all correlated
with a higher incidence of betrayal behaviors. These factors are likely to promote sexual
activity with a larger number of partners, which, in turn, increases the chance that betrayal
will occur. (pg.247)

Feldman, S. S., & Cauffman, E. (1999). Your cheatin' heart: Attitudes, behaviors, and correlates of
sexual betrayal in late adolescents. Journal of Research on Adolescence, 9(3), 227–252.
.

The resulting genetic correlation between the two traits was .47, so nearly half the genes
impacting on infidelity also affect number of sexual partners. (pg.652-653)

Cherkas, L., Oelsner, E., Mak, Y., Valdes, A., & Spector, T. (2004). Genetic Influences on Female
Infidelity and Number of Sexual Partners in Humans: A Linkage and Association Study of the Role
of the Vasopressin Receptor Gene (AVPR1A). Twin Research, 7(6), 649-658.
.
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When compared with their peers who report fewer partners, those who self-report 20 or
more in their lifetime are:

Three times as likely to have cheated while married (pg.89)

Regnerus M. (2017). Cheap sex : the transformation of men marriage and monogamy. Oxford
University Press.
.

An indicator of whether or not the respondent has had previous sex partners is included and
identifies the number of male sex partners the woman had previous to her relationship with
her current primary partner… A history of numerous sex partners indicates a pattern or
habit of sexual behavior that we expect will negatively influence sexual exclusivity in the
current relationship. (pg.37)

Having previous sexual partners greatly increased the likelihood that a woman would have a
secondary sex partner. In particular, a woman with 4 or more male sex partners prior to her
primary relationship was about 8.5 times more likely to have a secondary sex partnerthan a
woman with no previous sex partners… Having previous sex partners also increased the
likelihood that dating and married women would have secondary sex partners. In particular,
married women with 4 or more previous partners were 20 times more likely to have
secondary sex partners than married women with no previous sex partners (pg.41)

Forste, R., & Tanfer, K. (1996). Sexual exclusivity among dating, cohabiting, and married women.
Journal of Marriage and the Family, 58(1), 33–47.
.

Regarding other sexual behaviors, we examined whether number of prior sex partners and
viewing pornography predicted ESI. As has been found in prior research (Feldman &
Cauffman, 1999; Treas & Giesen, 2000), having had more prior sex partners predicted
future ESI (pg.12)

Maddox Shaw, A. M., Rhoades, G. K., Allen, E. S., Stanley, S. M., & Markman, H. J. (2013).
Predictors of Extradyadic Sexual Involvement in Unmarried Opposite-Sex Relationships. Journal of
Sex Research, 50(6), 598–610.
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When women complain about assholes
17 upvotes | March 25, 2023 | by Iluvthesmellofgas | Link | Reddit Link

Being mean to them , they don’t understand that it’s the gl guys .
I recall that it was mostly the chads , the good looking men who were mean to them , the guys who
they cared about . I have a lot of anecdotes
This here is not even the best example but imagine if it was an ugly dude doing that
https://youtube.com/shorts/C7NZNkZqPi0?feature=share
I remember one time in school , a girl asked out a guy (via her friend cause she was too shy ). And
the good looking dude was like „ewwwwww she is so ugly „ she heared that and cried . Dude stayed
an asshole but continued getting women
However most men have to deal with these accusations for something mostly a few men do , those
who they still chase (it’s not that all good looking men are like that , but they are only ones who can
afford that , so that’s why you see the asshole being good looking )
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feminists would bash islam if they had any balls
17 upvotes | March 30, 2023 | by lemurkun | Link | Reddit Link

but they can't because of ethnic male privilege, it's over for civilization, the world and female rights.
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In this post-Tinder world there's only so far you can run, so
much you can do, before hypergamy eventually catches you.
17 upvotes | April 15, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
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It’s you versus the whole fucking hidden leaf village in her
dms�
17 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by SeaworthinessAdept98 | Link | Reddit Link
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Add "maintain respectful distance" to the list of things men
should not do.
17 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by Wichita_Downspout | Link | Reddit Link
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Af/Bb
17 upvotes | April 29, 2023 | by Xbox-Loud-Cloud-216 | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/6h9h7697rvwa1
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welcome to dating in the modern day.
17 upvotes | April 28, 2023 | by orbstnedifnocdesab | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Trying to get back with my ex-girlfriend but she fucked so many guys over the break." from /r/dating:

My ex-girlfriend and I broke up couple weeks ago because she wanted to find her self and wasnt sure
she loved me anymore. I was obviously hurt because she suggest we break up out of the blue. I tried
to get her back but she insisted I give her space.
Recently we have been hanging out as friends and she mentioned that she wanted to try with me
again. Obviously I was interrested since I have been chasing her over the entire time she dumped me.
However, I just learned that she fucked so many guys while we were broken up ( in less than a
month). I couldnt believe it so I had to ask her but she refused to comment and said its the past and
she was hurt and was trying to forget me ( she is the one that dumped me). It hurt me so much that I
had to take some time to think about wether it is a good idea to get back with her. I cant make a
decision because I am clouded with feelings and emotions for her but at the same time her new
history bothers me.
Would I be wrong to take her back? Can it backfire in the future?
[UPDATE] Thanks alot for all the suportive ideas and suggestions in the comments. I blocked her
and deleted all her contacts. I am going to focus on my healing process. Thanks alot again from the
bottom of my heart!

Posted by Cobbler_Little | 27 April 2023 | Link
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My observations as an successful (photo links attached) male in
the US
17 upvotes | May 2, 2023 | by TheForspokenOne | Link | Reddit Link

Just for context purposes, I'll describe my current standings as a young (20 yo) male from the United
States before I talk about the actual content/purpose of this post. I used to exclusively follow the red
pill and the "manosphere" when it first started trending, and honestly, despite some heavy criticisms
of the teachings of the red pill, I believe that some of the core beliefs are helpful and generally good
advice. Due to my red pill beliefs at the time, I focused intensively on myself and even co-founded a
brand (link with photos attached of influencers reaching out to me/DMs) that has generated a decent
amount of wealth for me so far, I own a newish Lexus + Audi (I'm willing to also attach my
maintenance invoices as proof) and currently looking at a new BMW 430I as well for the fun of it.
Since then, I have pivoted more to the teachings of the black pill as described later in this post.
Now I'll go into detail as to why I even gave context to my social/financial standings. I observed that
people love to spread the idea that the beliefs of the black pill are purely in our heads and does not
seem exist in real life, with people automatically assuming that anyone who follows the teaching of
the black pills to be individuals does not partake in the "real world" or society as most people know
it. I honestly laugh at this statement whenever people bring it up and use it against me in arguments,
automatically assuming the worst out of me, assuming that I sit in my parent's basement all day doing
jack all, not contributing to society. As successful entrepreneur who speaks with influencers (most of
which are very attractive females, I even had the experience of dating one for a while thanks to this)
on the daily, it has only doubled down my current beliefs of the black pill. As stated, my current
beliefs actually derives from the experiences I have with my success. I often partake in selecting
influencers (as seen in the provided photos) to represent my brand, and through this harsh cut-throat
process that is certainly real life, I observed just how much genetics/appearances mattered. Some
people are just born with objectivity better genetics and that’s just the reality, you are born with a in-
built limit on your potential thanks to your inherent genetics. All the influencers I select for
interviews are always leagues ahead in terms of attractiveness compared to the small influencers that
usually DMs me begging for an opportunity. I have to sign contracts obviously catered for the
attractive influencers while the conventionally smaller following ugly ones are begging to collaborate
for just free test products. Worst of all, these successful influencers usually have the most vile
attitudes/personalities you can think of, they are filled to the brim with entitlement and prejudice.
They obviously got so far in life NOT DUE to their "personalities" but rather strictly their
attractiveness/appearance. I think is a fairly obvious observation once you open up social media for
just a few minutes and look around. Your personality/metal attitude means jack all if you are
attractive, people will even twist your horrible qualities into redeeming ones thanks to your attractive
appearance. The opposite is true if you are unattractive, any redeeming personalities you might have
will be viewed by others as negative ones. This is why I boldly state that your change in mental
attitude doesn’t affect what society thinks of you in real life. Surely these objectively ugly influencers
have a positive perception of life and their career, but that’s doesn’t matter once the application of
their profile hits my desk and I have to kindly reject them due to their looks. This is also the reason
why I think of you want to change, it’s better to do so physically in the real world than in your head,
hence why I support plastic surgery whole heartily and even why I choose to have some done as well
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in the near future since I can afford it. I know that my observations are purely anecdotal, but so is
99% of the arguments made by individuals who follow the blue pill and claims that the black pill
does not exist in the real world. I honestly just wanted to get this out of my chest since I'm tired of
seeing all the comments stating that the black bill isn't real, and while I do agree that certain
aspects/beliefs are greatly exaggerated within the teachings of the black pill, most of it is still built
upon the observations of reality and society itself whether people deny it or not.
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How the Bluepill hurts people/ How the Blackpill helps people
17 upvotes | May 4, 2023 | by Positive-Quality1100 | Link | Reddit Link

Some dude is out there suffering, his whole life he's been disrespected and he just can't garner any
strong social ties/standing. He gets called ugly, people are very cold and distant towards him and he
can't get any woman. He then goes on the internet and asks for help.
"I'm a guy like everyone else but I just can't get anywhere, ever since I was a kid kids would bully me
because of my looks. Now as an adult I still don't have luck, people ignore me and women want
nothing to do with me."
Bluepillers: Uhm, have you tried showering? Guy: Of course, I shower daily. I'm an adult. Bluepiller:
Have you got a haircut? Guy: I have a very popular haircut right now. Bluepiller: That's the problem,
you need to stand out, get another type of haircut. Guy: I've experimented with many hairstyles and
they haven't worked. Bluepiller: You just have to not focus on making friends or meeting women,
just be yourself and eventually the people will come to you. Guy: I'm always myself, and people are
still distant towards me.
The bluepiller tries giving cheap answers. And it doesn't matter what the guy says or does he is
always wrong if he's not getting results. "Put yourself out there." The guy does. "See that's where
you're wrong, you have to just chill and not expect anything and they'll come to you." That's how
bluepillers trap you and mess with your mind and time. You do A they say that's wrong, you should
have done B, you do B and they say you should have done A. You tell them that you already did A &
B, then they say well you should focus on C. And any rational person will come to the conclusion
that these people are so wrong. It's just so silly, they got the game so messed up. It'll be like someone
saying I want to be good at boxing, and someone says in order to get good at boxing you should stop
putting so much effort into boxing and spend most of your time doing yoga.
Whereas, THE BLACKPILL tells you the truth to save your time and mind. They provide a solid
framework, we live in a society that really values good looks. Average or subpar looks aren't going to
get you anywhere. Especially when it comes to dating, but even in social circles. So there's the
answer, improve your looks and your life will improve. People try to claim the blackpill is evil and
depressing, but it'll do more people good than bad. When people say the blackpill is depressing they
mean people never even being close to what they want because of how they're born is depressing.
The blackpill understands the game and gives you the ability to better play the game.
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Why do women have such low standards for other women but
such high standards for men?
17 upvotes | May 8, 2023 | by -ilovechihuahuas- | Link | Reddit Link

In my day I have come across and have met many fat / ugly / plain bisexual women who can easily
find other women to date and hookup with. On the flip side, I have met very few fat / ugly / average
men who can easily find women to date and hookup with. The men usually struggle to find women
who are attracted to them, while the women do not struggle to. It irritates me because it doesn’t make
sense. And, I don’t buy the “it’s because most women are attractive” explanation because a LOT of
women aren’t all that just like how a LOT of men aren’t all that. The people who say that usually
have no standards for the women they are interested in which is the reason why I’m asking the
question to begin with.
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Epic headscratcher: How can a woman fail THIS horribly in a
world where my 600lb Girlfriend exists?
16 upvotes | April 11, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
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Do women realize their chad in shining armor will never arrive
after their 20s?
16 upvotes | April 15, 2023 | by x_alkaline | Link | Reddit Link

I just think it’s funny that every female thinks they will ALWAYS have a chance to get a chad or
tyrone even when they’re well into their 30s. It just shocks me how arrogant females me, always
thinks the grass will be greener on the other side, that one day their princess and prince story will
always come true.
I see 40-50 y/o cougars going to bars alone thinking their worth a million dollars. Thinking that
they’re the most worthy female in the place.
just Lol.
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The difference in life you’d have as another gender � it must
be crazy being a woman and having legions of followers
16 upvotes | April 20, 2023 | by Xbox-Loud-Cloud-216 | Link | Reddit Link
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The Last American Virgin - or why courtship of women has
always been broken
16 upvotes | May 6, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

If you haven't watched this horror movie then you have to watch it. It described the normal state of
the dating scene in the future and alerted us that the fuse to the powder keg of today had been lit in
the 80s or even before. What happened in this movie was extreme back then, but is the norm now:
Chad slays, normie dudes get steamrolled even by women below their looksmatch.
"Well he's not entitled to her attention" - true. Now stop wondering why so many men have stopped
chasing women at all anymore...
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Dating a short man requires a level of maturity, wisdom and
security that most women don't have
16 upvotes | May 10, 2023 | by rubydaplum | Link | Reddit Link

The short aesthetic is not that bad. It's natural. You put 5'6 next to 6' and the difference is so minimal,
like the length of a cellphone. It's not like obesity which literally kills you. Yet somehow it's always
compared to obesity...
The problem is ego. Height is seen as status. Something to brag about to your friends. You think
you're the main character in the movie who deserves 6'. It has nothing to do with protection because
we live in this thing called civilization.
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The Legendary Blackpill Video That Started It All
16 upvotes | May 11, 2023 | by Positive-Quality1100 | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/5tuf59ex-U0
Toby Reynolds (Eggy, Eggman, Egg White) is essentially the founder of the blackpill, and released
this video out of frustration that came from bluepilled people constantly being dumbfounded by
tinder experiments on 4chan.
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From male perspective, women are not the more empathic
gender.
16 upvotes | November 5, 2022 | by smallstarseeker | Link | Reddit Link

Woman gets pumped and dumped, that makes her feel like shit.
When her female friend hears her story, she can see things from her perspective. She feels bad about
it herself, she emaphizes, the feeling is so intense she might even cry because of it.
When I hear her story... If I was sexually used by a whole female soccer team, I would feel so great
about it that I would spend the rest of my days high-fiving other guys. The only bad thing about the
whole story is that at one point they stoped using me for sex.
Still, when I put myself into her shoes, I see her situation as a woman. And I do feel bad about it, I
empathize.
Not enough to cry with her because... I'm a guy, my serotonin levels are higher, my emotions are
numbed down. I don't cry for my problems either.
So women high five each other thinking they are more empathic gender. And men are emotionaly
stumped pieces of wood.
OKay, lets take a look at things from male perspective.
If I find out my partner sees me as a good provider, but a sub-par lover. I feel like shit.
I share my story with a man, he can see the things from my perspective. He empathizes. I don't cry,
he doesn't cry, I get a pat on my back, we drink a cold one.
If I share my story with a woman. She put's herself in HER shoes. Then she tries to womansplain to
me why I shouldn't feel bad because reasons and logic.
Just like a sociopath would.
Who cares if her empathic feelings are stronger if she can't even empathize with my male specific
problems?
When men don't want to emotionaly open up, well we open up with our buddies just fine. We are
hesitant with opening up to women, because... you can't empathize with our male specific issues. We
just give up. When men don't want to hear your emotional problems, that's because this whole
emotional exchange often feels like a one way street.
Just look at this sub. Guys never argue that women shouldn't feel bad about a bunch of female
specific issues, even though we would feel great to have those. We can empathize.
Women are arguing about guys "feels bad" stuff all the time
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Beware, sometimes being alone and girlfriend-less is the lesser
of two evils. For example, you could be dating someone like
Miriam Nakamoto.
16 upvotes | September 18, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no7FuVwcn6w&lc=UgyjMuIw0Aa1yr7pMS54AaABAg.9KWQ
gEVodqC9g1YakXlR43
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Why shouldn't women be picky?
16 upvotes | August 25, 2022 | by lizzy1289 | Link | Reddit Link

We have a lot more at stake during sexual encounters than men do. There is a lot I could go into that
would take a while to explain. But here are the most important risks:

The risk of rape. Men are on average, stronger than women. Casual hookups can easily become1.
a dangerous situation for us.
The risk of pregnancy. Sometimes contraceptives can fail and then you either need to get an2.
abortion, which can be very painful and expensive. Or have a child that you didn't want, and the
"father" will almost certainly not stick around to help raise.
The risk of kidnapping/murder. This kind of ties into the first point but its also worth a mention.3.
A lot of women have went out on casual Tinder dates and ended up dead in a ditch somewhere.

Put yourselves in our shoes. If you ran all of these risks literally every time you wanted to hook up,
you'd be extremely picky to!
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Baywatch star Donna D'Errico reveals that she’s lonely and
unloved
16 upvotes | November 17, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

Baywatch star Donna D'Errico poses in sexy lingerie after revealing she’s lonely and unloved
I'm going to skip through this story right to the meat of the story:

"LA is a very lonely city filled with beautiful lonely temporary people and I’m a human
being just like everyone else," she wrote alongside the black-and-white photo. "I want to
love and to be loved. And sometimes the company of a beautiful man can feel like a sort of
love, can’t it?"

And sometimes the company of a beautiful man can feel like a sort of love, can’t it?
Well there's her problem right there. 'Nuff said. Why are so many people so lacking in self-
awareness?
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on women, and personality
16 upvotes | November 24, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

it often seems to me that when some criticism of somebody's character is made regarding their
romantic or sexual issues, it's usually made towards a man to imply that their character is at fault.
maybe they're selfish, maybe they're misogynistic, maybe they're rude, et cetera. and more often than
not, it'll be a woman that jumps to this conclusion, eager to ignore all other factors.
yet, i can't help but notice: women who do this are naturally privileged, because the fact is their
gender shields them from having to question themselves and their habits before they can have the
success they want. they never have to rethink their character traits because, surprise surprise: you can
take on any negative trait you want, there's always a man desperate enough on an app to take it all.
take any random woman from, say, a certain subreddit whose name ends with "tear" for example, and
turn her into a crackhead with schizophrenia: her dating pool wouldn't shrink significantly compared
to that of a man. and when another man is behind this accusation, they generally tend to be a
blooper/male feminist type who will bend over backwards to defend a woman doing the same thing
(see /r/amitheasshole for examples.) so for this reason, i can't take anybody who says this stuff
seriously. if a man said this about women, do you think his 'personality' would be good enough to
attract a provider wife?
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The ABSOLUTE STATE of society.
16 upvotes | January 2, 2023 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "And here I was thinking honesty was the crux of healthy relationships! I thought men who cared about
body counts should be avoided, now feminists have to lie to secure their commitment? They just can't grasp
personal responsibility....." from /r/antifeminists:

Posted by MachiNarci | 2 January 2023 | Link
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How beta vs alpha is treated.
16 upvotes | January 20, 2023 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "How beta vs alpha is treated." from /r/PurplePillDebate:

Posted by MachiNarci | 1 January 2023 | Link
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The study that men are 6 times more likely to leave their wife
when she's sick has been retracted. Take that, man haters!
16 upvotes | January 31, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-health/wp/2015/07/21/researchers-retract-study-clai
ming-marriages-fail-more-often-when-wife-falls-ill/
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For the adult "mad she's not with Chad" virgins:
16 upvotes | February 26, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
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[IMPORTANT] Blatantly racist language will not be tolerated
on r/AllPillDebate.
16 upvotes | February 24, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

The mod team has decided to make a blanket rule that bans blatantly racist language.
It's one thing to discuss the dating market dynamics between different races. If you make a post on
this topic be mindful of how you word it. Sometimes how you say something is just as important as
what you're saying.
It's another to call people racial slurs and say X-race of people are subhuman and should be dead.
That kind of racist language will get you an instant ban.
That's all, thanks.
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34% of women and 63% of men are single. Please explain how
this does NOT mean multiple women are marrying/dating the
same man at the same time?
16 upvotes | February 22, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/most-young-men-single-most-110000268.html
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Had a glow up and the result is shocking
16 upvotes | March 3, 2023 | by Romeo_RichBoy | Link | Reddit Link

I'm a guy and a year ago I decided to stop whining and b!tching about my lack of success with girls
and do something about it. I went to the gym regularly for about a year, cleaned up my diet, got a
skin care routine, whitened my teeth, showered more and styled my hair and even ended up growing
back some hair (the increased blood flow probably did it). I can't tell a difference personally just from
looking in the mirror but people tell me I look much better and when looking at old photos I can't
help but agree.
During this period of self improvement I put off social gatherings as I wanted to start over fresh.
Yesterday I went to a party and I literally just sat down and did nothing. Hot girls started talking to
me, showed interest, gave me high fives, asked if I was ok ect. One girl even gave me chips for no
reason and when I offered to buy her a drink in return she said no.
And I was literally doing nothing, not even trying to run game or even engage with these random hot
girls I've never even seen before. It really is shocking as before girls wouldn't even seem to
acknowledge my existence unless I tried to talk to them.
So there it guys, it really was looks after all. Anyone who's struggling needs to hit the gym and/or the
plastic surgeon's office.
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Women in twox finally admitted that short men are
discriminated
16 upvotes | March 14, 2023 | by lv-_-lv | Link | Reddit Link
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Why does nature have to be cruel like this?
16 upvotes | March 23, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
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If the 80/20 rule is true than isn't hetero sex a zero-sum game?
16 upvotes | March 28, 2023 | by iliyb | Link | Reddit Link

If most men are unattractive that would mean most women aren't getting anything out of sex. Which
would explain women's lack of interest in casual sex with the average male or the fact that a woman
feels she needs to be compensated for having sex.
Sex also plummets in most relationship after the honeymoon because the excitement of having a new
sexual partner goes away.
Thoughts?
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Men don't need money, they need peace of mind.
15 upvotes | September 4, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
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Cohabitation with other men prior to marriage is predictive of
dramatically higher divorce risk
15 upvotes | August 4, 2022 | by TriggurWarning | Link | Reddit Link
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Question for blue pillers and deniers of the black pill
15 upvotes | January 6, 2023 | by Whisperinthelair | Link | Reddit Link

If my personality is so bad then why have I known many women online who were obsessed with me
for a bit until I showed them my face? Why have I spoken to women over a year, they texted me
every day, and then I showed them my face and they blocked me even tho it was supposedly a
friendship?
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We need to stop the "debating" and open more manosphere
spaces for ourselves alone.
15 upvotes | January 28, 2023 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

I literally don't understand why we still use r/PurplePillDebate. The people there argue in such bad
faith, and I almost finished typing out a rant on the bad faith in that sub before deleting it. Take this
post for instance. I spent 3 hours writing this college-essay quality post and citing sources, yet only
5% of the responses came from people challenging my ideas: most of them were throwing snark. In
this other post of mine, I spent 2 hours writing up a foolproof dating strategy for men only for 98% of
the responses to consist of people throwing snark.
How stupid do we have to be before realizing that bluepillers just want to throw snark in bad faith?
Why do we still debate these people? God... I have 20 different drafts of topics I want to write essays
on for r/PurplePillDebate, but it's a waste of time considering the people there have no idea how to
debate. It's simple: I present ideas and back them up with reasoning or sources, and you refute my
sources and reasoning. Most bluepillers are incapable of doing that single fucking thing.
It's exhausting, I wonder why we still engage in discourse with these guys? It's useless. They have no
interest in the debate, they just want to "trigger" us.
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Ever wonder why women don't uproar about older women
dating younger men? They sell it as "empowerment". The
hypocrisy never ends.
15 upvotes | February 18, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://nypost.com/2023/02/01/milf-manor-polarizes-viewers-critics/
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r/offmychest moderators will ban you for posting on this
subreddit:
15 upvotes | March 13, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
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normies really think they are better than inkwells.
15 upvotes | March 12, 2023 | by inkwell433 | Link | Reddit Link

Normies really think they are better than inkwells just because they get to fuck a "wife" who only
sees them as a walking, talking, breathing atm machine. that's gives them starfish sex once a month
while she closes her eyes and grits her teeth and tries to think back to the chads she banged back in
college she was ACTUALLY PHYSICALLY ATTRACTED TO.
Normies think they are better than inkwells because they've managed to be able to betabux an old,
wrinkly, slightly overweight, post wall woman who would've never given them the time of day when
they were both young. Inkwells will pay for escorts and you can laugh at them and say it's "not real"
and that the escort doesn't care about them, but let me ask you something, does the normies "wife"
truly, genuinely, care about HIM? ���
The only difference is that the inkwell gets to fuck a hot woman who doesn't care about him while the
normie gets to fuck an UGLY woman who doesn't care about him either.
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Change my View : If Casual Sex was forbidden, the Incel
Pandemic would be resolved majorily.
15 upvotes | March 31, 2023 | by Acrobatic-Button-454 | Link | Reddit Link

I believe there are subhumans who are just undesirable and still would be incels, but i believe there
are many normies who just get left out because chad harvests the whole field, and leads the women to
delusion.
I believe if there was a system that forbidds casual sex, that dating would be fine for 80% of Man.
Think about the old days when casual sex wasnt a big thing, looksmatch dating was very very
realistic.
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Do you notice most girls have cardboard personalities
15 upvotes | March 26, 2023 | by Selionnds | Link | Reddit Link

I mostly avoid them but sometimes i'm forced to interact with them, and despite not being super
social i can blend in with normies. Anyway, it's incredibly hard to have any convo with girls, as even
in groups they mostly just chime in and can't hold convos themselves.(groups are normies-high
normies not truecels) It's mostly the group clowns/extroverts that carry it. If girls get asked any
question or pushed to participate they mostly answer with one word and don't bother to engage in
convo more. They often just go to their phones too which i find incredibly rude as it wasn't seen as
appropriate in my conservative country few years ago
Am i just coping and they suddenly become interesting and develop a personality when with chads or
growing up while scrolling instagram really left them with no personality?
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I thought international daters were human traffickers? �
15 upvotes | April 10, 2023 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "ARTICLE: Many American women are now seeking relationships abroad, with some citing the toxic
dating scene in the U.S." from /r/TwoXChromosomes:

Posted by Decent_Ear589 | 10 April 2023 | Link
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cartoon media programming 101 part 3: the jbw agenda
15 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by boi_if_u_dont_know | Link | Reddit Link
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The actual state of "doomers'
15 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by Life-Beginning-3168 | Link | Reddit Link
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The drug problem broken down: the reason people use drugs is
that life is miserable. Life is miserable because men are
supposed to have meaningful work, a wife, and children to take
care of. They are supposed to be surrounded by beauty.
15 upvotes | April 22, 2023 | by Gomdgomd | Link | Reddit Link

The way "addiction" is dealt with as a "disease" is nonsensical.
"Addiction" is not an actual problem in itself.
Fentanyl is the most addictive drug ever. Detox is 5 days. The problem here is NOT compulsion.
Even the most pathetic loser can do 5 day detox
Anyone can detox from opioids, meth, alcohol, benzos, anything else. Effectively, every person on
earth can do that.
Then what happens?
Well, life is still miserable, and most people have an impossible time justifying why they would not
be on drugs.
Drugs are not a real problem. The use of drugs is a problem. And the reason people use drugs is that
life is miserable.
Life is miserable because men are supposed to have meaningful work, a wife, and children to take
care of. They are supposed to be surrounded by beauty.
But addressing "addiction" as if it is the core of the drug problem is just totally wrong.
The reason people do drugs is not because "addiction." People do drugs because they work. Life is
miserable and meaningless, and drugs fix that.
If you want to stop drug addiction, you have to fix the meaninglessness of modern life.
This is obvious and people are lying to you.
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Men who follow traditional lifestyles and pursue traditional
relationships are sitting ducks for being stuck with alimony
14 upvotes | April 7, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

Just a public PSA. Why is this not universally understood?? Not that every traditional woman will do
that, but the risk is damned high. Best to stay away from that!
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How to be a based male: 1-picture handbook for shutting
hypergamic women down cold.
14 upvotes | April 12, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
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Stay Alpha ����‼️
14 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by SeaworthinessAdept98 | Link | Reddit Link
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"men should support their children"
14 upvotes | April 8, 2023 | by Gomdgomd | Link | Reddit Link

For all the "men should support their children" shtick that women do, women really hate when they're
with men who pay support to mothers of their prior children. Typical duplicitous greedy narcissistic
solipsistic double-dealing women, they should just say the reality which is "men should support me"
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Here's some more evidence for the dick pill to pound the copers
into submission.
14 upvotes | April 5, 2023 | by Timtimsonn | Link | Reddit Link
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LOL muh alpha male dating coaches and their hot young babes
14 upvotes | May 8, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
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Women of APD, how will you prepare you future sons for a life
inceldom?
14 upvotes | May 11, 2023 | by Lainsel | Link | Reddit Link

I mean the ones who actually do have kids. There's probably a 50% chance, your sons will be
perpetually single considering the fact that dating will probably be even 100x harder 10-20 years
from now
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To all the whatevermaxxing folks out there, here is how it
works in the real world, you can cry about it, you can not like
it, but this is how it is for the vast, vast majority of men.
14 upvotes | October 16, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
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why aren't ones who say men ''peak at 35-45'' or that ''being
chubby or balding is manly'' not shamed much here
14 upvotes | October 1, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

people complain a lot about older women thinking they are pretty or better here, but isn't such
delusions much more widespread among men?
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Women: why do you think being a male virgin is a redflag?
14 upvotes | September 26, 2022 | by SILENTCACA | Link | Reddit Link

I know not everyone think like that but I have seen these opinions sometimes, and as a woman I can't
understand it.
Is it not prejudice and generalization?
Is it not machist to think like that? Femenist don't say everyone can live their sexual life how they
want? Then why being a male virgin is so bad? It seems like you think men are sexual animals that
can't control so if they are virgins it's because they have something weird, Idk, I'm not a man but I
feel offended.
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If you are a late virgin man you shouldn't frequent this place
(or other similar places)
14 upvotes | September 25, 2022 | by Purple-Heiss | Link | Reddit Link

Society says that a man should not measure his worth according to the number of women he has had
sex with....
I think this is a great example of how humans tend to be inconsistent with their statements and their
behaviors because it's pretty hard not to feel that most people, men and women alike, measure a
dude's worth (or much of it) according to his ability to attract the opposite gender.
I’m a 28 year old virgin man. A couple of months ago I decided to become a regular reader of this
site, and others like it, with the idea that I could get something good out of the debates and
discussions.
It wasn’t a good move. I would even go so far and say it was one of my biggest mistakes of the year.
My mental health has taken dips since then.
If you're a late virgin (or even just a virgin) maybe it won’t be good for your self-esteem to read a
large number of women declaring that if you've gotten to this point without any romantic or sexual
interaction it's because something is seriously wrong with you and "come on, sex is not a big deal",
"there are more serious problems in the world than not being able to get laid", "stop playing the
victim."
Men who don’t struggle with dating also deserve a mention:
"Dude, it's not that hard to get laid. You also don't need to be that good looking or have a lot of
money or game. I have casual sex with a different woman at least once a month and when I make a
little effort that number goes up. If you can't do this, something must be seriously wrong with you."
You guessed it. Reading other guys bragging to you about their constant sexual activity while you
have nothing isn't good for your self-esteem and mental health either.
This idea that a person can't get a partner because "there's something very wrong with their
personality or behavior" isn’t entirely incorrect: of course, many men are misogynistic, selfish,
boring, lazy or whatever you want and that's the reason they're lonely. However, to say that all those
in this situation are misogynistic, selfish, boring, lazy or whatever you want seems very indolent to
me. According to that study that caused such a stir a few weeks ago, a third of young men are sexless;
is it realistic to think that all of them are despicable?
I believe that women and those men who do well in dating resort to this argument because then they
don't have to question anything, neither the scheme nor themselves. It's much easier to judge others.
It’s also common for people to think that an unfair game is fair if the handicap favors them.
For all of the above reasons now I’m convinced that it’s better to stay away from these spaces if you
have little or no sexual experience. This is not a friendly place for you and even spending an
afternoon doing anything "non-productive" (video games, Netflix, YouTube or whatever) will make
you better than an afternoon reading and writing about pills and inter-gender dynamics.
Perhaps what follows may be ironic to some people, for obvious reasons, but I'd like to share what I
think might work for mating.
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-Have a job or study: It doesn't have to be something glamorous.
-Looksmax: Do it within your means. I don't think it's necessary to spend 12 hours at gym and spend
a fortune on new clothes.
-Socialmax: I don't know if that word exists, but work on your social skills. You may think at first
that there isn’t much to improve in this area but if you sit down and write a list you’ll see there are
probably some things you could work on.
-Learn to lie when asked if you've had a partner and sex: People don't have a virgin radar. If you lie to
them about your romantic-sexual experience they will most likely believe you.
-If you have a mental disorder learn to hide it: There is still a huge stigma attached to people who are
not neuro-typical or have mental disorders. If someone interests you as a partner, I think it’s better to
hide your psychological peculiarities from them.
"But why do I have to seek to improve myself in such a meticulous way when I see other men who
excel at nothing, and even lack much, do well or relatively well with women?"
Dude, I don't know, I've wondered the same thing many times myself. The only thing that can be
done is that which promises to increase your odds; better not waste your time with unanswerable
questions and consider that improving yourself will be good regardless of dating.
-Consider that you may always be a virgin: I'm not saying this to make you give up or to depress you
and make you suicidal, no. I think adolescence and early 20's are a critical stage in which you should
have your first romantic and sexual experiences. After these years your situation will be more or less
complicated depending on many factors. Keep trying but, even if it’s distressing and infuriating,
accept the idea that you may not be able to mate. It's not about make you feel sad: It’s about you can
accept it with dignity and fortitude if it happens; I'm working on this too.
I think that's it. I will take my own advice and leave this place. This is the last post I'm paying
attention to.
I hope everyone is fine and you can find whatever you’re looking for (at this point I’m talking to
everyone, not just the virgin squad). Please, don't engage in cheating behaviors, don't make false
romantic promises in order to get sex and try to be more empathetic to everyone; I think the growing
lack of this quality is one of the main reasons we have the world we have.
Farewell.
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"Women Choose" is why undesirable men are born
14 upvotes | August 1, 2022 | by WOPR-1983 | Link | Reddit Link

This is going to be controversial.
Let's start with some basic truths.

Women are the "choosers" - men compete to get chosen.1.
Women are more likely to reproduce than men are, historically.2.
Women are hypergamous, and when it comes to genetics want a man who is taller, more fit,3.
etc.

Here is my theory:
Less genetically blessed women will have the ability to choose from among men genetically superior
to herself. But, she will never exceed her own genetic limitations by very much. It could well be a
law of averages situation, or simply her attempting to compensate for her own genetic shortcomings.
We've heard it before because it's very common with short women, as an example:
"Being 5-0" tall, I only date guys 6-4" and taller because I don't want short kids."
And what are her ODDS of transcending her 'short gene' and having kids taller than herself? 50%
perhaps? Short daughters who will have no trouble finding partners because they are short, and short
sons who will have quite a big challenge ahead of them especially if they are closer to 5-0" than 6-0"
tall.
And here is the big difference between men and women when it comes to genetics:
If a man is rejected, they say "Good, we don't want his genes in the gene pool."
But what about hers? Why is that it is perfectly okay for the male sex drive to allow genetically
inferior women to get a chance reproduce?
Is it not ironic that women sneer at men they find sexually unqualified while in many cases they
themselves would be sexually unqualified if held to the same standards? (Height, facial symmetry,
weight, fitness, fat distribution etc.)
Here is the system today.

Men want sex more than women.1.
More women than men will reproduce.2.
Her efforts to "mate up" genetically have limitations.3.

Why is the system this way? It must work, else nature would have not have made it this way. Is the
"men want sex more" imbalance necessary? Do women need to struggle to get high value partners,
and men need to struggle to get any partner at all for this to work?
And since 6-4" tall Basketball Joe is dating 5-0" tall girl, why doesn't he ask himself if he's going to
be okay with a much shorter son? Wouldn't he want to try and get with a woman of average or above
average height for better odds of passing on the tall gene? Or is he thinking, on a primal level, that so
long as he is chosen by some woman, his genetic work is done?
Question #2:
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Can such a discussion happen without going down the rabbit hole into eugenics?
Question #3:
Or, is asking such a question really speaking about eugenics outright?
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Looks don't matter it's your personality!
14 upvotes | January 24, 2023 | by Hufferthepuffer | Link | Reddit Link
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Normies don't want to talk about lookism because it breaks
their reality
14 upvotes | January 19, 2023 | by Hufferthepuffer | Link | Reddit Link

When someone is mistreated or oppressed for their looks it brings to light a cold realization that we're
still animals driven by primal instinct and it also shows how hipocrital and mindless modern morals
are. When normies do talk about lookism they only talk about the aspect of attractive people doing
well and getting unfair privileges. They never talk about ugly people. Talking about this aspect of
lookism is like a rabbit hole. You start questioning everything and then realizing how empty and
worthless humanity is.
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Read about women's actual experiences. Her looks rarely ever
matter to men even if she's fat or not pretty
14 upvotes | February 4, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/10smw38/what_is_it_like_dating_when_you_dont_
fit_the/
(Note: DO NOT fricking brigade the sub, that's against reddit rules and they're very banhappy there
anyway)
Some women in this sub/thread have it bad, but a lot of women are reporting quite a successful hunt
on dating apps despite whatever unattractive looks she has. Women are just whining when they say
only good looking women are in demand, men are smoking tainted copium when they believe fat
women can't find a man.
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Seeing how everyone is coping is fucking hilarious lmaooo
14 upvotes | March 16, 2023 | by facingitall | Link | Reddit Link

As someone non-NT, I am improving my life for myself but I've reached a point of acceptance of
where I stand and what I offer. Because of my own acceptance of myself, I'm finally self-aware of
my copes. It makes it super easy to see how often everyone else is trying so hard to cope and it's
fucking hilarious.
It's always the same shit. Like the 100th post from some average-looking dude who's clearly autistic
thinking that women and people in general hate him because he's ugly lmao. Or the 50th post from
the coper woman who has everything going for her but is so deluded, entitled, and lazy that she tries
to blame the world because she can't travel to someone interested in her or deal with her issues.
Man, not to mention the dudes grasping at straws talking about "being single is way better than being
in a relationship because they're all suffering and losing half their money". Lmaoooo ya okay sure
buddy, all of them are going through that, yeah? As long as it helps you sleep at night.
Once you stop taking yourself so seriously, seeing these copes is honestly like watching a comedy
show. Keep them coming
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I think in countries with socialized medicine (like mine ) should
pay for euthanasia if you suffer from inceldom
14 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by Iluvthesmellofgas | Link | Reddit Link
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How Are Sub4s With Male Faces Supposed To Survive?
14 upvotes | March 29, 2023 | by PubertyDeformedFace | Link | Reddit Link

Extreme job discrimination: Most places won't hire you unless there's a huge shortage and the
working conditions are poor and pay is low enough that they are willing to hire anyone. Even then
they will be happy to fire you for no reason after some time, due to your coworkers disliking you,
which they will due to your looks. Remote jobs are impossible to get these days due to requiring high
level of skills and experience. People in the workplace will treat you like trash, ignoring and avoiding
you, giving you negative looks and making fun of you and because it's the majority and you have no
way of fighting back without getting fired, this creates a hostile work environment affecting your
performance so you get fired anyway.
No chance at friendship: People absolutely do not want to interact with you and won't include you in
anything. It doesn't matter where you try to socialize, what hobbies you have, whether you are
interesting, charming, witty, or kind. Your personality doesn't matter because you are too ugly to be a
part of any group or accepted anywhere. Perhaps there's a tiny exception for childhood friends if they
haven't abandoned you already, which they will in most cases as soon as your face turns sub4.
No dating/sex: Even talking about these things or talking to the opposite sex platonically to test the
waters is more than enough to get you labelled as a creep and villainized by anyone and get kicked
out of your job, if you have one. You can get kicked out of public places or end up being charged
with sexual harassment if you ever try chatting up women as well.
Gaslighting when describing legitimate discrimination and persecution: They will turn it on you, it
must be your personality or social skills or attitude, never mind the fact an average or attractive
person acts the exact same way and still gets treated normally and included and never get looks of
disgust from strangers for walking around. Every group in modern society gets protection people who
are LGBTQ+, women, those with disabilities, minorities, but if you are ugly then you are the problem
and undeserving of legal or social protection from extreme mistreatment. Most of these people know
what they are doing and want to continue torturing and using ugly people as a punching bag or they
are unaware because of their privilege and never take anything an ugly person says seriously because
of lookism.
If you kill yourself it's because of mental illness rather than societal persecution, if anyone with a
sub4 male face did anything illegal it's because they are a bad person rather than due to societal
persecution. They are willing to make excuses for attractive people and all kinds of protected groups,
but they don't care enough to even consider our point of view.
It's so over for us, there's no hope and we can't even die peacefully. People are so cruel and it's
somehow our fault for looking sub4 even though we never chose to.
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q4w: Why does it appear that Western women dont want to
start families? Do they prefer just to be on the cc indefinitely?
13 upvotes | October 2, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

Women in the west seem to be so focused on not needing men that they dont really care about
starting a family. Most Western women dont even strive to be with one man for the rest of their lives,
let alone starting a family. Doesnt that mean western women will continue jumping from man to man
indefinitely? They jump in and out of "ltr's" adding more bodies, and getting older, and not starting a
family or even desiring to.. What will happen when western women no longer attract the men they
desire? Will they be content alone with cats?
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What is the most controversial opinion you hold regarding
sex/relationships?
13 upvotes | August 31, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

Easily, my most controversial opinion is that there are too many men in the world, and that having a
relatively 1:1 ratio of women to men is detrimental. And I'm saying this as a man...
I think humanity as a whole would be a lot better if we had a ratio of maybe 4:3 women to men. This
would help reduce the amount of social ills (like conflict and crime) that comes with living in a world
that has very high sexual competition amongst men.
How this would be accomplished ethically, I haven't the slightest clue. But I think it would help.
So what is your most controversial opinion?
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
Edit: let me elaborate further on why I think this.
Take deer populations for example. Naturally, deers usually have a population ratio of 2:1
female/male. And in hunted populations anywhere between a 3:1 or 4:1 gender ratio.
When this ratio of 2:1 female/male becomes disturbed (as in, too many males), it causes huge
problems for the population as a whole. Even in predatory species like wolves, females usually
comprise a majority of about 60%-70% of the pack population. And again, if that ratio becomes too
distributed, it causes lots of issues like high sexual competition and in-fighting amongst the males,
breaking down social cohesion in the pack and effecting thier ability to hunt and survive.
Who is to say we are really so different? Having a relatively 1:1 ratio of women/men world wide may
be seriously detrimental for us.
In fact, worldwide there are currently more men than women:
https://www.ined.fr/en/everything_about_population/demographic-facts-sheets/faq/more-men-or-wo
men-in-the-
world/#:~:text=The%20number%20of%20men%20and,496%20are%20women%20(49.6%25).
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r/AllPillDebate Lounge
13 upvotes | July 28, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

A place for members of r/AllPillDebate to chat with each other
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It's over if you have to selfimprove to date
13 upvotes | December 11, 2022 | by FortniteAbobus | Link | Reddit Link

Did all people got some selfimprove courses to get laid? All these fashion/pua videos/advices,
showers, hobbies, going out against their will. How much did they castrate their personality to have a
date?
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one pill even chad can't escape: agepill
13 upvotes | December 9, 2022 | by puddingdesperation | Link | Reddit Link
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Does anybody know the mythical 5'4 balding slayer?
13 upvotes | December 20, 2022 | by I_RESPECT_WOMEN_420 | Link | Reddit Link

It seems that on Reddit every single person knows a man that is by all accounts below average, but
somehow still is extremely successful with attractive women, through sheer force of his personality,
charisma, or whatever fantastical reason people come up with, but in my personal life I've hardly ever
seen it.
The closest I've seen to this phenomena happening in real life is guys that have a negative trait that is
balanced out by a positive trait (classic example would be short, but very handsome face).
But personally I've never seen a George Costanza guy that was below average across the board
(speaking in terms of sexual dimorphism), but somehow still pulled hot babes through his personal
magnetism or something.
Let me also say, I'm specifically talking about pulling hot chicks which is what these people always
seem to claim what is going on -I wont deny that a below average man can get into a relationship
with some ugly fat woman, but that's a far cry from banging supermodels all the time.
So what's going on here?
Do people like this actually exist? Am I the fool here, for not ever having encountered somebody like
this? Is Danny Devito-maxxing legit? Do you know a 5'2 Indian janitor that is banging hot babes all
the time? Can you charm swedish supermodels into your bed using animal magnetism while looking
like quasimodo?
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Convicted criminal offenders had more children than
individuals never convicted of a criminal offense
13 upvotes | December 23, 2022 | by Cartierwontevenpeek | Link | Reddit Link

Discuss
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A FtM shares their experiences with transitioning to a man.
Why do so many people believe men are "privileged" over
women in any 1st world country?
13 upvotes | January 13, 2023 | by Lainsell | Link | Reddit Link
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There's no point in having this sub if all viewpoints are not
welcome.
13 upvotes | February 28, 2023 | by inkwell745 | Link | Reddit Link

I posted a blackpilled thread about ugly women yesterday, and it literally got taken down because the
transsexuals and very unattractive and medically overweight women at twoX got triggered and
brigaded and reported the thread. The mod through no fault of his own had to take down the thread
for the sake of the sub. What the point of having the name "AllPillDebate", when clearly the
viewpoints allowed here are only bluepills and the most delusional redpills. This sub is quite literally
no different than PPD then cause they straight up don't let the blackpill over there. What's the point of
even having the "blackpilled" flair, if the moment you actually post a genuine blackpill, it eventually
gets taken down? What's the point of even having the name "AllPillDebate", when you are going to
be at the mercy of other subreddits and will have to delete threads cause of the pressure they put on
you?
This sub just needs to be renamed to "darkerPPD" cause really the only content allowed here is
slightly more delusional bluepills and redpills than on the normal PPD subreddit.
And watch, I bet this thread is going to get brigaded and taken down too. ���
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Do you believe in making cosmetic surgery more readily
available?
13 upvotes | March 5, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
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Being Extremely Ugly Hideous Deformity Tier With A Male
Face Can Completely Destroy Your Life
13 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by PubertyDeformedFace | Link | Reddit Link

My face is extremely ugly hideously deformed tier, I would rate it as a 0/10, though I have generally
been rated a 3/10 online out of pity. My face is so bad, I got fired from a job due to lookism, I was
treated so poorly women in my age group didn't want to talk to me even about work and I got
reprimanded and fired for asking why. I was ostracized and at the very best barely tolerated and then
cast aside as soon as people realized I was low status due to my looks and they ended up orbiting an
attractive guy.
I have had interviewers look at my face with disgust and gotten no replies back because of how bad I
look, even though I did well talking in interviews. Online after showing my face I was bullied by so
called narcissistic "friends" who tried to use me as a punching bag while pretending to help me. I
ended up having some kind of abusive a relationship with a psychopath female who did send me
nudes and masturbate over voice call but ended up even more disgusted after seeing my face on
video, this was before cosmetic surgery and I looked a little better.
I have had no friends irl since the time my face turned ugly, only one acquaintance in college, who I
eventually lost contact with. Most people hated interacting with me or reluctantly tolerated me but
didn't want to interact and ended up ostracizing me.
I get looks of disgust, contempt or random people staring at me after seeing me. Customer service
people treat me like shit while being nice or normal to other people, who are right near me. It's like
they all hate me and want me dead.
Now before the age of 16, I was close to a 6/10 and at least average looking, there were a few times I
was clearly above average looking because all of a sudden even my bullies started complementing
my appearance and were nice to me and girls were staring at me all the time, all I did was style my
hair to look good and cover my forehead shape and wear nice clothing. The results were completely
different, despite the fact that I was autistic and very weird and had almost zero social skills, people
treated me with respect after seeing me and gave me a chance to if they didn't hear from the
grapevine that I was a weirdo and unpopular outcast. When I did something well I was recognized or
genuinely complemented for it, whereas now I am ignored or very rarely begrudgingly
complemented.
I had 3 girls I didn't know at all approach me and call me cute at different times, one even said she
wanted to kiss me. Some other girls tried getting my attention and going out of their way to talk to
me. In middle school, one girl asked me out. Girls were actually nicer to me than guys and willing to
talk to me, now women hate me and want me dead for being so ugly and disgusting and freaking
them out. Many girls checked me out or smiled at me, now unless they are frowning or giving me
disgusted looks, they literally avoid looking at me.
This is extremely brutal and nobody talks about it, looks matter in everything, especially for those
with male faces. All interactions are determined by the quality of your face, in my workplace itself I
have seen huge differences between how 4 and 6/10 guys are treated, the former is barely tolerated
and often alone, while the latter are the high status people in groups and girls literally chase them
around and go out of their way to interact with them. It's all about face, body doesn't matter at all, and
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height matters very little. I am tired of seeing the same gaslighting from people again and again,
lookism can't be fixed, but I would very much love it if people stopped lying and saying it's not that
important or it doesn't matter, and just admitted they hate ugly people and love good looking people.
At least then ugly people can recognize, it's not their personalities that are the problem, it's just their
face and human nature causing a negative reaction towards it.
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So, this guy is going through women's TikToks and updating
the list of things that men cannot do if they want to be found to
be attractive by women. He stitches the TikToks, so I haven't
found his account yet, but here's a screenshot of the list thus
far.
13 upvotes | March 22, 2023 | by No_Reflection_798 | Link | Reddit Link
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Why are bigger chicks and mid's so picky?
13 upvotes | April 3, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link

They rather get pumped and dumped by some dude 3 looks tiers higher than them than even consider
talking to a dude on their looks level.
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I give up. Being "unfriendzoned" is a thing now?
13 upvotes | March 29, 2023 | by No_Reflection_798 | Link | Reddit Link
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Question for women: would you support making male births
more rare?
13 upvotes | October 13, 2022 | by spinky_bum9451 | Link | Reddit Link

Let's say we could adjust populations to be 20% male, 80% female, little by little
Violent crime would sharply decline. Suicide would sharply decline. Women wouldn't be living in
constant fear. Sexual abuse of women and children be greatly reduced. Women wouldn't face so
much gender discrimination in the workplace. Homelessness would be greatly reduced. Human
trafficking would be greatly reduced. The illicit drug industry would probably collapse. Politics
would be led by women, so all political problems men cause would end. Men are the ones who start
wars, so that would end.
Women supposedly don't need men, so most of them not pairing up would be fine.
Sperm is cheap, so the population would probably be fine. Many women might prefer raising their
own children by "the village" anyway.
Women can be trained in male dominated jobs that keep society running, so that wouldn't be a
problem.
Are there even any drawbacks? Why are we not pushing for this? It wouln't be a perfect utopia but
preferable to the status quo?
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JFL at thinking religious conservatism will save you.
13 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Great personality but not physically attracted" from /r/CatholicDating:

I met a guy through Catholic match; he’s 9 years older and we have met twice, albeit with a slow
pace: 3 weeks between first and second date.
We’re both not young, mid 30s and mid 40s. Firstly, my dating age range is -3 to +6 years difference,
but since our initial exchanges were good, I decided to be open. He’s a God-fearing, devout
gentleman with a great personality, treated me well, conversation was easy and I really enjoyed our
dates, but I’m not sure if physical attraction is there on my part.
I think I’ve responded to him reasonably well but he could read my hesitancy. So I would completely
understand, if he chooses another woman who’s more enthusiastic about seeing him.
I’ve started to grow fond of him, and I reckon I could slowly overcome the age difference and
physical non-attraction.
(If he continues to pursue) would it be wise to continue, or does he deserve a partner who’s not
hesitant and finding him fully attractive? Do you have any relationship experience where one is not
so physically attracted to the other, and did it work in the end? How important is physical attraction
anyway?

Posted by random_cherries | 10 February 2023 | Link
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When you remember that using tactical soap, PUA Cologne,
cheesy pick up lines & online alpha male courses will magically
make pretty women interested in you ��
13 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by SeaworthinessAdept98 | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/sjfrsh457wua1
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The movie "Eyes Wide Shut" is probably the deepest black-pill
movie I have ever seen.
13 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by Wichita_Downspout | Link | Reddit Link
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My fellow blackpillers I'm sorry..
13 upvotes | April 30, 2023 | by SheepyTLDR | Link | Reddit Link

I'm sorry you have bad genetics or unfit genetics for reproduction
I'm sorry you never got to experience relationships or meet someone with same level of attraction as
you.
I'm sorry if life has been cruel to you in other ways due to your genetics.
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How does the blackpill work for women?
13 upvotes | April 30, 2023 | by SheepyTLDR | Link | Reddit Link

There are women out there with bad genetics who are reproducing thus makin more incels.
So how is nature really choosing best possible genes if women with bad genetics are still
reproducing.
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People who think beauty is 100% scientific are racist.
13 upvotes | May 1, 2023 | by cumballsandwich | Link | Reddit Link

Beauty often has a pretty weak connection to science. It's also too subjective and varies too much by
era, culture, and person.

Whites are considered the most beautiful race by many non-white people (who you would1.
assume prefer their own race). Many even try to whitemaxx.
If non-whites wanting to have Eurocentric features is 100% biological and based on science,2.
then that means you think white people are the most objectively attractive race.
"Attractiveness" is associated with positive things like fertility and health.3.
If beauty is entirely motivated by science and evolution like a racist would claim, they4.
obviously think White people just happen to be the most fertile and healithest race and are the
most fit to pass on their genes.
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Anyone else think PPD is overmoderated?
13 upvotes | May 5, 2023 | by Last-Post2085 | Link | Reddit Link

Basically a user made a thread and it was like "What's the point in cooking if you can't share your
food with anyone"
So I commented "This thread is stupid. I make cook food so I can eat and not die"
And I got a 3 day ban for being hostile lol. Woman moment for sure with the lady mods
(Mrs_Drgree) there. Glad this sub is a bit more chill.
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Blackpill
13 upvotes | May 4, 2023 | by Xbox-Loud-Cloud-216 | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/vytylvy0pxxa1
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The body standards men face are more ridiculous than the ones
women face
13 upvotes | January 21, 2023 | by Hufferthepuffer | Link | Reddit Link

The body standards for women are be skinny, don't he overweight. For men it's don't be overweight,
don't be skinny, be muscular. Being muscular as a whole is far harder to achieve, especially having a
six pack which a lot of people have been saying men who don't do well in dating should have. More
ridiculous is if you look up women's underwear you see overweight models but if you look up men's
underwear you see ripped models. Also men are more openly criticized at least online for their bodies
than women. Look at all the subreddits making fun of fat smelly neck beards compared to women
and then whenever a guy is skinny he's told to go work out and gain muscle. Then you look at the
mainstream media in movies and entertainment and while women are being pushed as overweight
and unhealthy the men are ripped and muscular. It's gotten to the point where actors actually
complain about the ridiculous standards such as Robert Pattinson. It's become blatantly obvious our
so called morals and values in society are double sided and based on women's feelings.
https://variety.com/2023/film/news/robert-pattinson-potato-diet-batman-body-standards-1235494877
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"I tried so hard and got so far, but in the end, it doesn't even
matter"
13 upvotes | April 21, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/loved-fiance-brain-cancer-diagnosis-095634976.html
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The angst "creative types" have from AI like ChatGPT is a
good analogy for incels, and illustrate how inadequate
mainstream responses are
13 upvotes | May 6, 2023 | by Tricky-Amphibian-755 | Link | Reddit Link

"Creative types" are artists, graphic designers, writers, etc. Recently, they've been complaining a lot
about how they're being replaced with artificial intelligence. They are no longer needed, they are
being replaced, and find themselves without employment. Employment is the analog to
sex/dating/relationships. The employer is the other person they are in a relationship with. Well, now
they aren't wanted, just like incels. They complain like incels, and - predictably - people give the
same kind of "advice" to them.
For example, there's a post "Lost all my content writing contracts. Feeling hopeless as an author." on
r/ChatGPT (not going to link, but easy to find). Here's a quote:

I think the most painful part of this is seeing so many people on here say things like, "nah,
just adapt. You'll be fine."

Adapt to what??? It's an uphill battle against a creature that has already replaced me and
continues to improve and adapt faster than any human could ever keep up.

That's analogous to telling incels "you can be happy being single."
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Will society slowly start to crumble if incels/average dudes are
not finding partners
13 upvotes | May 7, 2023 | by SheepyTLDR | Link | Reddit Link

With social media, many average/below average/ugly women have vast amounts of options at their
finger tips. This makes it much harder for not only ugly dudes, but even average looking dudes to
find a date. Now if men cannot find dates, wouldn't they contribute less to society, and only work the
minimum amount to sustain themselves. Less effort from men, means less effort on society as a
whole right?
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Why are people so afraid to confront/critique social systems
that disadvantage unattractive men?
13 upvotes | May 7, 2023 | by HoldensRedHuntingHat | Link | Reddit Link

It seems we have no problem talking about the impact societal systems can have when it comes to
marginalized groups like those living in poverty or those of a certain racial background. However,
people are deathly afraid of even acknowledging the existence of problems that face unattractive
men.
If you talk about the qualms of being a conventionally unattractive man, you'll be met with a tide of
"Work on your personality", "Your looks are a non-factor", and "Stop making excuses for yourself."
Do people not want to admit a level of personal superficiality when it comes to relationships and
looks? It's easy to critique large systems when you're not apart of them. You can challenge economic
systems all you want because you, personally, are in no position to enact change. But when it comes
to conversations about social systems, people on an individual level have all the power to execute
change in their personal lives. Is this too big of an ask for the average person? Are people happy with
actively participating in the social disadvantaging of unattractive men?
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tomoru12 take note
13 upvotes | May 8, 2023 | by TangeloAggressive483 | Link | Reddit Link

https://imgur.com/a/suSzR2E
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Just Another Day In The Life Being Part of Chad's Harem
13 upvotes | May 9, 2023 | by Mundane-Smell7936 | Link | Reddit Link

I shared my story on a “Are we dating the same man” page, and some girl showed him what I posted.
8,162 points•422 comments•submitted 1 day ago by NotAReal_Person_ to r/TwoXChromosomes

I’m just so frustrated. Every time I try to warn a woman about him, it bites me in the ass. He wins
every time. They believe him every time. He ruined my life but they still believe him.
I thought that page was a safe place but it isn’t. I’m never posting there again that’s for sure. Now he
is harassing me endlessly saying “the games begin”. I don’t even know what that means but I guess I
just put myself in a bad place for trying to help other women.
Every time I try to help other women it doesn’t work. They always turn on me. I’m tired.
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Men have rigid gender roles whereas women are far more free.
I think this is what causes mental issues in men when they are
forced down a singular path
13 upvotes | May 9, 2023 | by Last-Post2085 | Link | Reddit Link

Yes, I know there are anomalies and anecdotal evidence to prove otherwise. SOME women do like
short/fat or whatever <insert negative aspect> here. But on the whole, women tend to prefer a very
specific type of physicality for a man. And this is:

Taller than them
Stronger than them
Confident/charismatic and not shy/introverted

They seem to be universal rules. Sometimes there are exceptions to the rule but generally women will
not date a man shorter than them, weaker than them or someone who seems shy and unsure of
themselves.
Then there are some I think not as important factors such as:

Having a big dick
Having a good body
Having a good job/career

The reason I place these as not as important is due to women mostly just accepting them if there are
other positive things about you. Yes some women are size queens but I believe if a woman is in love
with your face/height and personality then she would not dump you over a small dick or if you were a
bit overweight. A woman would rather date a man who worked at McDonalds if he was taller and
attractive, over a man who was earning $100k/year but was short and unattractive, therefore I don't
think how much a man earns is as important as face/height these days.
I believe zoomer girls have a more open view of what they will accept when it comes to man. You
see that with kpopmaxxers who are feminine and not traditionally masculine and able to date. But in
general, women above 28 I'd say want a specific type of man.
To me, it feels like the opposite of men because a man will date a woman who:

is shorter or taller than him
is stronger or weak than him
has big or small breasts
is thin, overweight or obese
has a small or big bum
who smells good or smells bad
is introverted or extroverted
makes less or more money (or none at all)
is physically disabled

For me, I would date a woman who is taller or shorter than me. I'm 5'6" and I would date a 6'0"
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woman no problem. I also wouldn't care if they were stronger or weaker than me. My only
preferences are they are a healthy weight and we have common interests.
No matter what a woman does, there is a porn somewhere for men. You have porn for obese women,
grandmas, being fucking shitted on etc. Men will absolutely date/fuck/fap to anything.
Women can also be freely bisexual and no one really cares. A woman kissing another woman is cool
and hot even if they are just fooling around. A man kissing another man is very bad even if they are
just fooling around. Men cannot be bisexual as women don't like it.
Women also have more freedom when it comes to clothes. For example a woman can wear jeans,
skirts or even men's clothes and no one cares. A woman can wear her boyfriends boxer shorts and it's
fine but a man cannot wear her panties or it's gay.
Women have the power of social media and other corporate campaigns to brainwash us into thinking
certain ideals are healthy. For example, fat acceptance is fine for women but being fat for a man is
bad and we need to hit the gym.
Ultimately, I do think it's a shame that men are forced into a role they don't necessarily want to
participate it. For example, I am not traditionally masculine. I am skinny, short, dorky, shy and
introverted. But around the right type of people (and people I trust) I am open, friendly and willing to
speak. It just takes me a while to come out my shell. I also (probably) have autism or AvPD or some
shit.
It's why you have so many gymbros these days and most advice is "just hit the gym" and get ripped.
Even though having muscles is mostly a pointless endeavour if you are socially hopeless.
I would hope that maybe one day in the future men's rigid gender roles can be changed. Men can be
shorter than women and there is no issue. Men can be physically weaker and don't have to be the
'protector' role anymore. Men can earn less than woman and there is no issue. Men don't have to
always be the ones initiating everything.
Maybe it's a pipe dream but I really do believe the rigid formula men have to adhere to creates mental
issues. Some men are fine with it. But it's why you get people like Andrew Tate who say the only shit
that matters is money, muscles and getting laid.
And finally, since I know some Bluepiller is going to comment:

BuT BrO I KnOw a gUy wHo iS FaT AnD ShOrT AnD HaS A GiRlFrIeNd!!

Yes, I understand there are exceptions to the rule. But these fat/short dudes who are seemingly great
with women usually have charisma or are socially outgoing. It's one of the 3 points I mentioned
above.
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Women use standards as a shield, men use prejugement as one
too but it's now renamed as misogyny
12 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by Chemical_Major_1403 | Link | Reddit Link

_ Going out with your friends until suddenly you spot a hot women wearing a red dress in a
restaurant, your friends are now hypping you to go talk to her ?!! Do you know what's your answer is
gonna be ?!! "She's out of my league " or " i don't stand a chance " cause we all know how high
women's standards are in this generation it's up to the roof , now for us the people who watched this
it's seems like her standards protected her from you , not just you but every men that is below her.
Her standards that come from being a women "Shielded" her
_ For high value men it's different, it's prejugement who protect him from people in general, when he
see a woman dressing like a whore she is a whore for him cause he has the luxury of doing so , even
if she is not it ain't hurting him at all . But now duo to feminism, even thinking a woman is a whore
will make you a misogynistic while encouraging women to pick up this behavior that men are forced
to ditch , so now even when you can talk to a women based on her standards you're litteraly in a race
with the clock to give a good first impression and prejugement.
This is what made dating so hard for men cause now you gived up your shield to women who are
now shielded by themselves ,society, and even men.
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Is there a blackpill for the job market. Will your looks
increase/decrease your chances of being hired?
12 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by SheepyTLDR | Link | Reddit Link

Aside from your skills.
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We’ve been groomed since childhood to save incels.
12 upvotes | April 22, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "We’ve been groomed since childhood to save incels." from /r/TwoXChromosomes:

Children’s stories like “Beauty and the Beast” and “Princess and the Frog” tell us that if we’re a
young, attractive woman, we must “save” the ugly, secluded man. If we don’t, we’re just like all the
other bitchy townswomen who aren’t as intelligent.
“Phantom of the Opera” is another story like this, although not particularly for children, has the exact
same moral. If you can look past a man’s unattractive exterior, even if he’s possessive and abusive,
then you’re one of the good ones.
I can’t think of any story where the gender is flipped and the man’s moral character is tested by
whether or not he falls in love with an ugly woman.
Are there any other stories where the young attractive woman proves she’s morally superior by
staying with the ugly man? Are there any stories where the gender is flipped that I can’t think of?

Posted by grape_boycott | 21 April 2023 | Link
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AF/BB, Women lying about their body counts.
12 upvotes | April 29, 2023 | by Throw_AwayDiscussion | Link | Reddit Link

I am sure all of you are familiar with AF/BB however if you're not it's "Alpha Fux, Beta Bux". How
real is this exact scenario? Is it just reality on the internet but fiction in reality?
I would also like to say, when a man says "I would love a traditional women" Women tend to lie
about their body counts and suddenly they're traditional. I have seen this numerous of times, you can
find it all over. Do these two scenarios seems synonymous or am I overreaching? Also why do most
men and women not act like women lie about their bodycount? (Not all, but a majority.)The only way
I can see where both people won't care is if they have similar body counts. I know if I was a women
and slept around a lot, I would also lie as well.
EDIT: Sorry, I just checked PPD and there's a discussion over there. My bad.
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Just take the showering improvement personality pill already
12 upvotes | April 28, 2023 | by Life-Beginning-3168 | Link | Reddit Link

Take it, and then become gigatyrone, like me.
At one point I was ethnic truecel, one of the most giga-inkwells. But I kept showering, sometimes 4
times a day in between doomscrolling, and now I'm gigatyrone.
So what are you waiting for? Go hit the showers, I know I'm finna.
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Why Women Are Deciding To Become Nonmonogamous: Or,
Why Dating Will be Pointless For Men in 20 Years Unless You
Want to be in a Harem.
12 upvotes | May 1, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/alessadominguez/why-women-choose-nonmonogamy
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Why do females think their social media is their “pick me”
marketing job?
12 upvotes | May 3, 2023 | by alkaline_x | Link | Reddit Link

Why does every single female think their instagram dictates how much value they have IRL? These
girls who have 50k followers think they are a Goddess hand picked from Jesus Christ himself. Sent
here to be chosen by the biggest and best chads and tyrones.
Like how fucking delusional this generation of females are these days?
EVERY PHOTO IS A SELFIE OR ASS PIC WITH SOME MOTIVATIONAL QUOTE.
LIKE OMG APRIL DUMP, LET ME POST ALL PICS OF ME AND MY ASS WITH A HIP HOP
SONG FEATURING SOME HOT BLACK GUY WHO SINGS ABOUT HOW MUCH PUSSY HE
GETS.
When the fuck are these people coming back to reality? When they get cancer? When their parents
die? When they get a fucking incurable STD? When another pandemic happens that wipes out 1/3 of
humanity?
I even see fucking 50-60 year old grandma’s out at bars wearing 8 pounds of jewelry and nasty long
red paint nails �, THINKING they are the biggest prize in the place. So OBVIOUSLY age isn’t
going to make them realize.
A 2/10 5’2 Female thinks they can get a 8/10 5’10 alpha. How fucking delusional. And they won’t
settle until they’re 30+.
If somehow Instagram was deleted or got diluted and females lost their value, they would all
probably die from depression knowing they have no way to market themselves to chads and tyrones.
Just tell me when cause I want to see it.
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My experiences self improving + AMA
12 upvotes | May 4, 2023 | by Diligent_Divide_4978 | Link | Reddit Link

I try not to openly advocate for any particular pill on this sub.
However, I will share my experiences as someone who underwent physically massive self-
improvement.
I've had almost no friends since I was 4, grew up in an abusive household, etc. I was always the "fat
r*t*rd" in school, and no one ever gave me a second look after they were done laughing at me or
calling me a creep. Forget about having a girlfriend.
In my early 20s, after I got my degree, I decided to do something about my obesity, and I started
working out. I also got a decent entry-level job.
Over the next 8 years, I went from obese to lean with a 6-pack by running, lifting, and eating right.
Nothing changed other than people thought I was angry all the time instead of depressed and fat. I
also got a better-paying job and my own house.
So much for body positivity.
Still no girlfriend. I sometimes am cold approached by girls I've never seen in my life telling me that
I'm creepy even though I wasn't even looking at them or trying to talk to them.
Meanwhile, a racist white chad who used to bully me at school runs through chicks in my
neighborhood. He dropped out of high school (ngl I was relieved) and still works a minimum-wage
job and lives in his parents' basement.
And a 5'6 obese white weeb runs through Asian chicks in my neighborhood.
I am 5'7, Asian, and autistic.
On that note, I've done some personal tinder experiments that were very insightful.
Maybe I just need to take more showers. 1 a day might not be enough, how about 10? Will that work?
/s
AMA
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Average people are in no position to give ugly people advice
12 upvotes | January 26, 2023 | by Hufferthepuffer | Link | Reddit Link

Why do average looking people think they're in the position to shun and look down upon those who
are ugly and tell them their personality is their problem? They've never been ugly themselves and
most of the time at most they were overweight and too skinny. Average people don't wanna accept
someone can be disadvantaged by being ugly. They hate the idea that someone could do worse than
them by simple random chance unrelated to position of wealth. Average people everyone think
negatively, they want to be the victims in every situation even when their life is good and when they
see an unattractive person they feel like they're threatening their victim hood and their pride aka
getting a spouse or relationship, (unattractive people want to escape victimhood) as when they realize
how worse uglies have it off they start questioning if their loved one would even want them if they
were ugly. Then average looking people get angry. They lash out by telling us it's our personalities
and that we're awful people. They must protect the illusion that the world is a fairy tale above all, it's
all they have. Then finally they enter the last cope. "Just get rich and famous! Just be a comedian!"
Advice they themselves have obviously never followed but they believe an ugly person should. All
average people have to do is admit ugly people aren't gonna do well in dating but they'd rather make
up lies about their 1'2 balding indian friend on Reddit.
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Examples of toxic femininity
12 upvotes | March 14, 2023 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Ghosting.
Matching with guys on tinder you have no intention of dating, just to see what he will say.
Making a tinder account for no other reason than to promote your Instagram, wasting peoples time
for your own publicity and ego boost.
Getting drunk, sleeping with a guy and reporting him for grape.
Taking no responsibility for personal safety because you think you shouldn't have to.
Using a guy for free meals or a roof over your head.
Slut shaming fellow women who are more desirable than you.
Being overly nice to other women who you don't actually like.
Deliberately distancing yourself from better looking women because you're afraid of completion.
Giving fske numbers to avoid the responsibility of saying no.
Plastic surgery for vanity rather than necessity.
Over use of make up to the point where your face is not visible to cover up insecurity.
Having tens of thousands of men follow your tik tok but regularly posting how you can't find a man.
Telling men they are not entitled to opinions on women.
Telling men they are not allowed to have preferences.
Compulsively trying to find sexism in everything, Twisting other peoples words and interpreting
actions to suit the narrative you are digging for.
Sexually shaming men who disagree with you.
Using men for favours who are not close friends and whom you wouldn't help if they needed
something.
Starting plans, pulling out and not informing anyone, ghosting if asked for correspondence.
Shaming and abusing women who put womens rights over trans rights.
Crying or screaming or getting in peoples faces when you can't counter an opposing argument.
Getting in the middle of conflicts between men and and enflaming the situation.
Getting aggressive with men whom you know won't get aggressive back because they are kind
hearted and their reputation would be ruined.
Taking half a mans money in divorce, forcing him to pay alimony for a child you refuse to let him
see.
Going on dates with “friends” when you are in a committed monogamous relationship.
Going to clubs, getting drunk, not on by humourous men who are buying you drinks and trying to get
you drunk, dancing and flirting when you are in a committed monogsmous relationship.
Shaming women who like to cook for their partners and be homely wives.
Twerking your ass in front of other peoples children.
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Shaming other people for having privilege when you live in the most prosperous and privileged areas
of one the most privileged country in earth.
..........
Before anyone says it, I'm aware that some of these points overlap into men too, but you get the
point, toxicity is a human trait that we all have to battle with our own personal demons to overcome.
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Jennifer Lundquist speaks on the racial dating hierarchy:
12 upvotes | May 6, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/z83mahw5baya1
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Femininity privilege> female privilege
12 upvotes | May 6, 2023 | by cumballsandwich | Link | Reddit Link

There is no female privilege. People (both biological females and biological males) are socially
rewarded based on their ability to perform or fit within a culture's idea of feminity, not what's actually
between their legs.
Many women get misgendered based on shalow traits like hair, clothing, skin,etc. even though they're
biologically female.
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/hannaheko/aint-i-a-woman
Some transwomen who are perceived as more feminine get privileges that ciswomen who are
considered less feminine don't get. (Men thirsting over a transwoman at 3:06.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DazZ_NfPkN4
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Ladies, let me explain why high body counts are bad for you,
okay?
12 upvotes | November 8, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

It's simple, really. Women fuck Chad and get pumped and dumped and it really hurts and leaves
lasting emotional scars, until finally at some point she gets mad and starts getting defensive. Like
putting men through shit tests and even going full FDS. These women amass emotional baggage and
every man she runs into will be asked to carry it.
Still reading, ladies? Because casual sex also damages men who fuck around a lot. They get jaded
and start to see women as expendable. They're more likely to cheat and "pursue variety" even in
LTRs. Men who fuck around can also encounter serious trauma, see Johnny Depp for instance. How
many men encountered that and got mad and went MGTOW? Men also get Stacey widowed after
fucking a hot babe and then getting ghosted.
LOL y'all thought high body counts only hurt women? Nah they hurt men, too! Gotcha! Say hi to the
reality check!
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Purple Pill debate sub is useless and only meant to push
feminist propaganda.
12 upvotes | September 15, 2022 | by MAGA-Latino | Link | Reddit Link

Sorry but rant incoming.
It's become obvious that The Purple Pill Debate sub isn't a place to actually discuss or debate issues
with dating. They remove anything that's in anyway critical of women or any handicaps that women
may have when it comes to dating. Even basic red pill truths such as the wall. But you can criticize
men all day with no problem.
I recently wrote a post about young guys that are struggling can get laid. I merely suggested that
young guys having trouble with young girls should just go after post wall women. Post wall women
are easier, tend to be lonely, also might appreciate a young man with stamina.
It's something that I have done in the past that helped me scratch that itch until I could build up
enough status till I could get the girls I really wanted.
But unfortunately PPD removed it.
I also wrote another post about how women can't handle to face their issues with dating. I merely
pointed out how women deny basic things like the wall and that a high body count lowers their SMV.
Very basic points, yet it was removed by PPD.
Then if you say anything at all critical of women the MOD comes and accuses you of trolling. It's
becoming obvious that the real purpose of that sub is to try and confuse and mislead young men.
Time for everyone that wants to discuss these issues in good faith to leave that sub.
I will be reposting those deleted post here so we can discuss the issues without censorship.
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Why do people think misogynists and misandrists exist for no
reason?
12 upvotes | September 4, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

Over on PPD, AskFeminists, and other similar subreddits it seems like when they talk about
misogynists/misandrists; they seem to be under the impression they just popped up in some kind of
vacuum and hate women/men for no reason.
People become misogynists and misandrists because of repeated bad experiences with the opposite
sex. These negative experiences usually happen at younger formative ages where your psychological
constitution and personality are being molded. And these negative experiences happen frequently
enough to form a long lasting impression in your mind that the opposite sex is something to hate,
because they have treated you poorly.
Its not exactly hard to figure out...
I'm a firm believer in determinism and think there is a reason behind most things people do. Each
action, each thought, is intertwined in a complex web of events that preceded it. If someone hates the
opposite sex, is it really so hard to fathom that they have thier reasons for it?
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The brutal truth about being an ugly man
12 upvotes | January 7, 2023 | by Whisperinthelair | Link | Reddit Link

As a man inherently no one will care about you unless you offer them something, money, protection,
looks, social hierarchy and as an ugly man you're at a huge disadvantage. People will never love you
for your looks which is the closest thing to loving you for who you are, very few will actually love
you for who you are. While ugly girls eventually will find a guy and be happy. I've seen it multiple
times "miserable lonely girls" they always end up with a guy out of their league, we'll rot unless we
make money and attract gold diggers who will just wanna exploit and use us. We're at the bottom of
the barrel, even other men will want to dissociate from us. It's extremely brutal and awful. Of all the
people we could've been born as we were born as ourselves. The only way out is the rope.
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Money and status matters a lot but 99% of men will never be
able to obtain the amount of status and money that will
override their looks
12 upvotes | January 21, 2023 | by Lainsell | Link | Reddit Link

The redpill says these two matter a lot and imo, it's very real. Having said that, what redpillers tend to
forget is that 99% of men will never be rich or famous enough to the extent where those two factors
will override their looks. A 6 figure salary in a major American city is just the upper echelons of
middle class these days. On the other hand, fame is just largely luck and talent and 99% of men will
never be famous enough to compensate for their looks like Lil Wayne or Ed Sheeran. So at the end of
the day, looks are the sole deciding factor for 99% of men.
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What percentage of young, healthy, lean men do you think are
undesirable to women?
12 upvotes | January 19, 2023 | by Lainsell | Link | Reddit Link
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"You are a virgin because you believe 'x' " is nothing but
political propaganda
12 upvotes | January 27, 2023 | by hutavan | Link | Reddit Link

Remember the mid 2010's period when antifeminists/anti-SJW's were popular and feminists were
generally being shat on online?
Back then, the prevailing trope was that male lefties and male feminists are all low-testosterone,
small-dicked permavirgins. It was annoying to listen to because I knew many lefty/feminist men who
slayed irl, be it public figures or from my personal life.
Fast forward a few years and feminists are starting to become popular. Now that the feminists are
popular and anti-sjw's are being shat on, the general narrative is that conservative-thinking men
(particularly when it comes to women's issues) are low-testosterone, small-dicked permavirgins.
Again, this couldn't be more false. Anywhere you look, you'll see conservative men who are popular
with women.
The funniest thing is that I distinctly remember anti-sjw's posting articles which "proved" that male
lefties tend to be virgins/less attractive and now I see lefties are doing the same thing in reverse.
Truth is, both sides blatantly dislike the low value man and they are both fighting tooth and nail to
say: "they are not ours" and toss them over the fence to the other side. The sad thing is that this
propaganda works wonders as nobody wants to be associated with a male permavirgin.
No respect for anyone who uses this shaming tactic.
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I Want An Aspie Gf
12 upvotes | January 27, 2023 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link
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The Sexual Revolution and its consequences have been a
disaster for the human race.
12 upvotes | February 2, 2023 | by MegaGigaTeraBased | Link | Reddit Link

I will start off with a very based quote from Michel Houellebecq, a renowned French author:

In societies like ours sex truly represents a second system of differentiation, completely
independent of money; and as a system of differentiation it functions just as mercilessly.
The effects of these two systems are, furthermore, strictly equivalent. Just like unrestrained
economic liberalism, and for similar reasons, sexual liberalism produces phenomena of
absolute pauperization. Some men make love every day; others five or six times in their life,
or never. Some make love with dozens of women; others with none. It's what's known as
`the law of the market'. In an economic system where unfair dismissal is prohibited, every
person more or less manages to find their place. In a sexual system where adultery is
prohibited, every person more or less manages to find their bed mate. In a totally liberal
sexual system certain people have a varied and exciting erotic life; others are reduced to
masturbation and solitude. Economic liberalism is an extension of the domain of the
struggle, its extension to all ages and all classes of society. Sexual liberalism is likewise an
extension of the domain of the struggle, its extension to all ages and all classes of society.
[…] Certain people win on both levels; others lose on both.

However, I will take this even further regarding the societal implications of the sexual revolution. As
Houellebecq stated, modern society essentially operates on two hierarchies: the socioeconomic
hierarchy, and the sexual hierarchy.
The socioeconomic hierarchy has always been brutal and capitalistic, but with the advent of modern
advances in technology, it has become far more closely tied to societal contribution. In the free
market today, money is primarily rewarded to people who create value in society, which incentivizes
productivity and innovation as well as for people to be functioning, law-abiding citizens. While the
free economic marketplace does have many problems (e.g. extreme wealth inequality, exploitation of
workers, etc), it has had a massive net benefit to society overall.
On the other hand, a free sexual marketplace has precisely the opposite effect. With the sexual market
being liberalized, the same market dynamics that apply to the economic apply to the sexual market as
well; but in contrast to the economic market, value in the sexual market is primarily tied to genetic
worth and entirely orthogonal to societal contribution. In fact, sexual success is often negatively
correlated to societal contribution- for instance, consider the statistics that poorer and less intelligent
people have more kids, men in prison have a higher fertility rate than the general population, IQ is
negatively correlated to partner count, etc.
Finally, as sexual liberation continues to grow more pervasive throughout society (and the world), we
continue to witness greater emphasis placed on the sexual hierarchy over the socioeconomic
hierarchy. Even without cultural conditioning, it would make sense for this to occur, as the
socioeconomic hierarchy is tied primarily to the satiation of socially conditioned needs, while the
sexual hierarchy is tied to primal, biological needs. But with the influence of the hypersexualized
Western media, this difference is greatly magnified, which is only a further detriment to the state of
society. Indeed, one can simply witness the degeneracy of American culture, where (for instance)
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players and fuckboys are celebrated while shy, awkward programmers are mocked and demonized.
So to sum everything up, I am making the point that the liberation of the sexual market has led to a
massive reduction in the incentivization of functional behavior and societal contribution among men,
as well as a culture of degeneracy and depravity. And as sexual liberation grows more pervasive, this
trend will only be further exacerbated.
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Hypergamy does not exist, it's just an angry misogynistic
narrat-ohwaitasecond
12 upvotes | February 13, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.cosmopolitan.com/sexopedia/a38495515/hypergamy-definition/
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israel
12 upvotes | February 20, 2023 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
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the flip side of "women don't owe you anything"
12 upvotes | March 2, 2023 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

so let me start off with a premise to filter out some of the people that live in a parallel universe here: a
woman can install tinder and shop for men like a consumer on amazon.com regardless of her own
lifestyle and achievements, and most of them are married to uncle sam when they're single (not that
i'm against welfare in principle, i would think a society with no safety nets is barbaric). so it makes
sense that the treatment the vast majority of women give men is really not good enough to convince
some guys to work their asses off for a slim chance at slim pickings if they know the market well
enough - they're in demand so they simply don't need to put in effort, it checks out. they/them, vegan,
fat is beautiful, my body my choice, i hate men, my kids are my world, swipe left if you can't take me
to fine dining and your height starts with 5'.
so now that the whole "women don't owe you shit" argument has been beaten to death, i'm wondering
honestly what they are doing that should draw interest from the demographic of average, under 6'0"
guys' interest aside from owning a vagene because the meat sleeve isn't worth it and isn't accessible
anyway - if she has ambition, that's great, better than being a deadbeat and mooching off of the public
fund, but it's going to serve her and herself only most of the time. if she's a good mother, that's great
for her kids who share her genes; it says nothing about whether she's worthwhile for her male partner.
the masses of men are pursuing them and following red pill self improvement bullshit to chase some
very hollow outcomes. as for the rest, when they hear "be a better person", they understand it as "be a
sucker for me."
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If everyone was Attractive
12 upvotes | March 1, 2023 | by l00ks-p1lled | Link | Reddit Link

Casual sex would be relatively easy to get because everyone would be sexually desirable. The
average happiness and well being will increase a lot. Misogyny, Misandry and Racism would be at
their lowest level and people in general would be more friendly. Most relationship would be open and
Personality will actually be important (not as much as money and status tho)
Do you agree with this view?
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people don't call out the phenomenon of older women dating
younger men because it is not a common enough preference
12 upvotes | March 10, 2023 | by firecats1 | Link | Reddit Link

an 30 year old woman looking 15 is an advantage to her than if she looked 30, until the same can be
said for males, it's not a problem on the same scale.
not saying it's a good rationale but people simply notice what is common a lot more.
i guess if they can psyop women to see 15 year old boy or their looks as high status like it is for
women, then maybe you would see it being called out more.
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is this a looksmatch couple? or does she cringe everytime he
initiates anything physical?
12 upvotes | March 13, 2023 | by iliyb | Link | Reddit Link
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average passport bro
12 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by iliyb | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/26di4e8l8qpa1
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For the average or below average guy, Is lying about your
intentions with a women the most consistent way to get casual
sex?
12 upvotes | March 25, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link

For example leading her on and making it seem like you wanna start something with her, then you
secure the bag, then you get the fuck out.
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Thoughts on the dick pill? Potentially the most brutal pill.
12 upvotes | April 3, 2023 | by Timtimsonn | Link | Reddit Link

Let's start with the basics, the dick pill is the concept that skill with sex is a fallacy, and is in fact just
about length and girth. By sex I am talking about intercurse, so don't give me any of this just use oral
bro stuff. Oral is like iceing on the cake of a womans sex life, it can't compensate for lack of proper
penetrative sex.
Basic dick pill facts.

Skill with penetrative sex is a fallacy. There's no special thrusting motion or rhythm that can1.
make up for you not being able to reach the cervix or put pressure on the walls of the vagina
because of lack of girth.
Having the cervix touched doesn't hurt most women, the fact that women only talk about it2.
hurting in when there's a debate about size mattering and not in any other context is proof of
this.
The average pp size for younger guys is a lot bigger than 5.5. The average pp size statistics take3.
into account all the adult males in the population, older guys are significantly shorter than
younger guys, and there's usually a connection between height and the size of body parts like
fingers and of course pp size. So the average for guys between the ages of 18 to 30 is probably
6.5 inches. But wight it gets worse, the average size of the average reguler sex haver is
probably a lot bigger. Around 30% of guys report not having sex in over a year, and the rest
that do can be divided into the guys who have a relstonship but they aren't pleasing their
partner, a very common occurrence. And the guys who are having lots of sex and pleasing
women with intercurse. So the average size of the average sex haver could well be about 7.5
inches well above the cope statistic of 5.5

4 the vagina elongates when aroused.

Girth and length are almost always connected. So don't give me this oh girth is more important1.
nonsense, because saying girth is impotent might as well be a synonym for saying having a big
dick is impotent.
Our culture is full of jokes puns and insults related to size, if it didn't matter these insult and2.
jokes wouldn't be so popular.
Most people women will have experienced bigger than you. Because of online dating and the3.
general nature of society most women will have experienced dicks that are significantly bigger
than yours, and as we've established skill with sex is a fallacy so you will never be able to
compete with these guys in bed, this can lead to relstonship problems and dead bedrooms, and
just the fact that you won't be able pleasure her will reflect on the energy that's released when
you do have sex, even if she does fake moaning you'll pick up it being fake.

That's about all I can be aresd to write down today, most of this was copied from one of my previous
comments anyway. Sorry for any spelling or grammar mistakes, I'm low iq.
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I just want tities in my face bruh.
12 upvotes | April 3, 2023 | by inkwell7586 | Link | Reddit Link

Like is that so much to ask. ���
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Dating apps are a rigged game designed to create addiction for
profit.
12 upvotes | March 31, 2023 | by crypto_druid | Link | Reddit Link

Harvested from an anonymous source....
Maybe it's human nature... maybe it's Match Group
One company - Match Group - has a near monopoly on online dating. They own Match, Tinder,
Hinge, PlentyOfFish, OkCupid, and more. The only significant app they don't own is Bumble, and
even that is designed by a former Tinder executive. They've been monopolizing the entire dating
space since about 2009.
https://www.businessinsider.com/what-is-match-group-history-of-tinder-parent-company-2021-1#dill
er-acquired-some-of-the-hottest-online-dating-sites-in-the-years-following-his-decision-to-splinter-
off-match-group-4
It's become somewhat well known that Match Group doesn't want people to be in romantic
relationships with each other. They want men to pay them $25, $50, up to $100 a month on multiple
sites, for the rest of their lives. That's clearly the right move for their stock price; a relationship is just
a lost customer. It's the worst thing that can happen to them.
It's also well known, at least within the scientific community, that women do not respond sexually to
still photographs the same way men do. Men are very likely to look at a still photo and think "I'm a
little turned on and I'd like to have sex with her." Women are rather unlikely to do that.
Or, to cite a 2013 paper that cites four other papers in support:
"Men generally respond to visual sexual stimuli, such as attractive nude or erotic pictures, or erotic
films. Women respond differently to the same sexual stimuli. Some women feel repulsed by
muscular, erotic male photos, and some are sexually attracted by emotional or lingual stimulation. In
other words, men are more sexually aroused by visual stimuli, but women are more sexually aroused
by concrete, auditory, olfactory, touch and emotionally relevant sexual stimulation."
https://www.nature.com/articles/ijir201247
Knowing that, it's quite clear that swipe-based apps are insane. An app built around the idea of 30-
second introductory videos might actually work to get men into relationships. The apps built by
Match Group are specifically designed not to get men into relationships.
In 2000, 81% of young men were sexually active. In 2018, that number had fallen to 69%.
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2767066
There are many factors behind the growing trend of male sexlessness - living with parents longer, and
substituting online socializing for physical socializing, are obviously two big ones.
I'm increasingly convinced that Match Group is a third major factor. It's doing everything it can to
ensure that men, instead of having sex, just give them money.
Why tinder and other swipe apps are messing with men’s heads
It’s set up to make Tinder and their parent company a ton of money, not to help the majority of the
end users. The more people successfully find long term partners, the less people using their app and
spending a ton of money on it.
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These issues apply to men seeking women:
Tinder boosts new accounts for the first few days so new users develop an addiction and keep using
hoping they will have another few days where they get a decent amount of matches.
This site explains the bias in the algorithms.
https://rewire.ie.edu/dating-apps-darkest-secret-algorithm/
After that, they suppress the account until you buy / use a boost or superlike. They also hold back
some women who swipe right, they appear at the top with the Gold number. You cannot see them
until you buy Gold.
It’s also possible buying Gold elevates your profile some compared to a free user, which by default
for a guy is going to be at the bottom. It’s not clear this is the case but some people say they noticed a
difference.
Swiping right on everyone may get you flagged as a potential bot and at that point very few women
will see your profile, though it could take a few days of doing that. If using a free account, maxing
out your daily swipes may suppress your visibility even more. My guess is they detect desperation
and figure you’re more likely to buy something to help.
Conversely, not swiping at all for a few days may increase your visibility. They detect you may be
getting frustrated with the app and ready to delete it and give up, so they boost the account to increase
the odds you get a match (with one of the women you already swiped right on previously) to hook
you back in.
What Tinder is doing aside, another issue is the imbalance of men to women, especially those really
using it seriously, and that both men and women use the app very differently. Studies have shown
men swipe right on a much higher percent of women than women swipe right on men, something like
50% for men swiping on women and less than 5% for women swiping right on men.
Basically what’s happening is women find out quickly they have a very high chance of getting a
match every time they swipe right and start swiping left on most men. A small percent of men
basically end up getting most of the likes women are giving out. This isn’t 100% the case with every
woman and every man she right swipes on but the data backs this up.
Likewise, men find they have an extremely low chance of matching and become more and more open
to who they swipe right on.
So, most men if being honest get increasingly frustrated and buy boosts, gold, etc. and if not, remain
frustrated with few matches.
The small percent of men doing well can’t handle all of their matches and ignore most or just ask
women for sex and move on.
Women then use that pool of men to start believing this represents most men using the app and when
they are complaining about the men on the app, this is usually why. Anyway, longer than I intended
but the shorter version is the app is designed to get your to hand over a lot of money and most men
(seeking women) are likely better off not wasting time and money on it.
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Examples in School Where Ugly Guys Were Treated Poorly
For Little to No Reason [Not Personal Stories/ Related to
Dating/Romance]
12 upvotes | March 27, 2023 | by PubertyDeformedFace | Link | Reddit Link

In Middle School English class I was in a table group with 2 girls and another guy, there was a1.
guy who looked like a typical nerd with glasses and unattractive features, bone structure and
overly pale skin. One of the girls said "[his name] is so ugly" and everyone laughed.
Also in Middle School a girl asked me why I hang out with a guy as ugly as one of my friends,2.
he was extremely dark skinned, had severe acne and undesirable phenotype. Never realized
people selected their friends based on looks until that moment.
In high school I saw a kid in PE who looked ugly, probably below a 4/10, my semi-attractive3.
female PE teacher was verbally insulting him, some kind of name-calling and he looked hurt
and she smirked at me like she was making fun of him and this was a big joke to her. I felt a
little bad for him.
In college there was a short balding baby faced severely acne ridden asian guy with somewhat4.
unattractive features, I had a piano teacher in a class I later dropped, I remember the teacher
yelling at him in a harsh tone, for something and he seemed pretty serious to me and not a
goofball or fuckup, he might have been good in piano too. I was late multiple times but while
she warned me, she was never that harsh with me. He was also alone in class and didn't
socialize with anyone and I also saw him walking or eating lunch alone on campus multiple
times.
There was a guy who worked in my university, who had a very ugly face but also looked like a5.
scary ogre. People are generally polite to people working at the counter, from what I could hear
based on his tone, he was super nice to everyone, but people mostly ignored him or avoided
talking to him in a friendly way.
Unattractive guy in one of my lecture classes, nothing happened to him, I thought he was worse6.
looking than me, but I was probably coping, me and him were the two ugliest people in the
class for sure, but at least he was tall. Every single one of his bones were recessed, but jaw
surgery could have helped him a lot. Lot of the regular kids sat with friends or talked to people
in class, but he was always alone. Half way through the semester, he stopped showing up, not
sure if he still showed up for exams or not.
There was a Russian female teacher and she was nice to everyone, I only went to the class7.
because I was worried that I would not get the specific one I was looking for and was
considering enrolling there if I did not since it was a replacement. I asked her some questions
and she answered them super kindly. A tall guy was there but he had somewhat unattractive
features and a very loooong midface. I don't know what he asked but he wasn't the type to say
anything rude or inappropriate and his tone seemed respectful but she yelled at him harshly.
I saw some special needs guy who clearly had some syndrome as his face was deformed and8.
was probably intellectually disabled. Some aide was helping him out and she was clearly
interacting with him in a rude and condescending manner.

Bonus points: I saw deformed people on my campus and people actually avoided looking at them,
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like they would literally turn their head the other direction and act like they didn't exist. Maybe one
time a cashier was nice to one of them out of pity, but this could just be an outlier, since as a sub4 a
few service people were sometimes nice or treated me normally.
I found no evidence to indicate that people who are significantly deformed to the extent of having a
syndrome condition or having gone through an accident were treated better than your average sub4.
From some anecdotes I have read online they are generally treated worse.
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CMV: Casual sex isn't about sex it's about glorifying pump and
dumping
11 upvotes | November 7, 2022 | by grassknight76 | Link | Reddit Link

Couples have sex more frequently than singles so I don't think casual sex is about sex rather the
pleasure comes from dumping people ie leaving them. Society seems to have glorified divorce and
break ups because they are too pessemitic that things can change things. Casual sex is product of
alienation and the economic crisis caused by capitalism.
But the issue is that we are social animals who love forming attachments with each other. There
seems to be hatred of emotions, attachment, and empathy in modern society as well as the believe
that we have to go at it all alone and no one will help you because relying on others and asking for
help is seen as weakness. But here is the thing we are social animals and we evolved to be social a
long time ago. There is evidence that ancient synapsids we're social and father hood existing for
dicynodonts which all existed before dinosaurs. So why should we mimic jaguars and bears. Social
animals are not inferior to solitary animals and in fact social mammals evolve faster.
https://phys.org/news/2022-10-social-mammals-evolve-faster-solitary.html
There is an agenda out there to make us lonley so it's easier for them to exploit us. The divide us with
gender wars and other bs. It's time we fight back
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My problem with sex positive women
11 upvotes | November 7, 2022 | by grassknight76 | Link | Reddit Link

Before I go one I just want to say that I think sex should be seen as exclusively romantic by culture
and that culture shouldn't seperate sex from love as it's doing now. I feel like sex positive women are
a threat to this culture I grew up with and make a me feel like people like me are dinosaurs. From my
interaction with sex positive people they don't seem to care and just pitty us. They were toxic and
rude and often forget there is another human being on the other side of the screen with emotions,
trauma, and pain. Instead of empathizing or understanding us they invalidate our fears as paranoia or
crazy. Fears don't come from now where they come from our interaction and observations on the real
world. Sure they can be wrong but trying to understand why we are wrong and helping us understand
the correct answer will help both of us instead of belittling us. I just wanted to get my thoughts out
since it's been causing me stress.
Don't get me wrong I am up for feminism and women liberation I just don't think women need casual
sex to be happy or liberated. I don't want men and women divided or having sex like jaguars but
rather united and bonded like wolf pack.
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Neurodivergent men and men with mental disorders have it the
worst
11 upvotes | November 3, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link

People just hate us and dehumanize us and tell us we need therapy instead of hearing us out and
actually engaging with us. This makes it hard for us to find a partner and meet new people.
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Cheryl Burke said it out of her own mouth: "I just was not
attracted to the nice guy." But when you say that's where she
went wrong, rageoholic feminists rage out. But literally that's
what she said!!!
11 upvotes | November 3, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://hollywoodlife.com/2022/11/02/red-table-talk-preview-cheryl-burke-abusive-relationships/
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Do woman also have a blackpill?
11 upvotes | October 7, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link

Example: waist to hip ratio being genetic, facial structure and even agepill.
I'm sure it's not as extreme for woman, but the current beauty standard for woman, that men find most
attractive, is almost completely genetic.
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Marital bliss
11 upvotes | September 24, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
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What percentage of men are women actually attracted to?
11 upvotes | September 20, 2022 | by IHateNormis | Link | Reddit Link

I don’t mean just willing to date but they get horny and wet by just seeing the guy.
I have seen a study with 50 males and 50 females on Tinder and the females only showed attention to
4 guys. So I think it would be less than 10% definitely. Of the 4 guys they probably only really
wanted to fuck straight away just 1 so that would make it 2%.
I honestly think it is less than 1%. It’s a bit demoralising but what can you do.
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do you think this sentence is true?
11 upvotes | September 6, 2022 | by G0dZylla | Link | Reddit Link

"Both looks and personality can determine your success when dating someone, looks create sexual
attraction, personality can maintain the relationship , the more attractive you are the less personality
you need, the less attractive you are the more personality you need, there is a limit on how
unattractive you can be once that limit is crossed personality can't help you, there is also a limit on
how attractive you can be once that limit is crossed your personality is almost useless" this is my
current view about dating, i would want to hear your opinion/corrections on it and if you think is true
or bullshit
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Why has Blackpill become more mainstream?
11 upvotes | September 4, 2022 | by ResponsibilityKey427 | Link | Reddit Link

And will it keep getting more popular?
I think it’s because of social media, men are starting to realize that they ain’t living like the hot guys.
Thoughts?
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What pill ideology do you fall under, and how did it affect your
standards?
11 upvotes | July 30, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link

Here's mine, My standards plummeted like a rock after I got blackpilled.
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75% of men are too scared to chat up women - maybe women
should listen to men instead of judging them?
11 upvotes | November 22, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.staturepr.com/news/75-of-men-are-too-scared-to-chat-up-women/
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Sick of the gaslighting
11 upvotes | January 10, 2023 | by Whisperinthelair | Link | Reddit Link

A attractive man vents online, foids become wet as and they tell him what a great guy he is and how
sad it is then other men treat him like he's a god. I vent online as an ugly man and if show my face all
I get is insults, gaslighting, then trolls in my DMS. Can we just admit good and bad really don't exist
and humans are just driven by instinct? I'm sick of having to take the blame for my genetics.
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We live in a society
11 upvotes | January 23, 2023 | by Hufferthepuffer | Link | Reddit Link

https://torontosun.com/news/world/mean-girls-face-lawsuit-over-false-sex-allegations-against-teen
"A cabal of “Mean Girls” terrorized a teenage boy with bogus sex assault allegations turning the
former star baseball player into a nervous wreck.
But in a tape-recorded interview with school officials in 2017, the suit claims K.S. the sex assault was
fabricated.
“I just don’t like him,” K.S. told officials. “I just don’t like to hear him talk. … I don’t like to look at
him.”
The interview was obtained by the boy’s lawyer, Craig Fishman. Other highlights:
— Told pals she “would do anything to get T.F. expelled.”
The suit charges that the teen was damaged by “gender bias” from school officials and the D.A.’s
office — even after learning the allegations were false.
“(T.F.) was basically being tortured in school by the other students and investigators, but the
administration was only focused on protecting the girls who were lying.”
He added: “Once the allegations were proven false, they really didn’t care one bit about T.F. and
there has been absolutely no repercussions against the girls.”
In May, three of the girls came clean and admitted they had lied."
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Doing the math on where you stand in your community as a
male truly reinforces the black pill for me.
11 upvotes | February 14, 2023 | by gruckendud | Link | Reddit Link

First off, happy valentines day everyone.
I am currently going to a school with around 8,000 people with about 60% being female and 40%
being male.
This leaves my competition in this one community (which obviously women also have access to
other communities so the overall result is worse), being about 3,200 men. Now we will break that
into the top 20% as that is typically the percent that will have at least a positive smv, which gives
about 640 men that would at least have a slight chance of attracting a decent partner.
I used to go to a much bigger school in a major city and there I would be able to get hundreds of
matches on tinder, now here I made a bumble account last night and got 8 likes. Due to my
experience in the city I felt that I had the upperhand over the men at this new school, however the 8
likes on bumble was a truly blackpilling experience which is what got me analyzing my situation,
giving me the conclusion that it is over for me unless I want a super fat ugly deformed girl, but even
then I feel that I would struggle.
To break down the 640 people, I see many men who are over 6ft tall. This is a bracket I do not meet,
therefore that is a significant chunk of the population making up that 20%, and perhaps removes me
from the 20% altogether. I have had sex with girls in the past and the entire time they gushed over
how "pretty" I am but this has not happened for almost 3 years at this point. This was a huge well of
confidence for me, but they must have been flukes, meaning that there is probably a significant
portion of men at this school better looking than me, pushing me even further out of the 20%.
This is not to mention my current lack of finances, the fact that I am 23 and still in school, the fact
that I work part time as a cashier, my complete lack of confidence or social skills. Just the looks and
height alone push me out of the 20%, add these other factors and it is truly a blackpilling experience.
I think that anyone who is blackpilled, but feels angry about their lack of female attention and feel
that they deserve more should do a genuine analysis of their situation. There really is not a point in
being angry when I am just not good enough, and most men are not good enough. Honestly it also
makes you feel very depressed, but that is the reality of the world for men.
It is best to just detach yourself from women. I do not look at them, I pretend that they don't exist, I
do not speak with them, because all it does is make me realize that I am not good enough for them
and any thought otherwise is not based in reality. I feel that suffering is just a reality to accept for a
blackpilled man outside of the 20%
There is maybe a small percentage of the fat and deformed that will welcome us with open arms, but
honestly even that is unlikely if you fall outside of the top 40%.
Now all that there is left is to run on the endless path of self improvement that men are told to pursue
to become corporate commodities who lend their beta bux to a single mother in their 30s.

I truly don't understand how women think they have anything to complain about. The world is made
for them to enjoy.
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how common is the blackpill among biologists and in the
medical profession
11 upvotes | March 6, 2023 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

Q4 users with a background in biology or medical sciences
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"Muh no one said women don't want attractive men"
11 upvotes | March 7, 2023 | by inkvell573 | Link | Reddit Link

Landwhales and gentlemen, may I present to you the LYING gender.
https://www.reddit.com/r/Tinder/comments/11l8tql/i_dont_know_what_else_to_do_this_is_my_profi
le/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=android_app&utm_name=androidcss&utm_term=1&utm_cont
ent=share_button
So many virtue signaling and gaslighting hores in the comments telling this man non-quintessential
BULLSHIT about why he's not getting matches. One hore even said that it was because he wasn't
SHOWING HIS TEETH, and that she "knows a bunch fat dudes that get BADDIES because of their
confidence". Lmao, anyone wanna venture a guess on just how these "baddies" might look? Lmao
maybe a bunch of landwhales with an attitude who think they are boss bitches cause they have an
attitude lmao.����������������
This is what the bluepill is. These are the retards that supposedly look down on us blackpilled
inkwells. A bunch of disgusting delusional disneybrained just world fallacy believing lying virtue
signalers.
Now compare this to what blackpillers would've told him. I would've told him straight up:
You're a average looking, fat, and bald man with boring photos. Not even landwhales will want to be
with you cause you look boring asf. Get into better shape, see if you can't get a hair transplant, and go
out to interesting places. Do interesting things. Go to the club. And TAKE PICTURES OF
YOURSELF DOING INTERESTING THINGS while being in shape and having hair. Maybe then
some 3/10 landwhale that needs a scooter to get around will swipe on you... MAYBE. ���
Now you tell me, which advice would've truly helped out his chances more?
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Just want to remind you that normies are NOT doing "better"
than inkwells.
11 upvotes | March 16, 2023 | by inkwell439 | Link | Reddit Link

Betabuxxing a post wall, ran through, non virgin women, who sees you as nothing more than a
walking, talking, breathing ATM machine that she would've never given a chance when you were
both young, is not some kind of an achievement.
Can someone honestly tell me what's so fulfilling in wasting your hard earned, your sweat, blood, and
tear earned resources, on a woman who is now uglier than what she was when she was younger, and
who does not find you to be as genuinely physically attractive as all the chads she got to ONS when
she was younger and in her prime, and is NOW, SETTLING with YOU, not because she finds you to
be as viscerally attractive as those chads, but simply as some "safe" option, just because of your
financial stability? If I wanted to fuck a woman who didn't find me to be physically attractive and just
wanted my money, why wouldn't I just fuck some high tier hot escort for 500-1k whenever i had to
urge, instead of getting betabuxxing and paying THOUSANDS of dollars over multiple years, just to
get starfish sex from some fatter, old, ugly, wrinkly woman?
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White man says it from his own mouth - WMAW couples are
the most accepted, WMBW couples are the most hated in the
USA
11 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by DalmationDoe | Link | Reddit Link

I've mentioned this before, but I'm a WM who has had serious, long term relationships with
several White women, but also a Black woman, a Middle Eastern woman, a Desi woman,
and a Chinese woman.

What I noticed is that I got a lot more stares when I was with my girlfriends who were dark
skinned than when they were light skinned but not my race. I'm now married to the
aforementioned Chinese American woman, and we rarely get looks, while people would
openly gawk or frown at us when I was with dark skinned women.

So my conclusion was that there's something like a "tier list" of acceptability when it comes
to interracial relationships, with East Asian woman / White man being perhaps the most
socially acceptable, and Black woman / White man being among the least.

Please know that I'm not endorsing this "tier list," I'm simply observing its existence -- I
think it's complete bullshit, and my Black and Desi girlfriends were wonderful, beautiful
people.

https://www.reddit.com/r/interracialdating/comments/11w3vd8/comment/jd07al4/?utm_source=share
&utm_medium=web2x&context=3
in the USA, BMWW is literally more socially accepted than WMBW and people think the only
ethnic woman WM should be with is an AW because everything else is politically incorrect / or "bad
because i said so!"
I'm so glad I now live in a non-pozzed country where people aren't angry if the dark skinned person
of an interracial relationship isn't the MALE. Dumb BBC worshipers shit for brain Americans.
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Self improvement is a joke not even Napoleon the greatest incel
in history could get a loyal wife.
11 upvotes | March 27, 2023 | by ClothesOnInTheDark | Link | Reddit Link

For all the red pill believers out there who think you can self improve your way to a happy
relationship just look at Napoleon Bonaparte. He was the head of his nation. Well dressed. Good
shape. Brave and well spoken. He was completely in love with his wife and dedicated to her. She
cheated on him with a Chad. After reading about Napoleon I now understand there is nothing a short
man can do to win with women. It is over.
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Just some anecdotal evidence supporting the dick pill.
11 upvotes | April 4, 2023 | by Timtimsonn | Link | Reddit Link
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You wouldn't take basketball advice from a man who can't
dribble a ball, but...
11 upvotes | April 9, 2023 | by crypto_druid | Link | Reddit Link

You will take women advice from 1000s of guys who don't have experience with women.
Make that make sense without mental gymnastics please.
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Isn't it hilarious (and depressing) how little "self-
improvement" stands between women and the man they want?
11 upvotes | April 15, 2023 | by BessieaHughes | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Q4Women How have you changed or improved yourself to improve your chances of getting the kind of
relationship you want with the kind of man you want?" from /r/PurplePillDebate:

What made you change yourself? How did you realize you needed to change? Did you get positive
results?

Posted by kayos63 | 15 April 2023 | Link
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Why do females only posts pics of themselves and nothing else?
11 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by x_alkaline | Link | Reddit Link

Selfie, ass pic, some motivational quote with their ass pic.
Every. Single. Post. Is. Themselves.
AWALT
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Feminism telling men that being weak is ok but their slogan
"Strong independant women" is contradictional
11 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by Chemical_Major_1403 | Link | Reddit Link

Feminism telling men that being weak is ok but their slogan is "Strong independant women" is
contradictional
_ i said what i said, feminism is about taking power from men (reputation;instinct; achievements) and
giving it to women .This mouvement was never about equality neither about fixing men it was about
changing places and making women the "cool character" in books, series, movies ... instead of men
who gonna start showing their feminine side while women showing their masculine side _Women
litteraly start wearing suits and not crying and making money while telling other women to be strong
and not crying. it's litteraly the most contradictionel thing ever and men are still falling for it , if
becoming feminine is all what they wanted everyone will be feminine starting with women that
gonna be more feminine than ever, Are theyyyy? _So why are they not telling men to be strong
independant men?
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The connection between neanderthal DNA and racial lookism
11 upvotes | April 24, 2023 | by cumballsandwich | Link | Reddit Link

Not saying it's a good or bad thing, just trying to note patterns.
I find it interesting that Asians have the most neanderthal DNA, Blacks have the least (almost none),
and Whites are in the middle. This may contribute to the racial lookism within the social hierarchy.
Neanderthals primarily lived in Eurasia, so this may be why Asians are seen as the "second best" race
after whites to this day -- the shared ancestry.
It also might be why many Whites think they're "just right" in terms of things like facial features,
aggression, and even hormones. They are confused; it's not the femininity or masculinity that's in the
middle, but the neanderthal DNA.
Black people, who have the least amount of neanderthal DNA, are seen as more distinct looking (and
face the most racism as a result) due to being so removed from that genetic component compared to
every other racial group. Even Middle Easterns and Hispanics probably have more due to their white
and asian admixture.
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AI cannot save men from ourselves
11 upvotes | April 26, 2023 | by Worldly_Piano9526 | Link | Reddit Link

Understand that when sex AI comes out; I will probably be one of the first adopters, this isn't a post
that is meant to shit on AI, I believe that it will objectively deliver on everything that it promises and
more, it is people who are going to ultimately cause the problem.
AI has some amazing potential, my argument isn't that it won't be better than women, my argument is
that men will never use it no matter how good it gets due to the shame game. How is another method
supposed to help men who already refuse to hire prostitutes, date overseas, and engauge in no-fap?
If you can already be shamed into giving up/undervaluing your best and easiest options; what makes
AI any different than any of the other options that men get shamed into boycotting?
In order for sex AI to work; men would need to free themselves from the hold that the shame game
has on them, but if we do that; we won't actually NEED AI at that point. Although, I'm not going to
say it wouldn't be nice to have sex AI; our NEED for sex is based on our addiction to status chasing
and validation. If you get rid of the status chasing and validation seeking behaviors that control our
dicks in the first place; the need to be seen as either a father/husband and/or a babe magnet by our
friends and family (which is ultimately the reason we chase sex and relationships to the extent that we
do, and why we baulk at the thought of hiring a hooker, or getting a mail order bride, whether we
realize it or not) completely disappears. Also, let's not pretend that our friends and families are going
to respect us for banging AI women, which again; is ultimately what we are all after when you
REALLY think about it, it has nothing to do with the sex, if it was about the sex; every incel would
just hire a hooker and call it a day...
This may not be a very popular opinion in the Black Pill community but this battle is going to be
fought and won in the hearts and minds of men, not in a fork of PyTorch.
There are no shortcuts, you can't cheat the shame game, the ONLY way to win; is to stop playing
altogether.
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The link between autism and dating
11 upvotes | April 30, 2023 | by Diligent_Divide_4978 | Link | Reddit Link

There are people who claim that a man's personality is important in dating. Empathy, honesty, and
"being a good person" overall are often cited as some of the most important factors.
But it seems that when people cite these personality traits, they are typically projecting them onto a
neurotypical person.
As an autistic person, I have a lot of experience with people rejecting me socially (to say nothing of
romantically) before I can even open my mouth to speak. This is supported by various studies [1, 2].
Autistic people are deemed less likable and less trustworthy by IQ-comparable NTs within 10
seconds of their initial meeting [3]. And it's not just me. My autistic friends have very similar stories
and experiences.
All of my autistic friends also report that they had no sex before they were adults. All except one are
still virgins. This is supported by studies that show only 1.5% of autistic adolescent men have sex [4]
and only 16% of autistic men are in a relationship [5].
Studies also show that autistic women are more likely to have been in relationships than
neurotypical men. In fact, most autistic women have been in relationships, and the majority have
had sex.
As for autistic men, only half have ever held a girl's hand, and most have never had sex [6].
"Well, maybe autistic men [and only the men, mind you] are not empathetic or caring, right? They
might really be less likable and trustworthy too; after all, autistic people must be capable of lying like
we are."
Not so fast. Studies also show that autistic men are just as empathetic as their NT counterparts [7] on
top of lying less frequently overall and lying less adeptly [8].
So really, it is quite reasonable to state that men should work on appearing as neurotypical as possible
as well as working on empathy and caring in order to be more successful in dating (refer to the
penultimate paragraph for the potentially-devastating consequences, then proceed at your own risk).
Ironically, honesty is statistically not as much of an issue for us autistic men as it is for NT men. For
women, autism and its symptoms apparently don't matter nearly as significantly as they do for men
when it comes to dating.
Because, you know, people are surely very empathetic, caring, and honest towards men who are
likewise empathetic, caring, and truthful.
Well, perhaps, unless they have autism.
And even if everything seems to work out well into the autistic man's relationship, who knows what
will happen when the autistic man gets tired of masking around his partner and starts "being
himself?" After all, masking is also cited by many autistic people in studies as a grueling chore [9],
and similar studies also indicate that keeping up the jig for years is generally detrimental and even
traumatic to an autistic person's mental health [10].
I suppose it would also be dishonest.
Happy Autism Awareness Month.
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Just hurt yourself bro
11 upvotes | May 3, 2023 | by Coaltolls | Link | Reddit Link

Just pay attention to her
5 points•3 comments•submitted 36 minutes ago by cdclopper to r/PurplePillDebate

This is what I've learned from 15 years of marriage: a woman wants a man to pay attention to her.
Back when I would let my wife go to bed while I stayed up playing video games, I rarely got any. It
was a subject of tension between us. We would fight all the time. Wherein I was told something
along the lines, "I just want you to be nice to me."
But that's not what she wanted at all. Because I tried. I would say sweet things to her, do stuff around
the house, whatever. I would do the things I thought she wanted me to do. Basically suck up to her.
And it never worked.
She really didn't want a nice guy. She was trying to tell me something different but we were having a
communication breakdown. What she really needed from me was to put down whatever I had going
on and be interested in her. She wants to feel special.
Example, here's a guy hitting on some total babes by falling off his skateboard, using the line "I think
I just fell for you". Even tho it's a ridiculously intentional stunt, it works nearly every time. Why?
Because dude was willing to make a fool of himself busting his ass just to get to talk to her.
Then here's a cringe non-chad having himself some moderate success using the same technique. He's
intentionally being weird AF yet some of the girls still seem interested afterward. Their immediate
reaction is always positive.
So what's the point my dude? Stop trying to figure out what you're supposed to say in favor of
listening to what she's saying. Do some active listening and you can pick up on what she needs even
when she doesn't know how to say it. Most importantly, she knows you're interested in her not just
the hole between her legs.
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have never heard a truer quote
11 upvotes | May 4, 2023 | by looking_for_meaning_ | Link | Reddit Link

"Women crave for being loved, not for loving. They scream out at you for sympathy all day long,
they are incapable of giving any in return, for they cannot state a fact accurately to another, nor can
that other woman attend to it accurately enough for it to become information. Now is not all this the
result of want of sympathy?
I am sick with indignation at what wives and mothers will do of the most shocking selfishness. And
people call it all maternal or conjugal affection, and think it pretty to say so. No, no, let each person
tell the truth from their own experience.
They really don’t have sympathy or the ability to empathize, because they are always judging
everyone and every thing as a product on a social value scale that relates to their own egos and
bounces off of themselves. There is no capability for genuine feeling.
This is what I have experienced with women, there is no capability for genuine feeling for other
humans, or really in general, except when those feelings are for themselves and the other people are
just proxies to bounce ideas off of."
-From Florence Nightingale on Women, Medicine, Midwifery and Prostitution: Collected Works of
Florence Nightingale, Volume 8.
women are the most selfish self absorb creature to ever set foot on this planet
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women talking ugly and short men out of surgery is virtue
signaling
11 upvotes | April 3, 2023 | by Sufficient_Noise6404 | Link | Reddit Link

everytime a men post on reddit about how ugly he feel, or how short he is, there’s always a lot a
bunch of comment trynna talking him out of it mostly from women. i know somebody who did lenght
surgery, he went from 5’7 to 5’10 , and let me tell you something, he improve a lot. i know it’s still
not 6 ft, but i think yall don’t realize how much of a difference that is. go on r/jawline and see how
much improvement that is. crazy how something so simple completely can change tour attractiveness.
society normalize women’s surgery, most women in hollywood in fact have surgery of all kind, so
why is it so controversial for men? most of the time it’s not because they care about you, it’s because
women feel like you cheat your genetics, and they hate the fact that at some point they might end up
hooking up, or have relationship with someboy they wouldn’t even want before. so it contradict they
bluepill view of “it’s because of your personality” BS. if you feel like you wanna get surgery, do it. if
you don’t think it’s necessary, then dont. don’t let people of reddit gaslight you, some people do have
shitty personality, but sometime you just ugly plain and simple, and women of reddit will gaslight the
living out of you and make you think therr’s something wrong with you. sure sometime it went
wrong, so does everything in life. look at SZA, sure she was always attractive, but the look she have
right now is the one everyone crasy about. a ugly guy that went from having a receding jawline, or a
3 inch in height etc, might have women interesting in him, and they hate that becaue how dare you
not just stay the way you were. not everybody were born equal, You happen to be born with a shitty
genetic, you don’t have to accept that. most if not all k pop singers have surgery, some were buttugly,
now they have girls screaming for them. totally not bluepill right. women here will say “ my
boyfriend is 4’11” or “i know somebody who’s 3 ft and slay pussy left and right”most of the time it’s
lies. and let’s say those who’s telling the truth, she don’t speak for most women, you might go your
whole life never meeting somebody like that. white guys who are considered ugly go in country like
thailand, and other asian country and get women. the reason for that is because asian men (specially if
you are ugly) is considered even less than white ones. and that’s why there’s so many asian incels
who despise white dudes. because white guys who would get laugh at by women in usa or western
countries are considered better than them. they are literally at the bottom. the way the media portray
asian men is shitty, and doesnt help either. not all of em are after money, some do develop
relationship. i feel like most women who are on reddit are in their late 30’s and 40’s, i mean it did use
to work like that. so maybe they do believe it works like that, but for a guy like who is from this
generation that’s going to college, i already know the deal and the reality. i mean go take a look on
social media, and society. watch and observe instead of listening. women experience hookup, and
relationship. the “ugly guy in couple “they are talking about most of the time is mostly girls
settleling. most of those guys have to be betabuxx, or in relationship to get pussy. they never
experienced hookup, flings, or even real attraction in their life.
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the only ethnic group that has a white husband more than
white wife is asians, proves that ethnics white worship bitching
is %100 projection:
11 upvotes | April 4, 2023 | by princess8inch | Link | Reddit Link
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What are all these short kings doing that the rest of us are not?
11 upvotes | February 25, 2023 | by Acearl | Link | Reddit Link

Every time I see a post about men's height on this website all the redditors who secured women taller
than them come out of the wood work.
Like good for you but I have been explicitly told I am too short from several women. I am dead
average 5' 9.5" and these women were not super models by any extent. Is anecdotal evidence just that
powerful now that any issues can be successfully dismissed with them?
Its basically "well my grandpa smoked and he lived to like 90". But it actually justifies that smoking
doesnt cause shortened live expectancy in a vast majority of people.
I dont know anymore dude. I think I gotta get off this website. It's made pretty clear if you are a het
man without a woman you are just a bad person. To which I don't think I am.
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Title.
10 upvotes | April 8, 2023 | by Phylum-Chordata | Link | Reddit Link
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How do some of y'all cope with getting no pussy? I wanna add
some more copes to my list
10 upvotes | April 11, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link

I'm a fellow no pussy getter myself and want other ways to cope and distract myself. Drugs? hobbies?
Escorts? Shits getting rough bros and I need some more ideas
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this is how you guys look like every time you hate on prettyboys
10 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by boi_if_u_dont_know | Link | Reddit Link
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Truth Hierarchy of The Pills
10 upvotes | April 27, 2023 | by Sabrepill | Link | Reddit Link

Starting with the most untrue, idealistic comfortable lies you have the blue pill
Next you have it’s complete opposite, exaggerated uncomfortable half truths, self improvement, and
hedonistic and extremist conclusions the red pill. It’s perfect for snapping you out of the blue pill
delusions.
Then comes the realization that self improvement only goes so far, and that looks and genetics seem
to matter the most. Further exaggerated half truths by young men that, like most losers, suggest either
giving up or doing horrible surgeries and awful drugs: both of which exemplify massive insecurity
leading to desperate measures and lifelong consequences. Warning: Avoid or minimize most
drugs/surgery (there are rare exceptions)
Then comes the white pill, where you accept the truths from the pills above, without their negative
conclusions. Instead you live your best life, as the natural best version of yourself through discipline
and hard work, with your head held high and the determination that you will never give up and are
thankful for your blessings as well as your shortcomings.
Finally is the truth pill: which is realizing that all of these pills have elements of truth, half truth,
exaggerations, and errors. You keep an open mind, stay humble, and constantly learn through
experience and observation.
Truth Pill > White Pill > Black Pill > Red Pill > Blue Pill
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A consequence of unprotected sex & hookup culture.�people
won’t be laughing at Incels for long.
10 upvotes | April 29, 2023 | by SeaworthinessAdept98 | Link | Reddit Link

https://people.com/health/oral-sex-is-a-leading-factor-in-the-throat-cancer-epidemic-in-the-united-sta
tes-doctor-says/
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She got with you because you're tall, so now your kindness,
humor and respectful nature counts. You get married. Then
she dead bedrooms you ANYWAY... because... wait for it...
10 upvotes | March 17, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.yahoo.com/news/loved-husband-happy-life-built-141824602.html
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If women aren't as polyamorous as they claim, why are they so
against enforced-monogamy?
10 upvotes | May 7, 2023 | by Mundane-Smell7936 | Link | Reddit Link

The concept of enforced-monogamy is extremely triggering for a lot of women, despite the fact that
so many women claim to follow monogamous principles when it comes to dating.
This concept is so upsetting that Jordan Peterson was borderline canceled off all social media
platforms for arguing a return to enforced-monogamy. But the funny thing is, is that he was never
advocating for legally enforced-monogamy, only socially enforced-monogamy, or a more accurate
term "culturally celebrated monogamy".
Even so, he was lambasted off YouTube and most other places because of the severe backlash
brought on by women.
I don't understand... if women already follow monogamous principles, why are they so against the
enforcement of them socially, legally, culturally, or otherwise?
And more intriguingly, why is it (generally) only women who are so against enforced-monogamy?
Most men either seem supportive or neutral towards the concept.
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Bluepill and redpill are both forms of simping.
10 upvotes | May 8, 2023 | by Diligent_Divide_4978 | Link | Reddit Link

"Bluepilled" men are chivalrous to women just because they are women, genuinely believe that the
only reason they were able to get laid or will be able to get laid in the future is because of their
personality, and believe that misfortune in dating is generally due to poor attitude or misogyny.
Oh, by the way, they tend to verbalize that women are no different from men and that they should be
treated equally in all contexts, which is a hypocritical attitude at best because if you look at their
actions and not their words, they heavily pedestalize women with chivalry, preemptive tokens of
affection (sometimes parasocially, as in donating to twitch streamers), and extreme leniency in ways
they generally would not proffer to other men.
"Redpilled" men buy books on how to run game, go to PUA camps, work out (taking steroids if they
are extreme redpillers), practice "game" and manipulation tactics, try to become more stereotypically
masculine, try to become wealthy quickly, and believe that misfortune in dating is generally due to
lack of proficiency in redpill skills.
Oh, by the way, apparently none of this behavior is for women but is instead geared towards "self-
improvement," which is a hypocritical attitude at best because if you look at their actions and not
their words, redpillers are also pedestalizing women via their "self-improvement" and "masculinity,"
though they vehemently claim not to.
Are blackpillers more neutral or androcentric in their behaviors?
Since blackpillers seem to be much more loosely organized than redpillers and bluepillers in terms of
worldview, political leanings, and beliefs, I can't say for sure.
However, when I was active in pill spaces, I noticed that women would sometimes join blackpill
forums/servers, and they would still get flooded with thirsty DMs.
These DMs were indeed from blackpillers, who would jockey for the woman’s attention by throwing
each other under the bus, even if the said woman explicitly verbalized that she was a “chad chaser.”
I'll probably have to do some research about whether or not simping is biological.
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Am I really being unreasonable?
10 upvotes | May 10, 2023 | by Diligent_Divide_4978 | Link | Reddit Link

I debated posting this initially, but we're all friends here, right?
I made a post on r/autism about the difficulties of dating as an autistic man.
A user commented, and we argued for a while.
https://www.reddit.com/r/autism/comments/13d5u6k/comment/jjj3uj2/?utm_source=share&utm_med
ium=web2x&context=3
Do you think I am being unreasonable here? Sometimes I genuinely don't know (also I'm very tired
today).
I want to try talking to people in a reasonable way about the difficulties of dating using empirical data
to bolster my claims, but I feel as if I am not getting through to them somehow.
I am not saying that they have to agree with me (in fact, I would prefer if they didn’t agree with me
so long as they could justify their position), but it is very rare that my points or data are even
addressed a little bit.
I'm aware of the "normies will never understand" meme, but I tried to share my thoughts in an autism
sub.
Also, I think most anyone with an open mind that can comprehend numbers can also understand
statistics.
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Men compliment women more than the top 20% of men in the
world but got stunned by women only going for top 20% of
men
10 upvotes | May 11, 2023 | by Chemical_Major_1403 | Link | Reddit Link

_ Telling a soccer player he is amazing and skilled and every good compliment but then acting
surprised he want to move to a better team and never looks to offers from a lower tier is just stupid
and this is literally what men are doing , everyone practically not just men , even in subs like PPD tell
guys to compliment women before approaching them .
_ When you ask a woman why she doesn't approach men even after complaining about how she hates
men 's approaching her she will say that no man deserve to be chased and It's embarrassing to chase
men , even chasing women boost their ego now imagine how much compliments/offers they get wow
It's mind blowing, they even get more compliment than the prettiest wealthiest men to ever exist, we
compliment average women like we compliment elite men and people get stunned when those
women act like they are diamonds and see men like trash , the average men fu*ked the dating scene
and they are not even stopping , like stop kissing women's @$$ ,even when women live under "
men's authorities " they never complimented men to any extant . The average man worshipped
women but got amazed that women think they are goddess.
_ He believed women will always stay humble, she always taught she can get better
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The Blackpill isn't meant to be depressing, it's meant to be
practical
10 upvotes | May 12, 2023 | by Positive-Quality1100 | Link | Reddit Link

The blackpill is the truth. The blackpill is about facing the truth, without flinching. Now, some people
see it and give up hope completely. But that wasn't the intent of the blackpill.
It's acknowledging the situation you're in, and knowing it's difficult. You're born, and you're already
very limited. They understand the game, the blackpill gave them a very practical mindset. Now, it is
up to the individual to take action. I don't understand how I see people being dismissive about men
getting surgery or taking steroids to improve their looks/life, when it is a great method to achieve
their goals. And even when a blackpilled man enters a relationship they go in with a sober mind, any
misdeeds that occur in that relationship are nerfed because the dude already took his medicine
beforehand.
Overall, the blackpill is about practicality. A man understands his situation, he decides the game is
too hard and quits so he can just enjoy himself coping, that's practical. A man understands his
situation is hard, so does whatever he can to get what he can get, that's practical.
Elton John knew he couldn't be a classical pianist, because his hands are too small. He accepted that,
so he chose to switch genre, and he cultivated his own piano style. Is he a loser because he
acknowledged his sever limitation and changed routes? No, what he did was practical, he knew there
was no point in trying to be a classical pianist, but still wanted to be a musician, so he entered the
popular genre of rock and roll.
Successful athletes have a blackpilled mentality. They know their competition is brutal and hard, and
they do anything to inch their ways to the top. They change their entire schedule to facilitate their
training. They change their diet to get better nutrition. Some practice semen retention because they
feel like it will raise their testosterone and make them more fierce. They freeze in ice baths and
cryochambers. Some athletes even drink their own urine because they believe it has health benefits.
And of course, athletes will risk their health and comfort by taking a myriad of steroids.
Are these athletes worth pitying? No! They're worth admiring, they have a goal and they do whatever
they can to achieve their goal. They know the grit, they understand the limits, so they have to do
whatever they can to improve. No matter how crazy it seems.
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why do men think geomaxxing is a good idea
10 upvotes | October 27, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

it's just betabuxxing on a global scale. fact aside that you're just offloading your sexlessness onto the
next guy who happens to be born in your destination, you're picking up a certain type of woman who
is much more likely than not to be opportunistic and is either willing to bang a complete foreigner (if
she isn't asking for commitment) and therefore probably carrying her own share of vices and STDs or
(if she is) sticking around for your status and resources, both of which are fleeting. if you take her
back to your western home, even worse - she will get citizenship or claim asylum and any trace of the
behavior she used to reel you in will be gone and you're back to square minus-one, poorer than
before.
the majority of women would not touch the majority of men with a 10-foot pole if they didn't expect
to be sprayed with money or get some labor done for them.
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if looks matter more for men, why is there not a single country
where male beauty standards are harder towards men than
women?
10 upvotes | October 27, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

In media average men, fatter men, older men all usually get more leeway, in literally every country,
women also do more makeup and plastic surgery than men as well in every country, why? Never
been able to understand this myself.
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Sometimes being a Foreveralone male isn't the worst thing in
the world, Part II
10 upvotes | October 12, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2022/oct/11/i-love-my-partner-but-dont-want-sex-with-hi
m-should-i-feel-guilty-about-my-25-years-of-casual-flings?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_Other
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When actually scoring a date or a romantic relationship is
WORSE than being an incel.
10 upvotes | October 3, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0tJEjkHjtkQ
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Is it me or is redpill slowly dying?It feels like more and more
people are veering towards black-pill
10 upvotes | September 5, 2022 | by G0dZylla | Link | Reddit Link
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POV: you've been treating her like a queen for 23 years.
10 upvotes | September 2, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
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The Tall Tale of the White Incel King of Thailand
10 upvotes | August 22, 2022 | by islandmiler | Link | Reddit Link

https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/itsover-incel-thailand-seamaxxing
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Does MGTOW actually solve anything?
10 upvotes | August 13, 2022 | by gilamonster69 | Link | Reddit Link

Does the MGTOW movement actually solve anything? Does giving up women as an excuse to be
apathetic actually brings you to a better understanding of yourself. Is there anything to aspire for
beyond Sex dolls and Masturbation or should we just be nihilistic? Do you feel empty after a self
inflicted orgasm or are you proud of that accomplishment?
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The apparent problem with choice in relation to dating
10 upvotes | August 6, 2022 | by Hodgekin | Link | Reddit Link

There is a phenomenon of "too many choice" that has been studied in relations to the purchasing of
material goods.
In these studies, they found when people are given too many choices, they tend to have these set of
problems:
1) They are dissatisfied with their choice. This phenomenon takes on a "U" shape curve. Where TOO
little or TOO many choices causes dissatisfaction.
2) They are paralyzed by choice. People with too many choices take longer to decide.
3) They become more selective in their choices. This is to reduce the burden of comparing all choices
down to a limited set of choices.
How does this relate to the dating market? With the introduction of dating apps, selecting partners has
become more of a commodity rather than a social experience. People are view more as objects with
little to no empathy.
We can see all of these "too many choice" problems matching perfectly with the female dating
experience on apps. Women are more and more unsatisfied with their partner. They are waiting
longer and longer to get married. And they have too many filters about superficial qualities such as
height and income to help reduce the choice anxiety.
I hope this post was informative and helpful in your understanding of our current dating market in the
west.
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Some unfortunate statistics about Racial Preferences in online
dating:
10 upvotes | August 5, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
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[Serious] TO blackpillers, Have you become more social or get
less anxiety talking to people?
10 upvotes | August 4, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link

I've noticed that I've become so social to the point where some would consider me an extrovert, ever
since I got blackpilled.
I think it has to do with not giving a fuck anymore, It's like I couldn't give a fuck what normies think
and I have become very sympathetic to ugly people(especially treating them like humans who
deserve respect).
I can literally speak to a woman out of my league and not even flinch because I know I couldn't fuck
up that situation because there was nothing to gain anyway.
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What topics would be banned on PPD that can be discussed
here?
10 upvotes | July 30, 2022 | by hdksndiisn | Link | Reddit Link

Wondering why this sub was made. Other than the fact that even I’ve been banned multiple times on
that sub for absolutely insane asinine reasons, I’m curious why everyone else is here.
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Matchmaker "Rebecca Pope" talks about Women's standards
vs. Men's standards in dating:
10 upvotes | July 30, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/5aytvfc1zqe91
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What’s wrong with me???
10 upvotes | November 20, 2022 | by Puzzleheaded_Bet7294 | Link | Reddit Link

Seriously, is there something very wrong with me???
I have my life together. I have a very good career (quant on Wall Street), make great money for my
age…like 7 figure range, OK-ish height (5’10), great build because I go to the gym a couple times a
week and have large biceps/shoulders, but not like super huge or anything. I have a good group of
friends, and they often say I’m funny, empathetic, sweet, etc. I take very good care of myself. Daily
showers, skin care routine, good diet, and put a lot of effort ($$$) into dressing well.
And yet, in 24 years of my life I cannot point to ONE woman who has shown me any sort of interest.
I mean…is this normal? It’s almost like I’m sort of side-character or NPC. I have a guess as to why,
but unfortunately it’s extremely black pill. I think because of my ethnicity, I sort of get “resume
screened” by the vast majority of women, because they assume I’ll only want to be with someone if
my own ethnicity.
Or maybe I’m just very ugly?? But no one has told me that or indicated that I’m unattractive other
than one friend back in college who straight up told me I’m ugly. Other than that, I always assumed
I’m just average because my looks have never been brought up in a positive or negative light apart
from that one time.
I’m in NYC and despite putting a great amount of effort into my dating app profiles, I’m yet to get a
single match in what’s been over a year. This has been absolutely debilitating to me. Especially since
it seems like all my friends and cousins and coworkers seem to have an extremely easy time with
dating. Like they can download Hinge and set up a date on the same day. This is mind blowing to me.
Am I living in some sort of simulation? Is anyone else in my situation? I mean if I was getting
ghosted or rejected after a first date, at least I’d have something to improve on. Like maybe my
socialization skills suck, or I need to flirt better or something. But when I can’t even get to the start
line? It’s absolutely depressing stuff, especially at my age when some of my peers are even starting to
get married and have kids, let alone go on their first date.
Also before I get generic “hit the gym bruh” or “use that money to make yourself more attractive”, I
want to make it crystal clear I’ve already done both of this.
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Tinder in Manila, Phillipines as an obese late 20s American
10 upvotes | December 8, 2022 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Tinder in Manila, Phillipines as an obese late 20s American" from /r/Tinder:

Posted by CanOfWoody | 7 December 2022 | Link
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Society is a conspiracy between women and top men to exploit
all the other men.
10 upvotes | December 23, 2022 | by Cartierwontevenpeek | Link | Reddit Link

Society is a conspiracy between women and top men to exploit all the other men. That is why you see
things like ruthlessly shaming men who dare to question this "oh you're one of those loser men",
inducing the other men into silence.
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[imgur gallery link] Q4W - how can you talk about love and
empathy and then be like this?
10 upvotes | December 30, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://imgur.com/a/s71c9DL
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Has the Redpill/Blackpill improved your overall happiness?
10 upvotes | January 4, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

For me, accepting that the Blackpill/Redpill are real is sort of like realizing one day you'll die. At first
you want to fight it and it fills you with despair, but eventually you come to terms with it and
appreciate what time and things you have both now and in the future.
Realizing that I lost the gene game made me give up stupid pursuits like dating and contributing to
society, and now I have the time and energy to invest in my hobbies and interests of choice.
Although I do feel the Redpill and Blackpill have given me the "burden of knowledge", I do also feel
it has liberated me in some sense.
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glad-discount-4761 took her own life
10 upvotes | February 26, 2023 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

she was a regular user here
rip
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(ok on topic for realsos) it's easy to become a stacy through
photo manipulation and filters, most of the terminally online
women i've met with 1000s of orbiters are homely women who
are invisible to men irl
10 upvotes | March 1, 2023 | by omg_what_rudoing | Link | Reddit Link

because even if those women are attractive if they are non-NT or have something clearly wrong with
them a lot of men will STAY AWAY. the internet gets rid of the importance of personality and body
language in dating which contributes the overall attractiveness of someone. terminally online males
are bound to be more sexually desperate and lonely than males irl so they have a habitude of simping
every generally attractive (or not) woman as soon as she seems remotely available no matter how
unappealing or crazy she seems.
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The one brutal truth imo that no one can run away from is that
not being NT (neurotypical) will nuke everything.
10 upvotes | March 7, 2023 | by facingitall | Link | Reddit Link

Sure looks and other things matter up to a point but even someone ugly can have a decent social and
dating life if they're neurotypical. In fact, the more neurotypical they are, the more all the other theory
breaks down and theoretical autistic rules people come up with are stretched.
Most of the people here with serious struggles in their social and dating life (and I mean with real
people not online discussion) are because they have autism. There are exceptions but this is the main
cause. The main ones that still have issues in late age 30-40+ tend to have autism.
I'm sure if you have mild autism and you're the most attractive person in the world or have something
else to offer, and/or the other person is very empathetic then they will be tolerant of you but if you're
not with someone who's also autistic then good luck with that relationship.
It's very rare for an NT and ND marriage to end up well. Just google "NT and ND marriages" and
you'll see how brutal it is. In fact, I don't even need to cherry-pick a post. Type it into yourself into
google and you'll see the vast majority of posts consisting of NT partners wanting to divorce and
absolutely disgusted by the thought of ever dating a non-NT person again.
I've learned this from first-hand experience as well and in both dating AND general social life. You
can hit the gym and be fit, have fabricated social status, a great job, be tall, average to slightly above
average looking etc. All of that only increases the illusion that people have of you before you open
your mouth. As soon as you speak and interact, the social faux pas start happening and it's only a
matter of time before people sense it.
On the topic of social skills, I've found that it only trains your "mask" to improve. However, the
"mask" is only a temporary delayer. This means that instead of people sniffing you out in like 5
minutes, it might take one hour. That's about it though. You just delay the inevitable.
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2 weeks from now will be my birthday. I will be turning 25. I'm
going to go to an escort and just get it over with.
10 upvotes | March 3, 2023 | by inkvell437 | Link | Reddit Link
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I don't want a relationship anymore.
10 upvotes | March 16, 2023 | by Lyzard96 | Link | Reddit Link

With all of this gender war crap going on, I've realized that having relationships is pointless in today's
society. By the time I turn 30 (or 28, or I was already too old at 25 for some men) I'll be too old for
men to be attracted to me, so what is the point? I can't find a decent guy I like irl and online dating is
a mess. I wanted kids, but I'm too old for that too because men only want young hot women under 25
to have kids with. I'm reluctantly WGTOW now.
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Clown World Mantra: "If YoU cAn't FiNd A rElAtIoNsHiP
yOu'rE nOt A dEcEnT mAn"
10 upvotes | March 20, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/news/liverpool-news/18-female-guards-same-jail-26451060?int_sou
rce=nba
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Damn, Elon Musk Does NOT Hold Back ��
10 upvotes | March 31, 2023 | by Mick_Kay_ | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Damn, Elon Musk Does NOT Hold Back ��" from /r/masculinity_rocks:

Posted by Mick_Kay_ | 31 March 2023 | Link
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if i ever get a gf
9 upvotes | November 7, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

i will have to be honest with her about my past and by that i mean the blackpill. ive said a lot of
things in private that i dont think id ever feel right saying in public but i think anybody that gets this
close to me should know the real me.
what about other users here: would you be honest about your history with pill colors or fds or
whatever?
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Maybe men really are meant to spread their seed? Ever
considered it?
9 upvotes | November 4, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

But not in the way that you think.
A man who makes a lot of kids ensures his bloodline, but when he does it with multiple women, one
of two things must happen - one, he must share his available resources not only with multiple kids,
but also their mothers. Or two, he abandons one or more mothers and those kids, and they end poorly.
Children without fathers are a higher risk of crime and poverty. Multiple studies including this one
have discovered this correlation. Societies in the past have been crippled by men "spreading their
seed" in this way.
No, the proper way for a man to spread his seed is to have children by one woman, and be a highly
participative co-parent. He must be a man of good moral character and choose a woman of good
moral character to reduce his chances of an abusive household. There are never any guarantees, but in
general a family with multiple children and a woman who is as financially sound as the man will be
more likely to raise well-adjusted children who will go on to have families of their own in a safe,
prosperous and stable environment. Who will in turn have more generations of offspring, increasing
the odds that the first man in the equation will successfully spread his seed.
Sorry, Redpillers, but your idea of a man spreading his seed only causes disaster. Monogamy, not
polygamy or patriarchy, is what built human civilization to a space-age world.
Come at me bros!
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Marriage is the building block of society, are you ready to be
bashed in the head with it?
9 upvotes | October 28, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Quora Feminst" from /r/HolUp:

Posted by indi_ninja | 27 October 2022 | Link
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"you don't need a relationship to be happy"
9 upvotes | October 19, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

...said the engaged redditor who wasn't making any effort to become single.
how do you respond to this?
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Why is it wrong to want to marry someone who treat you like a
queen?
9 upvotes | September 1, 2022 | by InfamousBake1859 | Link | Reddit Link

Why are people go against men who suck up to their women? Idk how one would describe my
husband, but he does everything to make me happy. He’s stepping up and he tries to do almost all the
chores, he just puts 90% of his (sizeable) income into our joint account in which mostly I manage, he
does all the night waking of our baby, the cooking in our home, etc. why is that a bad thing?
When I’m happy, he gets happy endings and a happy wife. He gets a happy wife which means he also
has a happy life.
Why are most people so against this?
(No, I’m not a total slum who does nothing - but lately, he’s been doing a lot more than me and we
both happier).
Edit: i don’t know why people just keep assuming he’s the sole breadwinner. How much one makes
is irrelevant, it matters more how much one works. But if y’all keep being focusing on it, I make
more. I also invest more.
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I think we ought to end the gender war
9 upvotes | August 15, 2022 | by gardenfan167 | Link | Reddit Link

I am tired of seeing shit show in purple pill where it's about promiscuous women fucking alphas and
settling with betas. And usually the blue pill women and feminist preach women's right to casual sex
and red pillers say it ruins women's ability to pair bond. In my opinion feminist and blue pillers see
people who are critical of hook up culture as insecure men who are envious of people who engage in
hook up culture. But my advice for redpillers who want to combat hook up culture like me is not to
focus on the promiscuity of women or promiscuity but how hook up culture negatively impact
romance in youth and how it pressures romantics to sacrifice their values. Alpha is casual sex and
Beta is romance. Why should serious long term relationship be reserved for mature adults, why can't
highschools form healthy relationships. I want to change society as whole and teach future
generations healthy relationship skills and instill good ethics into them. I ultimately believe we can
abolish hook up culture and save romance maybe we cannot eliminate casual sex but we can reduce
it's frequency, longevity, and number of participants easily. Blue pills and sex positive feminist will
just mock this and spam "people have right to casual sex instead of understanding why people have
casual sex", how the culture of casual sex might impact romantic culture and romantics, and how are
people affected negatively by this. My point is the war on romance is the real war we should be
fighting
Disclaimer I am not anti feminist I believe in egalitarian relationship that is mutual and not parasitic
and that women can work. I say this because some might paint me as anti feminist
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Heightism against men on Bumble (the feminist SJW dating
app) is real
9 upvotes | July 29, 2022 | by alienamongnormies | Link | Reddit Link
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Courtney Ryan: "This Is Why Men Don't Approach Women
Anymore"
9 upvotes | November 20, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0S2qdmmsoQ
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The silver lining of modernity (for both women and men)
9 upvotes | November 28, 2022 | by Heard_ya_were_WINNIN | Link | Reddit Link

On the women’s side:
There’s never been a better time for a girl to be a slut; in fact, in today’s world women are applauded
and encouraged to act as such. Let’s think about it, millions of girls are jumping out the gate the
moment they turn 18 to get on onlyfans and other webcam/porn gigs.
Moving to older stages, there has never been a better time to be an unmarried, barren woman in their
late 20s to 40s as there is little to no societal shame for this demographic anymore. Oftentimes, we
see this configuration promoted and encouraged as they are strong, independent women who are
fighting against the patriarchy.
Hell, was recently watching a Seinfeld episode where they were looking at a single mother who
walked into the diner skeptically wondering where the father was, it made me realize that there’s
never been a better time to be a single mother, even one who’s obese and promiscuous at that. *In
fact, single mothers are considered heroes in today’s world. *
Women have never had such streamlined and ease of access to top tier men to blow out their backs;
something a lot of women on here take for granted. At the swipe of an app, even an obese woman can
get a tall, good-looking man to pump away.
If a man a woman is dating happens to have the slightest imperfection, a woman can simply ghost
and block him as she has dozens of other men willing to date her in today’s landscape.
On the men’s side:
There’s never been a better time to be a virgin (in their 20s or 30s) NEET who lives with their
parents. Sure, being a man who can’t get laid may not be ideal, but with the endless amount of cheap
if not free entertainment available in today’s age (and hey weed is being legalized) — it’s incredibly
easy for one to sedate and distract themselves out of their misery. Not to mention, there’s never been
the level of access we have today to quick, free, and high quality porn. In the coming future, there
will likely be very immersive and stimulating sex robots/dolls that will help greater act as a
serviceable substitue for actual sex. With so many men nowadays getting laid sparingly or not getting
laid at all, the impact of insults targeted at virgins/men not getting laid has been greatly diluted.
There’s never been a society that has had such diminishing standards for men. Even older generations
are starting to understand that there’s not much incentive for men to put themselves in the workforce
grinder as there’s hardly a carrot, let alone an ever-diminishing stick as first-world securities
oftentimes provide at least bare material essentials.
Furthermore, because traditionalism has been deconstructed. You’re no longer expected to be put in a
60-80 hour a week work-to-death grinder just to come home to a wife who will nag and bitch at you
and won’t have sex with you. You won’t have to deal with said wife deciding she simply ‘fell out of
love’ with you or blaming you for ‘working too much’ (even if it afforded the lifestyle she was
expecting/desiring) that somehow ‘pushed her into the arms of another man’ as they consistently
have spewed time and time again — not to mention, said estranged wife taking away your house and
half of your investments/assets that you toiled away for once No-Fault Divorce was enacted.
In a more broad sense, many men currently are benefiting by being born and growing up during
peace times — as most men in their 20s would be sent to die in the meat grinder of war in most other
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periods of human existence.
For both men and women:
Fundamentally speaking, there’s never been a better time for a man or woman to be overweight/obese
and single and otherwise what would be considered a failure in any other timeline of society.
Ultimately, society has pretty much fully abstracted away any real sense of shame in the modern age
that anyone can effectively act as whimsically and unrestricted as possible. This probably won’t be
good for the long-term stability of the society itself (regardless of what people say, shame has been a
common element in pretty much all cultures throughout history up until very recently and very likely
had an evolved function as a stabilizer in human social/tribal groups), but it’s an incredibly leveraged
and concentrated win for the individual. I believe people should reflect and meditate on these factors
and realize that ultimately there’s always a give and take for a variety of predicaments.
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The myth of the "deadbeat dad" needs to end. Women are the
ones who initiate 70%-90% of divorces and oppose joint
custody. Men want to stay, its women who are breaking up
families.
9 upvotes | November 27, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/f050wnsb4g2a1
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"Geomaxxing" or changing your location to have a dating life
may not be a solution for very long
9 upvotes | January 10, 2023 | by Lainsell | Link | Reddit Link

I went to Lebanon with my dad very recently and we usually stay in the capital because that's where
our family are from. To cut a long story short, the dating scene is pretty much LA 2.0. I have a cousin
who you could say is a pretty boy and he was telling me how it all works. He boots up some apps,
then matches with a gigantic portion of younger women on the app, etc etc. It's all the same now lol. I
also noticed that with younger couples in the streets, the guy is usually extremely attractive.
It got me thinking, within a decade or two, there'll be a prodigious amount of white, tall average
looking guys flocking to SEA too because they won't be able to find partners locally and then they'l
end up engaging in the same behaviour that turns dating into a lottery tier competition for men. I
guess you could call it thirst or simping but either way, it is what it is.
Technological advancements will obviously reach every corner of the earth and male thirst will
facilitate the 80/20 dating market.
If you're planning on geomaxxing, do it ASAP. Do it while you still can, guys
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people can actually sense your personality through photos!
9 upvotes | January 19, 2023 | by Hufferthepuffer | Link | Reddit Link
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redpill boomers need to hurry up and die off.
9 upvotes | January 18, 2023 | by inkvallian432 | Link | Reddit Link

You will soon have outlived your usefulness, which was combating the Disney bluepilled just world
fallacy that we were so raised with for centuries. But at the end, only the truth wins out, only the
biological truth. No amount of game, frame, or alphaness will ever help some 5ft balding Indian
janitor. At the end of the day, the most important thing in this world is firstly, and lastly, looks, and
the genetics that created them.
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The Mating Crisis: Why the Dating Market Is Doomed
9 upvotes | February 10, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/txRSxee7gDo
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For all men who think cold approaching women works
9 upvotes | February 10, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/10ygabi/how_do_you_feel_when_a_new_guy_is_a
pproaching_you/ (No brigading, please!)
Only two posts so far but watch this one as it unfolds. It's going to be a looong testimony by women
that they hate this.
Next time you hear other women complaining about men not approaching them, rear your head and
laugh.
Under no circumstances should a man approach a woman he doesn't know. Period. This is the way.
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getting a gf/wife/fwb is NOT BASED ON MERIT
9 upvotes | February 27, 2023 | by Mark_Jensen | Link | Reddit Link

It's so funny that nobody's noticing all those crazy oofy doofies slobs all around the world with
decent looking GFS.
It's crazy to believe but it's true.
We live In a unmeritocratical world and no one wants to admit it. We were just fed to believe in
those "meritocratical lies" choked down our throats by the media, society and parents since we were
born.
"If you do X you will see results"
"Do Y and you will earn attention from women"
"Just Ignore bro, and she will chase you."
This is farther from the truth, the truth is that we live in a world were NOTHING MAKES SENSE
AT ALL, everything is based on FUCKING LUCK.
That's the real truth and no one's to accept that.
Forget all this pills nonsense. I seeing all the RP mgtow pua beliefs being completely destroyed by
REALITY.
The reality is: - the lazy unproductive low IQ low labor man is getting LAID without doing any self
improvement bs
Listen, I'm not saying that by DEFAULT, the average lazy slob will get laid/gf. Don't misunderstand
this.
I'm saying that we have an "FACTOR X", that's COMPLETELY UNRELATED TO what we call
"MERIT or HARD WORK or GAME" or whatever.
Factor X is completely the problem, and X being completely multifactorial. We could have a million
reasons why you don't have a gf/not getting laid. But not everything in life is so simple to explain.
Those "pills" that were created by "human" are just a ideology to try to simplify the unmeritocratical
world we live in.
Getting a gf/wife/fwb is NOT BASED ON MERIT, it's that FUCKING SIMPLE!
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Is there literally ANYTHING women can do that would make
them undesirable?
9 upvotes | February 26, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

So many things that would essentially be a death sentence for a man's dating life, do not seem to
impede women's dating life in an appreciable way. For example:
-You're really short? If you're a man, your dating options are slim to none. If you're a woman, the
world is your oyster so many men love dating short women.
-You're ugly? If you're a man, you'd better be tall and have money or it's over for you. If you're a
woman, your dating options will be fewer, but far from none.
-You're fat? If you're a man, you better start hitting the gym unless you enjoy being lonely. If you're a
woman, you'll have endless amounts of chubby chasers on dating sites DMing you.
-You have mental illness? You have a personality disorder like BPD? You're poor? You have drug
abuse problems? You have a criminal record? You have no job? You have no car? If you're some
average man, you're shit out of luck if you tick any of those boxes. If you're a woman, there will
always be guys out there for you willing to look past all your faults. The list just goes on and on.
So is there anything you can think of that would make a woman undesirable to the level of being an
incel? I personally cannot think of any.
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More than 60% of men in their 20s are single - compared to
just 30% of women
9 upvotes | February 23, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11781425/amp/More-60-men-20s-
single-compared-just-30-women.html
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How many years before Blackpill becomes mainstream in the
west?
9 upvotes | March 21, 2023 | by l00ks-p1lled | Link | Reddit Link

Imo it will take another 5-10 years, assuming no major worldwide crisis happens and assuming that
social medias and online dating will continue to exist.
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Tinder is not real life
9 upvotes | March 21, 2023 | by Iluvthesmellofgas | Link | Reddit Link

I have to laugh each time people say that. I know where this stems from. I just ran an chadfish
experiment and it seems that a chad in real life won’t get attention like this. Due to my exceptional
social circle, I have gigachad friends, one for instance is working as a model for big brands , another
one is a former very charming shredded black thug. Of course walking down the street with them you
won’t see women throwing themselves at them. (Or when we are in the gym together ). But that’s
only because women try not to be shamed about it in public, it’s very funny actually to witness that,
knowing what some of the girls did in private with him.
Edit : For instance one girl in the gym was so in love with him that she would be always helpful
towards me when me and my friend were standing together and always acting weird and giggling but
the moment he was gone she acted cold towards me, that night she went to his home at 2 am ringing ,
he didn open so she threw a stone against his window and he banged her that night .
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I WANT COOCHIE! I WANT COOCHIE! I WANT
COOCHIE NOWWWW!!!!
9 upvotes | April 3, 2023 | by Last-Post2085 | Link | Reddit Link
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There is a fundamental disconnect between how men
experience sex, and how women experience sex.
9 upvotes | April 3, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

This opinion will certainly be controversial, so I'd like to preface by saying this is not a pro-rape/SA
post. Nor is this post trying to show men in a negative light. This is just an anecdotal observation to
demonstrate that men and women experience sex very differently.
I've come to the conclusion that we, as men, will never truly understand rape or sexual assault from a
woman's perspective. We can listen to women who experienced these crimes and make inferences
based on that information. But there is an inherent barrier to how men are able to understand it.
Generally speaking, men view pretty much any sexual opportunity with any woman as good, while
women only view sex with men who meet thier standards as good. I think men view sex a lot like ice
cream. There is amazing ice cream, average ice cream, or maybe odd/bland ice cream flavors. But
there isn't really a "bad" ice cream.
Imagine one day a woman puts a gun to your head, sits you down, and forces you to have some ice
cream you don't particularly care for. Would you be traumatized by this to the point you develop
PTSD and need a lifetime of therapy? I personally would not, although it would be an unsettling
experience. Now, just swap the genders and replace "ice cream" with "sex", and this same scenario is
literally every woman's worst nightmare.
Try and think of an ice cream flavor that can traumatize you for life. I literally cannot. Likewise with
sex. I quite literally cannot think of any scenario of a woman forcing herself on me that I wouldn't be
at least partially receptive to (provided she doesn't kill me, or cause permanent bodily harm).
But this is absolutely NOT TRUE for 99.9999% of women. Just listen to any woman you know who
experienced rape or sexual assault and you'll understand that.
So it seems there is a fundamental disconnect between men's experience of sex, and women's
experience of sex.
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Imagine If It Were Possible To Turn Ugly and Average Guys
Into Chad Through Plastic Surgery
9 upvotes | March 30, 2023 | by PubertyDeformedFace | Link | Reddit Link

Currently the technology doesn't exist to significantly alter bone shape, add bone, create harmonious
features and predict how results from surgeries such as implants will appear due to soft tissue. Most
plastic surgeries are a disappointment on top of being extremely expensive barely bringing people up
a point or less. Now a lot of this could be done if the funding were there, what we need is for
someone to create a charity to improve cosmetic surgeries then crowdsource for funding, then to hire
researchers, reward surgeons who can come up with new methods and eventually promote research
across the field leading to improved results.
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black/brownpill: racism towards blacks is 90% lookism
9 upvotes | March 28, 2023 | by rogueamazondrone | Link | Reddit Link

disclaimer: i'm not saying whites/blacks are objectively more or less attractive. it's based on the
world's perception.
whites generally get away with everything black people do because most people consider them the
most attractive race. blacks get away with nothing and have the worst reputation in the world despite
other races having the same degeneracy. racism against blacks is more like a horn effect.
before you say "no, it's because blacks commit crimes," that may be true. but blacks were hated and
put at the bottom of the hierarchy long before the crime epidemic in the US happened. in fact, it
started when whites first saw blacks.
basically all racism is just a branch of lookism. the further you are from white or white looking, the
uglier you're considered and the more racism (lookism) you face. blacks are the opposite of whites
physically, so they're the race with the worst reputation. if you research, some of the first "evidence"
of black people being inferior was the physical appearance.
another theory is that one reason black people's reputation improved in america and the world is
because they started mixing more with whites. so now there are more beyonce looking black people
who have more of a halo effect. unfortunately many people use the cope that black people being part
white from slavery makes them worthy, so that probably explains why there was less overt racism as
society "progressed".
i know my opinion is unpopular. please no insults, i can't promise i won't be emotionally unstable
enough to block if i'm triggered.
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Relationship advice (White pill advice)
9 upvotes | September 15, 2022 | by Hodgekin | Link | Reddit Link

I thought I'll share some white pill advice that has helped me build my relationships with people.
I'll start off by saying, the most important thing in life are your relationships. I'm not talking about
just romantic relationships. All relationships. You're business relationships. Friendships. Family.
Partner. Yourself. All of these relationships give your life meaning.
I've been giving advice on r/lifeadvice for several months before coming here. I can tell you, as a
general rule, those that have depressing lives tend to be the same people who have fragmented
relationships. You can imagine your soul like a ball suspended in air. And what's holding you up are
strands or ropes. Each rope representing a relationship you have with others...
There's always this discussion about what the meaning of life is. And there's many answers. But I
believe the meta answer, which means, the answer that can represent all answers, is how good are
your relationships.
I like to make 4 distinct categories of relationships. They aren't ranked. Just distinctions.
1) The relationship with yourself.
2) The relationship with kin (blood ties).
3) The relationship with others.
4) The relationship with society.
These are all abstract levels of relationships. You can create more if you're creative. But that's
irrelevant to the idea.
I would argue, your goal in life is in fact, to create relationships. And the more pure and good the
relationships, the better. This is why there's such a focus about romantic relationships, because in
essence, it's one of the fundamental ways we build relationships.
We all hear the common advice, relationships are built on trust. And we all say that's obvious. But if
it's so obvious, why do people have a hard time doing it? Well, the answer is, because building a
relationship out of trust is a difficult thing to do. Being honest in life is one of the most difficult thing
to do, and if you think it's easy, then you're not being honest with yourself.
The temptation to lie is always there. For example. You're going to school and there's a test
tomorrow. You find that you're not prepared for the test. And maybe you caught a little cold that day.
Your parents asked you if you want to stay home that day and you think to yourself... well... I am
sick. And I don't want to do the test today. So why don't I just lie. A small white lie. I'll tell them I'm
too sick for school and then study for the test.
Whenever something difficult in life arise, the temptation to lie and avoid responsibility is always
there. And this is why people do it. When you work with your boss, or make plans with your friends,
or have an argument with your spouse, the temptation to lie is always there.
So what's the argument here? Well. The argument is, if you take the hard route in life, which is to be
honest and to hold the temptation at bay, you can have a good relationship.
And you might say, what's the proof? How do you know this to be true?
I've done it myself. That's the proof.
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And you know it's true. Because saying the opposite, "a good relationship is built on lies", doesn't
sound right.
So if you find yourself in a bad relationship, I would advise you to examine what lies are being said
and what you can do about it. This is part of taking ownership for your own destiny. Don't depend on
someone else to do this for you.
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What's the minimum looks requirements for a man to find a gf
in the 1st world?
9 upvotes | April 5, 2023 | by Lainsel | Link | Reddit Link

I think being a tall 5/10 with hair is enough if you're okay with obese partners and single moms. But I
think being at least 8/10 in the face is important to have quality options and to have some power in
the dating market
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dickpill is cope
9 upvotes | April 5, 2023 | by princess8inch | Link | Reddit Link

it doesn't matter for most of the incels whether they have 4 inch or 8 inch because they have to get
laid in the first place for people to judge, i'm convinced dickpill spam here lately is stealth
gheyposting.
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It's crazy to think how few years ago things were normal
9 upvotes | April 9, 2023 | by Seiiino | Link | Reddit Link

in my country all these social media things, whoring around etc came quite a bit later. Most guys in
their late twenties have looksmatched wives and divorces are rare.
For young guys it's completely brutal though, young females are completely westernized and
influenced by social media to think they deserve best etc, you basically have to be a high tier normie
for them to treat you as a human and even then you better have ''game'' and status as there are quite a
few high tier normies to choose from
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Ouch. So, it's resources that would make you feel safe and
secure. If only there was a historical precedence for that.
9 upvotes | April 7, 2023 | by Phylum-Chordata | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/h0k0xvtpcjsa1
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AWALT, or NAWALT?
9 upvotes | April 13, 2023 | by islandmiler | Link | Reddit Link
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Brutal ethnic pill for non-white women: Underage white male
sex slaves were more popular than ethnic female sex slaves in
the Ottoman empire
9 upvotes | April 12, 2023 | by cumballsandwich | Link | Reddit Link


Ethnic females were much cheaper sex slaves than Circassian (white) ones:
"Circassian girls were described as fair and light-skinned and were frequently enslaved by Crimean
Tatars then sold to Ottoman Empire to live and serve in a Harem. They were the most expensive,
reaching up to 500 pounds sterling, and the most popular with the Turks. Second in popularity were
Syrian girls, which came largely from coastal regions in Anatolia. Their price could reach up to 30
pounds sterling. Nubian girls were the cheapest and least popular, fetching up to 20 pounds
sterling."
Source: https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Slavery\_in\_the\_Ottoman\_Empire
Many white male sex slaves were highly sought after as well. 
"Mehmed II, conqueror of Constantinople, is described [38] as a "notorious boy-lover." To rouse up
his soldiers to conquer the city he made a speech in which he painted a glowing picture of the
booty awaiting the soldiers in Constantinople -- especially the boys, gentle, beautiful,
aristocratic young boys, enough for all."
Source: Asian Homosexuality by Wayne R. Dynes, Stephen Donaldson (book for which excerpts can
be found free online:
https://www.greek-love.com/near-east-north-africa/turkey/le-vice-turkey-pederasty).
There are many similar accounts in this book of Turks praising the beauty of white males, but there is
very little evidence that a fraction of this praise was directed toward Nubian or Syrian females during
this era. They were so sought after that many parents even groomed their Greek (and other
European) sons for Turks so that they could be sexually enslaved by them (2nd link) and
eventually rise in rank as they grow older.
The PDF from the first link that shows the prices makes it seem like Nubian female slaves were
barely use for sexual purposes and did more domestic labor. Meanwhile, there were brothels
where young white male children were as common as adult female prostitutes.
This is an extreme and fascinating case of ethnic women being passed over for white males due to
jbw. There is no female historical equivalent of this that I am aware of.
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What would the world be like where women were the ones in
positions of power?
9 upvotes | April 14, 2023 | by gruckendud | Link | Reddit Link

A recent post on this sub asked if women's only goal is to find a handsome husband to provide for
them.
Some of the comments say that women are just as smart and able to reach high positions, and
esteemed careers, however due to the structure of society for a very long time women have been
unable to gain ground in these industries the way men have.
I am just wondering, hypothetically, what if women were as commonly the breadwinner as men, what
if women were the ones mainly in positions of power?
Women always talk about "the patriarchy keeping them down" and things like that, but it is very
obvious that women have a true hatred for at least 80% of men. It isn't like men have a pure disdain
for the existence of an ugly woman, but women 100% feel disgust and hatred towards an ugly man.
I feel that the world would be a cruel and unjust place if this were to happen. I could honestly see
ugly men being forced into slavery, or just completely isolated from society while the few top tier
chads fuck the masses of women throwing themselves at him, no longer hiding their true feelings as
the ugly men toil just to survive day to day.
The nuclear family would no longer exist. The world would basically be one large brothel, I do not
think relationships would exist anymore.
I think there is a 0% chance women would share their resources with their partner the way a man
does. While in real life the man basically provides his woman with their whole life, that is just not
how women are, they would take joy in watching the man suffer.
I could keep going on and on about the plights this would bring the world, it truly would be a
dystopian situation for humanity to be in.
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Speak it, Jedediah.
9 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by Wichita_Downspout | Link | Reddit Link
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if you think about it my teenage robot was predictive
programming: they wrote in a nerdy autistic asian beta orbiter
who simped over a robot
9 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by PISSSS_ON_UR_GRAVE | Link | Reddit Link
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Women when they see a basic 5’11 white dude: �️��️.
Women when they see me after putting in work in the gym,
maxing out my personality, getting nice clothes, and getting my
social circle up:
9 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link
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Women who know the dating market in the west right now and
still choose to have a male child are part of the problem.
9 upvotes | May 2, 2023 | by Throw_AwayDiscussion | Link | Reddit Link
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challenge for redpillers: can you show an example of a woman
who became undesirable to the majority of men after hitting a
certain age
9 upvotes | January 14, 2023 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

something like a woman who gets 0 likes on tinder (feeling undesirable does not count. only being
objectively undesirable as in receiving no advances)
this is for people who believe in "the wall"
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Some wild ass fat bitch on this keeps making accounts because
she believes she's on a mission to save white civilization
9 upvotes | April 12, 2023 | by Impossible_Ad4588 | Link | Reddit Link

Dont pay attention to her, she doesn't even shower irl and thinks drawing fanarts is a job
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People who consider themselves black pilled, what real life
experiences or direct observations have you made that confirm
your conclusions about the black pill ideology?
8 upvotes | April 10, 2023 | by The_FatGuy_Strangler | Link | Reddit Link
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Never drive a woman to a first date, and definitely always split
the bill.
8 upvotes | April 7, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

Don't get yourself in this situation to begin with and all of what happened here, can't happen. And if
she "friendzones" you for doing this then you dodged a bullet!
https://news.yahoo.com/brooke-shields-says-john-f-145900284.html
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Blue Pill doesn't exist
8 upvotes | April 14, 2023 | by Worldly_Piano9526 | Link | Reddit Link

There is no blue pill, only people who reject red pill.
None of them have a coherent philosophy. Blue Pill is going to be different depending on who you
ask. There are as many blue pilled dating strategies as there are blue pilled people.
Red pill on the other hand is consistent. Every red piller or black piller can tell you that attraction
boils down to looks, money, and status, it's a very consistent message.
Typically when I see a very organized and concise idea competing with a disorganized and
disheveled idea; it's because the disorganized idea is just a reactionary denial of an inconvenient
truth.
So what exactly ARE the core tenants of blue pilled philosophy, can anyone actually agree on what
they are?
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Fathers are the first people responsible of the fall of
masculanity and men
8 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by Chemical_Major_1403 | Link | Reddit Link

Fathers teach their sons to respect women while teaching their daughters to expect everything from
men without giving anything and that cause the first problem for men in the dating world
_ Not just fathers , mothers do the same thing by teaching their sons that girls are angels that should
be treated differently than men.Everyone is concerned about how to treat women not just
romantically, even fathers are forced to respect their daughters boundaries or seen as "creeps" .
_This is the first difference men have to deal with in the dating world which is women's huge
expectation that are thought by everyone especially from parents, we teach men to provide while
women to take and it's so toxic and proves that gender norms never changed they were just
redesigned to benefits women, how much of you saw a video about a woman doing something nice
for her men in comparison of men doing something nice for their gf/wife?
_If starts with parents ,gets aggravated by society and defined by women , every one had a
contirbution in making the dating world hard for men ,and easier for women so my question is how
the dating world would be based on equality ?
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States with most rape vs states with highest male-to-female
ratio
8 upvotes | April 16, 2023 | by cumballsandwich | Link | Reddit Link
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For ugly and below-average men. Will sex/love-robots be a
good way to cope with emotional and physical lonliness.
8 upvotes | April 16, 2023 | by SheepyTLDR | Link | Reddit Link

I'm talking about sex robots that will one day look advanced enough or indistinguishable from a
human.
I think this could help many lonely ugly men out there who lost the genetic lottery and help them
cope better.
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Continuing the list...
8 upvotes | April 16, 2023 | by Wichita_Downspout | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/mkmbp8wp95ua1
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At what height is a manlet already a sub'hum@n?
8 upvotes | April 24, 2023 | by heightpill-apologist | Link | Reddit Link

We all already know manlets are undesirable due to their genetic defects, but at what height range are
they already too far from the average male to be considered as the same species?
View Poll
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Most people use the term "geomaxxing" wrong
8 upvotes | April 25, 2023 | by cumballsandwich | Link | Reddit Link

Geomaxxing is when someone goes to another place where they're more physically attractive, not
betabuxxing in another country.
Examples: White male who is busted or average goes to Korea to become average or hot.
Black female who is hideous or meh in America goes to Africa or the Caribbean or a few countries in
Europe and Latin America to become ok looking or hot.
Or anyone who is "exotic" with a cool accent (British, Caribbean, French, etc) to the citizens of
wherever they're going.
Geomaxxing is NOT betabuxxing. If you have to spend a fuckton of money to date in a foreign
country, sorry to break it to you but you didn't max anything, you just have money to betabux with
(due to the favorable exchange rates) that you didn't have before. In order for it to be maxxing, people
have to actually wanna fuck you afterwards. Kinda like what surgery or body changes do. Otherwise,
it's just betabuxxing.
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Homosexuality/Bisexuality can sometimes be a choice.
8 upvotes | April 27, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

I'd like to preface this by saying I'm not against gay people or anything like that. But I just think it's
weird how everyone thinks that homosexuality or bisexuality is never a choice, just something people
are born with.
I do believe that certainly can be the case, but definitely not 100% of the time and I'll explain why I
think that.
During my nearly 40 sum odd years on this planet, I've met a lot of people and some were gay. I've
talked to them about how they feel about thier sexuality before and I've straight up had some of them
say they were homosexual by choice. Both gay dudes and lesbians.
The gay men I've talked to who say they were homosexual by choice, explained almost universally
that they were gay simply because women are too hard to get, and they find men easier to deal with.
They are sexually attracted to women through and through, but are simply willing to have sex with
men just to satisfy that itch, because they aren't having any luck with women.
The lesbian women I've talked to who say they are homosexual by choice, is for similar reasons.
They told me although they are sexually attracted to men, they don't find enough of them to be
sexually attractive enough to be worth going after. So they'd rather be lesbians than date men who are
beneath thier standards. (Please take this with a grain of salt, as this is the only lesbian couple I've
spoken to about this.)
One last example I'll leave you with is the prevalence of homosexuality in prison populations. How
even perfectly straight men who never had a homosexual thought in thier lives, are willing to have
sex with other men while serving lengthy prison sentences. Some of them with wives and families on
the outside are still willing to have sex or even be in a relationship with men just to satisfy thier
sexual urges. Hence why sayings like "Gay for the stay" are common.
The same goes for women's prisons.
That's why I've come to the conclusion that homosexuality and bisexuality are sometimes a choice.
And not by a small margin either, I'd be willing to bet around 30% of homosexual/bisexual people are
that way by choice. Maybe even more.
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At a certain age, it is completely pointless to chase women, even
if you have a chad transformation
8 upvotes | May 4, 2023 | by Citizen-of-Akkad | Link | Reddit Link

Imagine a woman being single after 30. There is always a huge reason why she is, and it is mostly her
own fault.
Inb4 "muh you are single yourself!'
Men have to jump through countless hoops and have to endure so much bullshit just to find a partner
while women just have to exist. Imagine being with such odds still single. That being said, the quality
women are quickly taken. The rest is bipolar or borderline.
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women revealing themselves to be the ugly men haters they
really are lmao.
8 upvotes | May 4, 2023 | by wellian75 | Link | Reddit Link

You just gotta push a few of their buttons and watch how the dam breaks and the flood comes
through.
https://www.reddit.com/r/AllPillDebate/comments/136xr75/girls_are_less_shallow_when_theyre_old
er/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=android_app&utm_name=androidcss&utm_term=1&utm_cont
ent=share_button
@Coaltolls
Good job for revealing these hoes. ���
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Nice to see more women going "mask off" on this topic.
8 upvotes | May 5, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

What bitter incels don’t understand is that we were previously living in unprecedented times, and
historically not all men were meant to have sex
0 points•19 comments•submitted 6 days ago * by uuuuuuuuuh2023 to r/TwoXChromosomes

I think men largely need to just drop the obsession with sex. It's fun and cool but not the end all be
all. A large amount of men just need to accept they aren't meant for sexual relationships, whether it’s
in physicality, genetics or psychology where their “shortcomings” lie (and that’s in quotations
because they’re not necessarily shortcomings when it comes to living a fulfilling life). It's not always
their fault, sometimes these things just happen and the role they were intended for is just one that
society has unfortunately downplayed or emasculated. It would be great if some sort of adequate
substitute were created that garners respect. "He died a virgin but who cares because x"
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What kind of women are left on the dating market from ages
27-35?
8 upvotes | May 4, 2023 | by wellian89 | Link | Reddit Link

???
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Now that Passport Bro'ing is going mainstream, how do you
think this will effect the dating market?
8 upvotes | April 8, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

In Asain countries: I think the men of those countries will become increasingly pissed off that a
bunch of western foreigners are coming into thier country and dating all their women. They will
eventually increase immigration restrictions/requirements to enter thier countries to try and combat
this. But ultimately I think it will fail because women hold political power in many SEA countries
and this would go against thier interests.
In Western countries: Lower status women will just become more hypergamous, perhaps even to
the point that polyamorous relationships become widely accepted and normalized.
In fact, just 2 days ago a Massachusetts city codified polyamorous relationships into municipal law
and they are pushing to make polyamorous relationships accepted and recognized under State law as
well.
In Conclusion: These are really weird times we're living in and I'm not sure how all this will pan out
in the end. But I do know that polygamous societies tend to be hyperviolent and unstable, so I don't
view these changes as a good thing.
So what do you all think? Do you think Passport Bro'ing will have any larger impacts on the dating
market and on society as a whole?
https://youtu.be/OFVTh8swUyM
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Why do people try to deny JBW? The evidence is
overwhelming.
8 upvotes | April 11, 2023 | by hellsingsoutoftune | Link | Reddit Link

I am an Indian girl living in America who wants a boyfriend of my own choice. My parents allow me
to date but limit me to Indian guys however, I am attracted to guys that look white with sharp features
and light skin. What should I do?
6 points•39 comments•submitted 1 year ago by [deleted] to r/dating

Before I predominantly wanted white guys however I realize that my parents would disown me and it
would not be the best for me. I'm not sure what to do. There are a lot of unattractive south indian guys
attending a college my parents want me to transfer so I could find a date there however that's not
what I want. Is there any advice for what I should do. I don't like how I am limited to Indian guys
however I am proud of my culture and wouldn't mind marrying an indian guy but I have preferences
on looks.
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"Polyamory" groups on Facebook are filled to the brim with
Blackpills:
8 upvotes | May 11, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/6ggez2mwh4za1
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Why do you all care so much about your looks when men
literally have been known to fuck donkeys and shit?
8 upvotes | November 6, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

Women have the ability to offer so much to men, yet, all they focus on are looks. Why is this? Do
you realize that men stick dicks into anything? So, why so much focus on the looks?
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economics 101
8 upvotes | November 4, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
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''Fertility' ' is cope
8 upvotes | October 21, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

Now most men use fertility as a reason for why they like younger women, but most young men
nowadays ''pump and dump' ' or have casual sex instead of marriage when they are young so there's
no children happening when you actually get prime women, not only that, but incel forums do
suggest 13-16 year olds look better than 30 year olds despite them being less fertile
Now if you like younger women or even just neorenous immature features(as long as it's on a legal
person) i don't really care but for the reasons i listed alone, fertility seems like a copout because no
one has kids when they are 20 anymore. I'd rather people not explain their personal preferences with
psuedoscience
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average women is more attractive than the average man
aesthetically, this is true for every country in the world
8 upvotes | October 14, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

i mean
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why is the premise of blackpill so surprising?
8 upvotes | October 5, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

Society liking beautiful people more than pretty ones is literally water, why do you guys think it's
surprising? Women literally are more blackpilled on this
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What are your thoughts on these statistics?
8 upvotes | September 27, 2022 | by BlindMaestro | Link | Reddit Link

Factors found to facilitate infidelity

Number of sex partners: Greater number of sex partners before marriage predicts
infidelity

As might be expected, attitudes toward infidelity specifically, permissive attitudes toward
sex more generally and a greater willingness to have casual sex and to engage in sex
without closeness, commitment or love (i.e., a more unrestricted sociosexual orientation) are
also reliably related to infidelity (pg.71)

Fincham, F. D., & May, R. W. (2017). Infidelity in romantic relationships. Current opinion in
psychology, 13, 70–74.
.

Men apparently assess and evaluate levels of sexual activity by a woman prior to long-term
commitment—behavior that would have been observable or known through social
reputation in the small-group lifestyles of our ancestors. Past behavior is a good predictor of
future behavior, and having a large number of sex partners prior to marriage is a statistical
predictor of infidelity after marriage (pg.92)

Buss, D. M., & Schmitt, D. P. (2019). Mate preferences and their behavioral manifestations. Annual
Review of Psychology, 70, 77–110.
.

the odds ratio of 1.13 for lifetime sexual partners obtained with the face-to-face mode of
interview indicates that the probability of infidelity increased by 13% for every additional
lifetime sexual partner (pg.150)

Whisman, M. A., & Snyder, D. K. (2007). Sexual infidelity in a national survey of American women:
Differences in prevalence and correlates as a function of method of assessment. Journal of Family
Psychology, 21(2), 147–154.
.

promiscuity is in fact a good predictor of infidelity. Indeed, promiscuity among females
accounted for almost twice as much variance in infidelity (r2 = .45) as it did for males (r2 =
.25). (pg.177)

Hughes, S. M., & Gallup, G. G., Jr. (2003). Sex differences in morphological predictors of sexual
behavior: Shoulder to hip and waist to hip ratios. Evolution and Human Behavior, 24(3), 173–178.
.

Each additional sex partner between age 18 and the first union increased the net odds of
infidelity by 1% (pg.56)
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Treas, J., & Giesen, D. (2000). Sexual Infidelity Among Married and Cohabiting Americans. Journal
of Marriage and Family, 62(1), 48–60.
.

Sexual promiscuity was significantly positively correlated with emotional promiscuity
[r(356) = .261, p < .001], as well with sexual infidelity [r(323) = .595, p < .001] and
emotional infidelity [r(323) = .676, p < .001] (pg.390)

Pinto, R., & Arantes, J. (2017). The Relationship between Sexual and Emotional Promiscuity and
Infidelity. Athens Journal of Social Sciences, 4(4), 385–398.
.

Regarding other sexual behaviors, we examined whether number of prior sex partners and
viewing pornography predicted ESI. As has been found in prior research (Feldman &
Cauffman, 1999; Treas & Giesen, 2000), having had more prior sex partners predicted
future ESI (pg.12)

Maddox Shaw, A. M., Rhoades, G. K., Allen, E. S., Stanley, S. M., & Markman, H. J. (2013).
Predictors of Extradyadic Sexual Involvement in Unmarried Opposite-Sex Relationships. Journal of
Sex Research, 50(6), 598–610.
.

When compared with their peers who report fewer partners, those who self-report 20 or
more in their lifetime are:

Twice as likely to have ever been divorced (50 percent vs. 27 percent)

Three times as likely to have cheated while married

Substantially less happy with life (p < 0.05) (pg.88-89)

Regnerus, M. (2017). Cheap sex: The transformation of men, marriage, and monogamy.
.

women who had more experience with short-term relationships in the past (i.e., those with
high Behavior facet scores) were more likely to have multiple sexual partners and unstable
relationships in the future. The behaviorally expressed level of sociosexuality thus seems to
be a fairly stable personal characteristic. (pg.1131)

Penke, L., & Asendorpf, J. B. (2008). Beyond global sociosexual orientations: a more differentiated
look at sociosexuality and its effects on courtship and romantic relationships. Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology, 95(5), 1113–1135.
.

Generally speaking, respondents who report extensive premarital sexual experience report
extensive extramarital activity. Measures of the locus of first intercourse and number of
premarital partners show positive associations with (1) rating one's marriage as less happy
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than average, (2) the number of different extramarital partners, and (3) the intention to
participate in mate-swapping activities. (pg.221-222)

Athanasiou, R., & Sarkin, R. (1974). Premarital sexual behavior and postmarital adjustment.
Archives of Sexual Behavior, 3(3), 207–225.
.

The findings from this study demonstrate that the number of sexual partners participants had
was negatively associated with sexual quality, communication, and relationship stability,
and for one age cohort relationship satisfaction, even when controlling for a wide range of
variables including education, religiosity, and relationship length. (pg.715)

Busby, D. M., Willoughby, B. J., & Carroll, J. S. (2013). Sowing wild oats: Valuable experience or a
field full of weeds? Personal Relationships, 20(4), 706–718.
.

As predicted, such factors as sexual permissiveness, an avoidant romantic style, number of
romantic relationships, and early onset of sexual intercourse were all correlated with a
higher incidence of betrayal behaviors. These factors are likely to promote sexual activity
with a larger number of partners, which, in turn, increases the chance that betrayal will
occur. (pg.247)

Feldman, S. S., & Cauffman, E. (1999). Your cheatin' heart: Attitudes, behaviors, and correlates of
sexual betrayal in late adolescents. Journal of Research on Adolescence, 9(3), 227–252.
.

There was a strong association between number of sexual partners and having an STD:
those women with 5 or more sexual partners were 8 times more likely to report having an
STD than those with only 1 partner, even after adjusting for age at first intercourse

Joffe, G. P., Foxman, B., Schmidt, A. J., Farris, K. B., Carter, R. J., Neumann, S., Tolo, K. A., &
Walters, A. M. (1992). Multiple partners and partner choice as risk factors for sexually transmitted
disease among female college students. Sexually transmitted diseases, 19(5), 272–278.

An indicator of whether or not the respondent has had previous sex partners is included and
identifies the number of male sex partners the woman had previous to her relationship with
her current primary partner… A history of numerous sex partners indicates a pattern or
habit of sexual behavior that we expect will negatively influence sexual exclusivity in the
current relationship. (pg.37)

Having previous sexual partners greatly increased the likelihood that a woman would have a
secondary sex partner. In particular, a woman with 4 or more male sex partners prior to her
primary relationship was about 8.5 times more likely to have a secondary sex partnerthan a
woman with no previous sex partners… Having previous sex partners also increased the
likelihood that dating and married women would have secondary sex partners. In particular,
married women with 4 or more previous partners were 20 times more likely to have
secondary sex partners than married women with no previous sex partners (pg.41)

Forste, R., & Tanfer, K. (1996). Sexual exclusivity among dating, cohabiting, and married women.
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Journal of Marriage and the Family, 58(1), 33–47.
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Are women less emotional then men actually?
8 upvotes | September 19, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link

From reading women magazine, dating articles, and interacting with women online I feel like they are
less emotional and disdain getting attached. While the men in my life express their emotions freely
and get attached easily. So I was wondering if I am correct or incorrect here
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Ugly man marries a mail order bride from Asia, apparently
that makes it "human trafficking".
8 upvotes | September 4, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "I'm getting married to a mail order bride very soon" from /r/TrueOffMyChest:

So I'm a male from Singapore, in my 30s, not attractive, been trying to find a gf for a while but I just
kinda gave up. Sometime 4 momths ago one of my online friends told me about some "matchmaking
agencies" who find brides for men from Singapore in Vietnam and well, as a spur of the moment
thing, I just straight up called and did it.
After a while, I had 100s of girls to choose from. It was surreal but I'm no fool, I know fiscal security
plays a huge role. The guy who runs the agency actually told me I'll have an insane amount of options
when I told him I make around $200k a year. At the same time, I just feel like it's better to be loved
for what you can provide than just die lonely and old.
So at last, I picked one and we're getting married soon. I feel like I'm going insane, probably the most
rash thing I've done my entire life. But I had to share this someone sinc I'e excited/nervous all week
and I have no family to share the news with.

Posted by Maneethrowaway | 4 September 2022 | Link
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X-post: I paid a girl $7,000 every month to live with me and be
my gf
8 upvotes | August 28, 2022 | by TriggurWarning | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "i paid a girl $7,000 every month to live with me and be my gf" from /r/TrueOffMyChest:

our agreement just ended last week when she wanted to go back to college and it lasted for 5 months
but the countless post nut clarities just hit now. god damnit, i need to tell someone at least and most
people i know irl will mock me.
the girl was an online friend who dropped out of college and wanted to get back on her feet. she kept
on making suggestions that she wanted to leave her family house but had no money and she couldn't
trust the craigslist ads. until she straight up made me an offer. i think she knew i had a crush on her
and i just couldn't say no. i was a 29 year old virgin at the time and i'm not gonna bore you with the
reocurring themes of self deprecation in this context but i guess you get the gist. it was the first time i
had the chance to get with a girl i liked and i make a lot of money so i thought why not?
i'm ngl, i really did enjoy every second i spent with her but alas, all good things must come to an end.
we said our goodbyes last week and i'm alone again

Posted by Anotherrthrowaway101 | 28 August 2022 | Link
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If cheating comes from a man it's not that bad?
8 upvotes | August 26, 2022 | by Purple-Heiss | Link | Reddit Link

Both genders are good at analyzing and judging the behaviors and psychology of the other gender.
Plus they seem to like doing it. Feminist environments, androsphere environments and life itself have
shown me that.
However, when it comes to self-criticism, both leave much to be desired.
One of the pillars of red pill, black pill and mgtow is women's notorious propensity to cheating. The
most pessimistic men say it's almost unthinkable to have a girlfriend or wife without being a cuckold,
at some point, sooner or later, it will happen.
Of course, this behavior is seen as something very low and hateful.
It's quite interesting what happens to opinions when the roles are reversed:
I've heard some men say that cheating on your wife or girlfriend is bad... but not that bad and even
understandable.
"It's that we men are programmed to reproduce with as many women as we can. That's why cheating
isn't so bad for us."
That's the justification and these people seem to ignore that women could also justify all their dating
strategies through evolutionary psychology.
But, wait. There is something about this topic that I find even more interesting than what has been
stated.
In the androsphere it's not difficult to find comments from men telling of their experiences at
bachelorette parties, nightclubs and strip shows: sex with another guy's girlfriend, sex with engaged
women and sex with married women.
What amazes me is that these comments usually get many upvotes or thumbs up; for me that's a
manifestation of approval, even a cheering.
So, your (ex)girl cheated on you, you hate her for it and that experience made you a black pill or
mgtow. That's understandable.
Then this dude tells you about a certain wild night where he had sex with a bunch of girlfriends and
wives and your reaction is "Awww yeah, ma boy is slaying it!!!"
Trust me, I'm laughing as I write this.
Many men often talk about how irrational and inconsequential women are and, it's true, many are.
However, everything I've already said doesn't seem so far removed from that irrationality and
inconsistency.
Another question that also surprises me is that for many men it's not wrong to have sexual interaction
with a woman who has a boyfriend or husband:
-Well, she's the one disrespecting her man. I'm not.
-If she has in mind cheating on her boyfriend the relationship is already over, so it doesn't matter if I
fuck her.
-Look, if she won't cheat on her fool with me she'll cheat with anyone else, what's the big deal?
-I'm not the one getting married. I'm not to blame for anything.
-I fucked her so her husband would realize she's worthless.
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From my perspective, if you participate in cuckoldry with full knowledge of it you are doing
something cruel and evil. Any attempt to justify it or downplay it's pure mental gymnastics.
I look forward to your responses and thank you for reading me.
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Is there anything more to relationships other than physical
attraction?
8 upvotes | August 23, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link

As a blackpiller the idea of romantic love is completely lost on me. To me it seems like the only
people who are in "loving" relationships are either very attractive or the attractive one in the
relationship is "loved" more.
To me when a woman or attractive guy complains about being lonely or only liked for there body, I
feel like "yeah that's all it is, what more do you expect?". As someone who was never in a
relationship I almost feel like the idea of love or loyalty is completely washed away. The only thing
that matters is how hot you are.
But this is my view. Any thoughts or counter thoughts?
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Male thirst is out of control in 2022 and is leading to
hypergamy. My perspective as a slightly bi guy
8 upvotes | August 14, 2022 | by alienamongnormies | Link | Reddit Link

I've been so fed up with the hypergamy among women on dating apps. That recently I just said "fuck
it, some of these transgirls on these dating apps are kinda hot. I'm gonna try it." I super liked a femme
passing CD (crossdresser) on Bumble back in late June. She must not have logged in until recently
because she matched with me last Saturday (the 6th) and messaged me "Hii" at 10pm+. Since on
Bumble women have to make the first move. This wasn't the first time I talked with a transwoman.
The femme passing ones from my experience are often flaky and Chad-only or not serious about
meeting.
But something just told me as soon as I saw "Hii" that I was gonna get lucky this time. Maybe there
was just something in her eyes and expression in her pics that made me feel like she'd be my first
transwoman. We chatted back and forth a bit but she stopped. I guess she was busy. I was hanging
out with my friend. I went to the gym at midnight motivated. Then I got a message from her at like
1:40 AM. I told her that I had just been back from the gym and my muscles were sore. She said that I
need a massage. I knew where this was going. She said too bad I'm far. I said that according to the
GPS, she's only 4 km away.
She asks for a body pic of me. I send her one. She replies in the morning saying I'm so handsome. I
call her beautiful. She asks me what my plans are for the day. I said I just came back from a run and
gonna shower and I ask about her plans. She says that she doesn't have anything planned but she'd
like to go to this festival. They make it so easy for me when they are actually into me. Most women
it's like pulling teeth. I ask her if she'd like to go with me. She responds eagerly. She seemed so into
me in the texts leading up to our date.
When we met, she asked me why I was quiet. I said I have social anxiety. She takes my hand and
puts it to her bare leg and asks if I still have anxiety. ROFL I took her on a proper date and its a
festival where the vendors are cash only. She was like "I didn't bring cash" (first red flag). I said "I
got cash." I paid for her iced coffee ($7 CAD). I also put in 74km on my car that day driving to her
place (5 km), driving to our date (30 km+), driving her home (30 km+) and driving back to mine
(5km) which costs $$$ in Justin Trudeau's Canada. So I beta provided for her a little bit. lol. She
seemed into me legit so I wasn't too bothered by that. She found $5 so she paid for her own churro.
Long story, we kissed, held hands, cuddled and we went to second base in my car. She was
"massaging" me while I was driving her home and put her hands underneath my pants. This was my
first experience with someone with a Y Chromosome and I liked it so I guess I'm bi. Though the
experience left me feeling weird because she was already talking about the future. Like how she
wants to move in together eventually. And how men use her for sex. And I'm just at the point where I
don't know how far I want this to go.
Ciswomen are my first preference. I don't think I can ever give up pussy for life and be in a
committed relationship with a transwoman. A lot of conservatives have this binary view of sexuality
thinking that you can only ever really be straight or gay and that there is no in between. As much as I
find the wokescold left to be very annoying, I disagree with conservatives on this. Ciswomen are my
first preference. But I like transgirls too. I enjoyed cuddling with the CD and shared affection with
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her. It's more than just sex for me. But commitment goes further than affection and even love.
Sex with my favourite ex was amazing. I remember when I got hard when I cuddled with my ex, I
knew in my heart that she was the one I wanted to be with for the rest of my life. I don't have that
feeling with the transgirl. And I was black pilled af back then. My ex made me rethink my black
pilled views to a degree because she made me fall in love. I think pussy is over-rated. If I don't care
about the woman attached to the pussy, fucking a pussy is no better than masturbation. My right hand
can get me to cum far faster than a pussy ever can. But pussy attached to a woman you're in love with
is amazing. Sex for me is very mental.
I had chatted with the CD daily since then. Fast forward to Wednesday and she asks me when I'm
coming over to her apartment after I had wished her good morning. I said I'd come over after she's
done work. Then in the afternoon she says that somethings come up, she was invited to a friend's
birthday party and needs to be there by 6. She asks me to drop her off. Her friend's house is 20
minutes highway driving from her place and 18 minutes from my place. The CD's apartment is 11
minutes from my place. So it would take 49 minutes of driving for me to pick her up, take her to her
friend's house and then go back home.
I hesitated to respond for 20 minutes. I told her, "but then we wouldn't have much time to spend
together." And she said "we have an hour if you come up to my apartment before taking me to my
friend's house." I hesitated for another 20 minutes and said, "that's okay, we can meet another time.
Have fun at the party!" And she's like "ohh okay sure". Then later in the afternoon she's like "are you
sure? even if you just drop me off?" I was so disgusted with her. I said, "we'll meet another day. It's
okay." And she's like "okay sure." This was Wednesday afternoon.
And then I never heard from her again and it's been nearly a full 4 days and the weekend is almost
over. I'm not her personal chauffeur. She is a user/taker. Just like many ciswomen in 2022. And from
my experience courting other transgirls online, it seems like many of them have held onto the worst
traits of ciswomen. Many of them are materialistic and want a guy to take her out to a nice dinner on
the first date. Shower them with gifts. Is there such thing as a female dating strategy site for transgirls
or something? Because FDS is transphobic. Yet transgirls act exactly like FDS femcels.
So if you think dating transgirls is going to solve the hypergamy problem, THINK AGAIN. transgirls
are just as materialistic (if not more so) as ciswomen. They are just as likely to be users/takers, if not
more so. Transgirls can be just as hypergamous, Chad only as ciswomen. And when I see non-
passable transgirls get guys showering them with compliments online, I want to throw up. Why are
men boosting the egos of non-passing ugly transwomen just like they boost the egos of ugly,
landwhale ciswomen?
In a way I understand why this transgirl is a leech. She showed me her Grindr. She gets messages
from all these men, some of them big dicked Chads, wanting to fuck. Men are so thirsty in 2022. If I
won't give her a free ride some more desperate simp out there probably offered her a ride on short
notice. I myself am on Grindr because I'm there to meet transwomen. And I get tons of messages
from cismen too. Men will fuck anything. So don't be jealous of women getting Chad and Tyrone
dick. Chad and Tyrone both love me too because I'm a handsome guy (though a 5'6" autistic manlet).
It's not special to get attention from men. Dick is cheap. Pussy is expensive.
Men, we need to level up, we need to collectively set some standards and stop boosting the egos of
these females. It's getting to the point where even transgirls and CDs are developing egos and feel
entitled to rides, free meals, gifts and shit from men.
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Recurring Spam Post!
8 upvotes | August 14, 2022 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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The decay of the intrinsic value of women.
8 upvotes | August 8, 2022 | by Hodgekin | Link | Reddit Link

Edit: definition of intrinsic means to be endowed with or born with.
This is my attempt to bring to light the reason why women aren't as respected as they were in the
past.
Throughout human history, women held an intrinsic value. That value was predicated on the fact that
women bear the burden of child birth. This is self evident. When the titanic was sinking and the ship
crew yelled to the passenger "Children and women 1st!". You didn't wonder, "Hey, that's not fair." It
was so self evident why, that you just nodded your head and said, "yes, that's how it should be."
Now that intrinsic value comes with a heavy burden. The responsibility to bear children. As a
collective, we've said "we will treat you as though you are valuable because you have the burden of
child bearing." And this made perfect sense. Until recently.
Bring in the era of the birth control pill. What does it mean to prevent yourself from getting pregnant?
Well, on a psychological level, if you can't get pregnant, you're not much different than a man.
You can see this play out over the last 60 years.
Now the current tension between men and women is as followed. Women expect their intrinsic
value to be respected, but have postpone or completely abandon the responsibility that
predicated that value.
Birth rates in the west have fallen dramatically. Society has been on a constant psychological
campaign to demonize motherhood and demonize children.
If you're a women, and have experienced not being respected for simply being human. Welcome to
what it means to be a man. Men who provide no value to society aren't respected. It's been like that
since the dawn of time.
I hope you found this psychological analysis interesting.
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Welcome to r/AllPillDebate!
8 upvotes | July 28, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

r/AllPillDebate is a more tolerant debate platform that allows subscribers of any "pill ideology" to
come discuss and debate thier ideas, or research/facts about dating and relationships. Bluepill,
Redpill, Whitepill, Pinkpill, Blackpill. Subscribers of any "Pill" ideology is welcome, so long as you
follow Reddit's General TOS: https://www.redditinc.com/policies/content-policy
This sub firmly believes in freedom of speech, and although Blackpill content is technically allowed
(as long as it follows Reddit TOS), we'd like to remind you that this subreddit is not dedicated to this
type of content. This is a place of debate and contesting/discussion of ideas. If it doesn't fit into that,
this type of content may be removed.
No threating users. No threats of violence. Ect. Those are zero tolerance offenses and will get you
permabanned.
Just keep things civil, and we don't care what you do. Have fun, and follow general debate etiquette.
https://medium.com/@kuangalia/the-ten-commandments-of-logic-d4c9f0e08482
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Here's what the young woman partially responsible for the
collapse of FTX thinks is 'cute' about guys
8 upvotes | November 14, 2022 | by INTP-1 | Link | Reddit Link
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Why are guys on incels is or looksmaxx so mean to
unnattractive women?
8 upvotes | December 4, 2022 | by puddingdesperation | Link | Reddit Link

They complain about girls with ugly faces, heavier women, hairy women, ethnic or darker skinned
women there all the time with all kinds of insults and slurs, implying they are too gross to be looked
at, yet we are supposed to believe only unnattractive guys get it bad? Can you guys name a female
cebtric forum where they are mean specifically towards ugly men, hairy men or ethnic-men? I saw
tons of manhatred yes but not those specifically targeting a group of men that look a certain way.
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Her History Matters
8 upvotes | December 15, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

She Got Bodies

A large percentage of women don't care about their body count. A body count means the number of
men she has been intimate with. Many women can care less about the number of men they've sleep
with. I suggest the reason this is the case is because they are seeking fun, and they don't consider their
future husbands feelings. They also dont think it may have an impact on future relationships.

Imagine

you falling in love with a girl, and marrying her. Let's call her Kim. After a month with your new
wife Kim, you find out that she had dated half of the football team in college. You also find out there
are multiple sex tapes of your wife being dicked down by two linebackers.
All of these guys who fucked your now-wife all had the opportunity to marry her, but chose not to.
All of these guys have been in your wifes pu55y multiple times before you. Your wife sucked their
d!cks with the mouth you kiss on every night. And a few of the same football players are now doing
business with your company. You have to look at the dudes who banged the wife you married. They
banged her in the men's locker room. They casually ask you about your wife after one of the
meetings. “Does your wife still snore like a bird?”, one guy asks you. Yikes. How uncomfortable
would this be for you?

Imagine

bringing your wife to a dinner, and she happens to run into some of the guys she’s banged in the past.
How would this make you feel? While Kim will probably tell you it’s no big deal, in the back of your
mind, you may be wondering how much she misses him or them. You are wondering if you were
better than them.
Also, would you be proud of the girl that got fucked by the football team, and not one of the players
proposed to her? Yet, you proposed to the team’s cumdump? Would you be proud to have her on
your arm at events?
Allow me to give another reason why body counts can come into play. The more men a woman has
been with, the more dicks she’s had in her. The more men a woman has been with, the more diverse
her sexual experience has been.
Pretend for a moment that a girl has been with a man known as D-money. D-money has been with
numerous girls because D-money knows how to lay the pipe right in these girls. D-money has been
the only one able to give these girls multiple PIV orgasms, with the biggest dick they’ve ever had.
Only D-money can hit deep in that pu55y, and make her shake and shiver for hours.
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Let’s

say that you’ve been with a girl for a while. You know she has been promiscuous in the past. You are
able to look past it. The sex with your girl is nice, but nothing compared to what D-money did with
her. She only comes from your oral, and not from your penetration.
If your girl happens to run into D-money while she is in a relationship with you, and he pursues her,
do you think she will have the strength to tell him no? Do you think she will turn down mind
blowing, deep dick, leg shaking, hour long orgasms?
Many girls, and even some guys, will write this scenario off as being insecure, as being unrealistic.
The fact of the matter is, the more men a woman has been with, the more likely she has been with a
D-money of some sort. Of course, a woman may lie to the man and claim that he is the best that she’s
ever had. The fact of the matter goes back to if she is striving to be with one man for the rest of her
life, or she’s striving to be with multiple men for the rest of her life. Keep reading to find out which
one she is.
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Yet another case of "Sometimes being lonely and unsuccessful
with women is better than the alternative"
8 upvotes | January 11, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/love-sex/stripper-dates-men-can-break-28907503
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Tom Leykis was Andrew Tate before Andrew Tate
8 upvotes | January 8, 2023 | by Pale-Aardvark-2464 | Link | Reddit Link

Back in the days, when YouTube was at it's nascent stage, Young guys might not know this, but
Leykis was Andrew Tate before Andrew Tate.
Tom is the Father of the Red Pill. Hands down. All of them. Kevin Samuels, Coach Greg Adams,
Donavan Sharpe, Alpha Male Strategies, Richard Cooper, Better Bachelor, and dozens of these
content creators all owe their platforms to this guy. ALL of them. Leykis 101 is the blueprint of all of
them. They have some variations but the basis of the message is out there more than ever. Women
cant pull the crap that they once use to.
I do not ofcourse fully endorse his views, but it's weird how the original Red Pill coach has long since
been forgotten
There was one more guy - A black comedian whose name I cannot remember, would appreciate if
someone could chime in...
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mods just deleted my post about my preferences, because of
racism even though Indian men are shat on here by a certain
user on a daily basis.
8 upvotes | January 16, 2023 | by inkwellian1984 | Link | Reddit Link

@purin looking at you
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New Subreddit for Looksmatching and Finding A Match
8 upvotes | January 19, 2023 | by nuttingtoChere | Link | Reddit Link

Check the new subreddit below to post pictures of yourself for evaluation, discuss looksmatching,
and maybe even find your match. This sub may be new, but it is equipped to uplift men and show
them what kind of woman they could be catching!
https://www.reddit.com/r/Looksmatching/
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Do incels actually like people like Andrew Tate?
8 upvotes | February 3, 2023 | by Spacetalks3114 | Link | Reddit Link

Mods, please feel free to remove this if doesn't fit here. I am asking here because I know incels write
here and I am genuinely curious.
So basically, I find the entire Andrew Tate situation very intriguing. I am interested to see how
Romania handles this situation and how the entire thing plays out.
However, here is the thing: People continuously call Andrew Tate the "incel king." But to be honest, I
don't necessarily agree with that.
Andrew Tate seems to have belief systems more aligned with the redpill crowd rather than the incel
crowd (which tends to believe in the blackpill.) Which they would likely disagree with a lot of the
"just have confidence" type of messages.
What are the actual incel community's thoughts on Andrew Tate?
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Could Mainstream Blackpill media change society?
8 upvotes | February 27, 2023 | by l00ks-p1lled | Link | Reddit Link

I'm talking about something like the lookism anime on netflix that directly highlights the looks
problem without going around it, but something more Mainstream like Stranger things or the
Avengers movies
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on female empathy and men
8 upvotes | February 25, 2023 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

a lot of guys redpill and blackpill think women have very low empathy for males but this is in fact
cope. not because the average woman actually loves most men (they can love a very specific small
cross section of men or one man or their sons), but i'm referring to something else i'll explain in a
moment.
women empathize greatly with women of course, and male animals (cats and dogs especially), male
fictional characters, male k-pop stars, male toddlers(some of the time) and sometimes their sons
(although it ends there). far-left ones even empathize with illegal male immigrants probably precisely
because they don't view them as people (and therefore, not as men) and might have very little
exposure to them.
it's only when discussing real and ordinary men that their empathy train runs out of steam, even more
so when discussing large scale statistics. then they revert to their stock reaction to men's problems of
"take it up with other men" when issues are brought up to them or they start to claim they're the real
most affected ones. i guess there's some fatigue to it as well if they are exposed too often to the same
information and they realize there's not much they can do.
so get out of your male solipsism and realize that plenty of guys get loved very much by the women
that give you the cold shoulder. i don't say for a second that it's your fault, but i want you to realize
that your experience might in fact be much less common than you think. they love each other and
befriend each other. they love their fantasy men in their novels, their movies, their tv shows and their
animes who don't exist in reality. they love their sons who carry half their genes. they love their high
status good looking celebrities like johnny depp.
women are actually very good at empathizing with one another and with these groups i mentioned,
much more than men empathize with men as you can probably remember many instances of another
man calling you a loser and flexing on you how much he's better than you for your problems (which
is something that women generally approve of. in fact, they'd probably be turned off by a man who's
so empathetic to other men that he can criticize women's behavior.) of course, take this with a grain
of salt as it's not rare to see women gaslighting and abusing their sons, more than men do.
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Why Are So Many Young Men Single And Sexless: The
haunting relationship trends wreaking havoc on 20-somethings.
8 upvotes | February 28, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Why Are So Many Young Men Single And Sexless: The haunting relationship trends wreaking havoc
on 20-somethings." from /r/psychology:

Posted by pistruiata | 27 February 2023 | Link
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why do you guys think older women are more likely to call out
age gaps than zoomers?
8 upvotes | March 10, 2023 | by firecats1 | Link | Reddit Link

zoomer women virtue signal about this far more but older women get blamed for it, i guess you guys
either aren't in zoomers spaces circles or it is lookspill again(older women get noticed more because
they are uglier despite younger generation virtue signalling more.)
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there is no nobility in being a loser
8 upvotes | March 13, 2023 | by rogueamazondrone | Link | Reddit Link

being a loser does not make you better or give you a moral upper hand.
nice guys are not really nice because they lie to themselves about having more integrity than chads.
you don't. if you could pump and dump women and treat them like sex toys, you would. if you could
switch your gf out as soon as she turns 25 like leonardo dicaprio, you would. and unfortunately many
would dip into even lower ages (due to their lower standards) if it weren't for the law too.
it's not that normies/incels are not depraved, they just don't have the option. that's like someone
saying "i've been in jail for 5 years and haven't committed any crimes." well no shit, you were locked
up. so no, there are no nice guys. only guys without the option to pump and dump. 99% of men who
have the option to be whores and have a harem of women do so.
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This is what a 6/10 white american boy can get in 2023? You
deserve this fate if you're "too good" to date outside of your
race.
8 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by FunnyLeapingGazelle | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.instagram.com/p/CoKuMW7vgxI/?hl=en
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My thoughts on Body Count
8 upvotes | March 19, 2023 | by monkzero33 | Link | Reddit Link

I think it's ok to have body count preference whether your a man or women but I want to share my
perspective. I care more about my partners value and relationship with sex rather than numbers alone.
I want a women who only sees sex as romantic and intimate gesture. So I don't want to date women
who has one night stands, friends with benefits, or cheated. I don't see women or men who sleep
around as inferior I just want to preserver and reproduce the values I have grown up with. I think the
problem is that men like me are lonely and isolated from communities who share our value and
expect people outside of our communities to follow our values. That is what is cause tension. It's not
between men and women but between contradicting values. I think the solution is community
building with similar values and beliefs. Before you say go to church, I am not religious and it isn't
fair for those like me. We actually need to be a part of community where we belong. The belief sex is
coupled with romance shouldn't be exclusive to Christianity.
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Being Non-Neurotypical is fucking brutal
8 upvotes | March 19, 2023 | by facingitall | Link | Reddit Link

As someone with very mild ASD at 25, I consider myself pretty optimistic, self-accepting, and
action-driven yet even for me, being non-NT is absolutely brutal long-term. And I'll tell you why.
EVEN IF I get that group of friends and "get the girl" initially, they will drift over time through
literally how my brain is wired genetically (NT vs. non-NT). The only people I can genuinely
connect with to avoid this are people with VERY mild ASD or a niche portion of people who are
neurodivergent.
Some stats. 85% of people are neurotypical, meaning that only 15% can be considered non-NT. Out
of those, only 1% have ASD. And of those, less than half can even remotely be considered "high-
functioning". Those people would be my "tribe".
Regardless of those circumstances, I have a job and all that shit because you put on a mask but for
anything deeper, an overwhelming majority of people feel the disconnect with me. I'm okay in my
own skin but that doesn't make the literal brain wiring and difference socially change anything.
So think of the typical screening process of finding someone you'll connect with long-term, and now
remove 95% percent of your options. So imagine you have 10 options from putting in the work to
reach out and knowing what you want. 5% of 10 is half a person. You need 10 people who fit your
realistic standards and are interested in you to then get the chance at half a person. Amazing! Lmfao.
In the rare off-chance that I do end up with someone NT who is accepting of it, I can tell you that it's
a fucking brutal uphill battle. If you see forums for NT and non-NT married partners, most end in
divorce or heartbreak. I won't say too much because it's a quick google search and speaks for itself.
As a quick side note, it's to the extent that NT partners were making posts saying that non-NT people
with masks legally needed to share being non-NT because we were somehow a drain or nuisance to
NT people. Think of those niche narcissist and sociopath hate-venting forums and channels. It's like
that for non-NT except without any of the benefits that say a sociopath would have lol.
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I touched grass today and here's my report:
8 upvotes | April 2, 2023 | by VehementlyDrawn | Link | Reddit Link

So my nephew had a birthday party at a trampoline park today that was ABSOLUTELY packed with
kids and parents and I just want to bring this up because it's blackpilling af.
I'm a tall dude, like statistically I'm in the 80+th percentile in height in America and I only saw TWO
dads shorter than me. Out of almost 50 dads I saw. Even the South Asian dads and East Asian dads
were like 6'2+. I know, women choose for height right? I'm not shocking anyone with this.
What was shocking to me was the gap in SMV that most of these dads had compared to their busted
ass wives. I want to say the average parents ages were 35ish, some younger some older but they all
seemed about mid-30s. Out of the 50+ moms there, I'd legit say a handful were fuckable. These
moms were all so fat and their skin so loose and just wrecked. There were a couple fat dads but
honestly most of them were in shape or thin.
Like if there's any more reason to never marry, this is it.
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Guys Who Are Normie Tier and Cannot Get Women Have
High Standards Or Unwilling to Try
8 upvotes | March 30, 2023 | by PubertyDeformedFace | Link | Reddit Link

Unironically, the red pill applies to guys whose faces are above a 4/10. I see it again and again in
incel circles where they claim all sub8 men are incels or getting cucked, many of them are decent
looking like a 6 or 7/10 or at least average. Even guys who are between a 4-5/10 can get a girlfriend
if they try really hard and are willing to date women who are below a 4/10 or extremely obese. I have
seen cases of guys IRL who were 4-5/10 facially, short and Indian and still got a girlfriend, generally
fat or unattractive ones.
The idea that you cannot get a girl who's genuinely attracted to you is only true if you are sub4. These
days sub4's cannot even betabux, be used for money and resources by a girl. Even most LTN's are not
just beta-buxxing, the girl is willing to overlook their face because it's not that bad and she can't get
any better for a long-term relationship.
It's normal for guys who are below a 6/10 to have long dry-spells but they are not destined to be
kissless dateless virgins or only be able to have sex after paying an escort, most of them have had
dates, kissed and had sex with women. The vast majority of guys here are average and if you are still
a kissless dateless virgin then you must recognize you are required to try if you are below a 5.5-6/10,
girls won't directly approach you or show interest, you must socialize with them ideally through
friends and maintain contact if you want a chance at a date.
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explain this
8 upvotes | April 6, 2023 | by PeopleAreLegitDemons | Link | Reddit Link

https://i.redd.it/ivyqd7ro17sa1.jpg
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Single millennials are going into debt because of expensive
dating habits.
7 upvotes | November 6, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/single-millennials-are-going-into-debt-because-of-expensive
-dating-habits-and-some-have-had-their-cards-declined-on-a-first-date-here-are-3-simple-cheap-date-
ideas/ar-AA13Nqt9?ocid=msedgntp&cvid=5f1253f8457549e0807c4a93073a2f3a
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Women have similar or even greater reservations when it
comes to a prospective partner’s sexual histories than men do.
It’s just that the current zeitgeist holds men to a much higher
standard, which is why it’s almost exclusively men who get shit
7 upvotes | November 4, 2022 | by BlindMaestro | Link | Reddit Link

Inspired by this +5.6k 2X post condemning men for having standards. Women, like men,
discriminate on the basis of sexual history when selecting for romantic partners. Because sexual and
relational histories are extremely useful predictors of the future success of relationships, being the
best predictors of future infidelity, dissatisfaction and divorce, it would be foolish not to take them
into account when considering a long-term relationship with someone. Unfortunately, only men
experience social disapproval (and, sometimes, harassment) for exercising judgement by taking
sexual history into account when vetting potential romantic partners. Many an article (ex. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 8, 9, video (ex. 1, 2, 3), and Reddit thread (1, 2, 3, 4) have been devoted to shaming men who have
reconsidered their current relationships or who’ve passed on potential relationships with women that
have extensive sexual histories. When men are told that “the past is the past,” they need to understand
that in reality this only intended to be applied where women’s histories are concerned. The majority
of men today will still be rejected for being inexperienced, too experienced, bisexual, or for having
visited a prostitute. While these preferences of women are completely valid and make sense, what
isn’t right is that men are shamed for having similar preferences due to an unfair social double
standard.
The majority of women discriminate against inexperienced men

In association with world-renowned biological anthropologist Dr. Helen Fisher of Rutgers
University and esteemed evolutionary biologist Dr. Justin R. Garcia of The Kinsey
Institute… 42% of singles would not date a virgin (33% of men and 51% of women)
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Singles in America: Match.com releases third annual comprehensive study on the single population.
(n.d.). Match.com MediaRoom. Retrieved November 4, 2022, from
http://match.mediaroom.com/2013-02-05-Singles-in-America-Match-com-Releases-Third-Annual-C
omprehensive-Study-on-the-Single-Population (https://archive.ph/C3XPf)
An OkCupid survey similarly has borne this out, with over 40% indicating “definitely NOT,” and
which exceeds 60% when you tack on “probably NOT.”

Younger people in their 20s were particularly less likely to say they would date a virgin —
even though most virgins were in this age range—and women were more likely to report
not wanting to date someone without sexual experience than men.
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Basu, T. (2016, April 4). Adult virgins say they don’t want to date other adult virgins. The Cut.
https://www.thecut.com/2016/04/adult-virgins-say-they-dont-want-to-date-other-adult-virgins.html
(https://archive.ph/x4opo)
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Most women discriminate against bisexual men and men who’ve engaged in same sex
experimentation

Results indicated that heterosexual women rated bisexual men as less sexually and
romantically attractive, less desirable to date and have sex with, and less masculine
compared to straight men. No such differences were found for heterosexual and gay men’s
ratings of female and male profiles, respectively. These results support previous research
findings that indicate more negative attitudes toward dating bisexual men than bisexual
women.
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Gleason, N., Vencill, J. A., & Sprankle, E. (2018). Swipe Left on the Bi Guys: Examining Attitudes
toward Dating and Being Sexual with Bisexual Individuals. Informa UK Limited.
https://doi.org/10.1080/15299716.2018.1563935
.

Thirty-four percent of women anticipated or had already experienced having sex with
another woman, compared to only 20 percent of men who desired to have sex with another
man. However, women were less willing to consider dating a bisexual person than male
respondents.

Only 19% of women surveyed by Zava were willing to date a bisexual man.
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Sexual Journeys: 1,000 People Evaluate their Sexual Evolution. (n.d.). ZAVA UK. Retrieved August
18, 2021, from https://www.zavamed.com/uk/sexual-journeys.html (https://archive.is/ZWOXD)
.

Sexuality professor Ritch C. Savin-Williams told Glamour that women saying that they
would not date a bisexual man "suggests that these women hold on to the view that while
women occupy a wide spectrum of sexuality, men are either gay or straight."
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Mashego, L. (2018, April 20). Biphobia - why are women afraid of dating bisexual men? W24.
https://www.news24.com/w24/SelfCare/Wellness/Mind/biphobia-why-are-women-afraid-of-dating-b
isexual-men-20180420 (https://archive.md/Yi9dD)
.

63% of women, however, say they wouldn't date a man who has had sex with another man
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Tsoulis-Reay, A. (2016, February 11). Are you straight, gay, or just...You? Glamour.
https://www.glamour.com/story/glamour-sexuality-survey (https://archive.ph/sKleE)
.

"One girl I was dating suddenly said that the thought of me being with a man made her
physically sick. Then she blocked me on everything.

Hunte, B. (2019). The bisexuality dating dilemma. Retrieved 23 June 2022, from
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https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-49753820 (https://archive.ph/7fbH5)
Men who are too experienced are discriminated against
Now this one was particularly interesting. A lot of women will pass on men with too many partners.
In addition to empirical studies that can attest to this, Muscle and Fitness magazine, asking several
women in 2017 if they had caps. Just imagine the feminist backlash if men were interviewed, quoting
upper limits for potential partners. Here were some of the responses:

if it’s 30-40, I’m out.

.

15 is my cap. That’s a lot of people if you’re in your 20s or 30s.

.

Anything over 15 makes me nervous that he’s more dirty than experienced

.

Over 25 for sure. I prefer lower than that; 20-25 is where I start seeing it as a turn off.

.

I’d say over 15. Of course, women want to be with a guy who knows how to move in the
bedroom and isn’t just going to jackhammer and grunt for four and a half minutes. But I
know, personally, it makes me uncomfortable to think about my partner or boyfriend having
been with tons and tons of girls

.

20 is my cap. Realistically, a man or woman isn’t getting checked for STDs or using a
condom every time they have sex with every new sexual partner.

.

I think over 10-15.

.

I think if a guy is 25-30 years old, 15-20 women is the top of the ceiling. I’d want my
partner to have been in some serious relationships before me—not cycling through women
constantly.

.

I think it starts to go overboard is 25+.

Smith, B. (2016, August 18). We Asked 20 Women: How many sexual partners is too many? Muscle
& Fitness.
https://www.muscleandfitness.com/women/dating-advice/we-asked-20-women-how-many-sexual-par
tners-too-many/ (https://archive.ph/Teucj)
.

Thus, contrary to the idea that male promiscuity is tolerated but female promiscuity is not,
both sexes expressed equal reluctance to get involved with someone with an overly
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extensive sexual history.

https://i.imgur.com/gRCdahZ.jpg
Stewart-Williams, S., Butler, C. A., & Thomas, A. G. (2017). Sexual History and Present
Attractiveness: People Want a Mate With a Bit of a Past, But Not Too Much. Journal of sex research,
54(9), 1097–1105. https://doi.org/10.1080/00224499.2016.1232690
.

Targets were more likely to be derogated as the number of sexual partners increased, and
this effect held for both male and female targets. These results suggest that, although people
do evaluate others as a function of sexual activity, people do not necessarily hold men and
women to different sexual standards

https://i.imgur.com/RF1Eb50.jpg
Marks, M. J., & Fraley, R. C. (2005). The Sexual Double Standard: Fact or Fiction? Sex Roles,
52(3–4), 175–186. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11199-005-1293-5
Women discriminate against men who’ve seen prostitutes
Some choice quotes on potentially dating men who’ve solicited the services of sex workers:

A DRY SPELL IS NO EXCUSE

"I worry about the justification when men say, 'It's just sex'. I could be in the biggest dry
spell of my life, literally years, and I still wouldn't pay for sex. It wouldn't even cross my
mind to pay for sex.” Terri, 28

.

NO WAY

"It would massively change my opinion of my boyfriend.” Siobhan, 33

.

IT'S OFF-PUTTING

"It's harsh, but it would definitely be a deal-breaker for me. The idea of someone paying for
sex is just off-putting.” Robyn, 32

.

"If they'd paid for sex within the last five years, I couldn't date them. I find it deeply
unattractive. It undermines all of a man's masculinity and is almost pity inducing.” Maria,
27

.

I CAN DO BETTER THAN THAT

"I'm not sure I could marry or have kids with someone who thought it was OK to pay for
sex, or even to pay to watch women get naked.” Erin, 30
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Askham, G. (2016, November 1). Would you date a guy who has paid for sex? Glamour UK.
https://www.glamourmagazine.co.uk/article/would-you-date-a-guy-who-has-paid-for-sex
(https://archive.ph/yT0sn)
On Reddit:
https://archive.ph/WJhPX
https://archive.ph/57eWc
https://archive.ph/iDa4w
https://archive.ph/Lhz5r
https://archive.ph/5HBrk
Funnily enough, on a subreddit where most women indicated they wouldn’t date men who’ve been
with escorts, a woman posted about her first experience with a male escort receiving +1300 upvotes.
Final thoughts
Men are instructed to overlook women’s histories while women are not, and most women will not
overlook men’s histories. When women say, ”the past is the past””, that’s only ever applied to their
pasts. Men place themselves at a severe disadvantage when they adhere to this inequitable double
standard.
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If women striked from work for one year, and then men the
following year, which gender would suffer more, and why?
7 upvotes | October 8, 2022 | by aytubdotcom | Link | Reddit Link

Often we hear about women threatening to go on strike. Not sure what that means, other than not
doing something they normally do. So, i wanted to know which gender would be most impacted by
the workforce strike of an entire gender for one year. For example, while the men are on strike, there
would still be female police officers working, just not males. Who would suffer more and why?
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teenpill hits hard as an ugly female
7 upvotes | September 30, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

when i was in middle school and high school i was bullied for being ugly and also wasnt interested in
romance :((
now im not bullied but the boys are post-wall in college hairy and some already balding :(( dont want
to use tinder either
over, missed teen love im postwall now
brutal agepill
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When is it truly over for someone ?
7 upvotes | September 16, 2022 | by HumblyEgotistical | Link | Reddit Link
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Young guys struggling to get laid should just get with older
women
7 upvotes | September 15, 2022 | by MAGA-Latino | Link | Reddit Link

I constantly see guys on here that are struggling with dating so as someone that had the same issue I
figure I'll share how I managed to solve that problem. The sad truth is that if you're a young guy
today that doesn't have much money and is more towards the beta side, girls today just don't want
you. Most guys just can't compete with the alphas or the old guys with money and status.
While you might get lucky here and there you are mostly just wasting your time. What you should
realize is that there are tons of older women that are single, lonely and desperate. Many of those
women were just like the younger girls today. They thought they were too good for everyone and
they wanted to have as much "fun" as possible and before they knew it time just simply ran out for
them.
Those women really want the older HVM but can no longer get them. Many of them simply can't
handle not having the SMV advantage anymore. Many older women still have needs. Since they can't
get the HVM they want they simply settle for a younger guy with stamina that is just happy to get
laid. Not to mention that younger guys are so desperate that to them these older women have a high
SMV because they are female and attainable.
When I was younger and was broke, under 6 feet, and more towards the beta side, I had trouble
myself. The younger girls that I really wanted were more of a waste of time then anything. You try
and try just to see them be picked up by an older guy with a nice car.
So I just started dealing with older women. They weren't exactly what I wanted but I was getting laid
at least. I also was able to get hotter women then I could have gotten with younger girls. I had an
older rich woman that used to take me out and buy me things. I had one woman with big tits. I even
had a very pretty older woman with a huge ass and thick thighs. She could have easily been an IG
model if she was younger. There was no way I could have gotten a younger girl with all that.
So I ask you younger guys why are you wasting your time with younger girls that don't want you
when you could be "dating" an older woman? Besides its just for now. After you manage to build up
enough status you can then circle back and only date younger girls. One advantage you have as a man
is that you have more time. So you can do that.
Just some bad things I think I should warn you about. These older women really want an older HVM
and they're only settling for you. In fact I think that you are just a pawn which she's hopelessly trying
to use to make the HVM jealous. However since it's just about sex you shouldn't care too much.
They also try to act as if they're better than you because they're older. They constantly say things like
"you're still a kid" and whatnot. Also they really just want to use you to feel like they stills got it.
Younger guys are good for that because they are desperate and are just happy to be getting laid.
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Are Women aged 18-25 adults, that are capable of making
decisions that will impact their lives?
7 upvotes | September 4, 2022 | by boomershack | Link | Reddit Link

Recently in terms of the Leonardo Di Caprio memes. I've seen a lot of Men and Women disputing
weather a grown Man dating a young adult Women is immoral or not.
Surely if the young Woman is of legal age, and chose to be in a relationship with a Man who is in
their late 40s, should it not be okay? Albeit, there is a... sense of animosity, and slight disgust, from
Women at even the thought of this.
Understanding the power dynamics at play, this was a choice, made by the both of them. Both are
adults; regardless of brain development. And are mature enough to see the relationship, until it's end.
The end of course being; that Legendary, and oh so special, Quarter, Century Mark.
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Are men unable to secure relationships with women due to
their misogyny? A look at the data.
7 upvotes | August 26, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Are men unable to secure relationships with women due to their misogyny? A look at the data." from
/r/PurplePillDebate:

It’s a commonly accepted idea on PPD and elsewhere that men are often single because their
misogynistic behavior puts women off.
On the surface, this is an intuitively satisfying idea. One would expect that men who treat women
poorly would have a difficult time forming stable relationships with them.
Although this is likely the case at least some of the time, I was curious to see if things like male
virginity positively correlated to higher levels of sexism and misogyny in men, and if men who
enjoyed sexual success had the opposite traits.
It’s common on Reddit to ascribe a lack of success with women to misogyny. I think we’ve all seen
responses to a sexually frustrated and lonely man that suggest it’s his personality or misogynistic
attitudes that are hindering him, and that he needs to change those behaviors to do better. The
implication is that misogynistic men don’t do well with women. Is this true? Let’s look at some data.
I’ll do my best to represent the data in good faith, but I expect the kind folks of PPD to hold me
accountable.
First, we’ll look at a study from Spain:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6224861/pdf/main.pdf
In this study of ~2,700 teenagers (about 50/50 male female) sexism was found to be strongly
positively correlated with romantic and sexual success in boys.
Sexually active boys displayed higher levels of all three types of sexism: hostile, benevolent, and
ambivalent. It also revealed that the girls were more attracted to sexist boys, particularly of the
benevolent type.
The boys in the study who had the least sexual experience were found to have the lowest levels of all
three types of sexism. This suggests that it may be the lack of sexism, rather than the presence of it,
that hinders men’s success with women.
This study does have some obvious issues. First, this is a study of teenagers and may not be
representative of adult behaviors and preferences. Second, this was done in Spain only and may not
be representative of other Western countries. A thought provoking study, but let’s look at more data.
In this study from the US:
https://europepmc.org/backend/ptpmcrender.fcgi?accid=PMC4842162&blobtype=pdf
555 men (aged 18 to 25) were tested via surveys on levels of misogynistic attitudes and adherence to
stereotypical masculine behavior.
The study found that misogynistic men had more consensual sex, more casual sex, significantly more
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partners, watched more porn, committed more sexual violence, and visited sex worker more often.
This is an interesting study. I’m going to go ahead and post this to get the discussion going. Later, I’ll
add some studies that have shown no link between virginity and misogynistic attitudes and some
that’s show that rapists tend to have more consensual sexual partners than other men and are rated as
more attractive to women (Michelle Maronne, anyone?)
Thanks for your engagement.

Posted by Capable-Resolve-2001 | 26 August 2022 | Link
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no sex until marriage...after kids and in your 40s
7 upvotes | August 23, 2022 | by Fit-Faithlessness149 | Link | Reddit Link

Nothing like closing up shop after it's already been plundered, used and abused�
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Sex as the end all be all
7 upvotes | August 22, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link

I understand young men are particularly vulnerable to this due to the high amounts of testosterone,
but I feel like there's a few points I gotta make to the so called "sexless" folks out there:

sex won't cure your depression.
sex won't improve your financial situation (as it's usually detrimental to it).
sex won't make you a better person.
sex won't teach you useful life skills.
sex won't fix your car, pay your rent, or get you a higher position in society.
any man with a 100$ is only sexless by choice.
sex is just a form of masturbation with the bonus side effect of potentially turning you into a
wage slave to a woman for 18+ years.

Put things in proportions brothers, don't let your instincts ruin your potential.
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i think a big effect on why men think all girls like the same
thing is because women don't produce a lot of mainstream
media.
7 upvotes | August 22, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

There's porn,comic books, video games that aren't super obscure, bigger movies and tv shows made
by men that shows range between women, however i can't think of much that is made by women and
also mainstream in the west besides maybe romance novels.
I do know some girls who have a fetish for short men and even some who have fetish for bisexual
men, you guys wouldn't believe me because this probably isn't in your social circle nor in mainstream
media
Example a: people thought it was odd that women are attracted to Justin Bieber or jungkook in the
past due to these guys coming off as feminine or whatever, now with k-pop/k-drama/whateverelse
becoming more mainstream stuff, most of you guys at least acknowledge a subculture of women are
into this type. Media making it mainstream has changed the general opinion or awareness around it.
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Want more incels? Because a lot of men doing this is how you
get incels.
7 upvotes | August 21, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.msn.com/en-us/lifestyle/relationships/my-husband-and-i-have-a-girlfriend/ar-AA10TdY
7?ocid=msedgntp&cvid=2c5e29be9f954f8590f67fbc30582566#comments
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Married woman cheats. Why? "At 6’2 ft., Sam was tall, fit, and
very handsome." Welp...
7 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/30-year-old-cheating-on-her-husband-164945376.html
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It is outrageous that two of our needs (affection and sex) are
totally controlled by someone else (women).
7 upvotes | August 16, 2022 | by Mysterious_Point_887 | Link | Reddit Link

Imagine if getting water was as difficult as getting affection and sex, controlled by women's
preferences. If she likes you, you can quench your thirst.
Affection and sex may not be as urgent as the need for water, but they are certainly important for a
person's well-being and development. Therefore, if I have a plethora of unpleasant physical traits
such as being short, having a small penis, being skinny, being ugly, I am doomed to be unhappy and
unfulfilled by not submitting to the hegemonic tastes of women. Even if women were paid for sex, I
would be controlled.
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I found some interesting things from my posts in purple pill
debate
7 upvotes | August 16, 2022 | by gardenfan167 | Link | Reddit Link

I asked romantic man and women on this subreddit about why they think that they want romance and
how did they protect their values from the pressures of hook up culture. To be honest I couldn't find
any significant difference between the genders, you can look for yourself but I did notice something.
Also I want to say what I fond is not meant to be generalized to entire population of humans. So here
is what I did notice about gender differences
The men who participated in casual sex seems like they regret it and or go out of the way to say
romance is way better. Women did not say this at all, they saw both casual sex and romance as equal
or that romance was only slightly better.
Both genders who did not give in to hook up culture were not slut shamed into being prudes.
Romantic women described romance in a casual but cozy way while romantic men spoke in a poetic
and profound way. Not saying either are wrong but I found it interesting. I noticed some women who
said they like romance but they described romance in a way which off as nonconfromist type which I
am not demonizing by the way.
Now what I found across both genders to be interesting as well. People who stuck to romantic
principals were not slut shame to avoid casual sex or hook up culture. Romantics if better gender tend
to respond to the question how did your desire for romance develop. Most people responded with
media and the people around them which is a very interesting response in my opinion. And I think
one women mention that the see sex different from romance because they learned sex separately from
romance which is also an interesting response. There are some that did say it was biological reasons
but they did not negate social reasons. These were the main trends I noticed which again I found
interesting.
I don't have an ulterior motives here or at least I don't think I do, I just listened to my curiosity.
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How many of you guys are neurodivergent?
7 upvotes | August 13, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

From incel forums and places i have noticed majority of them display autistic traits or are social
outcasts
They use looks, money, race(even though majority of them are white) as cope and while all of them
are valid reasons, i think the neurodivergent/autism factor is the biggest of all
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How high. The issue with height
7 upvotes | August 1, 2022 | by gilamonster69 | Link | Reddit Link

Is there a way for one to become taller or lessen your height decrease as you grow older? Thanks for
indulging me.
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Looking for moderators!
7 upvotes | July 28, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

Would you like to be a moderator at r/AllPillDebate ?
Basically, this sub is designed to be a more inclusive and tolerant version of r/PurplePillDebate .
So we're building a new debate platform from the ground up. We're looking for level headed mods
who can keep thier cool and moderate fairly under Reddit's General TOS.
The sub, being as inclusive as possible, will only ban users who blatantly violate those rules like
threatening users, threatening violence, ect.
But everything else is generally is acceptable. If you want to be a mod then let me know. Thanks!
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q4w: If you have a history of leaving your past bf's, wouldnt it
be dumb to invest time and energy into a relationship with you?
7 upvotes | November 14, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

If you have left all of your last boyfriends, shouldnt your next bf avoid investing too much time and
energy into your relationship? Wouldnt it be dumb to get emotionally attached to someone who has a
history of leaving their boyfriends?
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Why are people on reddit dumb?
7 upvotes | November 23, 2022 | by switchretro45 | Link | Reddit Link

Like I get it the rich use idealism and mechanical materials and metaphysics to dupe us into serving
them. They are parasites I get that but people on purple pill regardless of pill eat up their shit like it's
cookies. Like what is your gain for believing in their pessemistic and nihlistic rhetoric? You are
negatively impacted by their ideology but you all worship it as if it's your God as if freedom is the
only moral framework as if the environment has little to no influence us on how we behave or act. I
am tired of this free choice bullshit that you ride your horses on. I want all of you normies, feminist,
and red pills to know I genuinely hate you more than the parasites who fuck up or society. You all
fail to apply analytical and Critical thinking skills in any meaningful way. You all might think I am
some loon or incel but I genuinely want to you to know I hate all you redditors so fucking much it's
therapeutic for me to let you know that. You are all abelist asshole who hate the mentally ill and fail
to understand us at any single level that includes you progressive sex positive feminist. You all need
a brain and a heart. I am done.
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A 70 year old obese woman has a higher SMV than 90% of
young, healthy men
7 upvotes | December 15, 2022 | by Lainpiller | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/P5vn_3dsVcs
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Was dating actually easier for men 10-15 years ago?
7 upvotes | December 20, 2022 | by Lainpiller | Link | Reddit Link

I mean before online dating became so popular and all, what was dating like for you guys? Are any of
you old enough to remember what it was was like? Do you think it was easier to attract women for
the average man?
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Why do some people still follow female dating advice?
7 upvotes | December 22, 2022 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

Male and female dating imperatives in modern society are fundamentally opposed. Female dating
advice isn't "how to appeal to women sexually" advice as much as it is "how to appeal to ME
romantically" advice. Hell, I'm being far too generous by suggesting that women's dating advice so
much as describes how to appeal to them. The sole purpose of female dating advice is to empower
women and disempower men in the dating market in a zero-sum game.
Take international dating for example. There are plenty of reasons men do it: from desiring certain
races of women, to simply wanting a less corrupted dating pool. However, one demographic of men
I've seen engage in the practice a lot is autistic men. I've seen so many stories of stable educated men
in the U.S. or U.K. who became more and more jaded after failing at dating. If it's not bad enough
that they can't attract women, the few women they manage to pull for dates lose interest immediately
due to their neurodivergence. These guys then date in place like Eastern Europe or Asia, attract
beautiful women who reciprocate easily, and maybe eventually supress their autism indefinitely due
to this newfound confidence.
I find stories like these every now and then in subs like confessions, trueoffmychest, or
relationship_advice. The man explains how he chose to date abroad because he never got attention
from local women, and the bluepillers angrily rebuke them and say some platitudes along the lines of
"why don't you consider that you could never hold women's attention because of your terrible
personality instead of blaming your autism and exploiting women from poor countries?" My
first response to that line of thinking is: It's well documented that autism has a tremendous burden on
a man's love life, do you expect him to ignore that fact because of your "amazing 5'4 autistic bf" who
totally exists and you didn't make up for the sake of argument? Secondly, the fact that such a man can
attract beautiful women from the right dating pools disproves that his personality is the problem,
doesn't it? If anything, it goes to show that their lack of dating success was entirely women's fault.
Thirdly, and going back to the point of this post, what alternative dating advice do you have to offer?
There's a reason Einstein's most famous quote is "insanity is doing the same thing over and over
while expecting different results." Men are a problem solving demographic. We identify the problem
(a man can't attract women in his dating pool) and we try out solutions (we pursue more attainable
dating pools). The women who say "just don't date abroad like a creep and work on your personality"
really don't know what they're arguing against. Remember my other post about that fat white
neckbeard who matched with 1,000 Filipinas? Men have 2 options: either date at home, and fall into
suicidal depression chasing hundreds of thousand of women who think they're too good for you, or
date abroad, where there are hundreds or thousands of women are more beautiful, less demanding,
and more reciprocal. Why do women expect men to give up the dating success of a lifetime just
because they say so? Do they expect us to suffer at home? What do they have to offer that beats the
prospect of thousands of beautiful women who want to marry you: the western dating pool of entitled
slobs who don't need no man who won't entertain them? Don't make me fucking laugh.
That's just one example of dogshit female dating advice. It absolutely grinds my gears when I go to
some sub like dating or dating_advice and the women give some advice like "just don't focus on love
and it'll find you" or "love will come when you least expect it to." Are you shitting me? Men HAVE
to approach actively and endlessly, sitting around and waiting for a high quality option's proposal is
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[believe it or not] an option unavailable to most men. Are women ignorant when they give this
advice, or intentionally malicious (trying to weed LVM's out of the dating pool by tricking them into
giving up)?
Let's not talk about how women hate the race but love the winner. I've noticed that when men suggest
the only way to get better at dating is to improve their looks, invest, get wealthier in general, or go to
the gym, women will respond saying "what you really need is therapy" or "the gym won't get you
better emotional intelligence." But who do they fuck: is it the sensitive nice guy who goes to therapy,
or the jacked business mogul? Seriosuly, reddit women will tell you they don't date cops becuase
they're toxic or doctors and lawyers because they're full of themselves, but guess which 3 professions
get the most pussy? Seriosuly, I wonder if women are intentionally trying to worsen male dating
prowess with their ridiculous advice.
The worst part is you can't even escape female dating advice no matter where you go. All the big subs
like r/dating, r/dating_advice, r/relationships, and r/relationship_advice are ruled by misandrist
feminists who ban all generalizations of women for "promoting division" while allowing all sorts of
generalizations against men to stay. When you try to create a niche sub like a redpill subreddit to give
dating advice that isn't crap, a cabal of subreddits like niceguys, neckbeardthings, thebluepill,
blatantmisogyny, and nothowgirlswork start documenting "leh toxic generalizing comments" and
promote the brigading of our communites until they're censored. Remember r/deadbedrooms? It used
to be one of the only non-biased mainstream dating advice subreddits out there that wasn't biased. But
recently, it's been getting invaded by the feminist crowd who proceed to give women in
deadbedrooms unlimited pity for having lazy partners while claiming that men only aren't getting sex
because they can't please their partners or some other bullshit. In particular, this absurd feminist
theory that the uneven division of housework is the only thing limiting female sex drives, and men
are only in deadbedrooms because they're not doing enough housework, is spreading like wildfire
there. Even the users of r/deadbedrooms, male and female alike, have started complaining about the
recent anti-male bias on the subreddit. Worst part is, the people giving this garbage feminist advice
aren't in deadbedrooms, or even married or in monogamous relationships. They just think every
community has to entertain their juvenile, inexperienced, and anti-male perspective on long-term
relationships.
I'm just sick of it, it's like women give the opposite of good dating advice on purpose. And they can't
stop shoving their shitty perspective everywhere. Men: just don't listen to women's dating advice.
Doing so is like voluntarily putting a bullet in your brain. Better yet, just do the opposite of their
advice. If they say women don't like men who initiate sex early, be the man who initiates sex early. If
they say they don't like being approached in a certain place and time, now you now exactly where and
when to approach more. If they say your problem is therapy and you need to stop going to the gym,
start taking roids and cutting every therapist out of your life. If they say you should stop targeting
muh vulnerable groups of women (e.g. younger women, women with daddy issues or mental
illnesses, or women from poor countries) then terrific: you now know the best dating pools to pursue.
Please don't waste time on their advice, such a perspective is beyond worthless. They want power.
They want to structure society in a way where women as a collective control sexual access, and
average men have no dating prospects besides onlyfans, porn, or chad's used up post-wall excuse for
a mess. When you're learning to catch a fish, you ask a fisherman: not a trout. I know someone's
gonna call me unhinged or say I'm in the anger phase, but I stand by all my words.
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i don't get the appeal of a ''submissive'' woman
7 upvotes | December 30, 2022 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

i mean, isn't the fun of it making a woman ''submit'' yourself? rather than already getting a boring
personalityless girl? seems beta tbh
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This is why I'm so full of hatred
7 upvotes | January 21, 2023 | by Hufferthepuffer | Link | Reddit Link

Normies lecture us for being full of hate but they don't understand what it's like to be ugly and
rejected. Women have always assumed I'm a creep because of my looks and insulted me. This is why
we're so full of hatred. Look at this photo feeler test I took.
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janitor announcement
7 upvotes | January 20, 2023 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

after warning people multiple times for this i as part of the apd mod team have decided to enact a
zero tolerance policy for certain words used against both sexes respectively. hopefully automoderator
should be of use

f—d (and it's m—d equivalent)
sc—te and r——ie

godspeed and it's over for slurcels
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Do redpillers really believe sexual strategy is amoral?
7 upvotes | February 17, 2023 | by iliyb | Link | Reddit Link

If so why do they moralize female sexuality so much?
Things like a woman riding the cc untill she turn a certain age and decides to settle down with a beta
male seems to cause a lot of moral outrage among red pillers so what gives?
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female privilege is racialized
7 upvotes | February 16, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

almost anytime an incel here points out an unattractive woman scoring far out of her league or getting
treated like a mythical creature, it's almost always white (and sometimes rarely asian, almost never a
''pajeeta'' or something)
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i know it isn't discussed much here at all but what is the
rationale of ''transmaxxing?''
7 upvotes | March 10, 2023 | by firecats1 | Link | Reddit Link

if a man wants to give up on woman and be gay, he doesn't really need to look feminine or to screw
up his hormones in order to find someone to either fuck or get fucked.
are you saying there are that many woman who would date a mtf?
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women only hate � because they only imagine ugly men doing
it.
7 upvotes | March 9, 2023 | by inkvell83 | Link | Reddit Link

The real conversation that no one's willing to have. ������
Women only hate � because they can only imagine an ugly man doing it to them. They aren't
imagining some 6'3-6'5, fit tiktok prettyboy, with a full head of hair doing it to them, because they
know that a man like that doesn't have to resort to � to get sex. Also, because women WANT TO
HAVE SEX with that kind of man, and so any sudden sexual advances from such a man would be
unexpected sure, but still accepted because the man is physically attractive.
No, they are probably imagining some average to short height, gymmaxed, average to ugly looking,
bald dude, doing it to them. Someone wholly unattractive to them, but is too physically imposing to
escape from.
And that's what so bad about �, being forced to have sex with someone you are unattracted to (AKA
the bottom 70-80% of men according to women). It's not the suddenness of the act itself, but literally
by definition, non-consensual sex. And since women WANT TO to have sex with the most physically
attractive men at the top, they do not want to be in a position where they are having sex with a man
they DON'T FIND physically attractive.
For men who are straight, and don't understand what I'm talking about, it's quite simple. You wouldn't
want a guy feeling up your private parts out of nowhere, and you would probably neither want a
landwhale to either. Why? Because you are physically unattracted to these people, and so the idea of
any of them initiating sexual contact with you is repulsive to you.
But let's say, it was prime Megan Fox wearing her skimpy outfit from the end of the first transformers
movie. And you are conversating with her in a private location somewhere and she starts feeling you
up out of the sudden. You might be caught off guard, of course, and you won't be repulsed
necessarily, but you will probably be suspicious as to why such a hot girl completely out of your
league is making sexual contact with you. When she manages to calm you down and convinces you
that she really DOES genuinely like you and wants to be with you, I gurantee you 95% of straight
men will literally just be like "oh what the hell" and go with it.
And that's that, � isn't necessarily the suddenness of the act in itself, but someone you find
unattractive and would NEVER consent to because they are unattractive to you.
TLDR: women only hate � cause they are imagining men they dont find physically attractive doing it
to them.
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what motivates the "woman mafia" so to speak
7 upvotes | March 9, 2023 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

this is not universal.

the woman mafia is my informal name for a herd-like kneejerk behavior i've noticed in a large
amount of women to defend some female behavior criticized by a man who subjectively finds it
undesirable, whether said kneejerking women themselves engage in the aforementioned behavior or
not.
skinny women whiteknight fat women, christian women defend secular feminists, married women
defend single women and vice versa, liberal women defend conservative women (and have gigantic
blindspots like pretending prolifers are all male incels to rationalize this while conservative women
pretend all prochoicers are wannabe fuckboys), older women defend younger women even when
there's no obvious self-interest (such as a virgin man defending cheating men because he wants a
chance to be high status and do it himself some day.)
when a man is in an argument online, women (from what i've seen) flock majorly to one side and sing
as a chorus about how, say, AF/BB doesn't exist and they don't believe in it (and then some also say it
does but it's a good/justified thing), 80/20 isn't real but at the same time it is and it's a good thing, it's
ackshoally your personality that's causing your problems, et cetera. i never see them going at each
other over these internal discrepancies in discourse; i don't see the woman that denies hypergamy
debating the one that accepts but justifies it and having a back-and-forth about it; nor are there RP
women blaming blooper women for treating men like shit the way blooper men do to other men. so
what gives? shouldn't we be seeing on ppd half the women there tearing into the other half the way
men go at it?
another quick and dirty example: why do random women seem so keen to defend sluts even when
they themselves aren't sluts or when they're already married? on the flip side, men aren't racing to
whiteknight incels (even i as a blackpiller find most .is and looksmax users insufferable and feel they
would do more harm than good to a healthy-minded partner and to their male friends), male cheaters,
male fuckboys at the same rate; while groups of men that do exist, they are by far not the majority
and other groups of men are equally eager to shut them down. i've discussed this before with
u/Zastale, so tl,dr:
there is an r/inceltear run by men, an r/menslib run by men, but there is no r/sluttears run by women
or r/feministtears run by women or female MRA sub im aware of. i don't cry around demanding these
things - in fact, only thing i wish is that men looked out for one another more and women were more
willing to police one another for mistreating men as i dont care for slut-shaming - but i'm pointing out
the absence of an expected equivalent if men and women are supposedly similar.
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Stop trying to explain your failures away.
7 upvotes | March 9, 2023 | by crypto_druid | Link | Reddit Link

You can research and debate all you wish, you can find studies, surveys, and anecdotes to explain
why you are disadvantaged, and you may or may not be right, not none of that matters.
What matters is that you know you are disadvantaged, explaining why you are disadvantaged isnt
going to stop you from being disadvantaged.
The only thing that can create advantage for you is you, no one is coming to save you, no one else
cares if you are disadvantaged….every person has their own flaws and mental bullshit they have to
deal with in their own heads, people care about themselves, not about you.
Life is extremely competitive, as a male, it’s even more fierce.
The way to create advantage is to develop a unique sets of skills or qualities that make you valuable
to other people, and to use those skills to create value.
What can you currently offer the world?. If I was to meet you in person for the first time tomorrow,
can you demonstrate anything to me that would make me want to meet you again? If the answer is
no, can you demonstrate anything to anyone that would make them want to meet you again?. If the
answer is no….then why? And why would anybody want anything to do with you if you offer no
value to them? Think about that.
Please no idiotic comments. Let’s try to have a mature discussion about personal responsibility for
once with out triggering of snowflakes. If you’re offended by reality…..then be offended…nothings
going to happen, dont tell me, I don’t care.
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Guys, I have good and bad news for you.
7 upvotes | March 7, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

The bad news first. Sorry but 80% of you men out there will not hook up with /marry a super
beautiful woman. Perish the thought, y'all are going to get with Becky Average who may or may not
be overweight. You gotta accept that because it's the law of raw statistics. 80% of men just ain't
gonna get with the top 20% of women, and an Instagram babe is just a hard no.
Fact is, you're going to have to abandon those supermodel girlfriend dreams and get with reality.
Your best bet is to hope for a Becky Average who is a woman of good character, and your best
chance of finding her is to vet the women you talk to or date. Choose poorly and you will find
crushing loneliness to be a refuge from the kind of hellish relationship you could wind up in. Just ask
Johnny Depp or the protagonist from Gone Girl (wait did I just say the same thing twice?).
The good news? Proper vetting might land you a date/relationship with a good woman. Women do
date short and ugly dudes. Only by making sure you found a woman of good moral character and
who have interests similar to yours will you reduce the odds of her losing attraction to you later.
tl;dir: Set realistic expectations. Focus on something besides her looks. Avoid superficial women!
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propagation of dual mating strategy and why forums are
dangerous.
7 upvotes | March 17, 2023 | by Short_Persimmon2229 | Link | Reddit Link

The small amount of men who slay do not hang on forums, but rather men who struggle. The
biological imperative of women mating is alpha fucks beta bucks.
Therefore, any advice given, will persuade men to further be beta bucks. Especially on censored
websites like reddit.
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non-asian ethniccels complaining about ''jbw'' is outright insult
to dark skinned women
7 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by princess8inch | Link | Reddit Link

wmx non asian ethnic women is so rare in usa that the only reason an ethniccel would be butthurt by
it is if they feel entitled to white pussy despite not being white, how come non-white women so quiet
about this? ''womanosphere'' should adress ''sh/ t skinned men'' worshipping light skinned women.
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Non-white men and their thirst for WHITE vagina is
drastically inflating the value of all white women, including
hideous and fat ones.
7 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by ProBleacher | Link | Reddit Link

The internet is full of non-white men who are salty about white men hence the constant anti-white
male propaganda yet lust after their women which is why you see disgusting and subhuman looking
white women with legions of simps but one thing people don't realize is that they're often non-white
non-europeans obsessed with the appearance of white females. white men will rarely simp for a non-
thin woman below a 4/10 especially if hes over a 6/10 himself.
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What are the options for the average guy?
7 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by Flaky_Conflict9526 | Link | Reddit Link

For example if they wanted a legit hot girl, is there just no chance and to just give up?
I believe in blackpill pretty hard, but sometimes I see couples where a shortish average looking guy is
paired with a cute, fit, young girl.
I think I'm above average (get matches, gets hookups) but these are all with average to maybe slightly
above average girls never with the super hot baddie looking girl.
So is it time for me to give up?
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Have you noticed that 70%+ of people in music fests are
women?
7 upvotes | March 22, 2023 | by Legalisedturnover | Link | Reddit Link

Been planning to go to one of these again this summer and remembered the last time. What really
surprised me was that there were a lot more women than guys, often girl groups or groups of girls
with a good looking guy etc Below avg/average guys were in mostly male exclusive groups and there
were also some couples.
Anyway, it seems that girls obsess a lot more over attractive male singers than say guys do over
attractive female ones, but that can't be the only reason that there are so much more girls than guys in
these events? What are your thoughts?
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Gay and bisexual men should be banned from putting out or
circulating theories about heterosexual dating dynamics
7 upvotes | March 22, 2023 | by T_donuthole | Link | Reddit Link

srs
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If white people don't want to go extinct, they need to hurry up
and develop CRSPR or gene editing.
7 upvotes | March 20, 2023 | by inkwell654 | Link | Reddit Link

Ethnics will literally make all their children nordic 6'3-6'5 gigachads lmao.
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The Endgame for Asian Male
7 upvotes | March 19, 2023 | by Westfuckseast | Link | Reddit Link

What do you think an Asian male have in terms of a role in society? Clearly JBW is real Asian males
are the least desirable race out of all races. Even if they managed to moneymaxxx and geomaxxx
through stem money if they create an offsprings they will either turn out to be another depressed BP
clone of yours or a fuck doll by the White male voluntary of course (it is not whites fault that Asian
female prefers white male over Asian male is what I mean it is just nature).
Shouldn't Asians instead of looking to mate, perhaps go seek to obtain interesting skill rather than
wasting years on stem? I feel like the only way Asian male can escape JBW is to be with White
female and pray to god that the child wont have your Asian features but we know this is nearly
impossible.
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French WMBF couple gets harassed by salty French blackbois
on Twitter �
7 upvotes | April 3, 2023 | by girlycream | Link | Reddit Link

Men who date out the most but are still insecure about being cucked by wm �♀️ You'd think french
black boys would be accepting of WMBF since it's one of the most common IR pairings here ��
https://twitter.com/AngeTaoko/status/1641498740946026496 (hit translate and scroll down)
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How does a sexually experienced women in her thirty's relate to
an inexperienced man?
7 upvotes | April 3, 2023 | by GuessHefty9569 | Link | Reddit Link

The only real options for this man is to find an equally inexperienced women or go younger. Older
women will call him a predator but won't date him either so what's the point?
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Racepill facts
7 upvotes | April 2, 2023 | by Impossible_Ad4588 | Link | Reddit Link

Nonwhite women are aroused by racist white men calling them racial slurs and want to reward them
sexually
Being nonwhite in 2023 is an extremely tough ordeal mentally and socially. 99% of nonwhite women
do not have the mental fortitude to live with the stigma and racially defile themselves to the white
man as a coping and social integration mechanism.
A woman's priority isnt preserving the respect and dignity of her family and race, it is to be integrated
as closely as possible to the dominant values and culture regardless of their own integrity. Most
nonwhite women are extreme white supremacists in their actions all while lying publicly in pozzed
wokist disctatorship spaces.
Racepill gets a lot of hostily on Reddit because the core userbase of Reddit are below average white
dudes whose sex life is made possible thanks to self hating nonwhite women. They like to think it's
their personality and looks that gets them laid with those third world broads and their ego represses
the toughts of the racial truth.
In fact despite being a pozzed ltbtqxyz vegan non binary socialist haven this website is actually racist
as fuck. Because the one aspect of life where it wont apply its woke worldviews is sex. White
supremacy in sex and humiliation of nowhites is totally ok for this website. Type
"saynotobrownboys" in the search bar. Such a subreddit is ok for the admins because they are sex
obsessed hypocrites that dont believe in their leftist masquerade one bit.
Dont get me wrong it's perfectly fine for people to prefer copulating with their own ethnicity and Im
not one of those brown rapey creeps who cet about white women being scared of them. White women
primarily wanting white men is how things should be. However nonwhite women who'd rather be a
cumrag to a skinnyfat mouthbreathing broke white dude who views her as a sexual animal and is ok
with it than date in their ethnicity are a joke.
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there's no such thing as an "asexual" woman, just one who's
chad or death.
7 upvotes | March 28, 2023 | by inkwell657 | Link | Reddit Link
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Lookism webtoon author is a fakecel
7 upvotes | December 14, 2022 | by puddingdesperation | Link | Reddit Link
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Behold the dangers of excessive male thirst
7 upvotes | October 3, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.thrillist.com/amphtml/entertainment/nation/i-make-200k-a-year-demanding-money-from
-men-online
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is netflix airing this a sign blackpill/looksmax.org/incels.is
mentality is going mainstream?
7 upvotes | September 29, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8o9f4TWh4w
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The Rise Of International Dating (And The Opposition To It)
7 upvotes | September 13, 2022 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "The Rise Of International Dating (And The Opposition To It)" from /r/PurplePillDebate:

Let’s start with definitions. International dating is divided into 2 practices: sex tourism, and
international marriage brokerage. Sex tourism is the practice of traveling to engage in sexual activity,
while international marriage brokerage is the practice of foreign matchmaking. Women who are
imported for marriage through international marriage brokerage are often called mail order brides. I
remember some drama that took place last week where a Singaporean redditor celebrated getting a
mail order bride. The thread got brigaded by a feminist sub, which proceeded to react with anger and
call him a human trafficker. But here’s the thing: mail order bride is a misnomer used by both the
industry and its opponents to refer to any foreign bride. These users rant about how she was probably
sold to the OP and thus trafficked, but that’s not how it works. The IMBRA laws (which I’ll get to
later) regulate the mail order bride industry in America, and prevent such activity. Another thing to
define is “passport men,” which is a rising manosphere community dedicated to foreign dating. That
out of the way, I’m gonna look at the rise of foreign dating in Sweden, South Korea, China, and
America, and discuss the opposition to it as well as the future of the practice.

#Sweden

As many of you already know, Sweden and the Nordic states are the most feminist nations in the
world. And we all know what that means: college gender gap. The issue of women being more
educated than man spread to rural areas, as a gender disparity emerged caused by women moving to
the city while men stayed behind. As you know, such a gender imbalance with abundant young men
is nothing good for a society. In fact, a common topic of discussion in feminist circles is how Alaska,
due to its abundance of male laborers, has higher rates of sexual violence and kidnappings towards
women than any other state. But back to Sweden, how did rural men deal with this? By importing
their wives.

Swedish men began importing wives from Thailand. For native men, the share of binational
marriages had increased from 8% in 1991 to 16% in 2008 whereas the same share only increased
slightly for native women, from 8% to 9% in the same period. In a ‘migration by marriage’ study,
experts at the University of St Andrews found that over a fifteen year period, there was a 44%
increase in young women moving to Sweden from mainly poorer nations to marry. The study also
found that the poorer the country of birth of the migrant woman, the bigger the age gap between her
and her Swedish partner.

Swedish feminists opposed this for obvious reasons, but they fell into an all-too-common pitfall for
those opposing international marriage brokerage. They try to target it from a ‘human trafficking’
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angle, only to find out that it’s actually the entirely legal practice of foreign dating. In fact, if you
scroll all the way down and read the conclusion for this extensive study about such marriages in
Sweden, it proves them wrong in countless ways.


It disproves that the relationships are transactional, or as the study put it: “calculated business1.
contracts.”
Cultural differences are a nonissue in these relationships.2.
Most of the relationships were no less equal than Swedish ones, and men surprisingly sought3.
independence in their wives.
Moreover, these women from conservative countries don’t necessarily demand hyper4.
masculinity.


Their initial smear campaign failing, feminists tried to target foreign marriages as a whole. They tried
to ban a 2-year deportation rule for immigrants wives, but that ended in failure. They tried to ban sex
tourism as a whole, but that also ended in failure. They finally saw a modicum of success when they
banned a loophole allowing men to exploit foreign polygamy laws and import harems. Overall,
Swedish feminists have managed to promote a stigma portraying passport men as scumbags, and their
war against international marriage continues. However, the practice keeps growing.

#South Korea

Another post about South Korea. I think you all know the situation. Their fertility rate rests at an
abysmal 0.81: the world’s lowest. Here’s what an article said about their sexlessness epidemic.

“The effect of rising autonomy among young women is particularly visible in dating and family
formation. In a 2021 study that surveyed residents of Seoul, only 58% of men in their 20s said they
had had sex in the past year, a lower rate than for men in their 60s. The numbers were similar among
women in their 20s, but for a different reason. While most celibate men said they didn’t have sex
because they couldn’t find a partner, most celibate women said it was because they had no interest in
sex.”

In others worlds, most women are voluntarily celibate amid sexlessness, while most men are
involuntarily celibate. So the men chose the natural route: foreign marriage. Although international
marriage isn’t a well-researched practice, I can attest as an 18 year old redpiller who’s casually
studied the industry for 4-5 years that South Korea has the highest rate of foreign marriage. The
number of international marriages in South Korea soared in the 2000s to a peak of over 40,000, or
13.5%, of all marriages in 2005. The figure declined in 2016, but even then: marriages between a
South Korean husband and a foreign wife accounted for 65.7% of marriages, significantly higher than
those between a foreign husband and a South Korean wife, at 19.4%.

Just as with Sweden, the biggest factor behind the sharp rise in international marriage was the
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growing difficulty for rural men in finding a partner, as the overall population of rural areas declined
with women moving to be educated. Foreign wives mainly come from developing neighboring Asian
nations.

As I mentioned in my other post, the South Korean government is the most anti-feminist one in the
western world. Ergo, since the 1990s, the South Korean government has created policies to encourage
Korean men to marry women from overseas. In fact, in order to boost the success rate, the
government actively funds bride schools in Vietnam where women learn Korean culture/customs in
order to make good wives and integrate. It’s like the “state-mandated gf” meme come to life.

With how anti-feminist the Korean government is, opposition to the industry is nonexistent in Korea,
thus most of it comes from western outlets as usual. The practice had a brief domestic violence
problem, but the Korean government implemented regulations against such. Overall, I expect the
industry to grow as South Korea’s demographic crisis grows alongside misandrist feminism.

#China

Take the American dating market, double the superficiality, replace women’s intense looks standards
with career standards, and you have the Chinese dating market. The women have super high wealth
requirements for their men. Not to mention, China has a notoriously severe gender disparity with 34.9
million more men than women due to female infanticide. Since “the wall” is a pronounced cultural
phenomenon there, most men prefer not to date older women when they get their finances together,
and have a hard time competing for younger women. Older unmarried women are called leftover
women and the societal shame they receive is generally strong outside of the metropolitan areas.
However, as with most sexlessness epidemics, the women are happy to be single while the men are
involuntarily celibate.

Now here’s where foreign marriage kicks in. Foreign marriage wasn’t all that common a practice
until a man named Mei Aisi transferred abroad to study in Ukraine, and became a huge internet
celebrity by posting about his marriage life. With how competitive Chinese society is, he failed
educationally and transferred, and was shocked to discover that he was in a land surrounded with
beautiful women. Not only does he live in a 3,000 square meter villa happily married today, but he
founded a matchmaking website to help his fellow middle class Chinese men get hitched with
beautiful Ukrainian women called 酷爱俱乐部. He did this not only to help his fellow men, but also to
combat marriage agency scams.

After the war in Ukraine broke out, men from all over the world joked about importing beautiful
Ukrainian women as brides. This occurred especially in China, where netizens were obsessed with
“sheltering” such wives. In fact, one marriage agency reported an average of 5 passport men daily
before the war, and 10 customers afterwards. Moreover, This agency has 748 women to 70 Chinese
men.
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The Chinese government is overall neutral on the practice as they haven’t passed laws regarding it,
but with the Chinese government increasingly silencing feminist activism, you can guess that Chinese
passport men shouldn’t expect opposition.

Just to add, when I googled for Chinese articles about foreign marriage, the first site I found was this
blog post. The guy tries to argue that Chinese men should aim for American women as the power
imbalance between Chinese men and Ukrainian women is concerning. He proceeded to get mocked
in the replies, with men arguing that their own women were too difficult and Slavic women are
amazing. There’s even a comment mentioning “MGTOW,” and another mentioning the “game (Yes,
the PUA kind).” I foresee the practice growing as manosphere communities grow in China and the
nation faces demographic issues from women choosing feminism over men.

#USA

I honestly can’t say too much that’s specific to the U.S. Sweden, South Korea, and China have a
booming international marriage brokerage industry due to women leaving men on account of
feminism. Thus, much of what I’ll say applies to international dating as a whole. But anyway, here
we go.

So after the collapse of the Soviet Union, many matchmaking agencies were established in the
Anglosphere and Europe to pair up (generally) wealthy westerners with Eastern European women.
There were also similar agencies operating for women from Latin America, and Asia. However, there
was an issue of domestic violence on top of mail order brides being murdered. So to the stark
opposition of international dating sites, the International Marriage Broker Regulation Act (IMBRA)
regulated the industry to prevent abuses, required brokers to find criminal records for male clients,
informed mail order brides of their rights, etc. Back in 1997, 80% of such relationships were reported
to succeed. In 2012, a study found that around 64.2% of such marriages were a success, which makes
international marriages more successful than domestic ones based on divorce stats.

However, scams overtook the industry as it was harder to find Eastern European brides to sign up. I
could make a whole other post about marriage agency scams, but let me explain them briefly.

The marriage agencies will hire Russian and Ukrainian women to be part-time models. They will
then snap hundreds of photos of them, and record some modeling videos. Then, they establish
hundreds upon hundreds of Russian dating sites. In order to hide the fact that they use the same
women from a pool of some hundred thousand hired models, they distribute the photos in groups of
5-15 to profiles of the same women on each site. They charge men to see photos and videos, and send
messages, all while working class men in Eastern Europe are hired to translate messages behind the
profiles.

The men hired to write the messages try to extend the conversation as far as possible to keep western
men paying for messages, and create excuses as to why they can’t move off-site. Sometimes, they
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give fake contact information and addresses, which has led to frustrating stories of men who flew all
the way to Eastern Europe only to realize that the address they were given was fraudulent. Some men
have begun noticing the same women’s profiles appearing on different sites. Overall, the marriage
agency scam is falling apart, and newer agencies are emerging to offer men with catalogues of actual
women.

But how easy is to succeed amid hypergamy? Absurdly easy. It’s not like it’s just third world women
and first world men signing up: there are many third world men signing up for international dating
sites too. However, they get rejected as third world women only go for stable western men. Although
mail order brides are willing to tolerate large age gaps, the industry exaggerates the extent to which
they prefer older men.

Therefore, being:


Western1.
Financially stable2.


Puts you at the top 5% of men. Add being younger onto that, and you’re in the top 1%. I see so many
men saying they felt some validation opening GRINDR profiles and getting abundant matches. Why
stop there? Do another tinder experiment where you change your location to Eastern Europe or Latin
America. Just the other month, an Asian-American dude based in D.C. changed his location to
Moscow, got swamped in beautiful women, and the women of r/tinder proceeded to gaslight him
about how they all wanted his green card. And I’ve gotta say, it’s pretty xenophobic and misogynistic
to generalize non-western women as being materialistic gold diggers.

As the sexlessness rate increases, and women forgo relationships to find comfort in their friends, I
think this will become a popular measure alongside immigration to fix the birth rate. People turn to
90-Day Fiancé to prove that the international marriage industry is a failure, but those are reality Tv
shows where capitalists choose the most marketable marriages (the toxic ones) to profit off the
drama. The mail order bride success rate in 2012 was 64%, while the success rate for such couples on
the show ranges from 29% to 58% by the season. I should point out that as the U.S. divorce rate is
50%, some of the seasonal success rates surpass the domestic marriage success rate, and we’re
talking about a show that cherry-picks the worst relationships. If we leave reality Tv and go to a
neutral setting, you see in this askreddit thread or this askmen thread, you’ll see that many mail order
bride relationships work, and there’s far more nuance to it than all the women scamming men for
citizenship.

With feminism indoctrinating women to find happiness alone, and the rise of the manosphere and
passport men, I think you’ll see more of such marriages all across the west. Feminists will try to label
passport men as scumbags, but getting a catalogue of beautiful foreign women is a much better deal
for western and eastern men than dealing with domestic hypergamy.
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Posted by MachiNarci | 13 September 2022 | Link
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If blackpill is true why not devote every waking hour to fitness?
7 upvotes | April 9, 2023 | by Liftaboveall | Link | Reddit Link

Lift above it all
Whatever someone is before it, isn't it going to be better than not doing it?
Only 20% of Americans get the recommended amount of weekly physical activity.
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JFL
7 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by Life-Beginning-3168 | Link | Reddit Link
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Cartoonpill part 4 - e-girls/goth gf
7 upvotes | April 20, 2023 | by copecelling | Link | Reddit Link
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The main cause for depression and suicide in the incel and
redpill community isn't intrasexual competition and virginity,
it is social media.
7 upvotes | April 23, 2023 | by hellsingsoutoftune | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2023-04-20/tiktok-effects-on-mental-health-in-focus-after
-teen-suicide
"More than a yr after Nasca killed himself at age 16, his #Tiktok account remains active...Scroll
through his feed & you see an endless stream of clips about unrequited love, hopelessness, pain &
what many posts glorify as the ultimate escape: suicide."
Christian, Hindu and Buddhist monks have been voluntarily celibate for millennia, and they have led
healthy lives, and also acted as spiritual leaders for their local communities.
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What joy do women get out of wearing revealing clothing?
7 upvotes | April 24, 2023 | by gruckendud | Link | Reddit Link

I do not mean this in a spiteful way. I am genuinely curious. There must be some decent amount of
joy to be found in wearing revealing clothes.
I go to college, and on my campus as soon as the weather gets above 50 degrees the clothes come off.
It seems like girls are literally trying to show basically their naked bodies walking to class in little
more than lingerie.
People claim that women are vulnerable and insecure. As someone who is insecure myself I could not
imagine walking around with my ass hanging out of my pants, I guess women just have a different
type of insecurity idk.
Even today, when the weather has cooled off to the 30s, as I am walking to a class there is a fat girl
walking in front of me. Who legs were gross cigar shaped cyclinders morphing into her shoes via her
kankles.
You could see each of her ass cheeks poking out from the back of her skirt and practically see her
pussy. What a morally sound woman, "release the cheeks" should be the new motto to support
women if you ask me.
Other girls with hardly any clothes. Yes, it is nice seeing your thighs in your short shorts (although
they are not being displayed for me, but for chad), but you are literally shivering and holding your
hands against your body as you walk to class. There must be an immense amount of joy to be had if
they are sacrificing their ability to stay warm in order to dress like prostitutes.
In the end, I think the joy comes from the fact that women basically are prostitutes as a whole now.
Showing off their body is tantamount to a successful man showing off his sports car, except that the
female body is even more of a luxury object.
Even a fat girl can make a living off of onlyfans, you want to tell me that an attractive woman's body
is worth less than a lambo overall? Just like a successful man showing off his sports car, he shows it
to show the value he has that others can not attain. Women present themselves to chad, but I believe
they also get quite a lot of joy out of lesser men viewing them, they are the unattainable object of the
man's desire, which he will never have. At least that is how I feel.
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Further proof that racial stereotypes override sexual
orientation in some cases
7 upvotes | May 2, 2023 | by cumballsandwich | Link | Reddit Link

A white ciswoman has been dating her Asian male partner since before they (the Asian) transitioned
into a transwoman.
After transitioning, the Asian got more male attention than her as a transwoman!
Of course it happened in a country that feminizes Asians of both sexes.
This literally proves my theory that feminizing or masculinizing certain races leads to sexual
confusion and gay/bi tendencies. It's horseshoe theory because conservative white males try to
portray themselves as "real men" compared to Asian males, but it ironically leads to pansexual
"sexually free" hippy behavior such as this.
https://news.yahoo.com/boyfriend-transitioned-girlfriend-men-started-132151179.html


Before, the only time I'd felt this way was when we visited my hometown, where the
population is majority white. I, too, am white, but Summer is ethnically Chinese...

But for Summer, who is conventionally attractive, it's rare for her to go out in public
without receiving audible comments and flirtations from those around her...

There are countless examples of men acting like this. It's usually aimed at Summer...


This reminds me of my Ottoman empire post.
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I'm convinced like 30% of the posters here are just Puri
7 upvotes | May 2, 2023 | by VehementlyDrawn | Link | Reddit Link

Puri can you stop it plz
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what do women even do?
7 upvotes | May 6, 2023 | by maxxxmaxx | Link | Reddit Link
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black male privilege
7 upvotes | March 9, 2023 | by firecats1 | Link | Reddit Link
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Why do I come back everyday
7 upvotes | April 16, 2023 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I always come back to these subreddits as if they'll change shit. As if someone will enlighten me. I
know what I need to know. The discourse is useless. My height matters. My looks matter. My status
matters. Shit everything fucking matters in this shit dice roll life. From the phone I use to the shoes I
wear. From the fact that my parents never loved each other to how long I took to graduate college . I
need to go full cope mode and forget about love.
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AI Questuon hypocrisy
7 upvotes | April 30, 2023 | by dfwus | Link | Reddit Link

AI question* FML
Maybe its lame, but I love sending questions into chatGPT to see what levels of hypocrisy it’s
programmed with when it comes to gender.
Today’s question: ‘I went on a date and the guy was much shorter than he said he was. What should I
do’ And ‘I went on a date and the girl was much fatter than she said she was. What should I do’
For the girl, the answer was ‘Say something like, "Hey, I noticed that you're shorter than you said you
were online. Can you tell me why you decided to say you were taller?" and ‘It's important to
remember that people are not always honest online, and it's not uncommon for people to exaggerate
their height, or other physical characteristics. While it can be frustrating, try and focus on finding
someone who is honest and compatible with you in other ways’
For the guy, the answer was ‘First and foremost, it's important to remember that someone's weight or
physical appearance should not be the sole basis for a relationship or attraction. Avoid criticizing
their appearance: It's important to avoid any comments or criticism about their weight or physical
appearance. This can be hurtful and damaging to their self-esteem.
In the future, it may be helpful to ask for recent photos or video chat before meeting in person to
avoid any surprises. However, it's important to remember that physical appearance is only one aspect
of a person, and it's important to focus on finding someone who is compatible with you on a deeper
level.’
So if you’re a woman complaining about a man’s height, you’re okay kween!! Call him out for his
toxic behaviour and find someone who respects you and is honest to you! �
But if you’re a man and a woman lies about her weight? You shouldn’t say a thing because you might
make her feel sad. You’re wrong because there’s more to love than appearance! And its YOUR fault
for not asking for more photos, do better.
Love getting proving right by robots.
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modern feminism is a psyop
7 upvotes | February 15, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

Why does central asia or saudia Arabia have more STEM female students proportionwise than
cuckmerica and cuckrope?
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twitter blackpill
7 upvotes | April 12, 2023 | by copecelling | Link | Reddit Link

%80 of the posts are made by %10 of the lurkers: A 2019 survey conducted by the Pew Foundation
found that Twitter users are more likely than the general public to have both a college degree and
higher income than the average U.S. adult. Users are also three times as likely to be younger than 50
years old, with the median age of adult U.S. users being 40 years old. The survey found that 10% of
users who are most active on Twitter are responsible for 80% of all tweets, focusing mainly on the
topics of politics and women.[264]
tr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter
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Thoughts on limb lengthening surgery ?
7 upvotes | May 1, 2023 | by Xbox-Loud-Cloud-216 | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/8cjrpnj8l5xa1
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Woman gets mad at getting rejected, comments blame
patriarchy...
7 upvotes | May 7, 2023 | by Worldly_Piano9526 | Link | Reddit Link

Sorry in advance for low-quality screenshot and crop. Found on my college’s Yik Yak, man seeking
advice for how to handle him not wanting to have sex with a girl and the backlash. Comments
proceeded to explain this is the fault of the patriarchy because women are programmed to do this.
361 points•134 comments•submitted 3 days ago by jxjkskkk to r/MensRights
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men should skincare and hairmaxx
7 upvotes | May 8, 2023 | by tomoru12 | Link | Reddit Link

tbh good hair and skin can make people overlook a lot of ''subhuman'' features, take hair transplantpill
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More women are becoming open to polyamory:
7 upvotes | May 9, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.bustle.com/articles/180541-6-ways-polyamory-beats-monogamy-at-least-for-me
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"Hot people don't need profiles"
7 upvotes | May 9, 2023 | by MiasmicSector | Link | Reddit Link

I remember seeing this a few years ago and it made me laugh, on Tinder ofc.
Just a hot tanned college slut and her profile "Hot people don't need profiles".
If anything, a profile holds you back.
Throughout my 20's I tried everything. The chicks that say they don't want to chase Chad and they
want a decent stable guy?
They still swipe Chad and they try to game him. I'm a 6 or so, so they occasionally swipe me too, but
mostly to string me along until they get bored of Chad. I get compliments and I definitely sexually
attract but because I'm not Chad I'm left on read as an option.
When I was early 20's I tried so hard to have healthy intellectual or interest based conversations with
women. Women don't give a fuck about that on dating sites lmao.
If you manage to form a decent emotional and intellectual connection with a woman but she's not
very attracted to you, she will feel obligated because she "doesn't want to be mean". Sadly women are
cultured to go against their own instinct that way and I think it's a shame.
Attraction is a binary Yes/No.
If the answer is No, you have to make it a Yes.
If you try to get a woman's attention when it's No, at best you hurt the both of you when she
compromises and starts saying she's having "emotional issues" and shit. Then one day a Chad will
walk by and she will realize on some level the relationship is over.
I've been the catalyst that has ended an unhappy relationship before because the girl had "issues", but
really, when first meeting her I could tell she was just an ex slut and my bro had no idea.
She was trying to better herself with him. But my presence even though I'm not Chad was enough to
dislodge her and make her finally quit.
I didn't ask but usually chicks like that to through the "single period" so they look like they actually
care, knowing they don't, then pursue the dude they actually want.
If you're in a relationship and have to convince the woman to stay because she has doubts, it's already
over. If you're Chad you just say "Ok babe" and a few days later she will be back lmao.
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Why running Game/Rizz & using pick up lines is pointless &
makes men look weak.
7 upvotes | May 9, 2023 | by SeaworthinessAdept98 | Link | Reddit Link

What is game? Game is essentially you saying the right words to women in hopes of getting laid,
even if you have to make up lies; to make her think you’re someone you’re not or even to go as far to
sell her a dream in the process.
Having game mainly works for men who are already attractive & high value. But even those men do
not need game to pull women because women are attracted to those guys through magnetism. Their
looks is enough to pull women into their vicinity & get them laid.
Chad & Tyrone has women throwing themselves at them all the time. Women will shoot them text,
hug them, tap their shoulders, grab their balls, all of that shit. Those dudes don’t even have to say a
single word or make eye contact & they still laid regularly. All they have to do is show up & be
present in the moment. Those dudes don’t need game. Their looks are their game.
But If you’re a average or below average guy then cold approaching, spitting game & using cringe
pick up lines is the equivalent of jestermaxxing. In the process you’re desperately trying so hard to
make her laugh & view you in some kind of way in hopes that she will have sex with you.
But in the process of doing so you are serving nothing more than her entertainment because you are
putting yourself into a weaker position by trying to sell yourself to her. And you’re also putting her
on a pedestal. And she more than like already knows you want to fuck her. In which she may take
advantage of you & string you along as an orbiter or will falsely lead you on for free attention.
Whereas Chad doesn’t have to do this shit, so why should you?
Doing all of this shit, jumping through hoops, & running game only makes men look weak. It shows
that we’re willing compromise our self respect, values, principles & morals to do anything to get
what’s in between her legs.
If a woman wants you; she will make it well known that she’s interested or drop hints through
displaying choosing signals. In some cases they will even approach or message you first.
Which is why there is no point in doing all this extra shit trying to impress her or sell yourself to her,
by trying to spit game or say cringe pick up lines. None of that shit matters. Doing this shit makes us
men look weak & desperate. And this is why women don’t respect us.
Because before you open your mouth they already know if they want you or not. It’s all based on
looks. Your looks is how you get laid. Your Looks is the equivalent of Confidence & Game.
Here’s a idea I came up with: Looks=Confidence+Game
Men with good looks can be corny, poor, and still get laid. Even if they lack confidence & money.
All it takes is for a woman to find you sexually attractive. There is no stronger force than physical
attraction.
It doesn’t matter how confident you are, what you do, say, or if you walk straight with your head held
up high holding masculine frame. There is not a single magic word or phrase or pick up line that you
can say that will make her magically fall in love with you. So stop trying so hard. Stop doing the
most just so they will notice you. Stop worshipping them & stop putting them on a pedestal.
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Because at the end of the day, Women choose men, not the other way around.There is nothing
magical you can do or say that will make them like you or want you. It’s either they do or they don’t.
That’s all there is to it.
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Woman rapes 16 year old boy, gets convicted, and then skirts
her jail sentence. "Parsons, 35, avoided jail but admits her
actions as a teacher were 'dangerous'"
7 upvotes | May 11, 2023 | by Worldly_Piano9526 | Link | Reddit Link

UK: Female science teacher, 35, spared jail for having sex with a 16-year-old boy pupil. OP: A male
teacher would have been undoubtedly jailed
496 points•43 comments•submitted 2 days ago by furchfur to r/MensRights
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Us uncivilized brown males should stay single for the sake of
morals
6 upvotes | April 5, 2023 | by Impossible_Ad4588 | Link | Reddit Link

White woman mindset. If you're brown and seek love then you're a danger to morals and decency.
You should never be fucked ever for the sake of progress.
This is a moderation approved speech
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Women in the manosphere are pathetic and embarassing
6 upvotes | April 4, 2023 | by tayrod_432 | Link | Reddit Link

So i've been thinking about this the past few days especially since between this sub and purple pill
debate i've encountered quite a few of these "women redpillers" or "women blackpillers" and
whenever I do it just seems so cringe to me. I've even seen some women using incel slang which iis
so cringe its hard to fathom. You know how a woman can tell when a guy is not successful or doesn't
talk to women whatsoever that something is "wrong" with him? Well that's how I feel about women
in the manosphere
There is a reason most women are not interested in anything related to the manosphere. It doesn't
apply to them, they have no reason to care about men's dating lives, and really they think socializing
with men in such a capacity is beneath them. I can understand why if I was a woman I would want
nothing to do with socializing with the schizoids and psychos the manosphere is filled with.
So it makes me realize that women in the manosphere are probably socially rejected by other women
so they seek refuge with other socially rejected men. In nearly every instance you see a woman
constantly hang around with lots of other guys its because they were casted out and rejected by their
girlfriends and social circles. Of course they'll cope and say "no I just like men more" but this is
almost always a cope because there are virtually no women that would prefer a social circle of guys
over a social circle of girls men and women are too different socially to converse in this way and men
have no way of relating to social issues of women and vice versa.
There isn't anything wrong with women not getting along with other women I guess it just indicates
that these women must be very cringe and socially awkward to the point where a gender that is
programmed and conditioned to socialize and defend each other at all costs doesn't want anything to
do with them. To put it harshly you have to be seriously fucked up as a woman to not get along and
befriend other women because its instinctual for women to have more sympathy for other women
than men. So I can conclude that the women involved in the manosphere are cringe losers that have to
resort to men for socialization and attention because they've been casted out by other women
Its also oddly a masculine trait to hang around a bullshit with other guys in a group like this which
really further shows how odd and undesirable women in the manosphere are
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[High IQ] The Elites, Women, and Doublespeak, a Case Study,
I
6 upvotes | April 9, 2023 | by BufferG108 | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "[High IQ] The Elites, Women, and Doublespeak, a Case Study, I" from /r/shortguys:

Let's make a few things very clear right now:

This post is totally valid. You may disagree with the extra taxation part, but you cannot deny1.
the pill ideology in it.
Subreddits like r/NotHowGirlsWork, r/IncelTear, and others are 100% aware of this.2.
Those subreddits however will vehemently deny the reality of these facts in order to keep men3.
under their control. They will even acknowledge this as completely true to you, whenever it
causes you emotional damage upon realizing it is the truth, only to gaslight you again and
pretend it's not true after all. This cycle continues: Nourishment off of suffering for women,
suffering for you.

I allege that, in part of The Elites who control this world, Every Final Woman is also a member. How
and why? Because these elites play bargain with the women: Whenever it benefits them, they extol it
to women to create harm upon the men which nourishes them, in exchange of course for some benefit
for The Elites as well.
It's a mutual relationship: You harm the men, an act which nourishes you, this will nourish me as
well.
Don't get me wrong, I know The Elites have traditionally also oppressed women and done
unspeakable acts of wrong to them, acts which can never be justified by anyone upon anyone else.
Such oppression is not all women's fault, and evil are they who blames women as a whole (individual
women, who are evil, as individuals, are responsible, yes, but not all women, as a sex, collective, etc.)
for it. However, we cannot deny that at the end of the day, The Female Sex as a whole is just another
faction of The Elites competing for power and control.
Don't forget: Women, well before The Elites a few, came to play, already managed to create a
complex system of exploitation, this alpha fux beta bux phenomenon, without a single word of
communication. They are strategists of the highest level. Even our militaries and governments pale in
comparison to them and their power. A General, King, or President, as a higher-authority individual
must speak, write, or in some other physical way, communicate their orders to people who do not yet
know them. Women communicate and agree upon ideas, as equals, in a population of four billion, in
a single hive-mind.
I implore all men to acknowledge this, to think about this, and to work as one to free our world from
the shackles of such forces, which, for too long, have kept up a cycle of supreme evil which must be
stopped. I look forward to hearing everyone's opinions on this.
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Posted by BufferG108 | 9 April 2023 | Link
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Anybody here ever gotten a cosmetic procedure or two? How
did it go? Did it imptove your dating success?
6 upvotes | April 9, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link

I'm talking about hair transplants, BIMAX, CCW, Genioplasty, Leg Lengthening, Rhinoplasty, Jaw
implants, Infraorbital implants, Fillers, almond eye surgery etc. You know just the basic stuff
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how does female privilege apply to women from low socio
ecomonic classes?
6 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by copecelling | Link | Reddit Link

western white women and northeast asian women are more privileged than their men
but how does this apply to black women, indian women, or any race of female from third world
countries?
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[Discussion] Achraf Hakimi and his wife's divorce. It hits all
the buttons.
6 upvotes | April 16, 2023 | by Wichita_Downspout | Link | Reddit Link

Look up the details yourself, and don't just take my word for it, but there is a soccer star...
Segue: In English, the sport is called "soccer". The English invented soccer, named it soccer, and
called it soccer - up until the 1980s.
...in Morocco named Achraf Hakimi. He and his wife are getting divorced.
Details:

They married when she was 31 and he was 19.
She is an actress, and is now worth about 3 million dollars herself.
He earns 1 million dollars a month being an international soccer star.
They have two children together.
He cheated on her. But, they might have already been split up at the time.
There is a rape allegation against him, but it seems to not have gone any further than just an
allegation, because, allegedly, he - an international soccer star - invited a woman back to his
mansion alone, and she accepted.
The wife gets absolutely nothing at all, and may even have to pay him. Why? Because he has
no wealth of his own. His salary goes to his mother. When he wants to buy something, he tells
his mother, who buys it for him. Everything that he uses is in his mother's name.

Wow. Hypergamy. Fame. Fortune. Rape. Money. Assets. Divorce. Children. Law.
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Unintentionally blackpilled post with 5k+ upvotes
6 upvotes | April 15, 2023 | by notsolegalthrowaway | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "A comic's comments about Incels and evolution" from /r/TwoXChromosomes:

I wish I caught this woman's name. I saw this on Instagram this morning.
She was discussing the phenomena of Incel culture and the complaint/fear over how so many young
single men are celibate and/or no woman wants to date them, let alone marry them.
Her thesis was this: Applying the theory of evolution. When they say "survival of the fittest" it is not
just those who are physically strong, but also the ones who are able to adapt and thrive in changing
circumstances. Adaptation to change makes one strong and resilient, while those who choose not to
adapt die out.
This comic observed that perhaps what we are witnessing today is living proof of the evolutionary
process. Men who refuse to adapt, who hang on to the old ideas of male-female relationships, are not
given to opportunity to reproduce.
It's an interesting theory.
(Now sitting back and waiting for the attack posts, PM, and Reddit care recommendations.)

Posted by Admirable_Moose_9927 | 23 January 2023 | Link
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This sub has reached critical levels of basedness
6 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by Citizen-of-Akkad | Link | Reddit Link

The second some IT cuck finds out about this sanctuary, it is over. Relish it guys while you still can.
God do I miss our old subs
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would you guys call old kids cartoons bluepilled?
6 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by copecelling | Link | Reddit Link

i remember johnny bravo, he was basically an incel, but he was rejected for ''muh personality'' and
was actually drawn similar to a stereotypical ''chad''
https://static.wikia.nocookie.net/johnnybravo/images/b/bb/Johnnyb001.gif/revision/latest?cb=201904
21193227
and there's mayor and miss bellum in powerpuff girls, jfl the mismatch:
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/09/93/a0/0993a095cced6d4f08ac10b57368040f.png
isabella simps for phineas, despite him being far from ''chad''
https://static.wikia.nocookie.net/phineasandferb/images/c/c2/Do_you_know_a_pit_crew%3F.jpg/revi
sion/latest/scale-to-width-down/1280?cb=20130803021639
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Survey for all the incels in this subreddit, how many friends do
you have irl? Would you want a wider social circle?
6 upvotes | April 20, 2023 | by hellsingsoutoftune | Link | Reddit Link
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What is an average looking guy to people here?
6 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by boi_if_u_dont_know | Link | Reddit Link

There seems to be confusion on what constitutes as an average looking guy or a Chad here so I'm
creating this thread to serve as a survey for this subreddit's opinion.
Please post image links for the following categories in the comments below:

average looking white guy1.
Average looking East or southeast Asian guy2.
Average looking indian or south asian guy3.
Average looking black guy4.
Average looking Arab guy5.
Average looking Hispanic or Mexican guy6.
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isn't geomaxxing breaking the bro code?
6 upvotes | April 23, 2023 | by copecelling | Link | Reddit Link

it's stealing from southeast asian and slavic men, but ofc no one cares if you aren't either an anglo
white or a black dude.
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Yo future unicorn
6 upvotes | April 27, 2023 | by Coaltolls | Link | Reddit Link

I Date Men I'll Never See Again When I Travel — And It's My Secret To A Great Trip
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Is inceltv an ethnic man?
6 upvotes | May 1, 2023 | by TangeloAggressive483 | Link | Reddit Link

Sorry if this post is not related to this subreddit
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Take the redhead pill
6 upvotes | April 28, 2023 | by Life-Beginning-3168 | Link | Reddit Link

Redheads are superior gigsstaceys than other whyte gigastaceys, often.
I am gigatyrone and I approve of this message
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Is the Red Pill an incredibly stupid ideology?
6 upvotes | May 4, 2023 | by hellsingsoutoftune | Link | Reddit Link

Angry and Sad
3 points•5 comments•submitted 3 hours ago by imullyn to r/exredpill

Vent// I made a previous post asking how to get my brother out the red pill but it’s just gone worse
and worse.
I want to distance myself farther from him, I can’t stand him anymore, being near him or even talking
to him makes me feel negative.
He’s still completely fixed on red-pill talking points, and he’s started to degrade me every time i
inconvenience him slightly, every time i lay in bed longer than usual he calls me a lazy piece of shit,
he tells me he is better than me for working out, that he does all the work and that me and my mother
contribute nothing in his life, I accidentally bumped into him and he claimed I’m disrespecting him,
he says I can’t call him by his name for some stupid reason. Every time we get into a minor argument
he uses insults like “you’re just a white female” “gay” “retard” and he just tells me to shut up.
I overheard a conversation where he tells his girlfriend how much he wanted to hit my mother, It
feels weird, I genuinely used to look up to him as my hero when he dragged me into the red pill but
now I want him gone from me and my mothers life.
I want him to feel consequences, I want to tell my parents, I want my dad to do something to him, I
want to tell his girlfriend to run from him, I just want him to feel miserable.
I have no one to talk to about how I’m feeling, I feel like I’ve maybe gone mad, I’m really tired of
allowing these red pill talking points to continue, I want to do something and set my boundaries, even
a “don’t talk like this in front of me” is fine, but I’m so tired of arguing, it feels like I haven’t
improved at “debating” or whatever, I feel like these men will grow up to be criminals and there’s no
hope for them.
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What would happen if the majority of men in America were
blackpilled?
6 upvotes | May 4, 2023 | by Lainsel | Link | Reddit Link

Title
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its crazy how all the women who come here, are mostly ethnic
6 upvotes | May 5, 2023 | by wellion33 | Link | Reddit Link

Anyone ever notice that? And its usually black women too. If this is the closest we have to an an
incel sub, then this is a place filled with low value people, is this why ethnic women come here?
Because they feel like they are low value as well? White stacies arent exactly lurking this sub lmao.
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Hi Mods, you’re cracking down now?
6 upvotes | May 6, 2023 | by throwaway8264928378 | Link | Reddit Link

Is this going to become like PurplePillDebate where MrsDgree and Whiteknight delete every
comment by men and keep every comment by women?
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passport bros who hate hypergamous women in the west are
hypocrites.
6 upvotes | April 9, 2023 | by rogueamazondrone | Link | Reddit Link


passport bros are ok with women being materialistic as long as they have enough material
possessions to keep the woman. they know they can't get an american or western golddigger, so they
just travel to a place where they're considered rich or well off.
the broke local men see the women who date passport bros as golddiggers and prostitutes with no
morals, similar to how american women are perceived by PBs. the local men who do benefit from it
by owning brothels, massage parlors, matchmaking companies, sex bars, and other sex tourism-
related businesses obviously support it. no one in this situation cares about the morals of society, they
just want their dicks wet or money (which is just a tool for a man to get his dick wet).
if western society is decaying because western women are too hypergamous, other countries are no
better. because they serve their women on a silver platter to foreigners to sustain their economies. it's
not traditional to do that. they could be finding ways to support their communities that don't involve
pimping their women out or letting the country become a debaucherous hellhole where pedophiles
thrive.
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women aren't more obese than men, with the exception of black
women(posting since people whine a lot about fat women here)
6 upvotes | January 15, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link
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older men always talk about older women being ''low status''
or ''unworthy of LTR''
6 upvotes | February 22, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

so why are we judging older women for dating younger men, if older men are privileged it makes
sense that we don't punch down, why should she settle for a man who will see her as ''not worthy'' but
has no other options vs a young man with ''milf'' kink?
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I am not sure if this is an unpopular opinion
6 upvotes | May 7, 2023 | by TangeloAggressive483 | Link | Reddit Link

Non white women would often uphold the eurocentric beauty standards that are apparently working
against them, sometimes they would do thus at the expense of the self esteem of non white men, the
moment it becomes a problem to them is when they become a victim to it(for example, they will talk
about how they felt emotional pain when a guy that they have a crush on goes on to date an "average
looking white woman").
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I want to enjoy solitude once in a while
6 upvotes | May 9, 2023 | by TangeloAggressive483 | Link | Reddit Link

Sometimes I just want to just hang out in a park, alone and have coop breeze blow me. I feel like
enjoying solitude/loneliness will let me be able to cope with the blackpill a lot tbh(especially the
racepill). What are your thoughts in this guys?
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q4w: Are you proud of your past, and tell everyone about all
your bodies?
6 upvotes | November 8, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

Or are you ashamed of your past? And dont voluntarily tell everyone about it?
(I am boycotting r/ppd bc a sour mod with a degree)
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q4w: does it take a strong woman to turn down sex with a man
she doesnt want to marry, or, a weak woman accepts sex with
men she doesnt want to marry?
6 upvotes | November 8, 2022 | by aytubdotcom | Link | Reddit Link

I know people do what they want. People eat what they want, and sleep with who they want. But
temptation is there in everything. If a woman cant resist the tempation of food, she'll be fat. When
women resist the temptations of sex with men they are not intending to marry, do consider that weak
women or strong women?
(I am actively boycotting r/ppd because of a mod with a degree)
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Do you know "Chads" or unattractive womanizers?
6 upvotes | November 8, 2022 | by Purple-Heiss | Link | Reddit Link

(Although I'm especially interested in men's answer anyone can answer. Well, it's obvious that will
happen).
Do you guys know in person one of those quite attractive men also called "Chads"? That kind of dude
who, according to the androsphere theory, could easily have sex with all the women at the party that
same night. Maybe it's because of the kind of environments I (don't) frequent (lol), but I've never met
anyone, I don't think I'd like to either. I have met men who could be considered handsome, however,
although they all did well in terms of dating, none of them was a womanizer as such; maybe I never
realized they actually were because I was never close to any of these people.
In contrast, women and blue pill men love to talk about those ugly dudes, without much money,
maybe short too, who are inveterate seducers thanks to their confidence, charisma and game. Do you
know an unattractive womanizer in person? I don't: it's always "a friend of a friend" or "an
acquaintance of someone I know" or something like that.
Anyway, I look forward to your answers. For me, both types of men are just an idea, a myth or a
rumor, although, pessimistic as I am, I think the only one that could exist is the former.
Be well.
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QW: The women who don't participate in casual sex, do you
think women like you are unicorns or more common than we
men think?
6 upvotes | November 3, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link

So from my understanding of the redpill and mainstream feminism, they say most people hook up
and that it's very common. While others have said it isn't common. So what is the answer here exactly
I don't understand?
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Do bisexual women have lower standards for women than
men?
6 upvotes | October 14, 2022 | by LuciaFromGTA | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve met fat / ugly women who say they attract and have sex with other women. Meanwhile, fat / ugly
men are unable to attract women. Do women have lower standards for women than they do for men?
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q4w: if most/all the men you have dated never proposed to you,
have you accepted that you are NOT wifey material (aka a
slut)?
6 upvotes | October 12, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

Believe it or not, in general, most men are the same. This is not to be construed with all men are the
same. Meaning if you asked 100 men to rate a group of random women, the majority of men will all
agree that certain women are more attractive than the others. If you dont believe this simple truth,
then please exit now.
Therefore, if you are having sexual relations with many men, and none have proposed to you, it
simply means you arent marriage material, and you are replaceable. Have you accepted this? Why or
why not?
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Q4W: Are you closed to fwb, casual sex, and situationship? If
so why?
6 upvotes | October 6, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link

In the purple pill server someone asked the opposite question for women so I want to try to do
something different here. I hope you all don't mind
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Are most relationships gynocentric?
6 upvotes | September 21, 2022 | by shreyastalpade | Link | Reddit Link

Basically the title, as much as i have seen the real and virtual world i have seen power imbalances in
relationships mostly in the favor of women. What's ur opinion?
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From your everyday interactions, and seeing people , peers and
relationships around you. Which of the pills do you say is more
evident or factual or based in reality in your opinion.
6 upvotes | September 9, 2022 | by NigHim | Link | Reddit Link
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I regret my post so let me explain
6 upvotes | August 19, 2022 | by gardenfan167 | Link | Reddit Link

So I regret making posts in this subreddit and purple pill around the topic of hook up culture. It was
too rash an I didn't get to flush out my idea and I got strawmanned. So I want to try again
So let me explain what I think. I think hook up culture will not exist in a hypothetical better world I
thought up. By eliminating poverty, reducing crime, increase free time, changing marriage from an
economic contract to a solely a union of love, coupling sex and romance in media, teach relationship
and emotional regulation skills, abolish porn (current porn industry and how porn is depicted) I think
hook up culture would either wither away completely or it's pressure will be greatly reduced. I am not
advocating for slut shaming or telling people in this generation to stop.
This is what I think will happen if the world goes this direction. I apologize for those crass posts I
posted before they were too sudden and not well thought out but I hope this fills in the gap
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Tinder gender ratio issue
6 upvotes | August 17, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.businessofapps.com/data/tinder-statistics/
A lot of users point out to tinder as what the average female wants, however tinder userbase is made
out of %75 men, doesn't that mean most women aren't using tinder period?
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Why am I treated like Brainy from Hey Arnold?
6 upvotes | August 16, 2022 | by Cesar822 | Link | Reddit Link

https://imgur.com/X8AIbIc
I am 17, half-hispanic, and have autism, the picture link above is what I look like in real life, I talked
to my brother's Mexican girlfriend in Mexico, she is 18 years old and her name is Ariadna, my
brother told his girlfriend I have autism and that explains my behaviors sometimes, as a result, I have
changed my profile picture on this Reddit profile to Brainy from Hey Arnold because I am a
disgusting incel and I look like Brainy too.
His girlfriend told on my family because I told her I have autism and I am depressed and autism is the
reason why I am depressed and lonely, she doesn't understand English so she told my family why I
said that and my cousin told her I have autism and that's why I feel the need to say those things.
Overall, I would say that she doesn't understand autism very well sometimes but she understands
better now because of my brother discussing autism with her and my interactions with her.
I'm just disappointed, my brother's Mexican girlfriend doesn't understand what I mean when I talk
about having autism and being depressed, it irritates me and makes me think I am ugly, depressed,
autistic, loser, and uneducated, yes I can write English but that doesn't mean I'm uneducated severely,
I can barely do anything.
Tbh, I look like Brainy from Hey Arnold, I wear stupid glasses sometimes, my eyebrows look mean,
I have a beard and good-looking hair, but I still look like Brainy and ugly like him.
I know I'm going to get a lot of hate for looking like Brainy and being ugly, people will assume I
came here because I am an ugly incel who has autism and is possibly a homophobe or misogynist but
to be honest, those aren't the main issues, the point I'm trying to make is I'm too ugly anyways and
have autism, and I look like Brainy from Hey Arnold, and I am going to kill myself soon.
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why do i see average guys with average girls outside and online
all the time
6 upvotes | August 15, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

Like this video says, it's actually more likely to see an average guy than a chad outside :
https://youtu.be/65HrtrS0mTE
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What common saying you think Is lie?
6 upvotes | August 12, 2022 | by Glad-Discount-4761 | Link | Reddit Link

What is thing you don't believe or think it is lie while others believe it or media tells it.
For me,"Age is just a number" "Be nice and you will be rewarded for it"
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About Feminism
6 upvotes | August 10, 2022 | by bludkraze | Link | Reddit Link

How many of you actually subscribe to feminism and why?
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Why a man’s life is worth less than a womans and why
feminism is a crime against humanity!!!
6 upvotes | August 9, 2022 | by gilamonster69 | Link | Reddit Link

In nature way back when life was fragile and life expectancy was up to 30 years of age one man can
impregnate several women. So if you have 5 men and 5 women equally no problem even if the rest of
the men are killed leaving only one man alive the species can still reproduce. But if we reverse the
roles and there are 5 men to less than 5 women, there is a lesser chance of the species to survive. It
also would breed competition amongst the men for the women, maybe even leading into bloodshed.
Even in war, men are targeted for termination while women are spared from termination, because of
their ability to reproduce. Women already have more rights over men on this issue. The feminist
movement was to get more rights and power over men. Because men and women are not created
equally they cannot have equal rights. It is an unspoken wisdom that is true even if not politically
correct.
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Men feel entitled to casual sex
6 upvotes | August 8, 2022 | by lana3068 | Link | Reddit Link

Men on here tend to talk about casual sex like they are confused and hurt why they dont get it. A lot
of men dont get casual sex so why do they act like they were led on by society. I dont ever remember
anyone saying or insinuating casual sex was common growing up- I can remember guys pretending
like they had slept with a lot of women but it was VERY apparent they were lying.
I think it is widely known that women's sex drive tends to be lower than males and women tend to
want relationships- so it seems like all the guys on here want something that doesn't exist.
And just because they see chad having casual sex they think that means they should be too? I see
women my age having sugar daddies that give them millions yet I dont think that means I should be
having the same experience, why?- because I'm an average girl and I know that treatment is reserved
for models.
These men complaining about lack of casual sex also have the view that high n count women are low
value and unattractive- so why exactly (by your own logic) do you think women would want to sleep
with you if it lowers her value?
Guys on here also like to point out that men will sleep with anyone- ugly women, women they hate,
fat women etc. AND they point out that casual sex isn't the best experience for women saying that
guys dont care about women they are having casual sex with.
It just shocks me that guys can say that casual sex is a lose lose situation for women and then they
wonder why women dont want to have casual sex with them!
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Need I Say More?
6 upvotes | December 12, 2022 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "What was the worst reaction to letting down your emotional shield?" from /r/AskMen:

almost every single time i've shown any form of emotion that wasn't just stoic , horniness, or anger --
I've been treated like some sort of rare creature that needs to be flaunted to the world. And it's
honestly the worst reaction to it I can think of.

Posted by [deleted] | 11 May 2021 | Link
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psa for debaters
6 upvotes | December 22, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

some users are being repetitively false flagged by an unknown party on this subreddit and it has so far
caused 1 casualty in form of a legitimate user shadowbanned by reddit dot com's jannies
the users in question were reported for "inciting hate based on identity or vulnerability," including:
/u/kokorwqac
/u/puddingdesperation (kokorwqac #2)
/u/deadinsidefemale (kokorwqac #3)
/u/machinarci
/u/fortniteabobus
/u/ratdontpanic
/u/antisocial_nihilist
/u/Heard_ya_were_WINNIN
/u/INTP-1
/u/_Duriel_1000_
/u/aytubdotcom
/u/smallstarseeker
/u/alienamongnormies
and myself
and possibly others. the reports only target users who make new threads. most of the users mentioned
here afaik disagree with feminism in one way or another - so i do have one or more suspects in mind.
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Andrew Tate arrested
6 upvotes | December 30, 2022 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Andrew Tate arrested" from /r/WhitePeopleTwitter:

Posted by anonymously394 | 29 December 2022 | Link
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having a victim complex is unattractive
6 upvotes | December 24, 2022 | by holdmebebi | Link | Reddit Link

a lot of men have this these days, i know it's reactionary to feminism shit but..
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Being ethnic is as bad as being 5'4'' according to studies.
(Racepill Part 1)
6 upvotes | December 24, 2022 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Being ethnic is as bad as being 5'4'' according to studies. (Racepill Part 1)" from /r/BlackPillScience:

Data Set #1

Data Set #2

In the first data set you see variable coefficient for women's race preferences in the red box.
In the second set, you see coefficents for women's preference for men height
As you can notice, regardless of male height, race variables always have a bigger coefficient
(meaning it has more impact than height regardless of how short or tall)
http://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/guenter.hitsch/papers/Mate-Preferences.pdf

Graph #1

Graph #2

Graph #3

As you can see, 65-70% of white women and a big chunk of women of your own race write you off
from the get go if you are not white. When you look at how short is undateable for women, its
ranging between 5'2''-5'5'' depending on women height answering the question.
Based on studies, if you are average height ethnic you are as worse off as a 5'3'' white person
everything else being equal.
That's why I always say race is almost as important as face. and that's real. Proven right by studies.
(Credit to 13k on incels.me for these, just porting these over from there)

Posted by Bronzehawkattack | 15 May 2018 | Link
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Why women hate incels
6 upvotes | January 6, 2023 | by Whisperinthelair | Link | Reddit Link

Outside hating us for our looks there's a few other reasons they hate us. When they hear us complain
about not being able to get laid it angers them for two reasons. The first is that a woman's ultimate
power is sexual power, ability to reject men, ability to sell out their body on only fans and social
media, etc... So when a man doesn't accept rejection from all women and settle down to be forever
alone it takes away their sexual power. Another reason is women's high and obsessive fear of rape.
They want men to just take rejections and again settle down and cope, but when a man who's rejected
by almost all women complains they see him as going against the entire idea of consent and their
sexual power so they're afraid he'll rape women in the future. Basically women not only hate us
because we're subhuman but because they don't have power over us and they're afraid of us. They
want us to be good little boys and settle down, what they don't want us to do is create a movement
against them online. They fear inevitably they'll lose their power over men and things will go like
they do in the middle east.
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Women pretends to be man for a experiment and ends up
killing herself due to how bad she was treated.
6 upvotes | January 13, 2023 | by FortniteAbobus | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Women pretends to be man for a experiment and ends up killing herself due to how bad she was
treated." from /r/interesting:

Posted by ijustwantthequest | 12 January 2023 | Link
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PPD Mods are the worst
6 upvotes | January 18, 2023 | by Longshot_56 | Link | Reddit Link
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Japan ‘on the Verge’ of Societal Collapse Due to Plummeting
Birth Rate
6 upvotes | January 23, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.yahoo.com/news/japan-verge-societal-collapse-due-172403243.html
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q4w: What will you do when/if your bf cheats on you with a
younger, more attractive girl?
6 upvotes | January 22, 2023 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "q4w: What will you do when/if your bf cheats on you with a younger, more attractive girl?" from
/r/0PurplePillDebate:

Posted by _Duriel_1000_ | 22 January 2023 | Link
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does anyone else relate
6 upvotes | January 20, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

i honestly don't want a boyfriend or sex, i rather want my looks or face to be perceived in a way i'd
like (cute/neotenous delicate) i'm basically the opposite of it in reality though, so my wish will never
come true, does anyone else want validation rather than sex like this, i think many of incels are
actually like me, that's why i'm sharing this info on there.
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More women than men are STILL successful at procreating. 1
in 4 men and 1 in 6 women are childless at 40.
6 upvotes | January 19, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.bgsu.edu/ncfmr/resources/data/family-profiles/guzzo-childbearing-desires-intentions-atti
tudes-among-childless-adults-40-49-fp-22-11.html
I am not advocating any solution to this, least of all any form of coercion. But the math is what the
math is. Make of it what you will, but handwaving won't get rid of the fire-breathing Smaug in the
room:
a minority of higher-tier men are siring children with multiple women, while other men go entirely
without.
If this assessment is wrong then how else are so many more women having kids? Aliens? Magic?
Help me out here, where's the error?
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Only 20% of men are incels
6 upvotes | January 25, 2023 | by Zavier221 | Link | Reddit Link

What do you guys think about the recent GSS Study (2021) Stating that only 20% of men havnt had
sex.
Do you belive the data?
Isnt this conflicting with other data and past research.?
Reminder if youre critical of this, you would also have to be critical of the previous years so the "30
% of men are incels" somewhat goes out the window.
Link : https://datepsychology.com/how-many-sexual-partners-did-men-and-women-have-in-2021/
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why is there so much posts shitting on black women lately?
6 upvotes | January 25, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

people would expect incels, and perhaps black women to cooperate based on how ''opressed'' both
people are based on their looks, but incels choose to shit on a group that probably doesn't even talk
about them while jacking off their dicks to the ones that are actually ''privileged''
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Why are discussions of oral maxillofacial surgery (OMFS) by a
layperson, and especially ugly men (and women) often frowned
upon?
6 upvotes | February 2, 2023 | by bad_craniofacial_dev | Link | Reddit Link

Logically, it would make sense that if a person's face is problematic and unattractive to the gender
that they are attracted to, that they would take a step back and evaluate the features that hold their
facial features and their harmony back.
And even though the changes that can be made are quite limited with today's technology, why is the
discussion of emerging technologies for this also frowned upon?
Even considering the fact that no amount of money can fix an ugly person's face with today's
technology, if they are going to be ugly and loveless, wouldn't it be in mental health professionals'
interests to allow these people to encourage this as a coping mechanism? With the hope that over a
few decades, maybe the ugly guy in his 20s can eventually look decent in his 40s or 50s and have
somewhat of a romantic life that he would have never had in the first place?
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virgin women who virtue signal about wanting virgin, still want
chads.
6 upvotes | February 2, 2023 | by inkwell67 | Link | Reddit Link

Just a reminder to my fellow inkies, that any virgin women on this site that tells you that she wants
low n count or virgin men, are first of all, virtue signaling to you, and second of all when they are
fantasizing about their mythical future virgin husband, they are picturing some chad who was spoiled
for choice, but had the morals to not participate in hookup culture and is then still a virgin as a result.
They don't want some below average looking or ugly looking dude that's a virgin simply cause no girl
wanted to fuck him. Just a reminder. ✌️
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bitter older women aren't the majority of the people calling out
age gaps
6 upvotes | February 6, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

it's young women or even underage girls in gen z themselves, not only do they cal out something like
20-35 but they also call out even trivial shit like 15 to 17 at times, albeit it's not mainstream ofc.
i'm not going to prevent you guys from hooking up with young women, just don't have the cope that
only older women are aganist it.
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The Red Pill Isn't a Solution for Men
6 upvotes | February 19, 2023 | by kanzakistudent | Link | Reddit Link

It is actually counter-productive. If all men are in shape, have nice haircuts, have over 200k, that just
simply shifts the standard even higher. Now you're going to need to look even better, everyone is in
shape so other things are going to matter more, you're going to need more than 200k. It is a never
ending thing. I know a guy who gamed in Italy, and he says that confidence doesn't matter, because
everyone is gregarious and outgoing.
I suppose it is just the simple laws of supply and demand. The more men there are that elevate
themselves, the less value it actually has. Especially since women and people in general are
hypergamous, trying to get the best fish they can. I think we need a different solution than the ones
posited by the red pill. The red pill is very selfish, can help a small number of men individually in the
short term, but it will not be a solution for the masses of men in the long term.
I think the red pill is intrinsically self defeating because you're putting so much emphasis on women
and dating to begin with. I don't care what anyone says, I should not have to have 200k or be
handsome to get a woman to like me. In my experience, all of those things that men bring to the table,
having s#x with a condom with some girl that you don't even like that much, simply isn't worth it in
comparison. If men stop valuing women so much, it could be the solution we are looking for.
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Incels, you cry because you have no shoes...
6 upvotes | February 18, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

You will one day encounter a man who has no feet. (Old thread but very cautionary) (Also no
brigading, please)
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AI explains the pills
6 upvotes | February 18, 2023 | by PolarsGaming | Link | Reddit Link

Extract 1
Me: Pls explain to me what the blackpill, redpill and blue pill
AI :The black pill, red pill, and blue pill are internet slang terms that originated from the movie "The
Matrix."
The black pill represents a nihilistic or bleak view of reality, where one believes that life is inherently
unfair and hopeless. People who embrace the black pill often believe that they cannot change their
circumstances and that they must accept the world as it is.
The red pill represents a willingness to embrace the truth, even if it is unpleasant or challenging.
People who take the red pill are seen as those who are willing to question their beliefs and to seek out
the truth about the world, no matter how difficult it may be.
The blue pill represents a desire to maintain a comfortable, but potentially false, view of reality.
People who take the blue pill are seen as those who prefer to ignore the truth and to continue living in
a comfortable, but potentially false, world.
In short, the black pill represents a bleak view of reality, the red pill represents a desire for truth, and
the blue pill represents a desire for comfort and security. These terms are often used in online
discussions to describe someone's political or philosophical views.
Extract 2
Me: Which of those pills is the best or alternatively is this a smart way to perceive the world?
AI: As a language model AI, I don't have personal opinions. However, it's important to note that none
of these pills is objectively better or worse than the others. It depends on the individual and their
personal beliefs, values, and experiences.
Some people may find comfort and security in the blue pill, while others may feel that it's important
to seek the truth, even if it's uncomfortable, by taking the red pill. And for others, the black pill may
resonate with their experiences and worldview.
Ultimately, the best way to perceive the world is the one that aligns with your personal values and
beliefs. It's important to be open-minded and to critically examine your beliefs and experiences, but
it's also important to find your own truth and to live in a way that feels authentic to you.
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Why most men are not attractive to women
6 upvotes | February 13, 2023 | by iliyb | Link | Reddit Link

Is because for most of human history women didn't really choose their mates but instead were chosen
for by their families and when they did choose a partner they chose him for his ability to provide and
not for his looks.
This naturally lead to most men being unattractive. Since beta bucksing and young marriage is far
less common now we're seeing a huge spike in adult males who are virgins as women aren't seeing
the benefits of sleeping with said men.
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BOTH men AND women want lightskin- whiteskin partners
with Caucasian features over darker skin people with ethnic
features.
6 upvotes | February 21, 2023 | by inkwell22 | Link | Reddit Link

In non- white cultures lightskin Caucasian featured like men, are considered more desirable than their
browner more "ethnic" featured counterparts.
Lightskin curry dude/chadpreets > over your typical brown curry dude / chadpreets in south Asian
culture
Lightskin- white skin Hispanic dude/chadriguez > over your typical brown skin Hispanic
dude/chadriguez in Hispanic culture
Exotic looking Lightskin mulattos > over your typical dark-skinned black dude in black culture
Even in white cultures where tans are seen as attractive over pale white skin. It is a GOLDEN skin
color tan, and not some "shitskin" kind of brown color.
Whiteskin worship is HUGE in East Asia and bleaching over there is JUST as popular as it is in south
asia. East Asians frequently do bleach themselves whiter/paler especially famous artists. Hell East
Asians even go a step further and get DOUBLE EYELID SURGERY, in order to have a more
"Caucasian" eye area over typical squinty Asian eyes.
Clearly men AND WOMEN in EVERY culture on earth, do not value brown and darkskin brown
colors and ethnic features.
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Get prostitution until you can get actual women
6 upvotes | February 25, 2023 | by AdvancedMap5092 | Link | Reddit Link
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why do men hate prettyboys getting girls far more than either
masculine or older or ''ogreish'' men getting girls
6 upvotes | February 24, 2023 | by riseofthepyu | Link | Reddit Link

they hated jutin bieber, park jimin or tiktok influencers getting girls far more than brad pitt, geore
clooney or some old gymcel getting girls, is there some reason for this?
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Maybe women just aren't into romantic hetero relationships as
much as before?
6 upvotes | February 22, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

I offer you the case of this woman's life (no brigading, please) as an example of what's going on out
there.
It used to be that women needed men because relationships were their means of survival. Now that
women can survive on their own economically, relationships are no longer as important to them. And
it has laid bare an earth-shattering truth: marriage isn't all that important to women as the world
deluded itself into thinking it was. Neither are romantic relationships.
Some guys want to fix this by stripping women of rights and making them dependent on men again.
But this doesn't make women want men - it only makes women want the resources men would have
that keep them from dying homeless. It's no wonder so many men got stripped of their resources in
divorce court. Do we really want to go back to that?
We will have to accept the fact that women's rights means less women who want the romantic
company of men. Because these kinds of women never wanted the romantic company of men in the
first place.
I mean who wants to be with a woman who only loves you for the resources you can provide? Let
them go and look for the unfortunately shrinking number of women who want romantic
companionship. Better to live in acceptance of the truth than one day be burned by the lies, right?
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Lucid dream maxxing: a viable solution?
6 upvotes | February 28, 2023 | by Background_Beach618 | Link | Reddit Link

Has anyone tried lucid dreaming in order to compensate for a lack of sexual experiences in real life?
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Dating multiple women at once because one might fizzle out is
now the new travesty in dating.
6 upvotes | February 28, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/cushioning-toxic-sounds-shady-dating-190000489.html
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The probability of success is the most important thing
6 upvotes | March 10, 2023 | by l00ks-p1lled | Link | Reddit Link

This is why depressed incels exist, if you get rejected or simply ignored too often your self-esteem
and well being are going to get worse. People (and some incels too) think that getting laid once or
getting a gf solves the problem, NO it doesn't. To truly solve the problem most incels should become
attractive to the point that having genuine (not paid) sex becomes something relatively easy.
Personally I consider a probability of success of around 20% the minimum acceptable
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Just a friendly reminder JBW applies to women as well:
6 upvotes | March 8, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
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Didn’t take me long to get banned from transmaxxing sub
6 upvotes | March 13, 2023 | by crypto_druid | Link | Reddit Link

One comment and banned �
The groomer who also posts in here made a post telling people to avoid getting mental health help.
I pointed out that the groomer only wants people to avoid mental help because it will end in less
people subscribing to the cult.
Banned �
Pretty cultish to ban someone for pointing out its a cult.
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Spanish Judge orders man to pay ex-wife over $200K for 25
years of housework
6 upvotes | March 12, 2023 | by Dreaminofthepasts | Link | Reddit Link

Next they'll be ordering men to make payments at divorce for fuckyfucky at hooker rates
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Women on TikTok giving advice.
6 upvotes | March 17, 2023 | by No_Reflection_798 | Link | Reddit Link

I could have found and posted each of these TikToks, but here is a video that aggregates them
together.
The first issue is that even though women claim that they don't need a man, a majority of TikToks
done by women are about getting a man.
The second issue is that, during these TikToks, women are not only pretty much exclusively giving
advice to men (?), but they are talking in absolutes. And, those absolutes often contradict each other.
The third issue is that all of their advice starts with playing mind-games with the man.
Please discuss. I am really, really interested in what others have to say about any aspect of this.
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Short men suffer from outright discrimination, which,
according to research, is no less severe than gender or racial
discrimination.
6 upvotes | March 17, 2023 | by Vegetable-Slide-3599 | Link | Reddit Link

https://opencommons.uconn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1432&context=law_review
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My only hope is that one day I can transform myself to chad
through technology or at least become white and normie
..which sucks but not as much as being what I am now . What
are your copes ?
6 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by Iluvthesmellofgas | Link | Reddit Link
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Cocky Karen � Slaps A Man in Subway For His Fashion
Sense. � Watch What Happens Next: �
6 upvotes | April 2, 2023 | by Mick_Kay_ | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Cocky Karen � Slaps A Man in Subway For His Fashion Sense. � Watch What Happens Next: �"
from /r/masculinity_rocks:

Posted by Mick_Kay_ | 2 April 2023 | Link
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Rate my looks and what would my looksmatch look like?
6 upvotes | March 31, 2023 | by DearCommunication919 | Link | Reddit Link
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"I NEED physical touch, but..."
6 upvotes | March 31, 2023 | by No_Reflection_798 | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/qmxmihsu9zqa1
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Looksmatch
6 upvotes | March 30, 2023 | by Selionnds | Link | Reddit Link

what are ''looksmatches'' you see day to day? I notice guy is almost always atleast 2+points more
attractive than the girl in young ppl couples. My close to chadlite friend was so depressed he can't get
a girl close to his level and his only options were beckies that he stayed single for years now.
It blew my mind cause bro is better looking than 70% guys, six pack etc. Though hopeless romantic
and not willing to punch that much below his level
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What do you think about niche hobbies maxing
6 upvotes | March 26, 2023 | by Selionnds | Link | Reddit Link

When i was still in school, i managed to find a gf by joining a local skateboard park. i didn't know
any ''game'' or any of that, but when i think back it were a lot of little neat things in play, like ''push-
pull'', acting disinterested etc
I feel like nowadays most of it is dead, girls in niche circles rarely interact with average guys beyond
technical stuff, and why would they when they can mate with the most attractive guy in town with a
swipe of a finger.
Also any wrong thing you do as an avg guy can be the end. If you try to make a joke and she finds it
offensive she might be done with you. Why put any effort if another guy who is taller, better looking
etc than you is around the corner? And not one but an entire box of them, just pick your favorite.
idk
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somehing ignored by perpetrators of ''racepill''
6 upvotes | September 21, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

you guys know how it goes ''jbw''
now whether you guys agree with jbw or not,i don't really want to discuss the validity of it but rather i
wanted to offer the gender hypocrisy of this, generally speaking only women who are preferred by
men are either white women or light skinned asian women, the rest have possibly even lower smv
than their ethnic men counerparts(not saying they can't fuck, but white women are generally preferred
over them) almost all incel forums bash black or indian women, isn't this hyprocritical?
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Hypergamy is real
6 upvotes | April 6, 2023 | by Pizza_and_PRs | Link | Reddit Link

I came across this sub after seeing something reposted on NotHowGirlsWork. I thought it was funny
on how disillusioned some people are to think that if girls had it their way, they wouldn’t be with a
handful of upper-tier guys. If they aren’t with them, they are settling
I’m one of those guys
I have an investment role at a top firm making 7 figures a year, ran track at a school they use in
movies to prove how smart they are, very good looking, and very social. I’m a mix between a few
different races and considered exotic looking. I’m 6’1, muscular, and still have my abs in my mid-
thirties
I date 3-4 women at any given time and sometimes fucking around with another one or two. At one
point, I had four girls that considered me their boyfriend. I’ve also slept with plenty of girls that were
in relationships
I used to live between NYC and London for work, and I would date some of these women to stave off
boredom and the fact that I wanted consistency (I didn’t want to always drink to get laid). Sometimes
the girls found out about each other, sometimes they didn’t
The funny thing is that some of these girls had nothing to offer but their looks but still demanded so
much. A lot of them didn’t make a significant amount of money nor come from it, but they thought I
should take them seriously
I still use dating apps, and it’s hilarious the number of times a fat and unattractive woman shows up
in my queue as a potential match. I get offended that they would ever think I would be interested
It’s also funny that people believe women aren’t forward. Whenever I’ve been in Aspen, Ibiza, and
Mykonos, women make it very clear that they find me attractive by coming up and saying it or
waving me over when we catch each other’s eyes
Anyways, feel free to ask me any questions and I’m happy to follow up in the comments
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q4w: What if all your past partners got together and started a
fan/hate page. How would you feel?
5 upvotes | November 10, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

If all your past partners found out about eachother and started a fan/hate page regarding you, how
would that make you feel? Do you think that would make you more attractive or less attractive to
future partners? Do you think it would help your future relationships? Would you want the fan page
to grow?

BigDickInjection
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q4w: Women, if you happen to have a son with a small package
and short, what dating advice would you give him?
5 upvotes | November 6, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

I'm actively boycotting r/ppd due to one mod with a degree.
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Online Dating is so rigged against men in 2022 that I am
contemplating gaymaxxing. The asking price for women is too
high. There are lots of conventionally attractive gay/bi guys out
there who have hit me up on Grindr.
5 upvotes | November 6, 2022 | by alienamongnormies | Link | Reddit Link

I'm a fit dude with a handsome face. Six-pack abs. I'm in the gym regularly lifting. I've put on some
muscle recently and I'm in the process of bulking more. Though I am 5'6" (height failo) 135 lbs (size
failo. I was 127-128 lbs in late September though). I look young for my age (late 30s). I hooked up
with 3 women within the span of a couple months. But you have any idea how much effort I had to
put in to get there? 1 of those 3 women were trans, another was a CD. The last one was cis. Even
passing transwomen/CDs have sky-high standards now. The vast majority of them don't reply to my
messages.
Meanwhile I have pretty bottoms/vers bottom men on Grindr begging to suck my dick and fuck them
up the ass. Chasing me. Even though they know I'm "straight" as I'm only on there to meet transgirls.
Women have over-inflated egos because of all the simps sliding in their DMs. Male thirst is far
stronger than female thirst overall. Women only thirst for Chad and beta bux. And I'm too short and
too scrawny to be a full Chad. But I'd still consider myself a Manlet Chad or at least a Manlet
Chadlite. I shouldn't be starving out on these streets. All the fat, obese, skinnyfat reddit soyboys who
claim to be getting laid without betabuxxing are liars. Reddit is full of incels in denial. I tried posting
this on an online dating sub and it got auto-deleted by the auto-mod even though my comments aren't
banned there. They must have shadow banned my posts.
But on Grindr, pretty boy twinks like me are chased after relentlessly even though I'm a top boy. I am
too pretty for prison. If I was a bottom, have mercy on me. I even got hit on by a dude from my gym
on Grindr who recognized me IRL. When I put in work at the gym, it's mostly men who notice and
compliment me. Not women. Women just sit on their ass and eat bon bons and don't put in work to
improve themselves because thirsty ass simps slide in their DMs anyways. It's almost all men at my
gym putting in work. Very few women. And men appreciate seeing other men work hard in the gym
and with diet. At this point, I'm thinking about switching teams, fuck it. This is bullshit.
Even transwomen, they hook up with me a couple and few times. And then I guess they get bored
when the shiny new toy factor wears off and then slow fade and ghost me. It sucks. Because of all the
Chads and sugar daddies sliding in their DMs. All these unlimited options with online dating. They
treat us as disposable JPEGs. I actually caught feelings for a transwoman on HRT back in September
that messaged me on Grindr, we met up the same night and hooked up. She wanted to be ongoing
FWBs. She was all over me in the beginning. Telling me that I was hot, sexy, cute. Worshipping me.
She made me feel like a Chad. And then we hooked up 4 more times after that.
She creeped my profile a few days ago on Grindr, two weeks after I last tried to reach out to her and
left me on read on Whatsapp. Not sure what that was about. And I noticed on the day she last left me
on read, she posted a cryptic post on IG with a hashtag of #hopelessromantic. I don't know if she
posted that before or after I hit her up that day. But it was on the same day. Don't know why she
doesn't block me and she creeps my profile when she ghosted me. That was the first time I sucked a
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dick ffs. That's like a woman blowing Chad and then getting ghosted. That's how I feel. I liked her
but I guess I was nothing to her.
Just another cock in the cock carousel to her. Just a toy that she got bored with. On to the next hot
guy right? Even though she told me verbally that she cared about me. She was texting me every day.
Initiating almost all conversations. She blurred the lines past FWB (which is what she initially
wanted and I did too) into romance. She asked me to take her out to dinner and I agreed. She let me
treat her to things instead of offering to pay. On our third date I actually had an anxiety attack and she
held my hand, kissed and cuddled me. And told me that mental health is important and she was
supportive of the fact that I have an anxiety disorder. She has been candid about mental health issues
of her own and is an advocate for mental health awareness on her IG.
I spent the night with her the third date and kissed and cuddled with her almost all night. I stayed the
night and slept over. She told me that she was mine and that I was hers. I thought she became my
girlfriend ffs. She talked about how romantic that night was. She talked about all the activities she
wanted to do with me in the future. I'm fucking done with this shit. Tired of getting emotions
involved and getting burned. Women are too over-priced by the sexual marketplace.
There's all these hot, pretty men who want me on Grindr. At this point, fuck it, might as well get my
dick sucked by a pretty Asian man at this point. The transgirls who liked me (at least briefly) were
Asian as well. It seems like they slant towards the feminine.
The pretty Asian guys who like me are prettier and more conventionally attractive than a lot of the
women who reject me ffs! Women have their heads inflated by all the male thirst for the feminine out
there.
Pussy is not that amazing. It feels good in the moment and then you pop. And then a day later I forget
what pussy even feels like. I last fucked some pussy (so a ciswoman this time) last Sunday in the
early am and I already forgot what it feels like. What do I got to show for that other than proving to
myself that I'm not an incel and get more pussy than the average incel in denial on inceltear and the
online dating subs? The woman I hooked up with was a bitch too. I didn't like her as a human being.
She was mean to me. Transactional. Demanding, over-bearing, controlling, bossy. She's just a human
fleshlight to me.
She wasn't sweet and loving to me. Yet she had the audacity to tell me I used her for sex. Well guess
what? She used me for money, having me to pay for her shit on dates. She dumped me because I told
her that I didn't like the fact that she had expensive tastes in restaurants and was having me blow all
this money on her tab. I told her that I wanted to go Dutch going forward. She agreed a couple times
and then told me that I gotta start paying for her again or bye bye.
Gay/bi men don't have to pay for each other, they can go dutch. Gay/bi men at least make me feel
appreciated when they flirt with me and chase me. Women think they are hot shit because men are so
thirsty for women in 2022. It's time that we men form a union and stop simping for women. We need
a gay brotherhood or some shit until women lower their demands.
A part of me is still a hopeless romantic. When I hit it off with the Asian transgirl, I thought, "hey
maybe this is the right fit for me because she used to be a man so maybe she understands me." And I
started feeling hope and being romantic and shit. But now I'm just full-on black pill and have lost
hope of finding love again.
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I just got shadow banned on PPD, so posting a comment where
I show how no one cares about men's suffering
5 upvotes | October 25, 2022 | by Silly_Tour2450 | Link | Reddit Link

tl;dr: I asked if "this" would be good advice to a rape victim, when it was actually someone saying
that lonely, sexless men should just suck it up. Paste of my comment below.
Yesterday, I made this comment in the daily chat:

I read some advice on twitter, about how to deal with the aftermath of being raped, and I'd
like to know what you guys think of it:

Sometimes life sucks and it’s not really anybody's fault & there isn’t anything
anyone can or should do. The advice should be about learning to deal with pain
and the unfairness of the universe without making it everyone else’s problem or
making things worse for yourself.

What I didn't mention was that the comment was originally about lonely, sexless men, not rape
victims. So, the responses are very interesting.
u/Katatonicsnake wrote:
That’s cruel. Firstly, it is the rapist’s fault and denying that makes it difficult to heal and “deal with
the pain”. Secondly, I think it says a lot about this person’s values that they think rape victims are
“making it everyone else’s problem”. The victim doesn’t have to learn anything from their experience
(often they do, but still), and rape isn’t just another form of “unfairness”. Also, the last sentence
“making things worse for yourself” almost sounds like a threat. If someone were to tell me this
directly, I would probably assume that there has been a rape in their life and they haven’t really dealt
with it yet.
u/samjeethydebased wrote:
after reading this I realized that my brain literally does not compute rapists as people
when I first saw this advice I was like "that's not bad advice" but then I saw another comment saying
it's the rapist's fault, and I realized "oh yeah some people think rapists are humans", because I just
mentally assumed they already took care of it
the best solution to rapists is to put them down, like the animals they are
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datepsych’s analysis on black pill viewpoints (worth a read
IMO)
5 upvotes | October 12, 2022 | by Liberated_Asexual | Link | Reddit Link

https://mobile.twitter.com/datepsych/status/1579942528107040768
https://twitter.com/datepsych/status/1579942528107040768?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw">October
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Men we need to stop reinstating our preferences against
promiscuous women
5 upvotes | October 6, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link

I amde this post in purple pill but it got taken down so I am posting in here
Men I don't see the point in keep reinstating your preferences against promiscuous women
Look I also don't want to date promiscuous women but I don't need to justify it through
pseudoscience like promiscuous women aren't able to pair bond. Instead we need to actually
deconstruct and abolish hook up culture. My issue with red and blue pill is that you can only interpret
the world but the point is to change it. But you all think it's a sin to change the world, to created more
prosocial humans. But other animals have changed the world and their environment why can't we.
Early worms in the Cambrian or Silurian era literally created modern sea floor, plants literally
influenced the oxygen content in the atmosphere. Sure individually we cannot do much other live our
values but if we worked together we can make a better world. We humans have every right to change
the world to better suit ourselves we have been doing this for a long time with agriculture and such.
We cannot let the hook up culture win, it may not be causing downfall of society but it sure is
correlated with our decaying society.
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Dating women made Anna Akana understand men
5 upvotes | October 6, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4E8qEDi_xg
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q4w: What does the 28+ y.o. single you bring to the table better
than the 18-27 y.o. single you?
5 upvotes | October 1, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

Many women believe that they get better with age. The question is what does the older you bring to
the table on a date that a younger version of you couldnt?
For example, the 18-27 y.o. single you is on a date with the man of your dreams: he is everything you
are looking for (whatever that may be); juxtaposed with the 28+ y.o single you with the man of your
dreams. Would the younger you be more appealing to the man of your dreams or the older you would
be more appealing in your opinion?
Would your body be more youthful then or now? Would you be more used or less used then? Would
you be more easy going then or more easy going now?
Granted, this question is for girls who are actually looking to meet men.
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Guys do you shame, harass, or assault women who are
promiscuous?
5 upvotes | September 27, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link

So for the men who don't want to date a promiscuous women would you get angry at the promiscuous
women or politely break off?
Also if you don't want to date promiscuous women because of insecurities do you feel like you need
to overcome those insecurities?
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if looks are more important for men why do women looksmaxx
far more?
5 upvotes | September 20, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

women do skincare, shave, get plastic surgery, try to not be fat, buy expensive clothes, do makeup
while most men do not do this while claiming looks matter the most for men, why not try to come up
with a solution if looks really do matter for men? why not take action instead of LDAR'ing?
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Relationship advice (White pill advice) Pt.2
5 upvotes | September 19, 2022 | by Hodgekin | Link | Reddit Link

Hi Folks, this is part 2 of my series of relationship advice for a healthy relationship.
I'll start with the work of Dr. Panksepp and his discovery of the mammalian play circuit. Panksepp
did an observational experiment with rats. Male rats like to wrestle with each other as a form of play.
If a rat was 10% bigger, that mouse can win 100% of the time. If you would expect the goal of the
game was to win, then the bigger rat would win every game. But that's not what happens. What
happens is the bigger rat lets the little rat win 30% of the time. Then you might ask, why? The answer
is because, if the little rat doesn't win at least 30% of the time, the little rat won't invite the big rat to
play.
He discovered that there's an intrinsic need for fairness within mammals.
Now how does this relate to the human experience? Let's start with an abstract explanation. You can
imagine every interaction you have is a small game. While playing this game, you can decide if you
want to win or lose. Let's say you decided to win. Great. But the game doesn't end there. You're
invited to play again. You win. Then again, you win, then again and again and again. Then it gets to
the point where you're no longer invited to play. What does it mean when you're not invited to play?
It means you've lost.
That's the meta game. That's the game of life. How many times can you get invited to play? The
winner of the meta game is the person who get's invited to play, all the time.
So here's an actual example of this playing out in the real world. You have a spouse. And you're
playing the game of husband and wife. You get into an argument. Lets say your spouse did something
stupid. Okay. What's your response? You can argue and beat your spouse verbally into submission.
Great. You won the argument. Now what? Well, do it 10 more times and see what happens. Now
your spouse no longer wants to play with you. What game were you playing? Well, you were playing
the game of communication. And all you wanted to do was win that game. Now your spouse doesn't
want to communicate with you.
There's a way to play the game where the other person isn't left defeated. And what's even better,
there's a way to play the game where BOTH party wins at the same time. Maybe instead of winning
the argument, maybe your goal instead was to help your partner overcome their stupidity. Then what
do you have after that? You're partner is no longer the same idiot they were before. That's great. And
you get to be with a person who's less of an idiot! And on top of that, you get invited to play again!
That's a win/win/win situation.
I consider this to be a fundamental truth in our human existence. The truth of winning the game of
life should trump the truth of winning the one game. There's many ways to be correct, but if you want
to be the most correct, the answer is to play the game in a way that you're invited to play tomorrow.
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Part 1 - Being honest
https://www.reddit.com/r/AllPillDebate/comments/xf76hm/relationship_advice_white_pill_advice/?u
tm_source=share&utm_medium=web2x&context=3
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Ppd autocensors me, and potentially all of you.
5 upvotes | September 8, 2022 | by Syrianchaddet | Link | Reddit Link

Using reveddit you can see if one of your comments gets deleted. 144 of mine have been deleted in 4
months. Wanna guess how many are autodeleted on ppd? 135. u/GridRexx, why waste automod
resources on autobanning my comments?
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Why am I here?
5 upvotes | August 26, 2022 | by undertoastedtoast | Link | Reddit Link

Apologies for this being off topic, but I'm genuinely curious if anyone around here has some
rudimentary psychology knowledge and can explain what I and so many others are doing in spaces
like this.
Everytime I visit, I get sent into a depressive spiral and want to end everything. Truth is unbelievably
painful, but I can't stop myself from seeking it out, it feels like an addiction almost.
I know I'm not the only one, does anyone understand why? What are our brains trying to accomplish
by learning things we don't want to know?
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Couples and Money
5 upvotes | August 20, 2022 | by Marzipan-Happy | Link | Reddit Link

So let's pretend you are married.
Would you have separate accounts? Who would be in control of the finances? Why?
I'm just curious �
In my relationship (I'm a woman, if you haven't figured that out yet) We each have our own account
that a small percentage of our paycheck goes into for our hobbies, as this reduces fights. The rest
goes in a joint account. My second small job goes into a fourth account, which is a savings account.
My own money (about 75 a paycheck) is used for my hobbies, to pay the kids allowances (40) and a
small amout goes to my investment account. My husband gets about 120 a paycheck.
I manage all the bills, all the spending. My husband has no idea what's where, and has no interest. I
took over because I am just better with money, and way more frugal than him. I also have more
realistic expectations of what things should cost.
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I see a lot of women on Youtube supporting the men's side of
the dating debate. Why is it they all support shit like Kevin
Samuels and his kind?
5 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

I'm talking about Melanie King and JustPearlyThings and so on.
How about a woman who defends men and understands their plight but isn't an acolyte or defender of
these toxic fucknard PUAs and Red Pill peddlers?
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Do you think standards are radicalizing for both genders?
5 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by Purple-Heiss | Link | Reddit Link

Maybe I'm wrong because I was very young at the time, but I remember back in the 2000's and even
in the early 2010's being in the 5'7 to 5'10 range was seen as a quite decent height for a man; I even
remember if you were at the upper end of this range some people considered you tall and, no, they
didn't say it in a pitiful or sarcastic way, it was a genuine thing, or at least it seemed that way to me.
Now we know very well that for many women (and men) any dude below 6'0 is a midget; it doesn’t
matter that the average height for a man is 5'9 and with it he is noticeably taller than vast majority of
women.
I remember that I had contact with Red-Pill theory at the end of 2019, not so long ago. Back then,
The Wall was somewhere in the 30's. A couple of years later the bar went down and she would hit
The Wall just as she turned 30. In the last few weeks I’ve noticed it’s starting to be said that they hit
The Wall when they turn 25. I've always been a bit amazed by this whole concept because many
women in their 30's are still physically desirable and still look young to my eyes.
Saying a 26 year old girl is post-wall sounds me as surreal and absurd as saying a 5'10.5 man is short.
I get the impression that in recent years people have become radicalized on many issues and this is
just another proof of that. There are no more nuances, spectrums or intermediate points: it's all or
nothing, one side or the other.
If this trend continues, in a few years all men under 6'3 will be considered dwarfs and women will hit
The Wall as soon as their teen years are over. We are going to have a lot of men feeling like hobbits
when they clearly aren’t and we are going to have a lot of women feeling like grannies when they
clearly aren’t.
Maybe it's already happening...
So, what do you think about this?
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Alpha/beta behaviour depends on appearance and testosterone.
Women in their ovulation stage tend to choose very masculine
men with good genetics for casual sex and after that stage they
will choose less masculine men for a "serious" relationship, this
is nothing more than the alpha/beta dynamic.
5 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by Mysterious_Point_887 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/232531873_Changes_in_Women's_Feelings_about_their_R
omantic_Relationships_across_the_Ovulatory_Cycle
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Is fixing a landwhale a good idea? LandWhaleMaxxing?
5 upvotes | August 17, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm considering LandWhaleMaxxing, but I want to know if any guys had experience, with being in a
long term relationship with a woman who gets more attractive.
I have a lot of experience with weight loss and I am pretty certain I could get a woman to lose weight
easily, the problem is:
I don't know if I would be fixing a woman just for her to leave me for some chad once she becomes
attractive. I've heard some stories of guys who've done this and things end tits up
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Question for men, women's hobbies.
5 upvotes | August 12, 2022 | by Marzipan-Happy | Link | Reddit Link

I have seen a lot of commentary about women's activities, and what's not acceptable Art (she's crazy)
Clubbing (slut!) Spending time with her girlfriends (sus) Movies (lazy)
So what is acceptable beyond working out? Under water basket weaving? Kayaking? Reading? Deep
sea diving?
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User and Post Flairs!
5 upvotes | August 8, 2022 | by bludkraze | Link | Reddit Link

You can now choose and update your flair!
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Even passing femme transwomen are Chad only in 2022.
Hypergamy is driven by male thirst, not by the female brain
5 upvotes | August 6, 2022 | by alienamongnormies | Link | Reddit Link

I prefer attractive ciswomen but I think some passing femme transwomen/CDs are hot and personally
I'd rather get with an attractive transwoman/CD than an ugly and/or obese ciswoman. I had the
Monkeypox vaccine a week and a half ago because I had been talking with a number of
transwomen/CDs and figured it was only a matter of time until I hooked up with one. But even they
are Chad only in 2022. Or at least its the passing femme ones.
It's only the ugly non-passing transwomen/CDs who are DTF. I've had lots of offers from the ugly
masc ones. They chase me. lmfao. But notice how they only ever call men who approach femme
passing transwomen "chasers". They never call the ugly transwomen who chase men "chasers."
And I am not an incel. Nor am I a bad looking guy. I've been with 9 ciswomen sexually (and that
doesn't include the 14 hookers I've been with) but hooking up and dating is a numbers game. I had to
approach a lot of women online in order to get with those 9 women. Though some of those 9 women
approached me first online.
I have a nice face. I'm 15.4% body fat, 42.1% muscle mass, 59.9% water weight with a 23.1 BMI,
82.8cm (32.6") waist. I lift and work on my core muscles and glutes 3-4x a week, I do cardio 3-4x a
week. I can fit comfortably into size 30 skinny fuckboy jeans. But it's not good enough for these
women. Even the good looking transwomen.
Granted I'm a manlet (5'6") but still. I'm taller than the average woman (5'4") and even the short
passing transwomen (5'5", 5'6") around my height or a little shorter are rejecting me. The 5'5"
transwoman who didn't reply to me mentioned on her profile that she wants a tall man. And the 5'6"
one says that she loves tall white boys.
So even transwomen/CDs want tall men even though they don't have female brains. So don't give me
this psychoevolutionary bullshit because it doesn't apply to transwomen/CDs. They are men on
estrogen or in a dress with makeup. The preference for tall men, especially tall white men, is cultural.
Yet we are gaslit into believing that estrogenic skinny fat and fat redditors who are 5'9", live a
sedentary lifestyle and are 20%, 25%, even 30% body fat are not incel and able to get gfs without
being human ATMs in 2022. We are gaslit into believing that it's just our attitude and not looks or
height.
Meanwhile when I was on Grindr looking for transwomen specifically, I got hit on a ton by gay/bi
men and asked for sex constantly by them. While the passing femme transwomen either ignored my
messages or messaged and flirted with me for awhile and eventually ghosted me. The furthest I've
gone with a transwoman was when she asked me to show her a shirtless pic. And she said that I was
hot. But she ghosted me the next day and then never replied to me again when I tried following up a
week later. She was tall so that might have had something to do with it. And there was this 5'7" CD
who flirted with me and wanted to see my dick. So I sent her a dick pic and she sent me sexy pics of
her back. But then she stopped replying to me after awhile.
You know why it's much easier to get laid with gay/bi men than transwomen? Because its a level
playing field. You are part of the same pool of gay/bi men.
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Whereas the number of men who are interested in having sex with passing femme transwomen is
larger than the pool of passing femme transwomen. So the passing femme transwomen are almost as
if not as picky as ciswomen.
The exception to the rule is if you are an ugly top then it's going to be hard for you to attract bottoms.
Whereas if you are an ugly bottom bi/gay man, it's impossible to be incel unless you are a
standardscel or are unwilling to improve your looks.
I don't give a shit if anyone wants to call me a faggot or whatever. Don't yuck my yum. I don't care
about labels. But for people who say that men go trans because they can't get ciswomen, THINK
AGAIN! Because passing femme transwomen are almost as picky if not just as picky as ciswomen.
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at what point is a man too gynocentric?
5 upvotes | August 3, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
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Men need patriarchy
5 upvotes | December 19, 2022 | by Gomdofthefall | Link | Reddit Link

All the hemming and hawing and panicking about muh lost and unproductive men, it's all quite
simply why it's happening:
Men need to be shepherded to their place at the head of the table of their families, and in the absence
of that, what you're seeing is what you'll get more and more of
It is what it is
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Why do women think it's okay to troll men about their height
and then blame the men for being defensive?
5 upvotes | December 12, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

Women Are Randomly Calling Men ‘Short Kings’ On TikTok And They’re All Deeply Offended

Remember when men on TikTok were getting really defensive after being told that they
“look like they can’t swim“? Well, get ready for the latest trend that has women trolling
random men by calling them “short kings”.

Yep, it turns out that the one thing men defend more than their apparent lack of swimming
ability is their height — and nothing proves this more than the latest ‘Short King’ TikTok
trend.

Ladies, what makes you think it's okay to outright troll men about their height and then laugh if
they're offended? People would get kicked off Reddit or TikTok if they did this to women about
weight issues. Hell that's why the Body Acceptance movement happened. Women go to cultural war
for body acceptance and then have the nerve to turn around and razz men over their height and then
LAUGH when men are offended.
Why do you not see the hypocrisy in this?
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Are black Woman truly the bottom of the barrel
5 upvotes | December 22, 2022 | by ThrowawayDoeEyed | Link | Reddit Link

Idk I’m biased as a black woman but it seems like black woman are at the bottom of the dating scene
Most men of color are not attracted to black woman and most black men are self hating as hell and
only like light skin or nowadays only white woman
White men usually are not attracted to black woman and they are turned off by black woman
The weird thing is I have a better chance with a white man than with a Asian man or other men of
color who are more obsessed with light skin then the white men themselves
What’s you’re thoughts ? Be honest do not be politically correct
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The current state of the dating market is the natural result of
what happens when both men and women have free choice. The
only reason men had more options before was because of the
patriarchy
5 upvotes | December 22, 2022 | by Cartierwontevenpeek | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "The current state of the dating market is the natural result of what happens when both men and
women have free choice. The only reason men had more options before was because of the patriarchy" from
/r/PurplePillDebate:

In a completely free world where men and women could make choices, due to the sex drive
difference, hormonal difference that makes women value emotional connections more than men, and
economy where certain men have more resources monetarily and status wise, women of course will
go for the best options consistently.
Wouldn't you? Would you give, for example, uglier girls a chance, if you could get any hot girl easily
every day? Of course you wouldn't, don't kid yourself. This notion of holier than thou attitude needs
to stop. This doesn't mean men and women are equally empathetic. As mentioned before in my
previous posts, women have a greater lack of empathy for male strangers than the other way around.
The common response is this is because of fear, but as evidenced before, it has to more to do with
women being disgusted by men moreso than fear:
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/06/150624155436.htm
Before, men could control women in a way, where they could block them from getting certain
resources, creating societies/religions that enforce certain restrictions, and whatever else. Without this
control, men cannot have the options anymore. In a completely free market, most men will suffer. It
is inevitable. There is quite literally nothing that can be done to alleviate this apart from instilling
another sort of rule/regulation that was done in the past, yet that is of course now seen as morally
outrageous.
What people need to realize is that there is no saving grace. Sex drives won't change. Standards won't
change. Most men are quite literally bound to suffer and thanks to the technological age, will only
suffer more and more as their options dwindle. Men's suicide rates are rapidly increasing due to
loneliness, and as mentioned before, it can't and simply won't change. Your only option as a man is to
become one of the few at the top or die trying.

Posted by eth_trader_12 | 22 December 2022 | Link
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most viewed porn 2022
5 upvotes | December 23, 2022 | by holdmebebi | Link | Reddit Link
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4'11 indian janitor is a cope
5 upvotes | January 8, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

most incels aren't that, a lot of them are 5'9 white 5/10 guys
so that strawman aside, what is YOUR or THEIR excuse? it can't be that chad is slaying all because
normies still have sex.
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teen love
5 upvotes | January 15, 2023 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "The importance of teen love is underrated." from /r/PurplePillDebate:

"Adolescent romance is an important developmental marker for adolescents’ self-identity,
functioning and capacity for intimacy." (Price et al., 2016)
A meta-analysis in 2019 byGómez-López et al. of over 100 research articles published over the last
three decades proved that romantic relationships during adolescence made them happier,feel more
satisfied with their lives, have fewer problems with mental and physical illness, show greater positive
affect, and have better levels of self-esteem than single people. Romantic relationships also reduced
symptoms of depression and anxiety and improved decision-making."Modeling analysis showed
romantic relationships as a predictor of psychological well-being, having a positive link with positive
interpersonal relationships and with life development".
"Adolescent romantic relationships promote lower rates of alienation and isolation, a better self-
image, better future expectations, higher levels of self-esteem, and a greater level of commitment in
later relationships."(Viejo et al., 2015)
Carver et al. (2003), Collins, (2003), Collins et al. (2009), Zimmer-Gembeck et al. (2006), Price et al.
(2016), Connolly and McIsaac (2011), and Furman et al. (1999) all express the profound importance
of teenage relationships, and how being unable to fulfill biological desires produce significant mental
and physical harm in the long-term, and how it affects relationships during adulthood.
Till and Niederkrotenthaler (2022) explain that romantic and sexual relationships are "an essential
and integral factor" that increases happiness, personal satisfaction, mental and physical health, and
satisfies needs for social integration and support. Romantic and sexual relationships also reduce the
risk of cardiovascular illnesses, suicidal ideation and behaviour, depression, and stress.
Adolescence is when a person is truly desired for whom they really are and not what they can
provide, without factors like a job, living alone, having money / a place of their own / a vehicle, etc.
coming into play.
Getting validation in one's formative years that one is sexually attractive positively affects self-
esteem, self-worth, and self-confidence. It provides an incentive to keep improving oneself, and frees
up one's mind to focus on other things.
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just don't be curry>jbw
5 upvotes | January 14, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

hispanic men are basically equal to white men, black men are %100 privileged sexually in 2023 and
east asian men kpopmaxx or seamaxx.
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When it comes to casual flings, women are attracted to men
who take risks. (Another reason why casual sex is VERY bad
for men.)
5 upvotes | January 18, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.bustle.com/articles/159136-why-women-are-attracted-to-risk-takers-for-casual-flings
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Stop using 'alpha' and 'beta' etc. Use terms that are more
realistic and harder to attack.
5 upvotes | January 22, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

'Alpha' and 'Beta' terminology simplifies a complicated examination of a man's attractiveness to
women down to one word, but it also makes it easier to attack because no one uses those terms in
normal daily discourse. People dismiss 'alpha' and 'beta' and the whole conversation shuts down.
Reality sometimes sucks like that. In this case reality demands that we discuss the actual components
of what makes a man alpha or beta: desperation, neuroconformity, looks, social status, confidence,
and charisma. These are traits that people talk about with regards to men, not 'alpha' or 'beta'
nonsense which brings up the debunked Wolf hierarchy studies that were even denounced by David
Mech, the man who came up with it.
We need to be more granular about it and get to the very components of what makes a man alpha or
beta.
Desperation: A man who is interested in women but not stupidly chasing (aka simping, persistently
pursuing, etc) would be a low or zero desperation man, which is a net positive for him in the eyes of
women especially if he is good looking or has high charisma. Low or zero desperation is essential for
a man's success.
Confidence: A man with sufficient but not overblown confidence is also attractive to most women.
Guys who go too far with this go overboard into cockiness or even arrogance and it only takes one
good test from life itself (not even a shit test by a woman) to expose his weakness and
overcompensation.
Charisma: Men with great charisma (often but is not always accompanied by a great personality:
charisma >= personality) are also attractive to most women. Not much needs to be said here, you
either have it or you don't and need to build it up. Women sometimes even make the first move on
dudes with high charisma.
Dominance: Men with high social dominance are attractive to women as long as he's not
domineering (abusive, forceful, etc) or trying too hard, either of which points to fake masculinity aka
machisimo, which is a huge turnoff for women. He's gotta command the room and the respect of
others to qualify as dominant (also related to high charisma). Of course some women say they don't
need this - some women prefer submissive men and all, dated a few myself as a switch - but a man
who maxes this trait will experience a dramatically different dating life than men who lack these
traits, and like the closely-related trait of high charisma it can even trump losing the genetic lottery
(looks/height).
Looks/Height: Some women like Kpop dude body types, but far too many women go for Jason
Momoa. Lemme tell you folks, if you're tall and look like Jason Momoa or Henry Cavill, you're not
going to be wanting for women, period, even if a handful don't find you attractive you won't be able
to hear them over the throng of women trying to get at you. So don't let any woman tell you that
Momoa/Cavill-looks aren't highly desired, it may not impress her but it will impress the 3000 women
behind her. But if you lost the genetic lottery you could work on the other traits and compensate.
Also women do date ugly men of lower stature simply because there's not enough tall, good looking
men to go around. (Doesn't guarantee that they enthusiastically date/marry men who score low on
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these traits.)
Neuroconformity: No one wants to go there but when they talk about alpha vs beta this is a [i]do or
die[/i] trait when it comes to a man's hierarchy on the totem pole of dating potential. This is how
women work - not too many women want to deal with a guy who is neurodiverse, period. They exist
but are very rare.
Silly feminists will rant about how these traits aren't necessary and they date dudes who lack these
traits and they just love them for being decent men. Of course there are some women who are like
that. But the vast majority of women go for men who are strong in these traits: or, to be more
accurate, men who are strong in the above mentioned traits are the kind of men that most women
desire. A man who is strong in those traits will never be able to even see the handful of women who
aren't impressed by them for the throngs of women vying for their attention.
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A good post for incels on how to overcome shyness/social
anxiety
5 upvotes | January 29, 2023 | by MegaGigaTeraBased | Link | Reddit Link

You can view the original post here, but the post is quite long, so I'll briefly summarize it.
The general gist is that unspoken social rules dictate us incels to know our place, which is why we're
so shy and quiet. Our shyness and social anxiety is not self-inflicted, but rather a product of our social
awareness and treatment by society. But instead of "staying in our lane" and accepting our treatment
as a second-class citizen, we should externalize our hatred/anger and refuse to conform to a society
that oppresses and discriminates against us.
So in practice, this means acting confident in our interactions with others, refusing to be bullied or
walked over, being confrontational when we need to, and saying what we want- even if this behavior
is "out of line" for us. This will help us overcome our shyness and anxiety, though it may make
people hate us even more (which is why it's recommended only for those who are truly at the bottom
of the social hierarchy and have nothing to lose).
TLDR: Act more confident to spite society.
Of course, I glossed over a lot of details and nuances here, so I would recommend reading the
original post I linked if you have the time. It's one of the few long Reddit posts that I've found
genuinely insightful and relatable, and I think a lot of incels could really use it.
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you should only rope, AFTER you've done everything.
5 upvotes | January 26, 2023 | by inkwel43 | Link | Reddit Link

Listen, I don't want to tell my fellowcels how to live, but if you haven't maximized your looks to their
fullest potential, which includes cosmetic surgeries and working out/ getting fit, then I can't feel bad
for you when you finally check out. I can't take anyone seriously who didn't even gymmax before
giving up.
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men are the fairer sex and here's why:
5 upvotes | January 25, 2023 | by inkwall432 | Link | Reddit Link

It's quite simple, most men judge women on their sexual history/n count. Something that women
CHOOSE to participating in out of their own free will.
Most women judge men on the way they physically look (excluding weight). Something that people
have no control over and are born with.
Hoes mad in 3...2...
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why do men fetishize asexuality?
5 upvotes | January 31, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

i can understand not liking a literal onlyfans whore or someone with 300 bodycount but the absolute
fixation on ''virginity'' is a bit concerning(saying this as a virgin female, albeit i don't think i want to
enter an actual relationship ever so whatever)
is it simply the insecurity that a sexual woman will not ''prefer'' them? it's ironic how they will
complain about dead bedrooms or have weird porn induced fetishes then go for a ''virgin'' female with
low sex drive.
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What should he have done to fix his personality?
5 upvotes | February 12, 2023 | by TOitneverbegun | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/k-iPXRDTdMo
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over for japan, rape stats going up by %300
5 upvotes | February 13, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link
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This whole "more men are single because they need to be more
like women" is nonsense
5 upvotes | February 24, 2023 | by Grapestheanswer | Link | Reddit Link

Criminals have more children and more partners
Meanwhile,
The Hill

Heterosexual women are getting more choosy.

Women are tiring of their stereotypical role as full-time therapist for emotionally distant
men. They want a partner who is emotionally open and empathetic, the opposite of the age-
old masculine ideal.

�Please
Now no need to go literally commit crime. Rather just have to cast off the shackles of fake neurotic
middle class morality, develop aggression/boldness/risk taking
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If even Tom Brady can't preserve a marriage, what is it that
are everyday folk going to do? Monogamy is incompatible with
current society.
5 upvotes | February 27, 2023 | by Heartherebelyell | Link | Reddit Link

Tom Brady Launches 'Desperate Attempt' To Win Over Ex Gisele Bundchen — But She's
Not Interested: 'Happier Than Ever'

And Kanye, and Bill Gates, and Bezos and so on and so forth
Counterpoint: celebrities have always had relational instability.
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Does this prove the bluepill?
5 upvotes | March 7, 2023 | by Romeo_RichBoy | Link | Reddit Link

I knew a girl who was very attractive, easily 8-10 in looks. She ended up marrying an older guy who
was balding and significantly shorter than her. The guy was probably a 5 at best. This girl was virgin
until she was 28 and this 5/10 dude was her first.
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apd weekly community thread - 2023/03/06
5 upvotes | March 6, 2023 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

welcome to the apd weekly community thread for {{date %Y/%m/%d}}
as always make sure to follow reddit TOS and APD rules
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if you have an average face being Tall doesn't increase your
Looks, it increases Status
5 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by l00ks-p1lled | Link | Reddit Link

This is more a statistical take, not an absolute one.
Girls most always refer to a guy's face to describe how much hot or pretty he is, imo this is proven by
Omegle reactions. If your face is average/plain I don't think that your Looks increases if you're tall,
instead it increases your Status because it's a recognized halo and makes you look more important.
Imagine a girl cringing because an unattractive guy kissed her, I don't think the cringe would
disappear if he suddenly became taller.
However, if you have an attractive face then being tall increases both Looks and Status.
Being too short is instead a downside for both, but an attractive face can still save you from death
sentence and make you genuenly desirable
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The Importance of Facial Attractiveness In Life Based on
Personal Experiences
5 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by PubertyDeformedFace | Link | Reddit Link

Up until the age of 16, I was relatively cute or at least average looking, here are some of the
experiences I had back then.
I was unpopular, had zero social skills and a diagnosis of autism, yet people treated me far
better than they do now, despite now having better social skills and not being affected by the
stigma of disability.
A Few Examples (including explicit signs of interest and being treated well or given social
opportunities based on appearance)
Before Age 5: My parents claim they entered me in a cute baby competition though I didn't win.
Also, that strangers gave me a lot of attention, remark on my cuteness and touched me a lot.
Age 5: I was a cute kid, had a female friend who I hung out in school. She was also an outcast that
didn't fit in and wasn't very good with English. She was nice to me, I think she considered me
attractive and even remembered me considering some other girl mentioned her talking about me in
high school, never saw her after kindergarten. Teacher fawned over my baby pics where I was cute
when I presented the scrapbook my parents made of me.
Age 7: Remember going to some party and rubbing up against some girl, she just let me. I have no
memory of how it happened.
Age 10: Had a sister of my friend kept sitting on my lap even when I got aroused by it. My friend was
annoyed and tried to get her away from me.
Age 11: Had some girl I didn't even know keep asking me out to a dance. Not sure who she was, but
she can't have known me, since I didn't recognize her, it's likely she wasn't even my grade since she
was taller than me and I was tall for my age.
Age 12: A girl I knew who was helpful to me in class with notes and stuff complained to me some
guy was harassing her and asked to sit next to me, probably my chance to play white-knight which I
didn't take. She also often greeted me in the hallways and one time I think she called me cute while
with another class-mate of mine , not 100% sure if she was referring to me and I was about to ask her
since this was in front of me and within earshot but didn't get the chance to.
Age 12: Had a girl in my class ask me out, I was unpopular and there's a small chance it could have
been a prank but over a period of months she kept trying to get trying to talk to me and she was upset
when I declined.
Age 12: Two girls (seperate incidents) , both in my age group, I didn't even know kept looking at me
with interest and then they told me they wanted to tell me something in private, and kept trying to get
me to go alone with them. I regret not going.
Age 13: Girl who was reasonably attractive first time I met her when I was hanging around her and
other guys, actually laughed at something I said which wasn't even that funny. Afterwards she talked
to me a few times after seeing me on her own . We talked a few times in class, once she asked me if I
liked her and rejected me, yet she talked to me or greeted me in the hallway quite a few times. We
had to dance in PE and I wasn't very good at it, but sometimes she was nice to me and we'd talk quite
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a bit. Over-time she started ignoring me as my social status further tanked but that stopped mattering
after I dressed up really nice and got a good haircut for the graduation party. During that time, I went
into the gym multiple times and she kept staring at me each time while standing alone, basically
giving me the signal to approach yet I never approached her. Afterwards in a summer program she
kept looking at me, one time she also greeted me but I ignored her out of anxiety.
Age 13: Was dress nicely for a presentation, actually had a bully of mine, who occasionally let me
hang around with me compliment me on my appearance. The same guy was nice to me and didn't
pick on me once because I looked good. Also, noticed numerous times that when I looked better
people who normally picked on me and looked down on me treated me in a respectful manner and
included me in their groups. Girls were also more willing to make conversation and were friendlier.
Age 13 One girl who was a year younger than me was quite nice to me and liked talking to me. It's
likely she was interested in me, one time we were together in a small room for part of a class activity.
I was standing pretty close to her and we were making deep eye contact, this could have been my
chance to kiss her but I didn't.
Age 13 One time I went to the temple with my parents, while I was praying and everyone's eyes were
supposed to be closed, I accidentally opened my eyes. There was this girl in my age-group who was
staring at my face and smiling while everyone was supposed to be praying. This was a very strange
experience for me and I was kind of annoyed at her for being blasphemous.
Age 13 Talked to some guy in tennis class, we were joking around and having a good time. The same
guy even gave me his number afterward but I never called him.
Age 13: There was a guy I used to hang out with, who actually ended up having somewhat of an
improvement in appearance during puberty. Back then he was ugly with extreme acne, one time a girl
asked me why I hang out with an ugly guy like him in a negative tone.
Age 14 These girls in a group, a year younger, were pointing at me, laughing, they kept asking me to
sit with them. I declined mainly because I was unsure if they were making fun of me but also because
I wasn't sure how to behave . One of the girls from the group who was quite attractive wanted me to
play a game with her, which I also refused.
Age 14 One time I was getting a ton of looks from people while walking around, but it seemed like
they were smiling and it was positive. A guy I had talked to a few times in art class but didn't really
know, asked me if I wanted to cut class and hang out with him.
Age 14 Some girl approached me smiling and called me cute, we played with a ball in group together
and she was friendly. I should have talked more with her or tried to get her number but was too
focused on the game.
Age 14: One time we were playing tennis, I was partnered with some guy against two girls, both of
talked to me, even introduced themselves while completely ignoring my partner. I played tennis quite
well that day.
Age 14: This one girl I had never seen in my life, but claimed she knew me from a volunteer thing I
did, came up to me and started talking to me. I was a little creeped out at first but accepted it. We
talked a few times in PE with her almost always initiating. Over time she lost interest though, but one
time she talked to me in biology class, based on her tone she was likely flirting with me, but I ended
up saying something autistic and nerdy, she never talked to me again.
Age 15: I was hanging out with a friend in the park, a girl approached and said you are cute . The
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same day I noticed a number of girls were checking me out when I went to the youth center with him.
Age 15: I was alone in the library on a computer this girl with severe acne approached me and said I
was cute. She kept checking me out and even said she wanted to kiss me. Probably the closest I ever
came to getting any action.
Age 15: Girl was twerking on a bunch of guys who were standing around. She noticed me standing
there a little further but didn't twerk on me.
Age 15: There were a few girls I talked to in Spanish class. We were kind of acquaintances, one time
I complained about having a bad day and feeling sad and this girl offered to hug me outside of class.
Age 15: One time I was looking for books in the library. There was this girl who was quite attractive,
I looked at her a number of times and she actually approached me and started talking to me. For some
reason I pretended to be mute and she was still super nice to me and said she appreciated me listening
to her. I am unsure if she was attracted to me, but something like this would not happen to ugly guys.
After the age of 16 my face turned hideously ugly and this is how I was treated
Age 16: I started receiving negative looks from people, service staff like cashiers were noticeably
colder and more unfriendly and impatient with me.
Age 16: One time I was doing a math test and getting most of the answers, the girls in my group
needed my help. Yet when I helped them out there was no thankfulness, just a cold and negative tone
and disgust.
Age 16: Highlight of this period was the time I had to go for some event promoting acceptance
because I got in trouble for something. I did end up interacting with and talking to some guy, who
interacted with me a few times afterwards but the best part was when everyone was required to go
around hugging people. This one girl who claimed to know me, didn't remember who she was, and
said I was nice, hugged me a few times.
Age 16: Friends began to bully me more and most of them eventually ditched me, we already had
some tension before but they were more willing to accept me back then.
Age 16: This time a friend of mine was talking to another friend and he wasn't really willing to
introduce me , normally I could go in and talk to people through mutual friends and people were
generally wanting to get to know me , but when I talked to him he looked at me negatively and was
disinterested me.
Age 16: One time there was this girl who I was paired with for the class and she would only talk to
me about the work, when I asked her something about herself she gave me negative looks. It was
clear from her body language, she hated being around me.
Age 16-18: This one girl who was in one of my classes talked to me. I wasn't sure who she was and
asked for her name and stuff, she had the same name as a childhood friend who I had hugged a few
times and my parents were friends with. Afterwards I heard her pointing at me and making fun of me
with friends indicating she was leading me on. I started ignoring her, but she kept looking at me in
class. One time someone insulted me in class and she stood up for me. Also, one time she said she
wanted to talk to me alone, but I completley ignored her and walked away. After that she kept
looking at me like she was betrayed and hurt and I kept ignoring her. Not sure if she might have
actually been into me or not.
Age 17: One time a girl was rubbing up against some guy and she saw me standing near and she
explicitly said no to me coldly.
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Age 17: Girls treated me like I was a creep. Like if I was walking behind them at similar pace, they
would speed up and sometimes even run away from me, despite me not chasing them. They would
get nervous even if I was walking in their direction, despite me not saying a word to them or
following them. This never happened to me before.
I became fat and even uglier by the age of 18-19 with brief periods of being thin, muscular at 22
and this is how I was treated
Age 18: Got looks of disgust or coldness from girls, they often avoided looking at me , only a few
times girls made eye contact with me only one time a very ugly girl smiled, most likely this could
have been pity as I was looking at other girls and they were avoiding looking at me. Before this guy I
got normal looks or a few IOIs.
Age 18: Only two girls I interacted with mostly in class or near class and this was mainly though a
class friend I had, they talked to me normally a few times but eventually started to avoid interacting
with me and ignored me. Though my behavior played a small role in this as well.
Age 18: Girl I was checking out reacted with disgust, also avoided talking to me and tried to point out
that I was creepy to another guy for looking at her.
Age 18: People looked at me with disgust, fear, and discomfort, even caught a few guys staring at me
negatively or avoiding looking at me.
Age 19: One time I was repeatedly looking at myself on the phone screen in disgust and sadness and
this girl who was working there trying to make a selling lied to me and said I was handsome but
going through puberty and had acne, another time some girl talked to me asking me if I was of a
certain race, her expression seemed friendly but it meant nothing.
Age 19: One time I had a group project and this girl I was checking out reacted with disgust, also she
gave me a low status role in the project while fawning over some attractive guy in the class.
Age 19: Guys who I tried to interact with and befriend acted uncomfortable around me, when I was
talking to them normally and tried to avoid interacting with me outside of class. Bullied online when
I showed pictures of myself.
Age 20-21: No friends in college, negative treatment severe depression. Only a few girls looked at
me without a negative expression but no explicit signs of interest.
Age 21: Lost weight bulked up and got the same treatment, one time I was walking past a security
who enthusiastically greeted a group of attractive guys and girls but ignored me.
From Age 19: Cashiers are generally cold to me, avoided greeting me, would bark out the price,
won't say bye, treat other customers in a much more friendly manner. One time some older female
cashier called me cute and complimented my body, this happened a few times and was a little weird
but I was treated poorly by everyone else.
I underwent cosmetic surgery and it made nearly no difference, then I underwent accutane and
got filler, very slight improvement here's how I was treated
Age 22-23: Still mostly negative treatment, got looks of disgust a few times. But there were a few
times where older unattractive ladies were willing to chat with me at the doctor's office or a lab I
went to. Also, had two cases where it seemed girls were giving me close eye contact and positive
expression but most girls reacted with disgust or indifference. One girl literally ran away from me
when I was asking her for directions and another one also walked away when I asked her questions
related to a job.
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Age 23-24: Got hired in a few interviews, but these places were desperate, and I was forced to quit
for various reasons.
my acne came back, my thick nose skin came back, I gained a bunch of weight, got even uglier
due to aging, here's how I am treated now
Age 24-25: Encountered many cases of looks discrimination in job interviews with female
interviewers looking at me in disgust and being rude or cold to me for no reason. Never got call backs
from these places despite speaking well in some of them.
Age 25: Treated poorly in a job I had and fired due to looks. Some women of the same ethnicity in
my age group was super rude to me from the beginning even giving me condescending looks and
ended up refusing to work with me. I was obese at the time. I was fired due to my looks while my
coworkers never received any reprimand for their poor treatment and I was blamed for being rude
despite never acting that way and them being unable to provide a single concrete example.
Age 25: Treated even worse at another job, this time I didn't even bother trying to interact with the
people there and they were still rude to me, this was including a trainer who let me take the blame for
something she did, but it was just with a coworker and not management.
Age 25: Further bullied for my looks online, nobody who saw my pics wanted to be friends with me
or decide to avoid me.
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What's your opinion on the racepill?
5 upvotes | March 23, 2023 | by Impossible_Ad4588 | Link | Reddit Link

Do you find it accurate or false? Who do you think benefits/suffers the most from it?
Please provide data and experiences to demonstrate your points
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The battle of the sexes today be like:
5 upvotes | March 23, 2023 | by No_Reflection_798 | Link | Reddit Link
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apd weekly community thread - 2023/04/03
5 upvotes | April 3, 2023 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link

welcome to the apd weekly community thread
as always make sure to follow reddit TOS and APD rules
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This is super triggering "Why do men hate open
relationships?"
5 upvotes | April 2, 2023 | by Gomdgomd | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Why do men hate open relationships?" from /r/PurplePillDebate:

Men claim that it’s very difficult for them to get sex and that the competition is fierce on dating apps.
Assuming that both those things are true, why don’t men just comprise their standards and/or
participate in open relationships?
If Stacy has so much choice and leverage why do men hate her for dating Chad, when they would go
out with the hottest available option if the role was reversed?
If men are willing to comprise their standards and “date down” why should they care if the women
their seeing is sleeping with other men if they clearly don’t love her?
Lots of men engage in toxic masculinity and shame each other for financially supporting a woman
who sleeps with other guys, but at least those men are having sex. So long as it’s between two
consenting adults and the men in these submissive roles gain more experience and confidence to help
them with their future dating lives why is that wrong?
With polyamory and non-monogamy becoming more common why are so many men so vocal about
shaming it?

Posted by Open-Result-2133 | 1 April 2023 | Link
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Is dumpster diving, or keep lowering your standards to you get
a bite a good strategy to get casual sex for an average or slightly
below average guy?
5 upvotes | March 28, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link

Basically not being a standardscel
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[Serious Discussion] Why do you think there was a serial killer
boom in the 60s and 70s?
5 upvotes | March 27, 2023 | by LookIn2myPrivateEyes | Link | Reddit Link

That lasted until the mid 90s...
Was the sexual revolution, PTSD from all the wars, all the brain-poisoning lead in the walls a direct
cause to the boom of serial killers in the mid 20th century?
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woman in prison receives fan letters from men
5 upvotes | March 27, 2023 | by lemurkun | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2809536/amp/Italian-nurse-took-photos-patients-murdered-
flooded-fan-mail-prison-including-marriage-proposals.html
confirms what i've been saying, the reason we don't see this is because there isn't enough female
serial killers that are also conventionally attractive
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Let's say 7.9 billion alien women (the human population today)
came to Earth looking for husbands and they had another
Earth or giant worldship to absorb the doubled-up population
as well.
5 upvotes | October 18, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

How do you think men would react? How do you think women would react? What would be the
overall effect?
Reply seriously or not, doesn't matter, this is a fun thread.
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Should a woman get married before 25?
5 upvotes | August 8, 2022 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

[deleted]
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I found a better table of what i posted(out of topic but i'm
posting cuz some users requested it)
5 upvotes | April 5, 2023 | by princess8inch | Link | Reddit Link
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Should being 6'3 and at least a Normie face guarantee me to
slay land whales in the club and tinder?
5 upvotes | April 7, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link
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My Arguments For Why Male Births Should Be Limited:
5 upvotes | April 13, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

Easily the most controversial opinion I hold is that male births should be limited to a roughly 85:100
ratio of men to women. You may think this idea sounds nuts, but I'd like to share my reasons for why
I think this would be of great benefit to society, and is ultimately the utilitarian option.
1.) There is already a surplus of 5 males for every 100 females born. Even if you think having a 50/50
split of men to women is good, women naturally give birth to more men than women. So there is
already a slight surplus of men most places in the world, and look how that's turning out.
If you want to see the extreme ends of this, look at what happened to China after they implemented
thier 1 child policy that heavily favored male birth. 40,000,000+ surplus men with skyrocketing rates
of violent crime compared to other Asian countries. Shit is so bad over there that "bachelor villages"
are popping up all over China comprised of mostly single men.
Another sterling example is India, where there is approximately 717,100,970 males and 662,903,415
females, leaving a surplus of 54,197,555 men. Having such high sexual competition amongst males
has no doubt contributed to the high rates of rape and sexual assault in India.
2.) When men are faced with becoming a genetic dead end, they are willing to engage in dangerous,
destructive, and even violent status-driving behaviors if it means preventing that. While the same is
simply not true for females.
3.) 80%-90% of violent crime (especially homicide) is committed by men, this is probably
compounded by having high sexual competition amongst men. But there are inherent biological
factors that determine this as well. So it would make perfect sense that having less men and less
sexual competition would bring down crime rates pretty significantly.
4.) Lastly, the most common pushback I recieve when telling people about this idea is that society's
ability to function would be severely hindered by having less men.
My counter argument is The Triple Alliance War of 1864-1870, where Paraguay lost at least 70% of
thier male population in combat against the Brazilian military. You'd think this would have decimated
Paraguay's ability to function, but you would be wrong. Women were able to pick up the slack in
thier country's work force after the war, and polygamy was mandated into law in an effort to
replenish thier country's losses.
If that doesnt dispel the idea of society being unable to function with slightly less men, I don't know
what will. A country can lose 70 fucking percent of its male population and be just fine afterwards.
I think we'll be okay with an 85:100 gender ratio of men to women.
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[Serious][Question] How exactly does women's hiveminds and
powers work?
5 upvotes | April 13, 2023 | by BufferG108 | Link | Reddit Link

Like, deadass, how does it work?
Like, very few women speak all major languages today, and many women only speak a smaller
language for example with less translation tools available.
Yet, they somehow manage to come to consensus decisions with extensive hive communication
among four billion hive members.
How? Like, how do they "communicate" as a hive? What is the method used to communicate as a
hive/to the whole hive? What "language" do they use? How do they all manage to come to a
consensus?
What's weirder is, men have to look up statistics online for certain things, such as average heights in
an area, but women seem to already know that. Women are able to acquire such statistics about men,
as well as know for a fact everything relevant (height, looks rating, race, income, misogyny level
(where misogyny is viewed as attractive by women), etc) about a man they're near. They know a
great deal who he is, how to destroy him, what moves he will make, etc. From these powers and
others they possess, they clearly have some kind of higher and/or supernatural powers that we do not.
Whether this is or not connected to the hivemind, is another question as well. How do these powers
work? How have women got them? What is the dynamics of these powers and women? Are these
powers simply "endowed" to women, or how do they "upgrade" their powers?
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Theory: Men are genetically predisposed to give money and
affection to women.
5 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by hellsingsoutoftune | Link | Reddit Link

I think that the success of OnlyFans can be explained by this theory.
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Sex History and Height Study (60k participants, age 18-65)
5 upvotes | April 16, 2023 | by cumballsandwich | Link | Reddit Link

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1474704915604563

Across most of the height continuum, however, there was little variation in mean or median
number of reported sex partners. Further, men between 5′7″ and 6′3″ (170–191 cm)
varied little in whether they had more than 5 partners, had more than 14 partners, engaged
in extra-pair sex, or were currently single.
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Image posts have been disabled.
5 upvotes | April 20, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

The mod team of r/AllPillDebate have discussed it, and we decided to disable image posts.
We want this subreddit to be a place of debate, and not what amounts to a Facebook meme page. Low
effort image posts will inevitably spam the subreddit and bury high effort content if we don't do this.
We apologize for the change but it is for the best. Images and memes already posted on the sub will
not be removed, but going forward they won't be allowed.
Text posts, link posts, and video posts are still allowed.
Thanks for your time, and we hope you can still enjoy r/AllPillDebate.
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The real reasons Asian men are considered less attractive in the
U.S.
5 upvotes | April 22, 2023 | by cumballsandwich | Link | Reddit Link

Japan, Korea, and China are some of the few non-white countries that have international1.
relevance and exceptional economies.
Asian American men make the most money in the U.S.2.
WW have more options to practice interracial and international hypergamy because of their3.
status at the top of the race hierarchy.
As a result, WM have to use the media to portray Asian men as low status incels in order to4.
keep hypergamous WW away from them.

I know you are thinking: But kpop?
There are issues with that.

Kpop is filled with many social issues, which gives the Western media the chance to portray1.
Korea as a shithole using the excuse of concern. The rise of kpop will increase criticism of it by
biased Western media.
Many non-white kpop fans have started dick-policing kpop idols and other Korean men if they2.
express pedestalization of WW. As a result, kpop companies and even Korean YouTube
channels featuring randos have fabricated scenarios of kpop idols/Korean men "liking" Blacks
in either a flirty or platonic context to do damage control. Asians in America don't like this
because they'd rather be portrayed as a group of men that cucks white men and takes their
women, not be associated with "less desirable" women for some virtue signalling agenda.
Unfortunately, Korea has a lot of blackface to make up for. This diversity virtue signalling in
Korea will have to continue in kpop and on social media.
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Camps for <6'4, nonwhite, noncladface men
5 upvotes | April 23, 2023 | by Life-Beginning-3168 | Link | Reddit Link

How soon until TPTB, who understands women are a more loyal unquestioning livestock than men
(as long as they have access to clad and killing sub8 beh behs) manipulate men to actually vote for
this for themselves?
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Men are 57% of all rape victims and women are most of their
rapists, per CDC data. Feminist propaganda about rape is
false.
5 upvotes | April 28, 2023 | by Worldly_Piano9526 | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Men are 57% of all rape victims and women are most of their rapists, per CDC data. Feminist
propaganda about rape is false." from /r/MensRights:

One of feminists' favorite ways to smear and demonize men is this:
"Women are justified in being afraid of men, because men are 90% / 95% of rapists. Women aren't
out there raping men, it's men doing it to women."
Of course, feminists will use any claim to attack men. They don't care if it's true or not. But we do.
So... is it?
You probably already suspect that it's bullshit just because it's feminists speaking. If so, you're right.
The real numbers are so different to the standard, feminist-promoted narrative that you will definitely
be challenged if you cite them. So I'm going to give you all the information you'll need to both quote
the correct figures and also defend your position afterwards.

Sources

Feminists like to quote figures from feminist organizations because those use terrible methodologies
to come up with bogus numbers that support feminist propaganda.
For example, remember "1 in 4 women on college campuses has been raped"? If true, that would
make college campuses the most dangerous places in the world for women. That number was
obtained by sending a survey to the mailing list of a sexual assault support organization. Of course,
that's not a representative sample of female university students. "1 in 4" is an obviously false number,
but feminists don't care and have continued to repeat it ad infinitum ever since.
Instead, we're going to go to the biggest and most credible source of statistics on sexual assault and
violence: the CDC. Specifically, the CDC's primary publication on this topic: the National Intimate
Partner and Sexual Violence Survey (NISVS):
https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/pdf/NISVS-StateReportBook.pdf

Terminology & Definitions

There is some important context to consider before looking at the CDC data.
Prominent feminist Mary P Koss consulted to the CDC as an "expert" on rape from 1996 to at least
2005, according to her own CV. Mary P Koss has frequently expressed her contempt for men,
including her view that men are not harmed by being forced to have sex. She insists that the act of a
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woman forcing a man to have sex without his consent should not be considered "rape" but instead
simply labelled "unwanted contact". Her stated views on men are utterly reprehensible, though sadly
not unusual for a feminist.
Through her lobbying, Koss convinced the CDC to exclude male victims of women from their
published rape statistics. Instead, the CDC puts men who are forced to have sex by women under the
label "made to penetrate" rather than calling them rape victims.
Like almost all non-feminists, I disagree with Mary P Koss and the feminist position on male victims.
So rather than using her definition of rape, I am instead going to use the dictionary definition
(Merriam-Webster in this case, but the others are all similar):
rape: unlawful sexual activity and usually sexual intercourse carried out forcibly or under threat of
injury against a person's will or with a person who is beneath a certain age or incapable of valid
consent because of mental illness, mental deficiency, intoxication, unconsciousness, or deception
For this reason, I argue that we should add the "made to penetrate" numbers back into the CDC's rape
statistics in order to get an accurate picture.

The Figures

Refer to the NISVS report linked above, specifically:

Table 3.1 on page 18 for the number of female victims
Table 3.5 on page 26 for the number of male victims

The tables contain two sets of figures: "Lifetime" and "12 month". They are derived, as you'd expect,
from questions like these:
"Has  ever happened to you in your lifetime?"
"Has  happened to you at any time in the last 12 months?"
Lifetime prevalence figures are considered by statisticians to be far less accurate than previous 12-
month prevalence figures. If you consider, for example, a 65-year-old being asked to think back over
their entire life, one source of inaccuracy becomes obvious. Another, changing societal attitudes, is
especially relevant in this case.
While women do not always report their rapes, men massively underreport being victims of rape for a
variety of social reasons. There is still a huge stigma attached to male rape victims, especially of
women perpetrators - far more than the stigma for female rape victims, which has been alleviated by
decades of public education campaigns and positive portrayals in pop culture. Some men don't even
realize that men can be raped, so they don't recognize that it was rape when that happened to them.
Male underreporting is now improving rapidly thanks to increased awareness of this issue, but the
changes are quite recent.
As a result, the further back in time any survey looks, the greater will be the impact of male
underreporting. That's why these tables show an unusually large difference between the lifetime and
12-month figures: they reflect the huge shift in attitudes to male rape victims in recent decades.
So we're going to use the previous 12-month figures for our assessment.
[Note that the most recently published NIPSVS is from 2012. Attitudes to male rape victims have
shifted substantially over those eleven years, so we can expect even the 12-month figures from this
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report to understate the number of male victims significantly.]
With that context all taken into account, what are the figures from the NISVS report for male &
female rape victims?
Women: 1,473,000 victims
Men: 219,000 [CDC figure for rape by a penis] + 1,715,000 [CDC figure for men forced to penetrate
a woman] = 1,934,000 victims
1,934,000 / (1,473,000 + 1,934,000) = 0.5676
Thus men are 57% of the total number of rape victims.
1,715,000 / 1,934,000 = 0.8867
So the perpetrators who are making men penetrate them (i.e. women) commit 89% of the rapes of
men.
It's a shocking result, isn't it? The complete opposite of what feminist propaganda claims. I think it's
clear that feminists are waging a war on men, and as the saying goes, "The first casualty of war is
truth". The truth doesn't support the feminist narrative, so it had to be cast aside and replaced with a
lie.

Posted by EricAllonde | 27 April 2023 | Link
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Dating scene in 10 years
5 upvotes | April 28, 2023 | by Throw_AwayDiscussion | Link | Reddit Link

What do you guys think the dating scene will be like with more people becoming blackpilled
especially on Tiktok? Will it stay the same? Higher standards than current ones? More lonely men?
More passport bros to Latin America or Southeast Asia?
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Thoughts on this?
5 upvotes | April 28, 2023 | by hellsingsoutoftune | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/nrbaqahobnwa1
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Does anyone know/follow someone who doesn't follow the
conventional societal rules but still has great success with
women?
5 upvotes | May 2, 2023 | by Last-Post2085 | Link | Reddit Link

I follow this guy on YouTube, I won't mention his name. He is 34 years old and basically travels
from country to country backpacking in Asia. He doesn't have a career. Doesn't really have any
money saved up. Doesn't have a car. Doesn't have any friends (constantly complains about this). He
decided to travel because he was working in a fuel station back home in the UK for minimum wage
and had nothing to lose by quitting and travelling.
He doesn't have any of the conventional things you would expect someone in their 30's should have.
All his income comes from making "what I did today" videos which get about 5,000 views per vid. I
think he mentioned he gets about £1,200/month from YouTube, which is just about enough to fuel his
travelling. He lives more or less pay check to pay check and just eats biscuits and other cheap forms
of food to get by.
He often tries to date women who have their own place, so he can stay at their house and doesn't have
to pay for a hotel. He is currently dating some Korean girl who lives in Japan and she works full time
as a programmer with her own place.
Imagine for a second you signed up a dating website and then you matched with someone. Went on a
date and then asked them if you could stay at their house because you have no where else to stay?
That is literally what he does.
Now I am not saying every 30+ year old should be career-focused but let's be honest, most people are
settling down in their 30s and trying to mortgage a house or have a family in any western country.
It just baffles me how he is able to continuously be successful but he doesn't have any of the key
points that are drilled into you throughout high school and life in general.
Like on my dating profiles I mention that I have a career in STEM, live on my own, have a car etc.
You might think I sound shallow or artificial but living in the west if you live with your parents still
at 30+ you are classed as a loser or failure. Same if you don't drive, as it's classed as a 'rite of passage'
to learn to drive and have a car. If you don't have a car and live in the suburbs, you are absolutely
fucked when it comes to getting around. Less so if you live in a city.
Maybe the western culture about careers/cars/houses/money has just brainwashed me. Clearly women
don't care as much about someones career or how much money they have as much as we'd like to
believe. Or maybe it's just an Asia thing? Maybe women care less about perceived social status
compared to the west?
I am just baffled at how he is able to do so well. Maybe the 'passport bros' thing really is a real
phenomenon. I mean he is not ugly by any means but I wouldn't call him handsome either. I guess
he's just sorta average. I guess he isn't fat which is something good for someone at his age.
Then again, I remember him complaining when he was in the UK he was getting zero matches on
dating apps. Maybe it's just simply an Asia thing. I did notice the people he dates are all 35+ years
old. I believe in Japan women who are 30+ and unmarried are called "Christmas Cakes", which
means they are unwanted or something.
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The Forbidden Land - Central Asia
5 upvotes | May 1, 2023 | by Throw_AwayDiscussion | Link | Reddit Link

I have never once heard anyone mention something along the lines of "Just go to Kazakhstan,
Uzbekistan". It's always about Latin America (Peru, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Dominican Republic,
etc.) Africa (North Africa, Horn of Africa, and South Africa.) Southeast Asia/ East Asia, (Thailand,
Japan & China (Sometimes), and of course the Philippines. I can't forget the special one.
Why does nobody ever go to Central Asia? You never hear about it in redpill or blackpill spaces.
Almost like it doesn't exist. You would think it would at least be discussed, but nope, it's not. Any
thoughts on this? Central Asians stay winning?
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Tyrone Spotted
5 upvotes | May 5, 2023 | by Xbox-Loud-Cloud-216 | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/2r48bem3p1ya1
I think one of the more brutal things about being a man is like .
Sure there are hot girls average girls and ugly girls just like men .
But all three categories of these women will have some form of this phenomenon going on when they
post pics . Men typically simps ( dosent mean they are low Smv ) compliment them . Maybe in a
quote maybe likes maybe a DM slide .
As a man you have to be a full on Chad to get this treatment . Like yea a girl here and there will slide
and you can get likes and have a nice social media presence . But general adoration is for women and
chads .
What I want these spaces to do less though is stop blaming women for this like they asked for it or
can control it .
I’m not saying don’t hold them accountable but there is a stark difference in the tonality of being
straight up misogynistic and just being salty and defeated at the state of dating dynamics .
Men imagine today . Your libido was reduced 75% AND womens rose 75% . My guys we would all
be just as stuck up as them . We would want sex way fucking less but have way more fucking access .
In short , we would be picky . We are the same , just different .
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why does red hair look good on women but not men
5 upvotes | May 4, 2023 | by tomoru12 | Link | Reddit Link

brown hair and blonde hair look good on both genders, so does black hair.
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Capitalism is a big reason why inceldom is on rise
5 upvotes | April 23, 2023 | by princess8inch | Link | Reddit Link

Chad=very high beauty standards made from social media and plastic surgery
Bad social skills made from social media, expensive housing and economic crisis, feminism etc. All
capitalism
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Describe a sexually attractive personality
5 upvotes | April 8, 2023 | by SedTheeMighty | Link | Reddit Link

Just gotta ask this to see what all comes to mind
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Is this a looksmatched couple?
5 upvotes | January 7, 2023 | by SDW137 | Link | Reddit Link
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"Muh, get off dating apps and approach in the real world. Muh
dating apps don't work cause they are a sausagefest".
5 upvotes | February 28, 2023 | by inkwell787 | Link | Reddit Link

There is some grain of truth to this statement, I won't deny it. It makes sense that if there is 50 men
and 10 women in a market, then ofc not all men will be able to get a woman... that is... IF ALL
WOMEN INSTINCTIVELY PAIRED OFF IN A 1:1 ratio ����������������
. Lmao which we all know doesn't happen. Everyone knows that women find a vast majority of men
to be sexually/physically unattractive to begin with. Do you really think that if it was a balanced ratio,
men would be better off? Lmao, all that would happen is that it would be even MORE of a brutal
blackpilling, as the male segment would see that even in a balanced ratio, ALL the women would still
rather be side hoes to the top percentage of men, or would just straight up leave the app if they aren't
able to get their own chad. NOTHING significant would happen if there was a balanced ratio. At
best, maybe the chadlites and high tier normies who were on a dry streak would now get more
options, but average men who make up the majority of the population, would not see any change in
their dating options.
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What are some of the Blackpill communities in the dark web?
5 upvotes | March 9, 2023 | by Gravis-1 | Link | Reddit Link
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I'll probably start crying if I get to fuck pussy this summer
5 upvotes | May 8, 2023 | by maxxxmaxx | Link | Reddit Link
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How did you find out about the Blackpill?
5 upvotes | May 10, 2023 | by Positive-Quality1100 | Link | Reddit Link

How did you find out about the blackpill and how did you react to it? What are your thoughts on the
blackpill?
I found out about the Blackpill through a redpill channel, the dude interviewed the dude who pretty
much introduced the internet to the Blackpill, Toby Reynolds (Eggman/ Egg white.) Then I looked up
Eggman and found his blackpill video. At first the bluepilled in me kicked out, "oh this sad man, he
doesn't believe in himself." But I couldn't turn off the video, there was something so cathartic about
his video. I legitimately believe that Blackpill video should be saved for historical purposes, meant to
be shown to future generations.
Then I got recommendations for TFL videos from Oreo man, Kent, Baraka. And these videos were so
cathartic and funny to me. I was somewhat going crazy listening to them but I was also really
enjoying the videos.
Now the blackpill has been adopted and sold by these dudes who react to videos, rate dudes, and
point out studies. There's a place for that but I miss the old personal blackpill videos.
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A classic, what the redpill and pua does to a sub 5
5 upvotes | May 12, 2023 | by Positive-Quality1100 | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/ifsa91eTwdc
Cross eyed, short dude with a small frame tried pick up game. Obviously, he didn't get any results
while ruining his reputation, making women uncomfortable, and ruining friendships.
He asked over 1,000 women, getting nowhere. "It's a numbers game. He asked out 17 women in a
day �, dude was crazy.
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Would you pay a "bachelor tax"?
4 upvotes | April 10, 2023 | by islandmiler | Link | Reddit Link

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bachelor_tax
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[Question][In-House Discussion] Why the fuck does The
Manosphere attract so many Bullshit people as well?
4 upvotes | April 10, 2023 | by BufferG108 | Link | Reddit Link

Like, don't get me wrong, Manosphere womb2tomb, but holy fuck are there awful people here too
Racists, pedos, fucking Andrew Tate, sex trafficers, holy shit
And it isn't limited to the blackpill, the redpill has its' fair share of con artists and idiots of the like
I ask: Why? We're the greatest ideology to walk this Earth, what's going on?
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[JFL][Rant] In defense of r/IncelTear
4 upvotes | April 10, 2023 | by BufferG108 | Link | Reddit Link

Hey, just before I start defending r/IncelTear, let me defend myself: I am Blackpilled to the absolute
core. Bluepillers can fucking eat it and GTFO.
Now, with the defense.
Holy dognuts dude, have any of you even seen r/IncelTear exposing posts on Incels.co or Incels.co
itself? Holy fuck, a fucking den of pedos and racists. Dude, no fucking wonder women aren't going to
like you, goddamn. If I had to choose between dating a girl like these dudes and just offing myself I'd
take the chance to finally see Narayana in Vaikuntha, dude. Fucking hell. Fucking ridiculous.
Like, you can say they're cherrypicking, sure. I agree that they're scared as fuck of touching The
Blackpill or related topics because they know they'll fucking lose that debate, but dude, you can't deny
that a whole bunch of those posts exist on such sites, and no one is doing jack shit to get rid of them.
You'd think that the Incels.co mods would go apeshit, as someone should, upon seeing that shit. But
no, it's full of it, dude! But no, instead, it's "purging the parasites" with these (literal) motherfuckers!
Like, fuck, for a "blackpill site", there's hardly anything actually good about it. It had a "golden age"
when it was first born, but now I fucking pray for their downfall. If I had to choose between being
their stereotype of a soy cuck and them, the former sounds way better than them!
And for the ratfuckass pedocels I described, reading this:
What in dear love of The Gods could possibly make you justify harming children, LGBT people,
people outside your race, and so forth, just because a segment of the population is jackasses to
you?
Like, what in The Gods' name, could possibly make you think, "Hey, segment X of the population is
full of dickheads, so let me be the worst person imaginable"?
A bigger "enemy" of The Blackpill than shit like r/NotHowGirlsWork, r/IncelTear or whatever is
these fucking pedos and racists because they are against our every fundamental value, those truly
sick fucks. We're out here fighting for justice and compassion and these (literal) motherfuckers,
dude. If you're one of the people I'm describing here: You're worse than actual women, dude. If
women had a bit more guts, they'd actually make your life a living hell, because you fucking
deserve it dude. If there ever was a phenomenon of "divorce-rape", you deserve it fully,
without a woman having to go through the pain of having to be near you.
For you fucking pedocels, racistcels, so forth, who harm innocents, who make this life truly
miserable, I hope Narayana rips you all open as Narasimha. Fucking disgraceful.
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[Lifefuel][Question] Does anyone know of any High IQ places
(besides here of course) to discuss
Blackpill/Redpill/Manosphere Philosophy?
4 upvotes | April 10, 2023 | by BufferG108 | Link | Reddit Link

Yo, this world's full of elites, we know that that shit's wrong, but we can't just replace them without
also fixing the system that let them take control in the first place.
This was my response to a fellowpiller asking what we need to do. So, let's get to it!
I'd also like to discuss philosophy here as well, but the more the merrier of course! Sadly, we can't
just waltz into bluepill-controlled r/philosophy and say our gig without being banned, so that's why I
ask.
Let's get to it, boyos! Long Live The Manosphere!
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How does this subreddit feel about whites becoming a minority
in their own countries because of feminism?
4 upvotes | April 13, 2023 | by hellsingsoutoftune | Link | Reddit Link
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Is there a single healthy activity that cannot be unironically
shamed?
4 upvotes | April 15, 2023 | by Worldly_Piano9526 | Link | Reddit Link

I was thinking about it and I don't think that there is a single healthy thing that a person can do where
it is taboo to shame that person.
Shaming only becomes taboo when an activity is unhealthy.
Working out? "You're a dumb neanderthal meathead!" 100% acceptable.
Fat? "You're a fatty!" 0% acceptable, likely to get you canceled.
Making your husband a sandwich; "You're a dumb pick-me" 100% acceptable.
Cheating on your husband; "You're a slut." 0% acceptable, canceled.
Can anyone here think of a single healthy activity that it is not socially acceptable to shame?
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When a man enters the courtship phase in this Post-Tinder era
4 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2tMk5OXXdg
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What good is a relationship if you don't value women outside of
sex?
4 upvotes | April 16, 2023 | by Life-Beginning-3168 | Link | Reddit Link

Even if a man only values women for sex, it's not like the majority of men have the luxury of having
(frequent enough) sex outside of entering relationships. So they likely value relationships as that is
their only avenue towards frequent sex where a direct money transaction isn't involved.
Also, its possible that some of the men who appear to only value women for sex do so not because
they're misogynistic, but because they think they realistically can't expect to get anything beyond sex
(in a relationship) from women anyway.
Due to modern cultural conditioning, many if not most women view doing most of the things beyond
sex, the other things that a man values in a relationship as "oppression", and his desire for those
things as "misogyny". And whether or not men are bold enough to admit this, most of us are
somewhat aware of this.
What we see nowadays is that they often only offer more than sex for a man in a relationship when
they find him extremely attractive,
my personal experience with that being one GF who thought I'm super handsome would cook often,
not place many demands on me, be receptive to things I want to do (not just HER HER HER all the
time) etc.. another GF that didn't find me all that attractive was the opposite, and I can confidently
say sex was mainly all I got out of that relationship, despite wanting more.
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Has self improvement made a difference for anyone here? Did
it really make you more attractive & desirable to women?
Were you able to get any good results in the dating field?
4 upvotes | April 15, 2023 | by SeaworthinessAdept98 | Link | Reddit Link
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Do women get over their exes easier if they are smaller?
4 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by throwaway827747482 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m curious, when a women breaks up with an average or below average (physically) let’s say size 7
shors, 5’6 ft, 4-5 inch dick, small hands. Thats plays a huge part of them getting over them faster or
rejecting them when trying to get back together because they know that their ex doesnt match up to a
taller bigger man who they obviously strive for (hypergamy).
Where as if an alpha male and the girlfriend breaksup, they would give them more chances or regret
it even more cause they know how much bigger physically he is and how he can probably satisfied
other women (him being wanted easily) than an average or smaller ex?
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Is a ‘Giga’ Chad just a really tall Chad?
4 upvotes | April 19, 2023 | by Xbox-Loud-Cloud-216 | Link | Reddit Link

Like is a 6,7 7/10 face guy automatically a Giga Chad ?
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Survey: How many people in this subreddit belong to the
schizoid-autism spectrum?
4 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by hellsingsoutoftune | Link | Reddit Link

For those who don't know what those terms mean, please read this article
https://neurodivergentinsights.com/misdiagnosis-monday/schizoid-personality-disorder-vs-autism
Personally, I belong to the schizoid-autism spectrum, and I lean schizoid.
I am very curious about the rest of this subreddit, please participate �.
View Poll
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The only way to reverse or weaken the most normalized form
of racism in the 21st century (i.e Gendered Racism) is to
promote couples that are the target of negative gender racism.
4 upvotes | April 22, 2023 | by MirroredDuplicity | Link | Reddit Link

<<<<<HIGH IQ POSTS ONLY. NO BULLSHITTERS ALLOWED.>>>>
(referring to my title....)
Either that or tell people to get a brain and stop stereotyping feminine or masculine traits depending
on a person's ethnic origins instead of their actual physical traits that varies depending on multiple
factors (sub-groups, familial phenotype selection, diet and nutrition, styling, ect).

But you can't change biology!1.

Except it's not biological. The cultural perception of East and Southeast Asians being feminine, Black
Africans being masculine, South Asians (like Indians) being weak, and Caucasian Europeans being
just in the middle can be directly traced by a white supremacist in academia who astroturfed his ideas
in the beginning of the 21st century which explains how these ideas became more prevalent during
this century.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Race,_Evolution,_and_Behavior
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._Philippe_Rushton


So if that's not biological reasons as to why certain groups are less desired than others,1.
what is?

Folly of your logic. Societal influence and impact is massively downplayed by the presentism
existentialists who want to believe that the current time and location they're living in is the absolute
truest form of humanity. So, they cannot have great meta deconstruction to their current era because
they've been fed the progressive, humanism lie that humanity 100 years from now was less advanced
and further to the ultimate enlightenment than current humanity. Technology has progressed, but
human attitudes, susceptibility to propaganda or cultural influence, and struggles hasn't.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Presentism_(literary_and_historical_analysis))
To get to my point, proof that cultural perception of targeted groups changes easily depending on
which agenda(s) the elites want to push that benefit them:
Asian men used to be stereotyped as sexual threats to White women and AMWF marriages were
banned because of this fear of WF leaving WM for AM en-masse. This perception existed as recently
as the 1950's. This was obviously done to create anxiety among the high number of Chinese male
immigrants migrating to Western countries like the Netherlands, Australia, France, and America.
Another factor that influenced this strong conviction was the obsession with white women's sexual
purity in terms of not mixing with other races and the non-forgotten history of Mongols wrecking
havoc on Europe.

This concern over ‘racial mixture’ between Chinese men and white women was not
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uncommon in Europe either (Guiqi, Citation2011; Guttinger, Citation2004; Stovall,
Citation1998). The ‘evil’ of sexual intercourse between Chinese men and British white
women and their offspring was a main topic in early twentieth century Britain, contributing
to the development of migration laws such as the 1925 Special Restriction (colored Alien
Seamen) Order (Parker, Citation2016). In Britain as well as France, deportation served to
limit the number of interracial relationships. Other forms of regulation included censoring
the news on French-Chinese romances and issuing official warnings against French women
marrying Chinese (Guiqi, Citation2011, p. 149) or brochures warning against Chinese
migrants’ interest in white German women (Guttinger, Citation2004, p. 1

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/1081602X.2019.1633678
And the AM are feminine stereotype is directly used because AM are socioeconomic competitors of
WM and AM sex symbols achieved popularity in the past so this was forced in public perception to
deride them.

In the mid-1800s, early Chinese immigrant workers were derided as emasculated men due
to cultural practices of Qing Dynasty. The Chinese workers sported long braids (the "queue
hairstyle") which was compulsory in China) and sometimes wore long silk gowns.[92]
Because Chinese men were seen as an economic threat to the white workforce, laws were
passed that barred the Chinese from many "male" labor-intensive industries, and the only
jobs available to the Chinese at the time were jobs that whites deemed "women's work" (i.e.,
laundry, cooking, and childcare).[92]

This stereotype had received wider usage as a backlash due to Sessue Hayakawa's status as
a sex symbol back in old Hollywood in the 1920s.[93][94]

And take a look at this, an Austrian philosopher in the 1800's was so afraid of Asian men's sexual
prowess and natural ability to polygamy that he believed that Asian men would destroy European
civilization. JFL.

Ehrenfels believed that Asians were especially dangerous enemies of the Europeans because
in East Asia, polygamy was accepted as a natural part of the social order. Ehrenfels warned
that this process of "socially victorious" Chinese men taking as many wives as possible was
ultimately a grave threat to the West.[11] As a result of polygamy, genetically superior
Asian men were fathering as many children as possible with as many women as possible
while genetically superior European men were fathering children by only one woman.[15]
As a result of European monogamy and Asian polygamy, the Europeans were losing out to
the Asians, and it was only a matter of time before this genetic edge allowed the Asians to
destroy European civilization.[15] As a Social Darwinist and a philosopher thereof,
Ehrenfels saw all history as an endless racial struggle with the fittest "races" surviving.[15]
Ehrenfels took it for granted that the whites and Asians were natural enemies, and always
would be. In Ehrenfels's viewpoint, the fact that Chinese were capable of working hard
while eating less than Europeans were an important sign that the Asian "race" was thanks to
polygamy was starting become the stronger "tougher race"

source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_von_Ehrenfels
And in places with less Anglo cultural influence, like Russia or South Korea, AMWF is more
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common than WMAF.
As for blacks, their stereotype was that they were uncivilized and ignorant because they were so
childish, passive, and incapable of governing themselves which is how they came to be enslaved by
white Europeans. Depictions of blacks as hyper-masculine beastly people were first used to justify
lynchings and abuse of the African-American community in post-Civil War era and then re-
appropriated in progressive contexts throughout the media by white guilt liberals. However, it goes to
point that because blacks were shown as uncivilized and backwards it wasn't essentially tied to
masculinity until the mid-late 20th century.
And the most common race-mixing between blacks and another race was largely XMBF in both the
Americas and Africa because of how accessible black women were to other men. Even BM
encouraged the miscegenation between BFs and non-BMs.


Africa has had a long history of mixing with non-Africans since prehistoric times. The
Eurasian Backflow which happened in prehistoric times saw a huge migration from the
Levant entering the region and these migrants mixing with the native Africans. Signs of this
migration can be found among the people inhabiting the Horn of Africa and Sudan.[27]
Africa in antiquity, also has had long history of interracial mixing with male Arab and
European explorers, traders and soldiers having sexual relations with black African women
as well as taking them as wives.[28]

Sir Richard Francis Burton writes, during his expedition to Africa, about relationships
between black women and white men: "The women are well disposed toward strangers of
fair complexion, apparently with the permission of their husbands." There are several mixed
race populations throughout Africa mostly the results of interracial relationships between
Arab and European men and black women. In South Africa, there are big mixed race
communities like the Coloureds and Griqua formed by White colonists taking native
African wives. In Namibia there is a community called the Rehoboth Basters formed by the
interracial marriage of Dutch/German men and black African women.

In the former Portuguese Africa) (now known as Angola, Mozambique and Cape Verde)
racial mixing between white Portuguese and black Africans was fairly common, especially
in Cape Verde where the majority of the population is of mixed descent.

There have been some recorded cases of Chinese merchants and labourers taking African
wives throughout Africa as many Chinese workers were employed to build railways and
other infrastructural projects in Africa. These labour groups were made up completely of
men with very few Chinese women coming to Africa.

source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miscegenation
So depending on the cultural zeitgeist of the time and the elites' agenda to promote whatever image of
groups in their favor, perceptions can and do radically change which aren't necessarily rooted in
biology.
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But you can't just say that it's a lie! Asians are the most neotenous race with lower1.
testosterone and Blacks are the least neotenous with higher testosterone!

Mostly false. While Asians are the most neotenous race as defined by anthropologists Black Africans
come in second-place which blows the argument of Blacks and Asians being at polar opposites of
femininity and masculinity out of the water (since the logic of this argument goes, that neoteny is
feminization)
source: https://academic.oup.com/jnci/article/108/10/djw223/2412589?
However, in regards to testosterone, testosterone levels do not differ between ethnicities of men and
in fact African-American people were found to have the highest rates of estrogen while
East/Southeast Asian people have the lowest rates of estrogen.
source:
https://academic.oup.com/jnci/article/108/10/djw223/2412589?login=false
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/17456570/

So are you implying that Asians are actually the least feminine race?1.

No, I'm saying that human ethnic groups are made out of blended factors and it isn't so cut and dry as
the wildly perpetuated cletus take that "hurr if you have high neoteny it means you're hyper-
feminine". It's observable that even if Asians / East Eurasians have the highest neoteny, their women
are also less noticeably curvier than other women and they have big heads with square shaped faces
more than other ethnic groups. Blacks / Subsaharan Africans have the second highest neoteny, but
they are more sexually dimorphic than other groups and have darker skin and coarser hair that is
usually seen as undesirable. Whites / West Eurasians have one of the lowest neoteny, but they have
the biggest eyes out of any group and have the lightest skin/hair color on average which is seen as a
desirable feature. And this is not getting into how ethnic traits vary depending on the geographical
location, family phenotype, and other factors I described in my opening post.

What is your proposed solution to combat gendered racism then?1.

A good way to combat gendered racism is to directly challenge those who blindly parrot these ideas
but also educate people about the mere fact femininity and masculinity cannot be gridlocked to a
certain race and that people of the same race can have enough variation where each individual has
their own levels of femininity and masculinity. Teach people that they are a product of their
generation and to stop sheepishly thinking that anything that gets forced down their throat must be
the universal truth because it can be justified by a semi-legitimate sounding scientific basis. Teach
people that they hypocritically rejected religion and church for being too dogmatic while treating
science or any thing remotely like science (in the case of pseudo science about masculinity and
femininity of different races) as the Gospel truth.
A second solution, is to promote interracial relationships involving people that are negatively
stereotyped through gendered racism that makes them be seen as essentially "transgender" in
comparison to white people. IR couples that have received massive coverage and promotion that
encourage the perception of gendered racism like WMAF or BMWF should be given a backseat in
the media and even in pornography. So, interracial couples involving Latino, Indian, (not paired with
asian females because that encourages gendered racism stereotypes of unflattering perceptions of
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asian males) East or Southeast Asian men should be promoted. Interracial couples involving Indian,
Arab, (not paired with black males because that encourages gendered racism stereotypes of
unflattering perceptions of black females) and Black women should also be promoted. But that is
only IF people are too hard-headed to stop having shitty racist cultural beliefs that are relatively new
in history but blindly parroted everywhere as the "biological truth" by lazy and duplicitous people.
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How to escape the hell of virginity?
4 upvotes | April 27, 2023 | by DearCommunication919 | Link | Reddit Link

I just want to have sex with a beautiful woman and become a man already, I am 22 years old and
most of you rated me 5/10 (see my previous posts)
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What explains the mainstream society’s push and pull with
incels and the broader manosphere?
4 upvotes | April 30, 2023 | by 13choppedup2chopped | Link | Reddit Link

This might just be my own media consumption habits but I think I have noticed an odd pattern with
the broader society and incels (defined broadly). Simply put, I call it a push and pull. One one hand,
there is the obvious push. Non select young men are essentially pushed out of dating, pushed out of a
sex life, pushed out of traditional family building altogether. But also pushed out of speaking about
their experiences. Pushed out of looking for answers that make sense.
But then there is the pull. Society tries to mollify these young men through, “positive advice.” Says
things like “be yourself” or “it’s your grooming and attitude” or “most people get married and have
kids so your time is coming” and so on. Maybe it’s just me, but I think I have increasingly detected a
low level fear of incel movement by broader. Not so much in terms of violence, though that seems to
be a concern. But as far as I can tell, there is a fear of organizing and apathy.
Maybe this is just in my head or there are better ways to discuss it. But I do wonder if anyone else
notices this and why it occurs.
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IncelTV uses a picture of this Asian guy in his most popular
"why Asian men are unattractive" video. Yet this is the guy's
channel where he talks about being asked out a lot
4 upvotes | May 1, 2023 | by Maximum_Dependent844 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRJ1PH9M8iM&list=PLLdkVX7UivyPMVOHVK6Iu66O5kWF
WmEcc&index=3
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The erasure of music and art culture
4 upvotes | May 2, 2023 | by 0SpatialAwareness | Link | Reddit Link

Everyone now associates "alt" culture with passive, recreational activities like computer sicence,
internet browsing, anime watching, and video game-playing.
But what about musicians, music-lovers, festival-goers, and true-blue artists? They were also
considered counter cultural once upon a time and are now erased in favor of mindless video
game/anime consumerists.
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what is the point of romantically getting together with a man if
they won't care about who you are as a person or what you do
besides giving him sexual or romantic validation?
4 upvotes | May 3, 2023 | by tomoru12 | Link | Reddit Link

it doesn't matter what hobbies, talents, commentaries or personality because they have committed the
sin of liking attrctive men and it makes them worthless.
incels and males are like this, so why should we care about romantically getting together with males,
it is not safe, it is dirty and disgusting, males don't deserve our love because we don't matter other
than as a tool to validate them.

cmv.
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Blackpillers using the word "cope" in every sentence is very
annoying.
4 upvotes | May 4, 2023 | by Kavanoz11 | Link | Reddit Link

Look,im also 70% blackpilled,but using the word "cope" in every sentence really makes it lose its
meaning. Very obnoxious.
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I have a simple hypothesis that women are responsible for most
ugly genes compared to men.
4 upvotes | January 21, 2023 | by inkwallien432 | Link | Reddit Link

And it simply comes down to this. Most human ancestry (around 80%) is derived from females while
a minority (around only 40%) comes from men.
https://qz.com/1218680/the-science-of-sex-differences-is-nothing-for-feminists-to-be-afraid-of
If you had to ask yourself, in which gender group could unattractive genes have a higher chance of
surviving and reproducing in, which one do you think they would?
This actually can be seen in certain modern day populations by haplogroups, such as south asians
(indians, Pakistani,bengladeshis). A majority of the Y dna haplogroups (y- dna is paternally derived)
found in south asia, are of western Asian, central Asian and eastern European origin (Iranian plateau,
the Arabian states, the Caucasus, southern Russia and ukraine), with only a minority Y-dna
haplogroups being native. Meanwhile the mtdna haplogroups (maternally derived) are of native
origin and are a vast majority if not ubiquitous of the south Asian mtdna pool.
This shows that a vast majority of south Asians are west Eurasian paternally mixed with native
southern Eurasians maternally.
You might be asking yourselves, how does this make south Asians ugly? Well it's quite simple. The
native southern eurasians who first migrated to the Indian subcontinent 60,000+ years ago are also
the ancestors of melanesians, papuans, and AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINALS. Everyone knows how
unattractive these populations are. Is it any wonder than, why your average south Asian isn't as good
looking compared to your average west Asian, Central Asian, and eastern European?
Once again, unattractive women, ruining an entire race of people.
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[Lifefuel] Redpill and Blackpill Brothers' Solidarity!
4 upvotes | April 10, 2023 | by BufferG108 | Link | Reddit Link


We ride bros, we die bros. Love to all my Redpill Brothers, from The Blackpill. We may not always
get along, but goddamn if we ain't Brothers Forever!
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sex is overrated and honestly not the reason incels whine
4 upvotes | January 8, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

is getting sex offers from strangers who probably hate you, don't care about you or would fuck
anything really good? does iit replace actual love and friendships(whether platonic or romantic) and
success?
as a foid, i honestly don't think so, it's all empty.
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An old post of mine explaining why confidence is overrated
4 upvotes | January 30, 2023 | by Occams_clipper | Link | Reddit Link

Comedians vs musicians: Why there is probably no inherent sexual attraction to confidence
8 points•17 comments•submitted 1 year ago by Occams_clipper to r/PurplePillDebate

If there is one maxim that both red and blue-pillers seem to agree on is that "chicks dig confidence".
Sure, their specific ideas of how confidence is displayed might differ, but confidence in and of itself
is still seen as some sort of aphrodisiac. In this post I'm going to challenge this notion by comparing
comedians and musicians. Just to be clear, I'm in no way saying that confidence is unattractive or
even that more confidence doesn't correlate with greater sexual success but money does the same and
I'm pretty sure most would agree that women don't get horny for bankers.
The reason I'm comparing comedians and musicians is that being the former requires considerably
more confidence than being the latter and despite this, it's still seen as the less sexy profession. I don't
think I need a citation to state that comedians are not reputed to have anywhere near as many
groupies as musicians. Also, can any of you name even one popular erotic novel written by a straight
woman for consumption by other straight women that poses a stand-up comic as the male love
interest? Bet you can't.
So what exactly am I getting at here? I think confidence is nothing more than a means to an end i.e.
confident people are more likely to do things to make themselves visually novel. That visual novelty
makes them memorable and therefore women are more likely to fantasize about them. Female
sexuality, just like male sexuality, is a set of crude and simple instincts that respond to crude and
simple stimuli i.e. the more visually (and audibly) striking rockstar with the elaborate stage lighting
and smoke effects will beat the guy just telling a few jokes even if the women consciously know that
the latter requires more confidence.
My main reason for making this post is to provide a counter to some of the platitudes that imply that
the explanation for increased male sexlessness is some collective lack of some abstract trait. If every
man tomorrow became like Johnny Bravo it wouldn't put a dent on the macro statistics because even
if, hypothetically, the majority of men can be confident, the majority can never be novel or obviously
distinctive at any one point in time.
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Interracial Dating
4 upvotes | January 23, 2023 | by anonymous-platypus1 | Link | Reddit Link

After conversing with someone in another sub, it occurred to me that there might be a significant
portion of men who are single due to having a racial standard. Despite their complaints about not
finding anyone, they seem to stick to the one type of woman that has proven she is not interested.
So, do any of you out there date interracially? Would you if you could?
Those of you that don’t, do you also think it’s wrong for women to have standards based on qualities
that cannot be changed? (Height, face shape..etc)
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Teenage Father-Son Conflict
4 upvotes | March 3, 2023 | by BRUHHHHHHohhmygod | Link | Reddit Link

I'm not sure how many of you have experienced something similar, but I believe this is a well
understood case in psychology (look up "Father-Son conflict").
The general theme is that, a prepubescent son will look up to his father as a role model and a hero.
The son wants to be like his dad, or in my case, what his dad wants him to be. Now when the son
becomes a teen, he will want to exercise more control over his life, and will try to do that, by
distancing himself from the path he had previously taken(atleast that was my case). This can cause
Father-Son conflict basically.
What usually happens afterwards is called " adolescent criticism ", which means wearing down the
previously created image of the dad, by finding flaws in him...
I don't know about others, but I am experiencing this right now. I am slowly tearing down the image
of the perfect dad, and finding tons of flaws in him. I do it, and day by day, the image of my dad
become more and more flawed.
Honestly speaking, I think the flaws I found in my dad are real and on point. He's around 45 years
older than me, and he lives in an alternate reality. He tells me that I do this thing called " jahalat"
which roughly translates to speaking without sense/talking out of your ass. But whenever he says this,
it will be a response to something I explained in excruciating depth and logic.
Over the course of these few years, I have realised that only my mothers love is unconditional, but
she will also die someday. My fathers love has always been conditional, and it has always been "
behave the exact way I tell you and choose the path that I tell you to in life" and then you'll get
affection from your father.
I don't need the affection now though, I feel...
What I personally want now is to win in this father son conflict at the end, so that I can get my way
and try to achieve the goals I actually want to.
I actually wrote something a little different than what I had initially imagined, so I don't know what I
wanted to ask of you guys. Please just give me your opinions on what you think what I should
do.(does this last part sound too fancy ??)
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Can genetic engineering solve the height pill?
4 upvotes | February 19, 2023 | by Wirlix00 | Link | Reddit Link

We know the average male height has been increasing, but genetics are complicated and there will
always be the unlucky ones even if the tall gene is the prevalent one in the future. Could we possibly
spare the future generations in 100-150 years erasing the short genes with DNA womb injection and
making all men at least above 6'1?
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What happened to feminism?
4 upvotes | May 6, 2023 | by Worldly_Piano9526 | Link | Reddit Link

It seems like sometime around the bug, Roe V Wade getting overturned, and the Johnny Depp Trial;
feminists, and especially female feminists, have started taking small amounts of accountability and
accepting concepts that humanity has known for millenia... I'm not complaining, I know better than to
look a gift horse in the mouth, it's just odd af, I've never experienced women agreeing with me or
even giving an inch on men's issues... Like, r/femcels was removed from reddit? What? When did
that happen?
Don't get me wrong, I'm not claiming any miracles here, or suggesting that we should give any
quarter, just that I've noticed that they seem to be slightly less hostile than they used to be.
My working theory is that a lot of the most vocal feminists online were old ladies who died out after
multiple passes of the bug. I know for a fact they haven't just magically started seeing our points after
almost half a century of fighting, although; the man-o-sphere has blown tf up in the last 3 years,
nobody is making any points that we weren't making all along. Is it just because more Chads are
making them now?
What is this sub's take on the issue? Why is feminism suddenly starting to become more tolerant of
men fighting for men's issues? Could it be to avoid any more bad PR from red pill blowing up?
Surely that wouldn't inspire an almost collective acknowledgement of men's issues and toxic
feminity... Could it be because of all the leftist news organizations shutting down and going
bankrupt?
Anyway, I'm curious what everyone here has to say about it...
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QW: How can men be better boyfriends, husbands, and lovers
to their partners?
4 upvotes | May 8, 2023 | by zenstorm78 | Link | Reddit Link

How can men be better boyfriends, husbands, and lovers to their partners, and what steps could a man
take to become a better person while he is single?
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My life is falling apart and I have no one to run to
4 upvotes | May 9, 2023 | by over58 | Link | Reddit Link

It gets worse, day by day. Another issue, another problem. People constantly taking advantage of me.
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How can I start not being a pussy?
4 upvotes | May 9, 2023 | by over58 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m a pushover, I let things slide, and I rely on people for my own happiness. How can I stop this.
Should I put myself into a position where I force myself to do intense physical labor and learn how to
box?
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Imagine the outrage if leg lengthening was for women
4 upvotes | May 11, 2023 | by rubydaplum | Link | Reddit Link

Mfers are paying 100k, breaking their legs, going through excruciating pain, sacrificing any kind of
future athleticism .... going viral and I've yet to see any one talk about beauty standards.
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A higher percentage of men report positive experiences on
dating apps than women
4 upvotes | May 11, 2023 | by cumballsandwich | Link | Reddit Link
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Do you notice a difference in attractiveness between the guys
and girls in zoomer couples?
4 upvotes | May 12, 2023 | by Diligent_Divide_4978 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m gonna take a little break from my research-oriented posts this time; I’ve been busy. So this post is
far from scientific.
But I was thinking today about how people will say “guys are the ones who care about looks bro, you
see the ugliest guys with the baddest bitches all the time bro.”
I got a chance to go to the large city not far from me today. I made sure to take note of all the <~30
year old couples I saw justn public transportation.
The guys tended to be way more attractive than the girls. They were tall, lean, muscular, had the
mushroom haircut, etc.
Most of the guys were also white. I saw a few black and Hispanic guys with gfs, but they tended to be
even bigger moggers.
The girls ranged from obese to lean, but almost without fail, their boyfriends were much more
conventionally attractive. I even saw a couple of chadlites (true chads seem very rare), and they were
ALL dating girls with some combination of recessed jaws, excess body weight, widely spaced eyes,
etc.
The girls were much more racially diverse than the guys too. I saw 8 examples of white male/Asian
or Indian female couples. All of the Asian and Indian guys I saw were alone.
The stacylites I saw were alone or with their female friends.
There was one old bald guy holding hands with a girl who looked much younger, perhaps even
younger than me. He had a Rolex.
Now of course my observations today don’t mean much.To be completely fair, my sample size was
probably less than 50. Also I’m not the best face rater, I just had some practice when I was studying
the 3 main pills by watching faceandlms videos. I’m also not gonna repeat this experiment for years
like Wilkes McDermid did (RIP brother, this post is dedicated to you).
But has anyone else noticed that among zoomer couples, the guys tend to mog the girls? Or maybe
you’ve observed something different?
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best books for "art of seducing men", for women?
4 upvotes | November 12, 2022 | by ifiniasms | Link | Reddit Link

reading robert green's book but im hoping to learn how to flirt and how to talk to men better in a way
that can generate attraction. =) something that will help in the dating to marriage process. thanks!
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I think a lot of things said to be evolutionary in blackpill scenes,
are in fact social engineering
4 upvotes | November 6, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

for example ''women liking violent or thuggish men''
i think this is false because for one, the whole ''thuglife'' thing was literally a cia psyop to make
blacks more prone to crime and have a weaker community:
https://lulz.com/cia-agent-admits-agency-created-gangster-rap-otpflktp-271836/
second, if this was natural, what purpose would it serve? a psychopathic or thuggish guy would
probbaly be a danger to the female and her offsprings, evolution is about survival above all else.
you could say maybe, men more prone to violence would protect her from dangers, sure but i don't
think that archetype is the thug/bad boy, it's the strong looking hardworking worker male type.
and there are also studies suggesting exposure to something could make you ''like'' or ''get''
desentisized to that thing more, exposure, media and social engineering altering perspections is also a
thing that has evolutionary reason.
in short, people like whatever media tells them is the cool thing, both men and women.
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Let's say you found out your date saw you as below average
before she messaged you. Would you still date her?
4 upvotes | October 14, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

The OkCupid study said women found 80% of men to be 'below average' in terms of attractiveness
but decided to message them anyway.
So let's say for argument's sake you found out via telepathy that she found you less attractive than the
average man but decided to message you anyway.
Would you continue to date her?
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What are your thoughts on the blackpill?
4 upvotes | October 7, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link
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q4w: Who is your female role model on who you are trying to
become?
4 upvotes | September 23, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

Many men believe that a lot of women are simply "for the streets", or in other terms, thots, and
whores. Girls make the choice of either having role models or not. When a girl has a role model, she
is more likely to behave similarly to her role model, as she is highly respected by the girl. Regardless
of the role model, a girl will relate to her role model. If a girl does NOT have a role model, then it
means she is being guided by the streets, and will usually behave drastically differently from one day
to the next, without any consistency. This is because she doesn't have a goal, direction, and guidance.
There are many public figures who have a strong influence on many girls, from Megan thee stalion,
to cardi b, to taylor swift, to beyonce.
My question is WHO IS YOU R ROLE MODEL?
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is it just me or do a lot of people here talk aout stuff like it's
2009?
4 upvotes | September 21, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

like how being a ''nerd'' is synonymous with inceldom despite the fact indoor activities being very
normalized now.
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Need help with preferences (am a female)
4 upvotes | September 12, 2022 | by Optimistprime777 | Link | Reddit Link

Hi, I'm a female but I don't believe any of that feminist crap or the twitter SJWs who think you're a
nazi if you question them at all. Anyway, I have a bit of a sensitive problem. I've been with alphas
and betas but for some reason I seem to be way more into beta guys, maybe even omega or gamma
guys (I'm not super familiar with all the types). Whenever I'm fantasizing about guys it's always the
guy who would be the runt of the litter in a wolf pack or maybe one of the followers, not the alpha.
Picture the nerdy guy with glasses who gets bullied and that's my type.
Like my top crushes would be guys like Jughead from Riverdale, John Doyle (sorry John Doyle fans
but he is kind of beta looking), John Oliver even though his politics are straight garbage, Adam Scott,
Bo Burnham, Chris Ray Gun (again, if he closes his mouth about politics), Bill Hader, iDubbbz,
iNabber, Milo Thatch from Atlantis the lost empire, etc.
However, I'm not that into guys that would be traditionally considered alpha/high status like The
Rock, George Clooney, Jordan Peterson, Clint Eastwood, Brad Pitt, Bruce Willis, Ryan Gosling,
Daniel Craig, Morgan Wallen, Archie from Riverdale, Channing Tatum, etc. I will say, Chris
Hemsworth is ok.
The only alpha guy I can actually get turned on by is Hasan Piker (again, if he closes his mouth) and I
have no idea why.
And then when it comes to sex, I can get turned on when I'm with a beta but I can't with an alpha,
even after hours of trying. Dating has been really hard. I've stopped trying to date alphas because I
don't want to string them along.
Any advice? I don't know what's wrong with me. This can't be good for my bloodline if the only guy
I want to have children with is a beta but I also don't want to have a husband who doesn't excite me at
all. And I don't have the sexual market place value to bag Hasan and I doubt he'd be ok with being
gagged the entire time.
Maybe I'm a beta girl and I should just give up and breed with a beta. I'm not exactly a catch but I do
well enough to have had some relationships and hookups. I'd say I'm a bit below average sexual
market place value. Anyway, any advice would be much appreciated. If it's to close my legs, I get it
(lmao) but that ship has already sailed.
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Woman frustrated at Hinge passes out "dating resumes" to
men on the street with her photo, hobbies and interests. How
can a woman be that desperate?
4 upvotes | September 8, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/woman-passing-dating-resumes-meet-230705457.html
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From a utilitarian perspective, is polygamy the best option as a
dating structure?
4 upvotes | September 1, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/htcdwzw238l91
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Why is it a bad deal?
4 upvotes | August 21, 2022 | by brightglowup | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Why is it a bad deal?" from /r/PurplePillDebate:

When it comes to sex, I usually hear women say the following:

I had sex with Chad, Tyrone, etc... not because I liked them, but because they were an itch
scratcher and they fulfilled a need. No feelings involved, just used for sexual release.
I am making you wait for sex, because I like you a lot. I have more to offer you than just my
body and I respect you more than I did those men I just had sex with.

Why is it a bad deal if women make you wait because they want to give you more than their body?

Posted by theorangesmile | 19 August 2022 | Link
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do you think the current state of mating is due to technology,
cultural conditioning or nature?
4 upvotes | August 21, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
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Is it even possible to wife up chick's anymore?
4 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by MAGA-Latino | Link | Reddit Link

I hope to get input on this from men with some experience. Men that been through shit.
I've been wondering lately if it's even possible anymore to wife up (not necessarily marriage) the
modern woman anymore. Because to me it's really starting to seem like it just isn't possible anymore.
Like That's just an antiquated concept and we should just learn to accept non committed relationships
or even arrangements.
For example most average women I know it's just a non starter. Either she's completely delusional
from spending too much time on IG where she thinks a relationship is just a man showering her with
luxuries. Completely obvious to the inflation that us that live in the real world have to deal with.
Then other females just want to wait until they are completely used up before even considering a
relationship. Many of them just want more they can get (or keep). Like they demand a man to be a 10
while they are a 6. Even the men that do manage to become a rich fitness model isn't going to want a
6.
Then woman today have absolutely no respect for men. They been conditioned not too. They fully
expect to be able to disrespect men as much as they want to and the men are just supposed to take it.
Then something else I seen is that there's a lot of chameleons out there. These are the chick's that act
right at first sometimes even for years and then when you have a child with them, they change.
Females today know that the system is there to help them and fuck you over. So it empowers them to
act whatever way they want. They know that you can't hit them or even kick them out anymore.
I even see a lot where females are out to move in with a man just to push him over the edge. They
want to start a fight with you hit you so that you can lose it and hit her back. Then she can become a
domestic violence victim and get section 8 housing. Then she'll be set for life.
I seen some men make relationships last be just putting their heads down and do whatever she says.
These are the guys I've met that don't want to leave work because they don't want to go home
anymore.
The only men I seen that are truly happy is in the immigrant demographic. These are the people that
just stay in their own culture even though they live here.
I see some guys try to be like the immigrants and get themselves a foreign girl. Those usually fail
because the women come and get under the influence of modern women.
So I ask again is it even possible to wife a chick up anymore? Or should we all just refuse to move in
with women and just have casual relationships? Because I honestly don't know anymore.
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A friend sent me this article and I want to hear your all
thoughts
4 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by gardenfan167 | Link | Reddit Link

https://bridgetphetasy.substack.com/p/slut-regret
She basically talks about the negative side effects of hook up culture from a feminist perspective
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Is "6 feet" really enough in this day and age?
4 upvotes | August 12, 2022 | by SerbianMonies | Link | Reddit Link

One of the most common sayings you will hear from RP guys is that a man has to be "a triple six"
which means he has to earn 6 figures, have a 6 pack, and of course, be 6 feet tall. Lately, however,
I've wondered if we're at the point where it is no longer the minimum. See, we know for a fact that
social media has a tremendous amount of influence on our society. This has led to me investigate the
content that is posted on various platforms and what I've observed is curious to say the least. It seems
a lot of the girls today are aiming for guys that are 6'3" or above because they want their men to be "a
head taller than them" which means a height difference of at least 8 inches. If you live in a country
where the average height of a woman is around 5'7" (e.g. Iceland, Montenegro, the Netherlands),
you'll notice the "gold standard" for a man is actually 6'3" (or 190 cm in metric) and not 6' (183 cm). I
guess this has to be a consequence of the women there simply being taller and "190" sounding like a
nice round number. What do you think? Do you believe standards are changing and why?
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What you guys think about Andrew tate
4 upvotes | August 10, 2022 | by Search-United | Link | Reddit Link
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What do you guys think on nofap
4 upvotes | August 9, 2022 | by Search-United | Link | Reddit Link
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Recurring Spam Post!
4 upvotes | August 8, 2022 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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When you're a nice guy, failing to get the woman isn't the worst
that can happen to you, trust me.
4 upvotes | November 30, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://twitter.com/bornakang/status/1597777086110109696?s=42&t=sjdSpKdW6L1Rsxm0MXNtT
A
https://t.co/8JsJjI3fyT">pic.twitter.com/8JsJjI3fyT</a></p>&mdash
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Guys, what can a homely looking woman ever hope to do to
become attractive to you?
4 upvotes | December 9, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

I don't mean butt ugly, I mean homely, average, mediocre in terms of looks. What other things can
she bring to the table that would make her irresistible? Or is she a lost cause in terms of you ever
wanting to be with her?
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[TW: Rape] If you think being an incel is bad, try being
cheated on like this.
4 upvotes | December 7, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.marieclaire.com/sex-love/a15957811/cheated-with-my-rapist/
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Should people hold themselves accountable for their standards,
or be entitled to them without criticism?
4 upvotes | December 7, 2022 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

Reposting this here since I think I've been shadowbanned from
PPD?


I think most of you have noticed that one of reddit's favorite pastimes is making fun of women who
won't date broke men or men under 6 feet. In recent years, I've seen women throughout dating subs
and feminist subs protest this claiming "women are entitled to their preferences" demanding not to
have their standards criticized. However, I've noticed that these same women will be the first to
absolutely chastise and tear down a man for having bod count preferences, telling them to recognize
their misogyny and all that. But isn't that sort of hypocritical, considering height and wealth are just
as much patriarchal standards for men as chastity is for women? So for this post, I would like you to
choose one of two positions and explain your thoughts on the matter.
Option 1: Everyone is entitled to their standards, should not have to lower them, and should
not be forced to debate their standards.
If you go with this, it means women can demand men who are 6 feet, 6 inches, 6-figured, have 6
packs, pay the full bill for all dates, and anything else. All of these standards are rooted in patriarchal
notions, but women should not be forced to debate them. However, men will not be held accountable
for patriarchal standards either. Men should be able to express body count preferences,
femininity/passivity/non-assertiveness preferences, preferences for women who will be financially
reliant on them, and anything you can imagine. All of the aforementioned standards are rooted in
patriarchy, but since everyone is entitled to their standards, men should not be forced to defend their
body count/femininity preferences just as women should not be forced to defend their
height/masculinity preferences.
Option 2: Standards can have deep roots in cultural notions, and even if people can't be forced
to date anyone, they have to examine why they have preferences that reflect patriarchal ideals.
This option means if a man expresses body count preferences, he deserves to be called out, shamed,
and questioned until he reveals misogyny/insecurity. If a man wants a tradwife or just a woman who
is very passive and/or shy, he should be ridiculed as someone who might be too insecure to handle a
successful and educated woman. However, women should still get shamed for chasing tall guys, as
that might reflect internalized toxic masculinity. If a woman incessantly demands a financial
overachiever, she should be called out as a gold digger. Women who turn down bisexual men should
be lambasted for biphobia. Just as men will be called out for patriarchal standards, women will be
rebuked for the same.
I ask this question because I noticed hypocrisy from both genders (but mostly women) where they
think only they shouldn't be called out for having standards, while everyone else's standards are
shallow and bigoted. So, I ask this question to get your thoughts on the matter.
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Measure a person’s height with iPhone (It's over for manlets)
4 upvotes | December 4, 2022 | by islandmiler | Link | Reddit Link

https://support.apple.com/guide/iphone/measure-a-persons-height-iph341d4a993/ios
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Therapy for mentalcels
4 upvotes | December 14, 2022 | by FortniteAbobus | Link | Reddit Link

Is a meme
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How do I get rid off my hatred for women
4 upvotes | December 14, 2022 | by dolphinboat | Link | Reddit Link

I hate women so much because of the internet, how do I stop hating them. I don't like this hatred and
bitterness I developed. I am paranoid person and believe women are biologically program to cheat
and that they hate relationships at and only marry because of patriarchal conditioning. I also believe
every women has to go through hoe phase. Are life long monogamous relationship going extinct?
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On Marriage
4 upvotes | December 13, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "The Bored Sex - Women, more than men, tend to feel stultified by long-term exclusivity—despite
having been taught that they were designed for it. - My reply to Infovore777" from /r/MensRights:

I saw this comment by Infovore777

One of the major reasons women stop putting out in marriage is not cause they are
narcissists. It is because they lose their sex drive due to eating the Standard Ameican Diet.
Without a sex drive they cannot have sex with their husband same way as a limp dick
cannot fuck. Women have a different relationship with arousal but it is still very important
and expresses itself strongly preventing sexual acts. Where as men stop functioning on an
erectile level women stop functioning on the level of being capable of being aroused.

And remembered this article I came across once that basically said that women lose sex drive from
monogamy itself and thought that it would be interesting for everyone here to see it.
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/02/women-get-bored-sex-long-term-relationships/58
2736/
Some interesting quotes from it


Andrew Gotzis, a Manhattan psychiatrist with an extensive psychotherapy practice, has
been treating a straight couple, whom we’ll call Jane and John, for several years. They have
sex about three times a week, which might strike many as enviable, considering that
John and Jane—who are in their 40s—have been together for nearly two decades.
Based on numbers alone, one might wonder why they need couples counseling at all.

But only one of them is happy with the state of play. And it isn’t Jane.

“The problem is not that they are functionally unable to have sex, or to have orgasms.
Or frequency. It’s that the sex they’re having isn’t what she wants,” Gotzis told me in
a recent phone conversation. And like other straight women he sees, “she’s confused
and demoralized by it. She thinks there’s something wrong with her.” John,
meanwhile, feels criticized and inadequate. Mostly he can’t understand why, if his wife
is having sex with him and having orgasms, she wants more. Or different.

+

Despite “fears of seeming sex addicted, unfaithful, or whorish” (Gotzis doesn’t like these
terms, but they speak to his patient’s anxieties, he explained), Jane has tried to tell John,
in therapy and outside of it, what she’s after. She wants to want John and be wanted by
him in that can’t-get-enough-of-each-other-way experts call “limerence”—the initial
period of a relationship when it’s all new and hot. Jane has bought lingerie and booked
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hotel stays. She has suggested more radical-seeming potential fixes, too, like opening
up the marriage.

+

Although most people in sexual partnerships end up facing the conundrum biologists
call “habituation to a stimulus” over time, a growing body of research suggests that
heterosexual women, in the aggregate, are likely to face this problem earlier in the
relationship than men. And that disparity tends not to even out over time. In general,
men can manage wanting what they already have, while women struggle with it.

+

Marta Meana of the University of Nevada at Las Vegas spelled it out simply in an
interview with me at the annual Society for Sex Therapy and Research conference in
2017. “Long-term relationships are tough on desire, and particularly on female
desire,” she said. I was startled by her assertion, which contradicted just about everything
I’d internalized over the years about who and how women are sexually. Somehow I, along
with nearly everyone else I knew, was stuck on the idea that women are in it for the cuddles
as much as the orgasms, and—besides—actually require emotional connection and
familiarity to thrive sexually, whereas men chafe against the strictures of monogamy.

+

“Moving In With Your Boyfriend Can Kill Your Sex Drive” was how Newsweek distilled a
2017 study of more than 11,500 British adults aged 16 to 74. It found that for “women only,
lack of interest in sex was higher among those in a relationship of over one year in
duration,” and that “women living with a partner were more likely to lack interest in sex
than those in other relationship categories.” A 2012 study of 170 men and women aged 18
to 25 who were in relationships of up to nine years similarly found that women’s sexual
desire, but not men’s, “was significantly and negatively predicted by relationship duration
after controlling for age, relationship satisfaction, and sexual satisfaction.”

+

Two oft-cited German longitudinal studies, published in 2002 and 2006, show female
desire dropping dramatically over 90 months, while men’s holds relatively steady.
(Tellingly, women who didn’t live with their partners were spared this amusement-
park-ride-like drop—perhaps because they were making an end run around
overfamiliarity.) And a Finnish seven-year study of more than 2,100 women, published
in 2016, revealed that women’s sexual desire varied depending on relationship status:
Those in the same relationship over the study period reported less desire, arousal, and
satisfaction. Annika Gunst, one of the study’s co-authors, told me that she and her
colleagues initially suspected this might be related to having kids. But when the
researchers controlled for that variable, it turned out to have no impact.

+

Many women want monogamy. It’s a cozy arrangement, and one our culture endorses, to
put it mildly. But wanting monogamy isn’t the same as feeling desire in a long-term
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monogamous partnership. The psychiatrist and sexual-health practitioner Elisabeth Gordon
told me that in her clinical experience, as in the data, women disproportionately present
with lower sexual desire than their male partners of a year or more, and in the longer term as
well. “The complaint has historically been attributed to a lower baseline libido for
women, but that explanation conveniently ignores that women regularly start
relationships equally as excited for sex.” Women in long-term, committed heterosexual
partnerships might think they’ve “gone off” sex—but it’s more that they’ve gone off
the same sex with the same person over and over.

+

What does it all mean for Jane and the other straight women who feel stultified by
long-term exclusivity, in spite of having been taught that they were designed for it and
are naturally inclined toward it? What are we to make of the possibility that women,
far from anxious guardians of monogamy, might on the whole be more like its victims?

+

“When couples want to remain in a monogamous relationship, a key component of
treatment … is to help couples add novelty,” Gordon advised. Tammy Nelson, a sex
therapist and the author of The New Monogamy and When You’re the One Who Cheats,
concurs**: “Women are the primary consumers of sex-related technology and lubricants,
massage oil, and lingerie, not men.”**

+

Of course, as Jane’s example shows, lingerie might not do the trick. Nelson explains that if
“their initial tries don’t work, [women] will many times shut down totally or turn outward to
an affair or an online ‘friend,’ creating … a flirty texting or social-media relationship.”
When I asked Gotzis where he thinks John and Jane are headed, he told me he is not sure
that they will stay together. In an upending of the basic narrative about the roles that men
and women play in a relationship, it would be Jane’s thirst for adventure and Jane’s
struggles with exclusivity that tear them apart. Sure, women cheating is nothing new—it’s
the stuff of Shakespeare and the blues. But refracted through data and anecdotal
evidence, Jane seems less exceptional and more an Everywoman, and female sexual
boredom could almost pass for the new beige.

+

It’s not uncommon for women to let their straight partners play in a “monogamy gray
zone,” to give guys access to tensional outlets that allow them to cheat without really
cheating. “Happy ending” massages, oral sex at bachelor parties, lap dances, escorts at
conferences … influenced by ubiquitous pop-cultural cues, many people believe that men
need these opportunities for recreational “sorta sex” because “it’s how men are.” It’s how
women are, too, it seems.

+

Women cannot be pigeonholed; the glory of human sexuality is its variation and
flexibility. So when we speak of desire in the future, we should acknowledge that the
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fairer sex thirsts for the frisson of an encounter with someone or something new as
much as, if not more, than men do—and that they could benefit from a gray-zone hall
pass, too.


Basically, its seems that women lose sex drives for their husbands as the marriage or long term
relationship goes on but when they are free to have sex with other people, the sex drive comes back
as if it never left.
Could this also be the fault of diet? Sure. But it seems like its also in-built.
Seems to also be matched by this tv show from Netflix called Sex/Life:
1] Sex/Life is a show about a married woman, Billie, who has the perfect husband, Cooper, and
2 children from her ex-boyfriend, Brad.
2] She starts randomly thinking about Brad and all of the sex she had with him and writing it
down in a journal.
3] Cooper eventually reads this journal and is extremely hurt by it. Cooper decides to try and
rekindle the passion by one-upping the stories of Brad.
4] Despite all Cooper's efforts she still thinks and starts talking/meeting up with Brad.
5] Cooper does everything Billie agrees to, even a swingers party, gets his dick sucked by
another woman, and protects Billie from needing to fuck another swinger, Billie still can't stop
thinking about Brad.
6] Cooper breaks out in tears and falls sickly, Billie tells him it's a fresh start, and goes to a
couples therapy seminar.
7] After hearing the lecturer saying it's okay to be yourself, she goes to Brad, says she won't
leave her husband, and has sex with him.
A comment from youtube about this show:
A show about how a terrible person makes her loving husband extremley insecure about
himself, and cheats on him even when he is trying his best to make her happy just because she
wants some adrenaline and adventure
Oh yea, IIRC, this Brad has a big dick. So yeah.

Posted by tiredfromlife2019 | 26 September 2021 | Link
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If only more women were like Yvaine from Stardust
4 upvotes | December 27, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link

Too bad she mostly exists in fantasy and rarely anywhere else:
Yvaine : Tell me about Victoria, then.
Tristan : Well, she... she... There's nothing more to tell you.
Yvaine : The little I know about love is that it's unconditional. It's not something you can buy.
Tristan : Hang on! This wasn't about me buying her love. This was a way for me to prove to her how
I felt.
Yvaine : Ah... And what's she doing to prove how she feels about you?
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Perception is reality?
4 upvotes | December 26, 2022 | by I_RESPECT_WOMEN_420 | Link | Reddit Link

So recently, I met up with this girl and we had lunch somewhere. As we were talking, somehow the
topic got onto dieting or something like that, and I mentioned how I gained a bit of weight and how I
could stand to lose like 10 pounds.
All of the sudden she says 'well, because you're so tall you carry it well, you look good', now the
kicker here is that I'm 5'7. You might think that, surely this girl was like 5 feet tall so maybe I looked
tall to her, but in reality this chick was like 5'6. Also, I'm very short relative to other men in the
country I live in, so it's not like I'm 'relatively tall', I'm just straight up short. Now the strange thing is
that, this isn't even the first time that something like this has happened to me. I've also had
experiences where women would call some guy short, and then after I would point out he was the
same height as me they would go 'no way, you're taller' or something along those lines. I've had this
happen with women that were romantically attracted to me, but also platonic friends and female
family members. Now personally I think this is related to some kind of halo-effect type phenomena.
The women in these scenarios perceived me as being attractive (facially I suppose), or in the case of
family members otherwise thought positively about me in general.
I don't really have a conclusion or a point, but I think it's funny how blatantly objective empirical
observations can be improperly perceived because of a cognitive distortion.
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Girls, are you okay with dying alone and having not one man
find you worthy enough to at least TRY to marry you?
4 upvotes | January 4, 2023 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

I know most women, admittedly or not, want to get married. Or at least be considered wifey material
by men. However, most women are never considered marriage proposal material. That means, on
your current trajectory, you'll die alone. Is that what you are striving for?
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Why is cheating a black and white situation to women
4 upvotes | January 14, 2023 | by zenstonezt | Link | Reddit Link

I have noticed when reading posts about men being anxious of women going clubbing or holidays
with their friend get mad at the men for their insecurities. I agree if these men try to control these
women is toxic and unhealthy but they have right to be insecure. You women act like you don't ever
get anxious or jealous. I am so frustrated at people who think they are morally superior or better just
because they don't have anxiety or jealous. Couldn't some people just cheat by accident like people
suffering from compulsive and impulsive disorders. Why do you expect men to easily trust women
when cheating has been on the rise in both men and women. Sure cheating isn't on the level of abuse I
get that but we should still start talking about it cause society is being wish washy about cheating in
media. I
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What % of young men do you think are involuntarily celibate?
4 upvotes | January 17, 2023 | by Lainsell | Link | Reddit Link

Young men as in 18-30
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how old is everyone here?
4 upvotes | January 17, 2023 | by inkvellian1984 | Link | Reddit Link

24 khhv turning 25 in March. Bout to be an old man. It's over ���
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How will society change in reaction to more and more women
becoming single mothers by choice?
4 upvotes | January 25, 2023 | by Rowanisnotagirlsname | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "How will society change in reaction to more and more women becoming single mothers by choice?"
from /r/PurplePillDebate:

Hi all.

I believe that single motherhood by choice (via IVF) is becoming more and more popular. Before
anyone goes all reddit on me demanding studies and hard data, the raw numbers have been hard to
find, but are the trend is included in journalist articles. I have included a link to one here :
https://www.bodyandsoul.com.au/lifestyle/single-and-thinking-about-having-a-baby-heres-why-some
-women-are-going-it-alone/news-story/5f91d3d45b82ef166798b97d06d0cd25

In this article, the doctor states : “The fact is that the families that result from single women or two
women building a family together are every bit as secure as any other family. When it comes to their
development, children born to a single parent are “just as healthy and as well adjusted as any other
kids.“It’s very clear that the different family types produce the same outcomes for the children.”

This may be true, or may be up for debate. Personally, I’m inclined to believe that children need a
mother and a father (no, to respond to the question I’ll inevitably get : I do not believe that this is
always the case, I’m aware that some parents abuse their children blah bah).


How is this going to affect society? Men have been forced to deal with the fact that it’s unlikely
they’ll get to marry a virgin woman like their grandfather did. Men need to come to grips with the
fact that a 25 year old woman *has* fooled around, experimented sexually etc. But now there’s the
caveat that the woman they want to date has a child, that as a tax payer, he has paid for. With enough
financial support (such as maternity leave, free IVF, low cost child care) how many women will take
up this offer? With dropping fertility rates, will it become standard to “get the first kid out of the
way” when you’re young (say 21) and then start looking for a man to marry when you’re 30?
How will men feel about working all day, paying less tax to provide freebies for women can afford to
have children by themselves? Will this result in a political backlash like South Korea recently saw?

Posted by Rowanisnotagirlsname | 25 January 2023 | Link
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lmao aspie women still want NT chads or atleast aspie chads.
4 upvotes | January 28, 2023 | by inkwell47 | Link | Reddit Link

You guys are bluepilled for hoping otherwise, and the "aspie" women here are straight up lying to
you guys.
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Do most men think women don't approach or pursue men
because most men aren't tall/handsome enough?
4 upvotes | February 19, 2023 | by Lainsel | Link | Reddit Link
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Blackpillers: Why do you hate being encouraged?
4 upvotes | February 18, 2023 | by 6ix_Destroyed | Link | Reddit Link
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Dogpill is real
4 upvotes | February 16, 2023 | by TOitneverbegun | Link | Reddit Link

https://twitter.com/truecellife/status/1626326728606883842?s=46&t=_f_oevnGga4rT2YCpvQ9nA
Obviously she’s having sex with her dog.
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Chad won't actually commit to an average woman even if she's
in her prime
4 upvotes | February 21, 2023 | by iliyb | Link | Reddit Link

So the idea that post wall women can't get Chad to commit so they settle for the beta male is not
accurate because it's not likely she would get him to commit to her when she was 19 either
So she might as well have her fun with him while she's young and settle for the beta male when she
hits the wall
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Blackpillers: Why can't we just accept that life is unfair and
that attractive people have advantages and that we're
unfortunately just not as attractive as we'd like? This way, we
don't harbor resentment.
4 upvotes | February 20, 2023 | by 6ix_Destroyed | Link | Reddit Link
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Based hapacel anon explains how the BBC meme is a white
guilt psyop invented by white/J*wish liberal media and white
supremacists alike
4 upvotes | February 22, 2023 | by Accurate_Soothsayer | Link | Reddit Link
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For years I spent alone thinking there was something deeply
wrong with me. A one-night stand with a drunk girl was all I
had achieved in the dating game. Turns out I just wasn't
attractive enough. If I can do it, so can you. Keep your chins up
mates.
4 upvotes | March 6, 2023 | by HikingConnoisseur | Link | Reddit Link

https://i.redd.it/sipd3itpp6ma1.png
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How was the long haired autistic sociopath from this
documentary so blackpilled back in 2011?
4 upvotes | March 5, 2023 | by Head-Growth-2773 | Link | Reddit Link

https://vimeo.com/28466163
https://cdn.embedly.com/widgets/media.html?src=https%3A%2F%2Fplayer.vimeo.com%2Fvideo%2
F28466163%3Fh%3D5e1626584f%26app_id%3D122963&dntp=1&display_name=Vimeo&url=http
s%3A%2F%2Fvimeo.com%2F28466163&image=https%3A%2F%2Fi.vimeocdn.com%2Fvideo%2F
431819518-52147b4bc82deac49b2ceb1ed165d9b7caeb43a25ecee857941e7d285e043c90-
d_1280&key=2aa3c4d5f3de4f5b9120b660ad850dc9&type=text%2Fhtml&schema=vimeo
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some ideas on how to avert af/bb
4 upvotes | March 14, 2023 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

for women: just recall how you treated guys you banged when you were 20 and horny in college and
do exactly that for your husband and satisfy his kinks bro (lol this one isn't happening i know), just be
wild with him and act like you still got that energy
for men: just don't commit to a woman who isn't consistently showing her desire for you even in
unprompted ways
thoughts
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apd weekly community thread - 2023/03/13
4 upvotes | March 13, 2023 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

welcome to the apd weekly community thread for 2023/03/13
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What are the differences in reaction from women between
normies , high tier normies , and chadlites?
4 upvotes | March 17, 2023 | by Xbox-Loud-Cloud-216 | Link | Reddit Link
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Describe your ideal partner.
4 upvotes | March 17, 2023 | by inkwell572 | Link | Reddit Link

Ill go first.
My ideal partner is literally just the female version of me. Not a stacy and not a svbhuman femcel,
but average-below average looking, tall, skinny, brown, virgin curry fo1d with a traumatic bullied
past that wants a guy who's arms she can feel protected in, and will be loyal to death.
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Scientists: Mongoloid and Africans are neotenous races who
retain juvenile characteristics in post-pubesence over West
Eurasian Caucasians. Reality: only Mongoloid males get shit on
for being too "girly" and "child like" while African males
benefit from JBB!!!!!!!!!!!
4 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by FunnyLeapingGazelle | Link | Reddit Link

Yet, as Hulse (1962) has pointed out, neoteny is not the only dimension of heterochrony
(changes in developmental timing, Fig. 1) that plays a role in human diversification. He
brings up the example of Western Eurasians and Australian Aboriginals, who have retained
similar skeletal and craniofacial characteristics to those which most people possessed in
earlier times (gerontomorphic characteristics, as opposed to the pedomorphic traits that the
Kalahari Bushmen display).
(...)
Ashley-Montagu (1989) theorized that part of the differences seen in the morphology of
modern types of man can also be attributed to different rates of ‘neotenous mutations’ in
their early populations. Thus, the East Asian skull is the most neotenized human cranium.
The European skull is less neotenized than the East Asian and African, with the Australian
Aboriginal cranium still less than the European, and with the Neanderthal skull even less
neotenized than that of the Australian Aboriginal. Observing the Bushmen (San) of southern
Africa, he has identified several well-defined neotenous traits relative to other humans
(Table 2). In addition, McKinney and McNamara (1991) have remarked that African Pygmy
and Asian Negrito populations also display highly neotenous features.


This is why culture and social perception >>> ALL
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The creation of pills seems to come from a need to seek
certainty
4 upvotes | March 22, 2023 | by facingitall | Link | Reddit Link

Humans tend to fear uncertainty. It's a horrifying feeling. And so, even a depressing certainty is more
calming and comforting than a life-long unknown.
And that to me is what makes adherence to any pill almost like losing from the start. By trying to
cement the state of things based around facts condensed into an ideology, while there is some wiggle
room within that ideology, you almost start to form an identity around it and it becomes difficult for
you to face the uncertainty of reality and grow from it and form more nuanced perspectives.
Like yes, better looking guys have more success in life generally. As do men or people in general
with wealth, status, and social ability. But similarly, accepting that you can't change your
circumstances at all is cope because it's comforting to feel like you can't make even a minute change.
At the same time though, it's delusional to have false hope. It's very highly possible that it will lead to
nothing because life is chaotic and there are no guarantees. The cards can be stacked for you or
against you, but either way, nothing is truly certain. It's all just probabilities.
What I'm trying to say is that you can extract what you need from every "pill' but I personally
wouldn't identify with any one specifically.
Blue pill = comforting lies can allow you to push through during dark times but only within reason. If
you do it too much then you become complacent and influenceable to keep maintaining them.
however, viewing others from a positive light can make you more open to experiences.
Red pill = improving your situation in life in all aspects can increase the opportunities available to
you, even if it's by a little. but don't define yourself by it as otherwise, you'll lose your sense of self
and live a meaningless life. basically a lie lived to fill a void of insecurity. avoid grifters, schizo-
baiters , and conspiracies.
Black pill = not to blame yourself for things outside of your control. life can be brutal and there are
many underlying realities that are hard to accept. if you can adopt this knowledge to benefit you
without treating it as a death sentence and without expectation, then you're at the ideal position with
what's in your control. you will suffer perpetually but it's on you to decide to move forward or not.
etc...etc...
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Where did all the good women go?
4 upvotes | March 21, 2023 | by No_Reflection_798 | Link | Reddit Link

We see the reverse of this question popping up a lot lately. "Where did all the good men go?"
But, what about the good women? There are two sides to relationships. Where did they go?
I'm a good man. I'm looking for a good woman, and I would approach her if I knew where to find her
- without being labelled by society as being creepy.
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The Average and Below average gut should be doing every
tactic, moral or immoral , he can to include himself at the
casual sex table.(excluding rape)
4 upvotes | March 31, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link

The average or below average guy should pick one, or multiple of the following methods
Gain a lot of money and status
Meet with the best face raters to pin point all of your flaws, then meet with all the best plastic
surgeons and bone surgeons in the world to plan out your surgeries and create your chad face
Lower your standards as far as you can to where you can still get hard but now the women is more
attainable.
Dangle a carrot in front of a chick. This means lying about wanting a future with this girl til you
secure the package, then dip the fuck outta there.
Sugar baby arrangement
Get a passport and go overseas
This is what its come to enjoy the casual sex fun as an average or below average guy. Every average
guy who supposedly fucks chicks all the time are probably unconsciously following at least one of
the methods above.
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What are modern men getting out of all this? **The “modern
woman” is changing, and the “modern man” needs to adapt to
the change**
4 upvotes | March 26, 2023 | by Whnitallfallsdown | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "The “modern woman” is changing, and the “modern man” needs to adapt to the change" from
/r/PurplePillDebate:

I am a frequent lurker on this sub, but I have seen some men complain about how a lot of men
decades ago never had to self improve to get a girlfriend, how the average guy has no chance, and
different pieces like that.
Yes, the average guy didn’t have to “self improve” decades ago, but that was because women were
more reliant on men than ever before. in the mid-late 1900s, They relied on them for retirement, for
getting a credit card, and all in all their entire livelihoods were defined by getting married and
supporting their man out of HS. Now, women don’t NEED a man. they have to WANT you.
Due to that, men have to be better than who they were decades ago in some areas in order to find a
quality woman to be with. What that means may be different for all women though.
And since the modern woman is one that is much more independent, and doesn’t need a man, then
the modern man will have to adapt to that instead of trying to revert women back to traditionalism.
For some guys, it may mean learning how to be more in tune with your own emotions, maybe it’s
losing/gaining weight, maybe it’s learning to socialize and bettering your humor.
Basically all i’m saying now is that men are no longer needed for women, and that’s not a bad thing,
as women aren’t needed for men either. so be someone women will want to be with, not need.

Posted by thefreedomjourney | 26 March 2023 | Link
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Do women experience same struggles as men?
4 upvotes | September 22, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link

Do women go through similar struggles like men go through, do you girls get rejected a lot, fear
rejectiong, fear of never finding romance, been friendzone, felt inferior to smarter women and no
matter how hard you worked you don't seem like you are improving, experience jealousy, and go
through deep philosophical rabbit whole relating to existential crisis and dread.
Please share your stories maybe we aren't so different after all �
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clown world
4 upvotes | April 5, 2023 | by princess8inch | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/scottish-news/mum-born-two-vaginas-says-29617385.amp
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Bluepill pushes the female imperative, redpill pushes the male
imperative
3 upvotes | November 6, 2022 | by SmarmyPapsmears | Link | Reddit Link

So before I start, I want to make sure people understand there is no morality involved in this. These
are natural.
Bluepill pushes the female imperative: which is essentially everything to enable their mating strategy.
AF/BB is part of this strategy, aka seeking the highest value male possible. Then settling for a more
beta male if that alpha does not stick around.
Men are biologically disgusted by this because it is similar to cuckoldry, just not as up-front and
direct.
Redpill pushes the male imperative; which is to 'spread your seed'. Everything is done in a matter to
achieve the maximum amount of sex with the maximum number of women (why they oppose
monogamy/marriage).
Women are biologically disgusted by this because they can't understand why a man would need to
fuck everything that moves. It makes them feel cheapened. Being able to compartmentalize sex
bothers women at a core level.
The key for people is understanding that these imperatives are innate and not intended to be
malicious.
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how important is social status
3 upvotes | October 23, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

...for a man?

...for a woman?
can desire be changed by status? i would think at least much more than it can be bought with money.
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Q4W: Would you halt research on a revolutionary gene
therapy that could turn masculine men into hyper-feminine
women?
3 upvotes | October 16, 2022 | by spinky_bum9451 | Link | Reddit Link

Let's say there was a groudbreaking chromosome gene therapy that could transform a man into a very
passable trans woman, to the point where they were indistinguishable. It would completely re-wire
their hormones and Y chromosome so that everthing including their musculature, voice, frame, and
even bone structure would change to be hyper-feminine, so they wouldn't be able to do stuff like
unfairly cheat at sports. I'm talking about something that seems like science fiction, like Jason
Momoa turning into Zendaya (I suck at celebrities so that's probably not a great example)
Let's say that after a few yaers it starts to go viral, it became relatively inexpensive and gained
massive popularity, and eventually just shy of 50% of men would volunteer to experiment with it, but
not as popular among women (low single digits).
In effect, male population would drop to 30%, 20% trans, and 50% female
Would you oppose this gene therapy from being made available to the public?
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i feel like trying less and going outside less lowered men's
success nowadays
3 upvotes | October 13, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

Ironically without the ''blackpill' ' a short guy would try to approach a high number of girls until he
finally got someone, nowadays after a few failures guys read ' 'blackpill statistics' ' and stop trying to
approach and LDAR
Exeggrated example but if you approach 10000 girls instead of 10 you would have more chance.
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wrong genderpill
3 upvotes | October 11, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

i have a face that would fit a man better, i have squarer jaw than most males and some facial hair
i would be a chad if i was a guy, robbed.
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Reaction to Assim Al-Hakeem on Marriage Advice | Mufti Abu
Layth
3 upvotes | October 10, 2022 | by Positive-Tap2624 | Link | Reddit Link

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=790GW3tfjzY
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what if someone wants to play harder mode
3 upvotes | September 29, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

Generally southeast asia or latin america is recommended for those who want to make it easy, but if
someone wants to make it harder in 2022,whether he is a man, chad or a female, where should they
go? I know this isn't a productive discussion, i was just curious
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age and location of users?
3 upvotes | September 22, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
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Giant Implants goes up to David Laid and asks about blackpill
3 upvotes | September 22, 2022 | by NaturallyChad | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CixfsgiDmPo/?igshid=ZDU1ZDhlY2E=
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cmv: "incels" and women who haven't been proposed to-
involuntary unmarried - are in the same boat.
3 upvotes | September 21, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

Incels and involuntary unmarried women both have desires. One wants to have sex, and the other
wants marriage. However, both have difficult times reaching their goals.
Involuntary unmarried women will NOT admit that they yearn for marriage, so they just deny it. Just
as incels claim to not want women, or hate on women, when everyone knows they just want to be
with women.
They are one in the same. Yes, Involuntary unmarried women can get sex with as many men as they
want, despite their looks, age, and health. But having sex with men doesn't prove you are valuable to
men. Any girl can spread her legs and let a man, or whatever, fuck her. Being that no man has
proposed to you, it means that men do NOT value you as much as you think.
Being that literally any man will stick his dick in you doesn't mean you are valuable just because you
let certain men fuck you. It actually is the opposite, it means those men are valuable and NOT you.
Your value only come from men who are willing to propose to you, and ask you to marry them. That
act means you are valuable to at least ONE man. Regardless if you agree to marry him or not.
The takeaway is that just because women let some men fuck them does NOT make them more
valuable than "incels".
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What actually do they mean by patriachical and toxic
masculinity
3 upvotes | September 12, 2022 | by gilamonster69 | Link | Reddit Link

I don’t understand what these libtards mean by patriachical and toxic masculinity. Can anyone help
me decode these terms?
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Recurring Spam Post!
3 upvotes | September 11, 2022 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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What do you think what post wall women should do?
3 upvotes | September 3, 2022 | by Glad-Discount-4761 | Link | Reddit Link

Should she just stop dating or is it okay to be careerminded as dating is already not gonna be
successful
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Why dick game is important in relationship
3 upvotes | September 2, 2022 | by Hodgekin | Link | Reddit Link

A new article is making it's rounds in the Redpill community. You may have already stumble across
it.
https://nypost.com/2022/08/23/women-are-more-likely-to-cheat-than-men-heres-why/
This article dispels the notion that men are the hornier sex. Woman's libido are equal or greater than
men.
I believe this to be true, because evolutionarily, women wouldn't want to have babies if the sex itself
wasn't stimulating. All our female ancestors that didn't have a strong libido probably didn't have
many kids, because child birth was risky and painful. All our females ancestors that did have kids,
probably felt the pain was worth it because the sex felt so good.
It's not politically correct to say this, but dick game is very important. This is another reason why
men don't like women with high body counts. Because their dick game will be compared to the dick
game of other men!
EDIT: If anyone doubts that women have higher libido than men, our good friend /u/catniagara made
a compelling argument as to why woman are sexually superior to men:

Given the average time most people spend having sex is around 5.4 minutes (the poor souls)
and it takes the average man 30+ minutes to get his dick back up, we can have sex with 5-6
men, on average, in the time it takes the first one to run his flag back up the pole.

Men can orgasm once every half hour to an hour. Women can orgasm 20+ times in the same
time frame. Not that most men know that. Their poor spouses.

Men fall into a lame sex coma while womens stamina only increases after sex, so much so
that some Asian cultures believe that women actually steal mens life force during sex…

Where men have the more active role. Because they’re thrusting.

Also also, women reach our hormonal sexual peak later than men, in our thirties as opposed
to mens twenties. And mens ability to maintain or start up an erection decreases over time,
whereas women don’t typically show a noticeable lack of lubrication until our fifties or so,
usually around menopause. The skin inside the vagina doesn’t thin out until our mid or late
sixties.

In terms of biology, women are sexually superior. Certain men’s desire to prove themselves
“young” and “virile” probably has more to do with their own psychosocial fear of aging
than any biological need.

They don’t typically even desire the women they pursue. They just feel a need to prove to
themselves that they can “get” women. Sometimes it becomes so pathetic that they go after
ridiculously younger women just to convince the world that they can still throw down
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without breaking a hip.

https://www.reddit.com/r/AllPillDebate/comments/wycdqu/comment/ilyht3i/?utm_source=share&ut
m_medium=web2x&context=3
EDIT2: https://www.webmd.com/sex/features/sex-drive-how-do-men-women-compare
The notion that woman have a lower sex drive is outdated. I think most men in relationships know
this to be true. Men and women sex drives are very similar. Women like to under-report their sex
drive, while men like to over report. But when hooked up to a lie detector, men and women report
similar levels of sex drive.
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The truth about female beauty. These guys are absolutely
correct. Discuss.
3 upvotes | August 29, 2022 | by SaltyGeekyLifter | Link | Reddit Link

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=qDtKXvINRAE
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Recurring Spam Post!
3 upvotes | August 28, 2022 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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Is online dating better than meeting someone IRL?
3 upvotes | August 26, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link

Here's my scenerio:
Would you prefer to date a guy you meet daily for like 3 months but his like a 5 in looks, or would
you prefer going online and dating a 6-7?
The reason I'm asking is because of the risks woman have to deal with when meeting new people,
One is relatively safe but the other has some risk, Now to those who have dated online, are online
people you've dated more crazy than IRL guys you've dated?
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Who has the lowest SMV? South Indian men or SEA men?
3 upvotes | August 22, 2022 | by Habil13 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m not talking about in their respective countries, but the west. It’s been statistically proven that
these two groups are the least desired, but which one takes the cake?
I imagine South Indians have bigger opportunities to date within their race since Indian women are
less JBW-maxxed than SEA women, but by the masses they are seen as less desirable.
I don’t really have an answer to my question so I was wondering if the people of r/Allpilldebate did.
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Recurring Spam Post!
3 upvotes | August 21, 2022 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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How is your experience with lifting weights in the gym? Did it
actually help with women?
3 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by BumblingBeta | Link | Reddit Link

You can't create a thread like this on purplepilldebate or other places on reddit without a number of
people saying "hurrr durrr sounds like you don't want to put in the work, sounds like you're lazy,
sounds like you're making excuses". Hopefully it will be different here.
For a bit of background - I have been in and out the gym over my life. I lifted solidly for 3 years,
sticking to a good lifting routine, good diet, enough rest, barely missed a gym session, before real life
got in the way. I then lifted again for 18 months straight. Strength and muscle comes back a lot faster,
because of muscle memory. Right now I have been in the gym for 6 months and the gains have come
very fast because of muscle memory.
Anyway, in all that time I lifted weights, I felt like it helped precisely zero with women. I did put on
plenty of muscle and strength. I could see the changes in my body over time, the scales went up, I
lifted way more than when I started. I was putting in the work. But when it came to women? Nothing.
Women did not care.
I read on purplepilldebate, the red pill subreddit and other places, that some men lift for just 1-2 years
and already they have women checking them out, women giggling over them, women touching them,
women starting conversations with them. I don't know whether they're lying or not, but I got none of
that. It was so disappointing.
Then when I do say my experience, I'm told I shouldn't lift for women. I should lift for "myself", I
should lift because it brings "confidence" (confidence gains were minimal at best for me), I should
lift for my health (doesn't feel healthy to push your body that hard to build extra muscle that your
body doesn't even need).

So what are your experiences? Did lifting help with women and why/why not?
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Recurring Spam Post!
3 upvotes | August 11, 2022 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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Did successive waves of feminist ideals primarily benefit the top
10% of women at the expense of others?
3 upvotes | August 6, 2022 | by TriggurWarning | Link | Reddit Link

By top 10%, I mean the top 10% of intellectually gifted women who were being artificially held back
from producing large economic value in society.
I therefore introduce the concept of assortative mating.

Assortative mating is the process by which people of similar backgrounds, such as
educational attainment or financial means, select a partner. Over the past half-century, there
has been an increase in positive assortative mating within the marriage market.

In the past many of these women, denied opportunity, were forced to hitch their wagon to a man for
success, and used their intellectual capacity to help advance his career (leading to the old saying:
'behind every great man is a great woman'). But in more recent generations, we've seen a dramatic
increase in assortative mating at the top end, which has resulted in more high IQ men and women
pairing up and combining their economic capacities.
The obvious result of this is doubly beneficial to the top women in particular, because not only are
they earning dramatically more than the median, but they're doubling up (or more) by matching with
a equal or higher earning male. It's not hard to imagine why this phenomena is exacerbating income
inequality, as these relatively new 'super couples' (often choosing not to pursue having children at all
or only limiting it to 1 after building a career) grow their wealth early and dramatically, buying up
valuable assets like housing that average or median couples need (but increasingly can't afford) to
build a family, and passing it on to fewer kids once they die.
These couples are in essence gaming the system as the birthrate continues to fall and normal women
are left wondering 'where all the good men are' and why life seems so hard. While men do have a
general willingness to 'date down' that inherently reduces inequality that is obviously not a static
tendency, and the prospect of doubling a high income is still economically enticing. How much
women make and how smart they are does matter to the top producing men of society, it's just that it
matters less than women think it does from their perspective.
It is for this reason, I believe it would be wise for society to economically tax these couples to a
larger degree than would otherwise be the case if they had 3 or more children, because they're
disproportionately driving up the cost of living through asset price inflation. It's not all about the
billionaires reaping untaxed capital gains (though that's certainly a concern too).
This money should be allocated to subsidize home loans for the bottom 80-90% of society on a
sliding scale designed to facilitate family formation and higher birth rates. Owning multiple
properties under 5000 square feet should be regulated as well, to further disincentive rich childless
couples from buying up all the necessary assets for life.
I believe this phenomena explains the paradox of declining female happiness better than most. Most
women just want a normal life, they aren't super-women that want to compete against other top men,
but increasingly they are denied this for largely economic reasons. The other side of the equation is
that since female empowerment in the labor market, median male wages have remained stagnant
despite rising productivity (reducing the attractiveness of settling). Instead, normal women are now
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relegated to wage slavery out of necessity that's arguably not beneficial to their long term happiness.
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Warren Buffet: "Most women do. You're not unusual."
3 upvotes | August 5, 2022 | by TriggurWarning | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hM8lKkGI8nI
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Share your opinion or thought!
3 upvotes | August 3, 2022 | by Glad-Discount-4761 | Link | Reddit Link

This may sound silly.
But I want to ask after reading any pill do you guys have any belief or opinion which is actually
controversial?Share it.
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Sack question
3 upvotes | August 2, 2022 | by gilamonster69 | Link | Reddit Link

Does icing your scrotum and exposing it to red light really increases testosterone?
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people here should actually read incel forums to get a view on
how incels actually are like
3 upvotes | December 2, 2022 | by puddingdesperation | Link | Reddit Link

incel forums:
-obviously non-nt people without any friends thinking they are discriminated aganist because of their
looks
-5'9 guys who think 6'6 is average
-people who go on tinder and don't talk to people
-ethniccels who are incel because they would rather take white or light skinned girl pussy
-people who obviously are closeted gay or trans
-full of pedophiles who think age 12 is prime

is anyone here actually aware of any of those patterns or demographics? i think people here rarely
read what incels write themselves on forums such as incels. is or looksmax. org which is a shame as
we how can we discuss demographics we don't know?
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The Death Of The Redpill Scene On Reddit
3 upvotes | December 19, 2022 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

It seems like TRP's presence on reddit has been crushed beyond repair.
Let's start with case study 1: r/asktrp
The subreddit is currently banned, but are you aware of the background? It started when the subreddit
shut itself down 1-2 years back. They did this because a few banwaves were going on at the time, so
the mods decided to shut the sub down to protest reddit censorship and promote an offsite platform.
Get this: to protest possibly getting shut down, they shut themselves down. So they restricted new
posts and pinned a link to their alternate site. Later on, the sub got banned by the admins for being
"unmoderated." This clearly wasn't about protesting censorship, I think we're all smart enough to see
what happened here: the grifters who ran the sub ruined it amid their attempt at forcing users onto
their personal platform. That reminds me of a similar situation...
Case study 2: r/theredpill
Theredpill is in a rather good place right now. The sub is quarantined, which means it's banned from
google search results and reddit searches, and you can only view it by typing reddit.com/r/theredpill
into the URL bar directly. I heard this has to be on a desktop, and with a verified-email account, but I
don't know too much about how quarantined subreddits work. The reason they're doing well is
because they've somehow managed to dodge every major subreddit banwave in the past few years,
and every feminist subreddit including r/TheBluePill has given up on monitoring them. However,
does anyone remember the drama from 3 years back when TheRedPill's mods reported that the
admins reached out saying they would shut the sub down in some days? TRP's mods responded by
promoting an offsite platform. This matter ended when TheRedPill's mods claimed after a week that
the admins backtracked and made a mistake. Purplepilldebate had a discussion on it, where some
people suggested that the admin screenshot was a lie from TRP's mods made to promote their new
platform. Considering what happened to r/asktrp later on, I'm inclined to agree that the whole thing
was a scam from TRP's mods.
Case study 3: r/seduction
I'd actually call r/seduction more "redpill-adjacent" that outright redpill, though there was a large
redpill population there. This place was thriving with a whopping 700k members, making it the
largest running manosphere forum on reddit. Going back to this sub's closing prompted me to write
this post. Apparently, they restricted it in fear of getting banned after their sister sub r/askseddit got
banned. After a month, they made a post claiming too many people were breaking the rules and
people would still be allowed to post as long as they were approved, but as anyone can see, the mods
clearly aren't approving ANYONE and the sub is effectively dead. I have to give them credit for not
blatantly promoting some offsite platform in the process, but seriously? The "we're shutting ourselves
down before the admins get the chance" excuse again?
Case study 4: r/whereareallthegoodmen
I actually have to give this sub a lot of credit. They have a decent and active userbase, and they aren't
shut down. The mods feared the admins would ban them, so you know what they did? They created
an offsite platform and forced users to post there instead while linking back to take advantage of
WAATGM's userbase. Unlike r/seduction and r/asktrp that pulled the whole "we're shutting ourselves
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down before the admins get the chance" or r/TheRedPill and r/asktrp that blatantly manufactured a
crisis to promoted their new platform, the mods of WAATGM were direct about the fact that they
wanted to promote their new platform, and were smart enough to do it by maintaining their existing
userbase, so props to them!
Honestly, it's just embarrassing to imagine. Getting shut down by the admins legitimately because
some journalist or watchdog subreddit calls your content hateful is one thing, but getting shut down
by your own users [because surprise surprise: the manosphere has a grifter problem] is humiliating on
a whole new level. I know the grifter problem is a fleeting topic as far as this sub's discussions go, but
considering how grifters like redpill mods are actively censoring their own communities, and other
grifters like Tate and F&F boast about exploiting their users, it's clear the grifter problem deserves
more attention. It will kill the manosphere faster than any incarnation of r/TheBluePill ever could.
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why are men not nichemaxxing?
3 upvotes | December 11, 2022 | by puddingdesperation | Link | Reddit Link

i've seen far too many examples of men that weren't chads, but had followings due to filling certain
niches, the rockstar look, the goth look, the somewhat androgynous long haired guy, charismatic guy
in a suit, the cosplayer guy... etc. etc. maybe it wouldn't work if you are a 3/10, but i dont't think most
ppl here are.
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Merry Christmas, Gentlemen. How to stop failing *as much* at
life and women
3 upvotes | December 26, 2022 | by brightglowup | Link | Reddit Link

*Obligatory "Not All Men" covers this post. I won't be coddling anyone crying about generalizations
in the comments. If it don't apply, let it fly.
I can appreciate the nostalgic repurposed tones of the illfated Braincels here in /r/AllPillDebate ...
complete with the uber cringe males that force themselves to fit in.
I promise you, I understand you. Everyone wants to belong in a way and its not your fault you've
been programmed to depend on narratives meant to make you tools and not real people.
I post this here because Head Pick-Me in Charge claims I'm too hostile as a woman over at
/r/PurplePillDebate �
A sub that demonizes women with zero room for nuance and strategy. At least you let me talk so here
is my thank you.
One thing I can appreciate about YOUR kind is you may be bitchy but some of you listen.
To the points:

Blaming feminism is a cop out. You are free to cop out. But do it in front of women you're
interested in, you cockblock yourself. Why? No matter how correct you think you are, you
present as an impediment to someones autonomy. Lots of these girls arent even deep in
feminism. You just sound easily groomed by men who make money off you.
It is true that some of you have unchangeable, immutable traits that put you in a disadvatage in
a system you support. Is it high IQ to galvanize gorgeous, tall, rich powerful Chad's system just
because they tell you your penis makes you entitled and better than women? Its not. I'm not a
man so be intelligent and model after sexually successful men with YOUR phenotype. YOUR
limitations.

Some of you hate women so I am happy you suffer but the guys that are just frustrated at the
unfairness, trust me as someone who is the antithesis of the beauty standard and thriving. People are
malleable. Its not about getting the most lukewarm interested people. Its about pulling real fans of
how you exist, authentically.
I myself have simped hard for some questionable looking characters but that's because male ingenuity
in the properly motivated male is pure sex, untouched. You are not a woman, your poverty fapping
sessions cannot touch that type of lust.

The reason I hold no sympathy for manlets, framecels, dicklets and the like is because of the
natural order. 100% of the content all strugglers create hating on women fail to realize
immutable traits in WOMEN like dark skin, psychological and hormonal illnesses that hard set
weight issues, poverty, abuse, and lack of protection. I hold no sympathy but I understand. The
way some of you carry on about how we would "never understand what its like to be a man"
while we get treated worse than men is an ancient meme. We were groomed to center you then
learn to wrangle you for our safety and survival. I promise you you are not as complex as most
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of you think

What does that mean, in the spirit of gift giving?
It means that the day you let your dream of living like Chad die is the day you make it possible to
find female counterparts that actually get you.
Stop talking women out of wanting to be around you or sex. Everyone has insecurities but
manospherians especially show up parroting nonsense by rote. As a woman talked out of connecting
and who works with women who tried, you are literally cockblocking yourselves. Stop

*Everything you are mad at women about comes from the actions of men. Cry bias all you want
but males are the limiting factor to which society abides. Your poor emotional regulation,
manufactured self esteem, rampant abuse as a class has created the equal and opposite
reactions. If you are smart, you see this, adapt yourself, and learn to vet and operate like women
had to. Learn to be a pleasure to be around. Be emotionally intelligent. Do you know how many
broke, fake empathetic men get further than most of u? And the real empathetic ones are a hot
commodity
Stop basing your "self improvement" on getting sex. Base it on self love and dignity. If you
have nome, fake it til you make it. The mind is ridiculously pliable, thats why yall are such easy
cash cows. Imagine a day you like yourself instead of repeating the mantras of broken men who
hate men and hate you. Imagine liking yourself

It makes being wanted by a woman that much more intoxicating and validating. Because you can
believe her. Because you can see the good in you

Stop crying "feminism", especially if you're in the west. Ya'll are worshipping ideologies you
do not even follow abroad and it just makes you look like we should call the police. Stop
harrassing normal women about feminist theories. Most of us are just trying to live JUST LIKE
YOU. Most of us want reciprocal love and pleasure. We want to make you happy but when you
pull your manosphere bs, you come across as men who cannot think for yourself

If you would not like the conditions you demand from us, why are you asking us to do it? By virtue
of being illogical, you created a culture where being a wife and mother sounds like an L until a
certain tax bracket.
Go back to being people. Stop letting the unfuckables call you a simp and throw you off. They buy
"company" so pragmatic women will do the chore and lie to them about their desirability
You come across like you dont have sense or feelings but I worked with too many of you to buy that
really.
I'm sure I have more but this was my good deed for the year. I don't work for you, I work for women.
The more of you that are healthy and happy, the more of us are safe
One more thing. "Red Pill" was modeled after the hyperaggro, hypersexuality of disenfranchised men
who major cope was to dehumanize us women DESPITE us rescuing them from that same treatment
back in history. The kind that are gravitating to Red Pill now are the failed, fatherless, swagless
outcomes of the Red Pill of yesteryear.
Many of you have advantages they dont. Get smarter about strategy. Befriend based women you arent
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trying to f. These men cant help you. We know by their skyrocketing s**e rate and third world, ass
buying copes.
Black pill, last I checked past the many inexperienced but book smart participants are an exercise in
nihilism most of u are not equipped to consume.
If you want to be happy, take a stats class, get therapy, accept what you cant change, and outperform
other males where you can. Because that is the natural order
Cry about hypergamy? You are unfit..hypergamy gives you your reason to live
Depression, mental disorders, loneliness - ALL valid and treatable
Failing in perpetuity and blaming women? Moronic.
I am happy to respond to any sincere questions or lamentations. I will ignore all cries about
generalizations because god knows your lot doesnt give af when complaining about women as if we
are all teens from Sweden.
I wish you a Merry Christmas and trust that the tiny minority of you who cared enough to recieve this
post in the spirit it was written will find your way
To those of you who found this "too hostile" since this app is hypersensitive once its a woman being
direct, tough. Avoid based women
❤️
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i noticed a lot of inceldom is due to guys(of all ethnicities)
preferring white or light skinned women
3 upvotes | January 11, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

if you guys tried to go for more diverse tastes you could probably do better? i mean idk at least i
notice non-incel guys aren't fixated on skin color or ethnicity of the girl as much.
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lifefuel for ricecels
3 upvotes | January 8, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

seamaxxing is brought up in either ''jbw'' context or ''passport bros'' context a lot, but i think there's
another group that is forgotten that has a very good niche there.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KSRekRYWa_k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDuJey8YZjA
look at the results, japan and especially korea won by a long shot, i think it's just easier to get laid
there overall, but it seems at least among the younger flippinas, if you are alighter skinned asian you
are the most desired,or at least equal with white guys stats also confirm this as most of the
intermarriages in south korea and japan are between local men and sea women:
2016 japan: https://www.nippon.com/en/ncommon/contents/features/51826/51826.png
sk marriages page: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marriage_in_Korea
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proof of dysgenics: increading mutational load
3 upvotes | December 31, 2022 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31424543/
also they come from the ''paternal'' side
muh only chad breeds.
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The reason women will be alone is because they overestimate
their value
3 upvotes | January 14, 2023 | by Whisperinthelair | Link | Reddit Link

Most women think they deserve an extremely attractive man and don't understand why he won't settle
for them, often overestimating their own value and the value of their personality. Just go to female
dating strategy to see how they see themselves. Because of this a good deal of women in gen Z
especially will die alone. I suggest my brothers to take advantage of poor women overseas like I'm
going to.
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If hypergamy is the natural state of relationships, why was
monogamy ever implemented?
3 upvotes | January 18, 2023 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

Title.
Most research suggests that for 99% of human history, human relationships were hypergamous and
polygamous. With the concept of monogamy and "marriage" between 1 man and 1 woman popping
up only a few thousand years ago in Mesopotamia:
https://theweek.com/articles/528746/origins-marriage
At some point during the rise of Roman Catholicism in Europe, and a subsequent rise in the human
population, the concept of monogamy became very heavily enforced by the law. With some places in
Europe having adultery laws punishable by death. And with divorce being strictly prohibited, or only
allowed under extreme conditions. With some Germanic courts only allowing for "Divorce by
Combat", where the husband and wife must fight to the death in a duel; taking the vow "till death do
us apart" quite literally.
https://www.ancient-origins.net/history-ancient-traditions/divorce-combat-0017263
This is generally considered to be where monogamy as we know it entered the scene. But why? I
can't find any historical evidence as to what exactly happened to prompt this change. If polyamorous
relationships where 1 man with many women is the natural way humans reproduced for like 99% of
our existence, why was monogamy so deliberately implemented?
Surely, there must have been some compelling reason or it never would have happened.
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My advice for men going into their 20s as someone who's going
to turn 25 in March
3 upvotes | January 23, 2023 | by inkvellien432 | Link | Reddit Link

Surgeries, cosmetic surgeries. Oh and fitness as well, get fit. Also, get on finasteride or dutasteride,
AND STAY ON IT NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS, so you don't lose your hair. Skincare, make
sure to get on a regiment as soon as possible.
-Bimax: 20,000- 40,000 without medical insurance
-nosejob: $4,500 to $7,500 around where I live
-Infraorbital implants: $4,000 – $8,000
-skin bleaching: $350
-hair transplant: $3,000-$15,000
These are all the things I want to get done
As you can see the cost for these range all the way up to around $75,000. But since your average
khhv man my around my age is usually white, you'll be able to knock off skin bleaching atleast. �
But as you can see, saving up this much is gonna cost you a pretty penny, and even more, time.
Hopefully your parents will allow you the bum off of them and live with them for a couple of years
while you go to college and save up money to get these. When I was 20, I made the mistake of
thinking that I was just a locationcel and that if I just lived somewhere else I'd be able to eventually
find someone to love me, so i joined the military. After 3 1/2 years of living in 3 different states and
having 0 success, I am back now at square 1 and living at home again �����������. In
hindsight I realize that it would've been better if I had just stayed at home working my 12.75 an hour
cashier job saving up for all these surgeries. In the amount of time that it took me to get out of the
military, i definitely would've been able to save up all the money i needed.
Learn from my mistake if you are below average or ugly, and are just entering your 20s or atleast in
your early 20s. Money is precious, but what's even more, is TIME.
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JBW Moment
3 upvotes | January 18, 2023 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "it's over for thaicels" from /r/2Asia4u:

Posted by neon_sin | 18 January 2023 | Link
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Thoughts on having kids as a beta bux?
3 upvotes | February 1, 2023 | by InadequateSkeleton | Link | Reddit Link

Part of me feels like the most meaningful thing to do would be to betabux a 5'10+ woman to raise a
chad prodigy, a son who I could give the life I never got to have, and upgrade my shitty bloodline. I
keep debating to finish college to do this or just be neet the rest of my life
First problem is I wonder how painful it would be to see my son living the good life, and worse if he
would grow up to be a dick because he didn't struggle enough in life, but there are chads who are cool
so I'd probably be safe if I do a good job raising him. Second bigger issue is if I had a daughter, I
really can't imagine loving a female, knowing what kind of person she would grow up to be. And
there is no way to avoid this, any female will turn out that way no matter what kind of parents she has
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why are women more blackpilled than men
3 upvotes | February 9, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

as women, we were aware our looks/face/body/race/socio-economic status mattered years ago and
discussed it online as early as 2000's, whereas men didn't realize it until ''muh dating apps''
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would you rather be female or a ''chad/prettyboy?''
3 upvotes | February 8, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link
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I remember reading a post somewhere about a lucid dreamer
who had no interest in real life and only lived for the intricate
dream world he had developed over the years and would visit
every night
3 upvotes | February 6, 2023 | by InadequateSkeleton | Link | Reddit Link

Or, alternatively, schizomaxxing might be another option to explore.
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monkeypill
3 upvotes | February 18, 2023 | by negrogenius | Link | Reddit Link

there was an orangutan that was sold in a brothel in indonesia. and the men paid EXTRA so it wasn't
even due to scarcity or being cheap.
i think men naturally crave novelty so much that even 10/10 stacy isn't good enough after some years
because they get sick of the same. a smaller percentage resort to degeneracy such as beastiality, but
most if not all crave novelty to the point of riskier sexual behavior than women on average.
rich men are a good indicator of what average income or decent income men would do if they could.
they all cheat if they are married or they date a string of young stacies forever. and their sexual
behavior is much more degenerate than the average male who can't afford to hire good lawyers and
pr.
it is sad but liberating to think that happy monogamy is an illusion as a woman even if you are
exceptionally beautiful.
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Women do not have an inherently deep or complex sexuality
3 upvotes | February 16, 2023 | by Occams_clipper | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Women do not have an inherently deep or complex sexuality" from /r/PurplePillDebate:

When people discuss 'innate' differences between male and female sexuality, no matter what the
specifics, the broad view always seems to be that women have a deeper and more complex way of
perceiving sexual attraction. The evidence put forth ranges from the seemingly simple and obvious
(women are more selective therefore their sexual impulses must require a more complicated set of
triggers) to the somewhat esoteric (women are more likely read erotic fiction than watch porn).
Basically, the dominant cultural narrative is that because women emphasize so heavily on non-
physical traits when talking about men they're attracted to, we can jump to the conclusion that they're
inherently less shallow than men.
IMHO this is a faulty line of reasoning since it completely ignores general human(not just female)
tendencies regarding sensory stimulation, pleasure-seeking behavior, etc. and assumes that the female
sexual impulse is something unique. What is far more plausible is simply that abundance leads to
desensitization which leads to novelty-seeking and since the number of men that look 'good' and
novel at the same time is quite low, women seek out that novelty from behavior/reputation. This
phenomenon is essentially no different from people who have been desensitized to any other type of
stimulus. For example: 

Those who have eaten so much traditionally 'good-tasting' food that they seek out exotic cuisine1.
with interesting preparatory techniques/cultural significance even if the food by itself doesn't
taste that much better.
 Wine connoisseurs who spend boatloads of money on well-reputed 'acquired' tastes.2.
 Music/movie/game buffs who seek out obscure genres.3.

It's also interesting how the attitudes of the people towards their respective objects of interest in my
examples above are strikingly similar to women's general attitudes towards men. I.e. hyperfocus on
nitpicking flaws, disdain towards the average, romanticization of the exceptional, etc..
The bottom line is, women's desire for personality/game/charm is really just a desire for non-physical
novelty same as how they would desire it in any other scenario where the stimulus was abundant and
easily available. It's not cos of some inherent part of the female brain that makes them "less shallow".
Addendum: When it comes to women preferring erotic fiction over porn, this can easily be explained
by fact that women can easily get basic sex with a guy who is their looksmatch or above. Nobody
fantasizes about something easily within their reach so women require elaborate stories/scenarios to
go with the sex for it to be fantasy-worthy. For a porn company, these things would be too expensive
to depict and not worth it since porn for women would get fewer views even if it aligned with their
tastes due to women's much lower libidos. So porn ends up catering more to male tastes, turning
women off and therefore they seek out erotic fiction.
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Posted by Occams_clipper | 28 May 2022 | Link
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once again going to reiterate surgerymaxxing is literally the
only thing that can make a noticeable difference in your dating
life.
3 upvotes | February 15, 2023 | by inkvell42 | Link | Reddit Link

Unless you're some lardo that is secretly a ch@d underneath all your fat, your most likely like me,
skinny/ lean with unremarkable if not just unattractive facial features/ skin color that you were born
with. No amount of personality will be able to make up for this. Money will only bring you gold
diggers who only want to use you for your money who will then obviously abandon you the moment
you don't have said money anymore. The best thing you can do is get as many cosmetic surgeries and
cosmetic work done that you can and hope to atleast break into the beginnings of actual physical
attractiveness so that women will ACTUALLY be GENUINELY, SEXUALLY attracted to you.
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is the beta bucks worth the squeeze anymore for women?
3 upvotes | February 15, 2023 | by iliyb | Link | Reddit Link

Since the modern beta bucks can't afford a house in a nice neighborhood and doesn't make enough
money where the woman can just stay at home and take care of the children women would rather just
be alone with bunch of cats than tolerate a beta bucks who constantly nags her for sex but doesn't
keep his end of the bargain of providing.
The best he can do is an apartment and go 50/50 with a woman. Which isn't all that appealing for a
lot of women.
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When a woman asks you out on a first date at her place, is it
wrong to expect sex?
3 upvotes | February 24, 2023 | by Libah05 | Link | Reddit Link

Idc if I come off as entitled but I’m expecting to smash, is that wrong?
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How much do you pay for escorts in your country?
3 upvotes | March 1, 2023 | by lv-_-lv | Link | Reddit Link

I just saw a comment in another sub saying that you need to pay 1000 $/hour for an 8/10 escort in
US. Is that true? In Eastern Europe and Asia, you can get a 20 year old 7/10 escort for 300 €/hour. A
7/10 girl here is as hot as a 9/10 in US. Noone in my country would pay 1000 $ for 1 hour of sex, so
it doesn't become that expensive.
If the escort prices are really that high in US, it means that simps not only ruined the dating, they also
ruined the escort market.
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Polyamory seems to be the only somewhat realistic option for a
non-chad to get into some sort of relationship
3 upvotes | March 1, 2023 | by gruckendud | Link | Reddit Link

I have pretty much given up on trying to attract a woman and have a romance and all that stuff. I just
don't really believe any of that to be real. I am approaching the end of my undergrad where I will
hopefully soon have a career and will be able to make money. By that point I know that if I ever do
attract a partner it would be due to my job and hopefully house.
I always think, "why would a woman even get in a relationship anyways since it is so easy for them
to have sex". Obviously by the post college ages women will be looking for a relationship to provide
them support and a place to live which is where I would come in.
I will be honest, if I could get sex as easily as a woman I do not think I would care at all about a
relationship. I figure if I do manage to attract a woman, I will consider it a polyamorous relationship
as she can get fucked whenever she wants (not cuck stuff, I guess I would be in a cuck position, but I
would definitely not get any pleasure in having my partner get fucked by other men, it is just a means
to an end).
Theoretically I would also be able to take advantage of the open relationship, but like I have
mentioned, I am not able to attract women, or just don't know how. Since I would be providing for
this woman and allowing her to get fucked, I feel that I would also be entitled to fucking her, which if
this is not the case then I would not have a relationship with her.
I feel like this is the only realistic way for a relationship to last. I do not see how a guy like me who is
under 6 feet tall, probably not good looking (honestly I don't know because I have had women
approach me and tell me I am very good looking) could hold onto a woman when there is an ocean of
men out there taller and/or better looking who the girl would want to get fucked by.
There is always a bigger fish, so why not share your meal with the bigger fish. At least I will still
have some at the end of the day.
Even just half a year ago I would spit in the face of someone who would consider polyamory a good
option. Honestly I still don't like it, but it seems to be the only realistic option for me to get regular
sex and have a relationship.
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does this Mexican serial killer look mixed with Native
American to you?
3 upvotes | March 1, 2023 | by omg_what_rudoing | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.reddit.com/gallery/11f5xz8
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africamaxxing and mixed marriages
3 upvotes | February 28, 2023 | by Resident-Leave1003 | Link | Reddit Link

all the mixed marriage talked about in the incelosphere are mostly dominated by SEAmaxxing.
but SEAmaxxing is already have a ton of flaws and can hardly work. but i think that most guys can
still use mixed marriages with black women in south africa and north africa (mid africa is a shithole
and there's a big chance you will be killed by african men for trying to steal their wives)
indeed ,i even know some one from the inceloshpere who managed to do that and succeeded in it.
here an example for an african women with a ricecel :
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?ref=saved&v=879571523249740
so what do you guys think about this and don't tell me that you won't date women like these, volcel
tbh .just don't bring them to the west or you're doomed
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neoteny is the reason why ''average'' women look better than
average men
3 upvotes | March 5, 2023 | by mushirum | Link | Reddit Link

this is why men with softer, slightly neotenous faces (prettyboys, models etc.) get rated as way above
average even when they just have features 5/10 women do.
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SeXuAl HisToRy DoeSnT MatTer/OnLy LosErS CarE
3 upvotes | March 11, 2023 | by Dreaminofthepasts | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Why does life always seem to suck no matter what we do?" from /r/AskMenOver30:

Married to the girl of my dreams, but her sexual past still haunts me 15 years in.
Have two kids, but it’s apartment living and they don’t have any space to go outside and play.
Make an obscene amount of money, but can’t leave a very high cost of living area so I might as well
be at the poverty line.
Have friends, but no close friends where I can tell them what I’m posting here.
Live in a world class city, but too expensive to buy and being a renter makes it feels like I can’t
breathe.
Sick of my career after 20 years, but too scared to make a change.
The list goes on… I’m always stressed that the good things in my life could be better which makes
me incapable of enjoying the moment. Why can’t anything not suck for a while?

Posted by coinsarge | 11 March 2023 | Link
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He's right. The tremendous suffering caused that women don't
have to go through is like a relative superpower for women and
drives their relative success in sterile current year. It's just like
an antidepressant
3 upvotes | March 10, 2023 | by Dreaminofthepasts | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "The elephant in the room is the libido gap between men and women" from /r/PurplePillDebate:

The main problem between men and women is the difference in libido.
Men will never be free and women will never be comfortable if men have the same libido we had
when we lived in tribes and as savages. However, understandably, men don't want to lose the
advantage of testosterone, such as muscle mass and strength, by lowering it. Women usually don't
want to have a higher libido either.
What is the point of being horny most of the time if you are not getting any sex? At best it would be a
motivation to improve, but more often it is a distraction to other goals and frustration if it cannot be
satisfied (which is true for most men, even those in relationships).
I don't think this libido can be fixed anytime soon, but if we get a drug to lower libido while keeping
all other benefits of testosterone, men will finally be free. It will be as revolutionary as the pill was
for women.
Some people may say that men reducing their libido may imply a collapse in population, but honestly
there is already a collapse in population ongoing because birth control. Most people want to cum, not
to have children, and lower libido in men will not make much difference except reducing the
frustration of countless men for forces and hormones that were not designed to contemporary
civilization, and are not suitable for men that will never get sex anyway. Women will also feel more
comfortable and in peace if men have a lower libido akin to theirs.
Others may claim men will be lazier now if they have lower libido because less motivation, but I
don't think that is the case of women for having lower libido so it does not have to be the case for
men either. Also society is not entitled to men's desperation or horniness staying just for productivity
and taxpayer cattle.
TLDR: The problem is that men have higher libido than women, an insatiable libido in a world
where men are not getting sex as often as they want (at least for most men), and it is not any gender's
fault that is the case. It is Just the fact that society is not made for this kind of libido difference.

Posted by CommunicationNo9896 | 10 March 2023 | Link
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people don't call out the phenomonen of women dating younger
men because it's not a common enough preference
3 upvotes | March 10, 2023 | by firecats1 | Link | Reddit Link

for women, it's universally accepted looking 20 or even 15 at 30 is better for a female than to look her
age, until the same can be said for males universally, you wouldn't see people call this out simply
because it's not common.
it's not a good rationale i agree, but people simply notice what is common a lot more than outliers.
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Q4Women: if there are more incels than ever and women
aren't sharing the same guy, where did all the single 20-
something women go and how can I find them?
3 upvotes | March 7, 2023 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
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Body count studies - Accurate information edition
3 upvotes | March 18, 2023 | by TaxNegative161 | Link | Reddit Link

I rejoiced when I saw a post that actually claimed to have proof supporting their position. I then did
the opposite of rejoice when I started reading the first study and it became immediately apparent that
the person who did this research was either the stupidest person to have ever opened a legitimate
scientific journal or a prolifically dishonest character who hoped nobody would actually check.
So naturally I tried to bring the dishonesty to the OP's attention who analysed my work carefully and
weighed up how to respond that would indicate how much he values facts and evidence.
If you guessed that he blocked me and kept his post containing disinformation up, wow. I mean
you're correct, but damn.
Anyway, it would also be dishonest for me to say that everything in that big post is some flavour of
bullshit. So I won't do that. I'm happy to let the result of the of my singular inquiry speak for my
position. That said, if you are dead sure any of those sources are cited accurately and you're willing to
say out loud that you stand by the information, I'll give it a read.
Thanks for reading this and getting really defensive.
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how common is this and why is this woman deranged
3 upvotes | March 18, 2023 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "TIFU by... discussing consent?!" from /r/tifu:

This 'fuck up' was actually today, so I'm basically using this to vent � Throwaway acount because
FML.
So, I, 27M have been seeing 27F for a couple of months, and today we met up at hers, were cuddling,
and it looked like things were moving towards greater physical intimacy. We hadn't had sex, or done
anything beyond cuddling so far. I absolutely prefer to take things slow, but was happy to move to be
more intimate. We had seemed to get on great, and I was pretty comfortable with her.
So, I said we should talk about what we were both comfortable with, what we wanted and what our
boundaries were. She immediately got mad and asked what the fuck was doing. I said that I wanted to
make sure we were both on the same page, and were comfortable. She asked me to leave her
apartment.
She has since messaged me telling me that talking about consent was the 'biggest Ick' (her words, not
mine) and said that it was the weirdest thing I could possibly have done. She made a point of telling
me that we could have been having sex if I had just gone for it and not tried to have a conversation
about it first.
TLDR: Consent is now an 'ick' apparently. I guess I'm dying alone then....

Posted by hatemylife1995 | 17 March 2023 | Link
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Do you have BDD? (Body Dysmorphic Disorder)
3 upvotes | March 16, 2023 | by l00ks-p1lled | Link | Reddit Link

Genuine question, especially for the Blackpilled.
Personally, I'm sure I have it and have always had it, in a mild form, because of how I was treated
during childhood. Ever since I've started reading Blackpill content it has become a much bigger issue
though
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Call me crazy - but seems like there are racists among us
3 upvotes | March 16, 2023 | by crypto_druid | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Call me crazy - but seems like there are racists among us" from /r/Anarcho_Capitalism:

Posted by Ferris869 | 15 March 2023 | Link
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Am i the only who Gets insanely jealous of women posting their
tinder statistics on Reddit.
3 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by Iluvthesmellofgas | Link | Reddit Link
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Accepting my reality regarding dating as a black girl
3 upvotes | March 19, 2023 | by shiuumi | Link | Reddit Link

I saw a post about statistics showing that white and Asian women are the most swiped right, and
black women are the most swiped left. It does suck that we’re considered the least desirable. But I
know there’s a lot that goes into it; black people don’t have a good social image in general. Black
culture is associated with poverty, violence, etc. and a lot of people don’t have a good view on us.
Plus just about every culture prefers light skin to dark skin, and even though in the west women tan,
it’s still a very light color. Light skin is often associated with femininity, while dark skin is often
associated with masculinity. Hair length as well. Long flowy hair is considered feminine, but as black
women our hair grows up and out. Many men also prefer slim and thin, but black women tend to have
larger hips and butts due to genetics. Basically we don’t fit the social standards of beauty and
femininity. I’m attending university in a majority white area and although I’m not ugly, I haven’t had
the best luck obviously. So I’m wondering if I should just give up on dating and focus on school. I’m
only 19 so when I’m done with university and I’m out of my teens maybe I’ll try to move to an area
with more black men so I can have a chance at dating.
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Beautiful or Feminine?
3 upvotes | March 25, 2023 | by LowMaintenance7552 | Link | Reddit Link

For men，a woman beautiful but less feminine and another woman normal looking but hyper
feminine，which one attracts you more? Mirroring question for women.
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How do Blackpillers explain the phenom of the normie that
through great social skills + charisma gets laid kinda often?
3 upvotes | March 30, 2023 | by Acrobatic-Button-454 | Link | Reddit Link

As someone who believes that the Redpill and Blackpill fusion is the most precise Pill because i
believe that social skills still matter a lot, i have a Question for the hard Blackpillers.
I was enough in the Blackpill Community that i know what theyre stance is for
socialskills/game/charisma, i know that they like to call it "cope". But there is one living proof that
proves that it cant be cope. Blackpillers very often say that as long as u arent a creep, and as long a s
you behave like a normal dude, game is cope. They believe if someone has 5/10 social skills and
someone has 9/10 social skills that it wont make a big measurable difference.
If were all real, we all have to admit that we atleast know 1 dude, that "against all odds" has better
results with Women then he should be supposed to have. In most cases this is the extroverted great
charisma normie. I know 3 examples of this Version.
So if Game is cope, why do i know normies to some extent which have better results (way better)
then HTN or even Chadlites, how is that possible?

I am not saying looks dont matter, i am not saying the 5'1 Indian Janitor with deformed face can pull
by having game, this isnt my wording. BUT i believe that as long as u have some kinda base (normie
or better) social skills make a big difference.
If i had to bet my Life who would have better results at the club

Guy 1 5'10 5/10 Face 9/10 Social skills
or
Guy 2 6'3 6/10 5/10 social skills shy dude

I would any day of the week pick Dude 1, even if Dude 2 can be considered a chadlite, he will get
mogged by the normie salesman kinda extroverted person, and i have seen this play out 100s of times
when i was at the club. And my Eyes dont lie.

And yes i believe the "better you look less game u need" theory is true, but a chadlite hasnt that much
value that he can slay by having bad game, if u wanna be on that level u have to be jeremy meeks
level, and thats a chance of 1/100000000 that ure that attractive.
And i wanna call this out straight up that nobody pulls up with that bullshit argument.
I am NOT saying that a Subhuman can pick up Women with great social skills, and i am NOT saying
that looks dont make social skills less required. But i am saying that a normie with fantastic social
skills is mogging, chadlites and chads left and right (if they have average game/charisma or worse)
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What differentiates the ones who are more salty and dragging
everyone down because of their circumstances from the ones
who are highly self-aware but accepting and keep it moving?
3 upvotes | March 28, 2023 | by facingitall | Link | Reddit Link

I've seen people with only a mildly shitty scenario go on this crazy ass rant of entitlement where they
blame everyone and hate themselves and are always miserable and drag down those around them.
Similarly, I've seen people in the most brutal scenarios who aren't delusional or coping and are hyper-
aware of their odds in life & circumstances but accept that it is what it is & take it day by day.
What's differentiating these two types from each other?
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apd weekly community thread - 2023/03/27
3 upvotes | March 27, 2023 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link

welcome to the apd weekly community thread
as always make sure to follow reddit TOS and APD rules
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Proof that Chads are playing by different rules
3 upvotes | March 27, 2023 | by more90spunkplz | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "My (24F) boyfriend (27F) wants to have a threesome" from /r/relationships:

I am not bisexual and I have never been attracted to women before. That being said, I would be open
to trying something new simply for the taboo and novelty. I’m just afraid of him developing feelings
or possibly not being as attracted to me.
I know that I’m dating out of my league (tall, abs, blonde hair, green eyes, big dick, manly hands)
and I see the way that other girls look at my boyfriend, so I am feeling a bit insecure. I don’t want to
lose him, so I’m happy to do this if it’ll make him happy, hopefully it’ll show him that I’m special
and different from all the other girls, I’m just afraid that doing this might weaken our relationship
rather than make it stronger.
I’m afraid that any girl he picks tab a threesome with will be more attractive than me or that he’ll at
least think she is. I’m also not the most sexually experienced either and it could be that he ends up
preferring sex with her then with me.
Tl;dr: My boyfriend wants to have a threesome and I don’t know want to do. If I say no I could risk
losing the perfect guy. If I say yes, he might dump me for the new girl.

Posted by ThrowRApunkrockgirl | 27 March 2023 | Link
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Passport Bros: Egyptian Chick Agrees With Men Having
Multiple Wives "It's Perfect For Families"
3 upvotes | March 26, 2023 | by Mother-Breath-9576 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRez0TXbcxA
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Why is Andrew Tate attractive?
3 upvotes | March 26, 2023 | by Romeo_RichBoy | Link | Reddit Link

Andrew Tate has many bad features accord to the black pill:
Recessed jaw Bent nose Bad teeth Bald Old
However no one can deny that he is attractive to women and always has been. Does Tate disprove the
black pill?
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That's what I call a cherrypick (nojawmaxx)
3 upvotes | December 21, 2022 | by FortniteAbobus | Link | Reddit Link

https://nypost.com/2022/05/19/man-born-without-a-jaw-finds-love-after-lifetime-of-pain/
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Can anybody tell me the actual difference between whitepill
and blackpill?
3 upvotes | August 23, 2022 | by Glad-Discount-4761 | Link | Reddit Link
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What's the exact opposite of cope?.
3 upvotes | April 5, 2023 | by crypto_druid | Link | Reddit Link

In your own opinion please.
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yeee
3 upvotes | December 31, 2022 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link
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Independent Repost of "[High IQ] The Elites, Women, and
Doublespeak, a Case Study, I"
3 upvotes | April 10, 2023 | by BufferG108 | Link | Reddit Link

Hello everyone, this is a repost of my original thread, " [High IQ] The Elites, Women, and
Doublespeak, a Case Study, I", which in turn was a direct repost from r/shortguys. However, that post
got deleted from that subreddit as a in-subreddit issue, so I'm reposting it here independently.
Here it is below, with a few revised edits:
Let's make a few things very clear right now:

This post is totally valid. You may disagree with the extra taxation part, but you cannot deny1.
the pill ideology in it.
Subreddits like r/NotHowGirlsWork, r/IncelTear, and others are 100% aware of this.2.
Those subreddits however will vehemently deny the reality of these facts in order to keep men3.
under their control. They will even acknowledge this as completely true to you, whenever it
causes you emotional damage upon realizing it is the truth, only to gaslight you again and
pretend it's not true after all. This cycle continues: Nourishment off of suffering for women,
suffering for you.

I allege that, in part of The Elites who control this world, Every Woman is also a member. How and
why? Because these elites play bargain with the women: Whenever it benefits them, they extol it to
women to create harm upon the men which nourishes them, in exchange of course for some benefit
for The Elites as well.
It's a mutual relationship: You harm the men, an act which nourishes you, this will nourish me as
well.
Don't get me wrong, I know The Elites have traditionally also oppressed women and done
unspeakable acts of wrong to them, acts which can never be justified by anyone upon anyone else.
Such oppression is not all women's fault, and evil are they who blames women as a whole (individual
women, who are evil, as individuals, are responsible, yes, but not all women, as a sex, collective, etc.)
for it. However, we cannot deny that at the end of the day, The Female Sex as a whole is just another
faction of The Elites competing for power and control.
Don't forget: Women, well before The Elites a few, came to play, already managed to create a
complex system of exploitation, this alpha fux beta bux phenomenon, without a single word of
communication. They are strategists of the highest level. Even our militaries and governments pale in
comparison to them and their power. A General, King, or President, as a higher-authority individual
must speak, write, or in some other physical way, communicate their orders to people who do not yet
know them. Women communicate and agree upon ideas, as equals, in a population of four billion, in
a single hive-mind.
I implore all men to acknowledge this, to think about this, and to work as one to free our world from
the shackles of such forces, which, for too long, have kept up a cycle of supreme evil which must be
stopped. I look forward to hearing everyone's opinions on this.
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How many here have gotten a cosmetic procedure done? How
did it improve your dating life?
3 upvotes | April 9, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link
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apd weekly community thread - 2023/04/10
3 upvotes | April 10, 2023 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link

welcome to the apd weekly community thread
as always make sure to follow reddit TOS and APD rules
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Should You Eat Het Meow?!
3 upvotes | April 12, 2023 | by Eddie_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/Rx0yfL5vjQw
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Who slays more worldwide . All are making 80k/yr
3 upvotes | April 11, 2023 | by Xbox-Loud-Cloud-216 | Link | Reddit Link

Only differences are height and race .
View Poll
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“I'm still single but this is why I'm quitting dating apps like
Tinder and Hinge forever”
3 upvotes | April 11, 2023 | by SmoothRectum | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/09/17/single-thirtysomething-giving-up-on-dating-apps-like-tinder-and-
bumble.html
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Dating preferences of American women
3 upvotes | April 11, 2023 | by ThrowRa_Bull | Link | Reddit Link

I’m European (Swiss) and going to be moving to American (Chicago) this summer. I’m not too
familiar with American culture outside of what I’ve seen in movies/tv but I do I have one high school
friend that made the move to California.
According to him, while white people are the majority population, most American women prefer to
date black and Latino men. Is there any reason why this is the case? Is it cultural? Is there anything
Europeans can do to level the playing field.
Edit:
Also when he says “American girls” he’s not referring to a particular race or ethnicity. He’s
suggesting that women on AVERAGE (across ethnic lines in America) prefer Latin and Black men.
His reasoning is that most people tend to date within their own ethnic group, but white women are
less likely to do so. As result, these men have an easier time dating.
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If your friends were female, they wouldn't be your friends
3 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by labexperimentlol | Link | Reddit Link

My best friend is Asian, yet I've never held a conversation for more than 30 seconds with an Asian
woman without her looking at me in disgust.
All those years of memories and fun times, would not have existed.
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What **exactly** is a blackpill
3 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by Euphoric-Condition-5 | Link | Reddit Link

Don't worry, i have read the definition and your theory about 20/80, however i have noticed a lot of
blackpillers have different opinions on it. Some of you say height matters less than race and tall
unattractive male will get no attention from women, and some say height is the most important and if
you're tall you don't have to do anything else. What proves this pill (besides live experiences)
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question for racist incels
3 upvotes | April 20, 2023 | by Ok_Beginning_7777 | Link | Reddit Link

Which came first:

your inceldom

or

your rage at the world

or do they sort of compound on each other
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NO WAY! THIS CANT BE TRUE!!? IMPOSSIBLE!!!
3 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by SeaworthinessAdept98 | Link | Reddit Link
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If a man has big balls he can't be an incel, jmo
3 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by PISSSS_ON_UR_GRAVE | Link | Reddit Link

Big balls = automatic volcel.
Big balls are known for carrying heavier sperm and being able to hit a woman's clitoris during sex so
it shouldn't really be considered a default
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If you replace Andrew Tate with Tom Holland, Timothee
Chalamet, Henry Cavill, Jeremy Meeks, or Tommy Fury in any
of his viral clips, women would be the ones screaming “Free
TopG”
3 upvotes | April 22, 2023 | by 500mgofShower | Link | Reddit Link
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I'm beginning to believe the blackpill is not as accurate as I
thought.
3 upvotes | April 23, 2023 | by Life-Beginning-3168 | Link | Reddit Link

Today, a black stacy who is taller than me gave me her number, and I've only once before had a
woman taller than me show interest, but she wasn't stacy.
A different stacy, white stacy, also gave me her number. She is also tall, but not taller than me.
This happening doesn't align with blackpill because
A. I'm no clad
B. I don't height mog them
C. Black stacy appears to have has more money than me
How is this possible? Is blackpill not actually true?
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Whitepill is the key
3 upvotes | April 27, 2023 | by SedTheeMighty | Link | Reddit Link

Getting through the blackpill realizations is worth it.
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Girls polled say that a dude being an animal abuser is more of a
negative attribute than being Korean
3 upvotes | April 30, 2023 | by Holiday-Student6045 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.girlsaskguys.com/dating/q5011878-ladies-which-is-a-bigger-negative-to-you-in-a-guy
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How do I make friendships with normies and form a social
circle?
3 upvotes | May 2, 2023 | by Throw_AwayDiscussion | Link | Reddit Link

Back when I was in high school, an acquaintance of mine asked me why I don't join any clubs and I
told him I found it lame so I didn't join any. I have never used Instagram or Snapchat because I had
nobody, that's how much of a loser I was. I don't watch any TV shows or movies so I can't bond of
saying "I love watching X show" or my favorites movies; I don't watch anime so I can't bond off that
as well. Not to mention, most of them are unfunny with their "memes" they send and they have such
a fake "happy" attitude. Thoughts?
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"Ascension" doesn't exist
3 upvotes | May 2, 2023 | by depressed_apple20 | Link | Reddit Link

The incel concept of ascension is not real. The fact that you got lucky ONCE and you happened to
sleep with a drunk girl doesn't mean you autimatically became more attractive and women are going
to pay more attention to you. If you got lucky once, but after that you are still the same undesirable
man that you were before, you're going to have the exact same luck with women you had before.
With the word "ascension", people are exagerating how much of a change losing their virginity is
going to change their lives.
If I lost my virginity by pure randomness of the universe, I would still be the same undesirable piece
of shit I am now so nothing changes, women would still vomit at the idea of touching my disgusting
and loathsome naked body, and I would still be sexually unsatisfied overall for not being able to
replicate the process.
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S**ts wreaking havoc
3 upvotes | May 4, 2023 | by Coaltolls | Link | Reddit Link

New study shows how DNA tests revealing non-biological fathers can trigger mental health
challenges

This research sheds light on the potential consequences of easily accessible DNA testing.
sluts going buckwild
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Whelming...the phenomenon where potential matches on dating
apps complain about feeling overwhelmed with the sheer
amount of other matches they are getting.
3 upvotes | May 4, 2023 | by Coaltolls | Link | Reddit Link

Wonder which gender might be doing that �
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The music pill / passion pill
3 upvotes | April 16, 2023 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

That's my pill.
My music has opened doors that never would have been opened without it. I never would have
developed the confidence I have now if I didn't live through my passion which has always drawn
people to me and given me an abundance of social experience. And I've travelled far and wide, taking
my passion with me, gone to places where I know no one and been instantly welcomed and accepted.
Living through creativity and expression to bring people together to have a good time is the key to
my own happiness and success.
Feel free to discuss with me.
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female vs male self improvement content
3 upvotes | February 13, 2023 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

why is male self improvement content urging you to be more orderly and productive or at least
delivered in an aggressive way, take decisions etc in your life from what i've seen yet female self
improvement content is just... platitudes for feeling better about yourself and blaming others for your
shortcomings spoken softly? i do often feel like im wasting time and opportunity costs doing useless
shit in my life but i wouldn't feel comfortable listening to someone trying to placate me into thinking
its a good use of my time
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Both ethniccels and ethnic foids are white/lightskin
worshipping.
3 upvotes | January 19, 2023 | by inkvallien432 | Link | Reddit Link

One is not more than the other. Women are not innocent of this phenomenon no matter how much
you gaslighting uggos try to shame us into believing it.
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an ethnic and black woman's main gripe in life:
3 upvotes | March 9, 2023 | by inkvell83 | Link | Reddit Link

Ethnic and black men being attracted to white and Asian women, even though they themselves are
attracted to white and Asian men (kpop prettyboys more specifically). For instance, purinpa making
all these alt accounts just to shit on black and ethnic men. Even though she's apparently "not ethnic or
black" so she doesn't care or have any dog in the fight, but she can't help but making constantly
making new alts talking about us hmm ���. .#doubt #obsessed
Bruh some ethnic or black dude needs to give her a good dicking lmao. Good dick is apparently like
snickers to women, they get cranky when they go a long time without it.
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A girl faked her suicide to get rid of me from her life
3 upvotes | May 8, 2023 | by over58 | Link | Reddit Link

So I was e-friend with this chic and we would call for hours everyday. We were planning on meeting
up together in June but just literally four days ago she texts me “I’m committing suicide, goodbye.”
And not only does she block me on discord but on WhatsApp too. I have her sisters contact
information and I tried contacting her and she blocked me for no reason. So I contacted her sister on
another account just because my stupid ass wanted to know if she was alive. I was so dumb, people
who commit suicide, do no announce the fact that they are roping jfl. I texted her sister on her alr and
she said “She is fine, and if someone does not want to be contacted then you should leave them
alone”. Wonderful � And 2 days after that my irl “friend” told me if I were to kill myself no one
would care and he blocked me as well. My fucking life jfl.
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American Journal of Public Health: in nonreciprocally violent
relationships, women were the perpetrators in more than 70%
of the cases.
3 upvotes | May 8, 2023 | by Worldly_Piano9526 | Link | Reddit Link

Source:
https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/10.2105/AJPH.2005.079020
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Men reached the top but failed morally , women are reaching
the top while neglecting morals
3 upvotes | May 11, 2023 | by Chemical_Major_1403 | Link | Reddit Link

_ when you think of a high value man you automatically assume he treats women badly and It's his
fault not the behaviour of those women , while women now justify their hate towards men by men's
bad behaviours . The average men showed empathy towards women struggles in the dating life
assuming he will get the same kind of treatment from women when he needs it . Guess what ?! It
didn't happen and women showed zero empathy towards male struggles in the dating field, so the
women that men assumed are always morally right and caring end up the one being manipulative and
men were the one that showed emotions.
_ The average men ruined the dating market by assuming women are angels , women succeeded in
the dating market by generalizing men as bad . Now the average men is failing while the average
women is succeeding but top women are slowly overcoming the top men since they will always avoid
the mistake that the average men did by believing women and criticising top men , when an average
women say something slightly bad about top women she is a pick me , and when a men do we know
what happens , women used average men while claiming top men use average women , so for a
conclusion let me ask you this.
_ Do you think "Top men " were morally bad like women claimed and do you think women are
actually good as the system claims ?!
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social media ragebaits are, ragebaits and not real
2 upvotes | April 5, 2023 | by princess8inch | Link | Reddit Link

a lot of shit posted ''blackpill'' on tiktok are either staged, paid or purposefully boosted by cpc jannies.
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Best buckle up, because things might getting interesting around
here. I cross posted my dick pill post to r/nothowgirlswork, so
expect a flood of normies.
2 upvotes | April 4, 2023 | by Timtimsonn | Link | Reddit Link
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the number of adult transmen are equal to that of transwomen,
in the younger demo, transboys actually outnumber transgirls:
2 upvotes | April 4, 2023 | by princess8inch | Link | Reddit Link

source: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33644314/
https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/usa-transyouth-topsurgery/
maybe not in topic but just wanted to post because there's a lot of misconceptions about this.
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Black Woman Agrees With Passport Bros Going Overseas
"Modern Women Don't Want To Be Housewives"
2 upvotes | April 9, 2023 | by Mother-Breath-9576 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkkfE8ThUMg
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UwU
2 upvotes | April 8, 2023 | by copecelling | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.reddit.com/r/shortguys/comments/12epn5g/dude_in_this_vid_is_like_56_pulling_lookin
g_like/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=android_app&utm_name=androidcss&utm_term=2&utm_
content=share_button
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It's hard dating as a woman
2 upvotes | April 12, 2023 | by labexperimentlol | Link | Reddit Link

You want to improve yourself but the more you do the harder it is to find a man. So you make 60k a
year, now I'm limited to guys who make 90k. So you're 5'4 with shoes on, now I'm limited to guys
who are 6'. You squat 300 pounds so you can't deal with a weak man, how is he going to protect you?
Now I'm limited to gym bros. You have to find a man who doesn't come with emotional baggage,
because you aren't his mom or therapist. But you also need a shoulder to lean on so he has to
understand trauma and be able to reassure you. Sex doesn't feel good unless there's a connection and
communication and your complex soul gets understood on a quantum level with intimate back and
forth ping pong because you're so complex.
Now do you see why the dating scene is so toxic for women?
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Got banned for being brown
2 upvotes | April 12, 2023 | by Impossible_Ad4588 | Link | Reddit Link

I dont qualify for basic human rights in the eyes of women and moderators.
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going for uglier women because you have no other options as
your second choice isn't ''having varied tastes''
2 upvotes | April 12, 2023 | by koyolin | Link | Reddit Link

actual varied tastes would be to go for unconventional things when you have all the options.

men don't have more varied tastes than women at all.
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This subreddit is turning into a Braincels 2.0
2 upvotes | April 14, 2023 | by hellsingsoutoftune | Link | Reddit Link

This subreddit shouldn't allow low quality shitposts and memes that have been repeated more than a
million times at this point.
Apart from being boring, tiresome, misogynistic and repetitive, these memes are increasing the
probability of this subreddit getting banned in the future.
This subreddit should ideally be a place of discussion, and a neutral debating ground.
TL:DR Ban memes and shitposts.
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Women who are suddenly surprised about hitting the wall are
just really bad at time-management.
2 upvotes | April 15, 2023 | by Wichita_Downspout | Link | Reddit Link

A big part of the problem here is that there are 24 hours in a day, every day. When we enter
adulthood, we get to choose what to do with those 24 hours. If you don't have much to do, 24 hours is
a long, long time.
Less than healthy people will choose (usually subconsciously) to fill those hours with unproductive
and detrimental stuff, and the dealing with the ramifications of those decisions.
Well-adjusted people will choose to fill those 24 hours with productive stuff (or, at least, not
unproductive stuff).
Really efficient and well-rounded people will choose to fill those 24 hours with a mixture of stuff.
The main reason I have almost zero sympathy for women who suddenly act surprised and angry at
the world when they hit the wall is because I myself have no problem having a rewarding career,
pastimes, interests, and relationships within those 24 hours of a day.
I am also able to feed myself, stay clean and hygienic, sleep, and have a good amount of enjoyment.
And, I'm definitely not one of those super-duper highly-productive people that we hear about.
So, when I see a women act like this, unless they were literally spending eighteen hours a day on their
career, seven days a week, I know that they are lying. They are not accounting for the weekends of
drinking, debauchery, and carousing. They are also not accounting for the hours and hours each night
they are spending watching television, in lieu of learning other useful life skills.
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me and u/copecelling arent the same person
2 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by PISSSS_ON_UR_GRAVE | Link | Reddit Link




......contrary to public belief
0
0
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Your admin ratdontpanic is abusing his authority
2 upvotes | April 18, 2023 | by CrabBucketSecurity | Link | Reddit Link

he verbally insults, blocks so you can’t defend yourself.
deletes your comments and threatens to ban when you circumnavigate his block with an alt account
to defend yourself from his insult tirade.
you should get rid of this pussy, this sub is supposed to welcome free speech….not free speech unless
an admin is triggered.
ban me if you want for pointing this out, I couldn’t give a ratdontpanics ass.
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What chances do groups that are considered Ieast desirable
have?
2 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by withIord | Link | Reddit Link

21f. Im a bIack woman who is attending university and there isn’t a large population of bIack maIes
here. Obviously I can’t post myself here, but I would say I am thin and range anywhere from average
to fairly attractive depending on your tastes. But something I’ve had to come to terms with is men
usually want anything but a dark skinned woman. I understand preferences and all, it’s whatever.
But- realistically, what do my chances look like in terms of dating? And what apps do you guys
recommend for a university girl? Thank you :)
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apd weekly community thread - 2023/04/17
2 upvotes | April 17, 2023 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link

welcome to the apd weekly community thread
as always make sure to follow reddit TOS and APD rules
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Thoughts on this post and the Asian Manosphere in general?
2 upvotes | April 16, 2023 | by hellsingsoutoftune | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Changing mindset" from /r/AsianMasculinity:

For a long time or most of my life, I didn’t do anything productive but blame my shortcomings in life
on racism and feeling a sense of entitlement for being born in the US. I adopted the Incel mindset in
believing that I never had a date or girlfriend because society was racist towards Asian men and that I
was a victim of every shortcoming in life. I know discrimination exists, I have experienced real
discrimination, but I can’t let a couple incidents become the argument that life is unfair and people
should treat me equally because I was born here.
I want to change. I want to stop being bitter and do something productive. Get a positive mindset and
look at the world in a different lens. I suppose that it will be hard, but it’s definitely better than the
toxic mentality I had for years as I rotted away socially, mentally, and physically. That’s it my
brothers, stay strong.

Posted by Dasdoge123 | 15 April 2023 | Link
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How does women being pickier in choosing partners benefit
men?
2 upvotes | April 16, 2023 | by Liftaboveall | Link | Reddit Link

There are all these articles and posts about "women are pickier because they don't need men
anymore"
Which for men would of course mean putting more effort for the same or lesser outcome, trending
increasingly that way over time.
In what way does this benefit men? And if it doesn't benefit men, why would any man accept and
even encourage this state of affairs? Sounds remarkably similar to real wages stagnating over time
while productivity increases
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Why do people act like feminine straight men can't possibly
exist, yet the existence of masculine gay/bi men or masculine
straight women is totally accepted?
2 upvotes | April 20, 2023 | by boi_if_u_dont_know | Link | Reddit Link

It's funny, even in "progressive" circles men who are "feminine" (whether they are just boyishly
handsome like a lot of Korean singers, or outright androgynous, or have behavior and features
associated with femininity) are deemed as questionably straight, if not homosexual and/or outright
queer. Masculine straight women don't face nearly the same level of scrutiny and everyone knows
there are masculine gay men yet no one challenges them about their sexuality.
How come the public is so unwilling to accept that there are feminine straight men, perhaps men that
can be more feminine looking and acting than mainstream gay men outside of being a literal drag
queen, but are still heterosexual?
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Cartoonpill part 4: e girls/goth gf
2 upvotes | April 20, 2023 | by puddingadoration | Link | Reddit Link
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why are you all convinced uss 2023 is the most honest time
humans have ever lived in
2 upvotes | April 20, 2023 | by boi_if_u_dont_know | Link | Reddit Link

This is a chronologically biased, present exceptionalist, and leftist (progressive) view that is
fundamentally flawed due to being blinded by its own bias
Feminism, capitalism, social media are as much trends and influences of human behavior as religion,
villages, and monarchy was
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In spite of not being good at dating interracially, How are
Indian men able to outmarry more in every anglo saxon
country indians emigrate to?
2 upvotes | April 23, 2023 | by Snoomachine9853 | Link | Reddit Link

I think everyone knows about this now that indian men(especially immigrants) dont do that well in
interracial dating in most of the countries. But surprisingly interracial marriage shows complete
opposite numbers. Even the immgrant Indian men outmarry twice the rate indian women do. Weird
part is you cant say it is not purely white fetish cause in singapore 33% indian men marry chinese and
malay women over white women. why is this disparity? just immgrant sex ratio doesn't explain it as
these data are in% (4 out of 10 is 40% so is 40 of 100 ,thus 10 or 100 doesn't make a difference to %).
Is it due to earning disparity of indian men? What is yall's opinion on this?
Link to earning data:
https://m.economictimes.com/nri/nris-in-news/indian-american-women-earn-more-than-white-men-in
-us-
report/articleshow/50484732.cms#:~:text=Indian%2DAmerican%20women%20earn%20more%20on
%20average%20when%20compared%20to,according%20to%20a%20new%20report.
https://www.hindustantimes.com/business/why-indians-are-the-highest-earning-community-in-us-har
sh-goenka-explains-101673757990980-amp.html
Most links related to out marry in this old post to prove its not a new thing :
https://np.reddit.com/r/ABCDesis/comments/p7f94h/interracial_marriage_rates_for_south_asians/
A little more data on interracial marriages in US :
https://twitter.com/Noahpinion/status/986689033018392576?s=20
Interracial marriage data in australia: The Australian Population Research Institute
https://tapri.org.au › 2016/02PDF
INTERMARRIAGE BY BIRTHPLACE AND ANCESTRY IN AUSTRALIA ...
Singapore Department of Statistics
https://www.singstat.gov.sg › ...PDF
Statistics on Marriages and Divorces, 2021
Office for National Statistics
https://www.ons.gov.uk › articles
What does the 2011 Census tell us about Inter-ethnic Relationships?
Vancouver Sun
https://vancouversun.com › news
Vancouver has highest ratio of mixed couples. But Victoria, Kelowna real
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Thoughts on hobbymaxxing?
2 upvotes | April 23, 2023 | by bringinthemaestro | Link | Reddit Link

It is clear that approaching a woman in today’s age has a less than 0% chance of you getting sent to
prison if you aren’t a chad.
I always wonder, is there an appropriate situation to approach a woman?
People always say the best way to meet women in person is through hobbies.
I personally know that if I was to go to join a hobby to meet women I would just be seen as a creep, I
likely would not talk to anyone, and it would be the same as any other situation, maybe there would
be a chad there who attracts attention but otherwise the women keep to themselves.
I am just curious if anyone has attempted to meet women via a hobby and how it went?
Who knows, maybe similar interests can play a role. I personally do not believe so, as the only thing
women are interested in is chad. Still, I would like to hear other thoughts, and better yet first hand
experiences
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1 month after breakup, I realized something
2 upvotes | April 22, 2023 | by x_alkaline | Link | Reddit Link

As I sat in my car driving home, I realized all I wanted was for her to have been next to me, for her to
have chosen me even through all the bad times, the fights, and her better options..
It hit me right there that males and females are fundamentally different. I wanted you to accept me,
accept us, in all it’s entirety.. But instead you left because you think the grass is greener somewhere
else, without me.
I don’t think females have souls. All their purpose is just being selfish and caring what’s “best for
them”.
I’m tired of this world..
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This proves looks/exterior things don't mean much.
2 upvotes | April 24, 2023 | by LoveMatchaTea23 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm 176cm, 7.5 face, make 75k and drive a Porsche Cayman at 23 . Wouldn't I by definition be a high
value man? Seems all good, but I'm neurodivergent as fuck, my social anxiety is really high too
which makes me a kissless virgin It's practically impossible overcome once you reach a certain age, I
see short men and ugly guys all in relationships, It just shows important your social skills are
nowadays, the way court her, make her laugh, initiate everything. I've come to accept this fact, and
try to push myself out of my comfort zone but it's hard.
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What do women get from having children
2 upvotes | April 27, 2023 | by sonyeondanie | Link | Reddit Link

I dont get why a woman would have a kid, it ruins her body, can kill her and takes away her freedom
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Band names JFL
2 upvotes | May 1, 2023 | by Life-Beginning-3168 | Link | Reddit Link

Non-Human Subhuman Blackpill Abomination VS The Subhumanist Discarded VS Subhumans of the
Apocalypse VS Ultrasubhuman Gigamonster
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Yellow fever weirdos
2 upvotes | April 30, 2023 | by Maximum_Dependent844 | Link | Reddit Link

half Asian male here.
The average guy with an Asian fetish is this way because he couldn't get white, let alone any other
race of women.
He witnessed women fucking other men other than him (god forbid a black man or even worse, an
Asian man) fucking his crush, he witnessed first hand women's sexual desire for every man but him,
so he snaps. my dad still cant get over some Mexican fucking his huwhite oneitis back in the 70s.
So these guys with the Bryan kohberger face cope and claims Asian women are "feminine and
traditional," because Asian women are the only real asexual women around, so they won't remind
him of how actual sexual woman won't fuck him. He goes for low estrogen nasal voiced Asian
women to feel big and in control but at the end of the day he's terrified of the fact that non-Asian
women told him to his face that he's unfuckable.
He claims that non-Asian women are "masculine" just because they have actual sex drives, just not
for him.
And so in his mind an Asian wife that won't fuck him, is DEFINITELY not fucking Jaquellius
Jackson.
every fucking weird Adam Lanza type white guy who talks about his Azn ladies is a hardcore
legitimate dyed-in-the-wool card carrying incel probably being dead bedroomed by some screaming
Asian lady and he takes it out on the CCP, posts on /r/allpilldebate, or on his poor hapa kids (god
forbid a son) etc.
reminder that Woody Allen said "my wife didn't believe in sex before marriage. She also didn't
believe in sex after marriage." yet these fruitcakes go around talking about their azn wives in one
breath and in the next breath still curse the huwhite girls who told them they were ugly 30 years ago
btw in the USA I slayed with women of all types of races but spent a long time in Asia, and literally
no woman wanted anything to do with me, so passport broing is a lie as well
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Women make damage control posts on social media
2 upvotes | April 28, 2023 | by rubydaplum | Link | Reddit Link

example, the post right below mine is 2 asian women talking about "his preference is white women"...
which is just ironic. the only reason they made those videos was because there has been a surge in
asian guys waking up and making their own tiktoks about how easy it is for white men.
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CrTgctaOeVY/ that's one that comes to mind, 100k likes in a week.
so when tiktoks like this pop up, they react by taking the exact content and flipping the sexes. just
damage control.
then there's been a lot of height gaslighting posts. simply look up height in nothowgirlswork. these
posts started popping out when men starting making jokes about how they're 6ft tall and drive a
lambo. or the whole he has to be 6ft went mainstream. or the past 2-3 year shift when women started
being more brutal against short guys on tiktok. or that leg lengthening is going viral.
and i've seen women post that "he's texting 10 girls right now, focus on yourself" which is just blatant
theft of a format that guys have been using FOREVER.
https://twitter.com/am8nda/status/1651351941702615044
so yeah just found this interesting.
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When a girl with BF wants to succ me
2 upvotes | April 28, 2023 | by Life-Beginning-3168 | Link | Reddit Link

I understand blackpill, and realize "They've been lying to you, champ. No one cares about your
personality."
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apd weekly community thread - 2023/05/01
2 upvotes | May 1, 2023 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link

welcome to the apd weekly community thread
as always make sure to follow reddit TOS and APD rules
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Thoughts about this? Is single motherhood pathological
behavior that indicates low IQ and sociopathy?
2 upvotes | May 1, 2023 | by hellsingsoutoftune | Link | Reddit Link

All I want is to get rid of them
278 points•152 comments•submitted 4 months ago by dreamalittle16 to r/regretfulparents

I made a huge mistake.
I was 14 when I had my first daughter. Her dad was 17 when he got me high and we hooked up. I was
16 when we fucked again at a party and had another daughter. He's about as deadbeat as can be, won't
pay his child support or come around at all. The kids are 4 and 2 now. I should have spent more time
with kids before deciding to keep them.
My mom had me really young, just like her mom did, and her mom before that. It's a curse on our
family, but nobody has hated their kid like I hate mine. They're whiny and always need attention and
I want to get so far away from them. I wasn't cut out to be a parent.
My mom mostly takes care of them. We still live with her and all I want is to fuck off to college and
leave them behind, but I failed high school and dropped out. They ruined my life, they took
everything from me. I was supposed to break the cycle but instead I made it worse.
I want to love them, but I can't. They make me feel so terrible. The ppd never went away. I had the
worst home birth with my second daughter and I wish I had listened to my family when they told me
not to. I can't look at her without feeling the pain she caused me.
I would do anything to go back and run so far away from that man. I wish I had never had them. I
wish I wasn't responsible for their lives. They can't do anything for themselves! It pisses me off so
much and I know my mom hates me for putting it all on her, but I can't fucking do it.
Anyone who says it's best to have kids young is lying to you. This is my living hell.
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''muh asian men are not popular'' meanwhile netflix is banking
off of a show about white girl geomaxxing to korea:
2 upvotes | May 4, 2023 | by tomoru12 | Link | Reddit Link

https://twitter.com/netflix/status/1650870030102306816?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etwee
tembed%7Ctwterm%5E1651335904265420800%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es3_&ref_url=
why is this important? because it means korean guys popularity is hih enough for normie zoomer
netflix media to take notice of.
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why do women post stories and memes of black men now
2 upvotes | May 5, 2023 | by throwaway8264928378 | Link | Reddit Link

ive been seeing alot of insta thots just posting those “reels” or some meme of something that’s
“meant to be funny” and it’s always a black guy.
its so obvious girls just want black guys and dick. its never a asian guy. or indian guy. always a black
guy or hot white guy.
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Middle class women of today are the most useless group of
people to have ever existed in the entirety of human history
2 upvotes | February 12, 2023 | by Isitwhatitisnt | Link | Reddit Link

Some whiny barren neurotic who thinks she deserves a gold medal for dressing like a hooker of
yesteryear and making PowerPoints and will maybe bear 1 or 2 children at most right as her eggs are
about to shrivel up after years of complaining about muh wage gap, muh household chores, etc.
Poor/working class women are carrying this sick, satanic society on their backs like fucking heroes
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are women more prone to deluding themselves than men?
2 upvotes | January 25, 2023 | by inkwoll43 | Link | Reddit Link

Black women were found to have been statistically, the least attractive race of women out of all races
of women, with east Asian or white women being the most desired.
Indian/ south Asian men were found to be statistically, the least attractive race of men, out of all races
of men, with white men being the most desired.
Now here is something funny... Black women were responsible for creating the "kween" culture, and
the whole persona behind that word, and acting like they are highly desirable group of women, even
though statistically they aren't.
The funny part is, that Indian men didn't create some kindve "king" culture or persona in order to
portray themselves as some highly successful, highly desirable race of men. In fact most south Asian
men, kindve just swallowed their pride and kept their heads down, and remained meek.
Actually, unironically, I'm pretty sure the whole "king" culture was actually created by Black men,
who juxtapose to Black women, are actually decently desirable group of men (I think right after white
men actually).
So with all of that in mind, why did Black women do that? Is this a completely unique phenomenon
to Black women alone, or is an example of women being more prone to deluding themselves about
their actual desirability. Or is this a example of south Asian men being too meek to stand up for
themselves?
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[Question] What exactly is FDS now?
2 upvotes | April 13, 2023 | by BufferG108 | Link | Reddit Link

Like, I know that FDS evolved out of The Blackpill as, like, a blackpill version of r/RedPillWomen
or some shit, but it clearly isn't just how to use the blackpill to maximize benefits and remain in
power. Like, the "strategies" I'd come up with, if I was a hivemind member who's job it was to
maintain the alpha fux beta bux system would be far different than, whatever's going on there. But
no, it's some weird-ass shit instead.
What exactly is FDS now? Is it just a cover-up strategy for women's real tactics or something?
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Sharon Osbourne Thinks This is 'Quite Fabulous.' ‼️Do You?
2 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by Mick_Kay_ | Link | Reddit Link

Sharon Osbourne's 'Talk' on Sexual Violence for 'MEN OUT THERE'‼️ Brace Yourselves
235 points•24 comments•submitted 1 month ago by Mick_Kay_ to r/masculinity_rocks
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If you aren’t white you ain’t right
2 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
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where are all female terrorist groups targeting men
2 upvotes | March 9, 2023 | by firecats1 | Link | Reddit Link

a lot of woke crap females say like ''kill all men'' but none of them actually do it, i think its just virtue
signalling based on what is acceptable in current politics(basically bash males, heterosexuals, whites,
cisgender people etc) you guys fell for a meme if you actually took this saying seriously.
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What is healthy selfishness and when is it ok to be selfish?
2 upvotes | March 7, 2023 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

https://happiful.com/what-is-healthy-selfishness-and-when-is-it-ok-to-be-selfish/

Is putting ourselves first always selfish? And is being selfish really always a bad
thing? We explain more about healthy selfishness and how it can help you

Being called selfish is an unpleasant blow. Socially speaking, the idea of being selfish is taboo: it’s
something we should strive to avoid at all costs. To be called selfish means you are inconsiderate of
other people, putting your own pleasure and gains ahead of others. Yet the term can often be used as
a weapon against us, to manipulate us into doing things for others – even when it could be to our own
detriment.

Can selfishness be good?

Selfishness isn’t always bad. According to experts, selfishness can be healthy, while altruism (the
selfless concern for the wellbeing of others) can become extreme and unhealthy.
Scott Kaufman from the Department of Psychology at Columbia University, New York, and Emanuel
Jauk from the Department of Psychology at the University of Graz, Austria and Clinical Psychology
and Behavioral Neuroscience at Technische Universitat Dresden, Germany, recently published their
research into healthy selfishness and pathological altruism.
“Selfishness is often regarded as an undesirable or even immoral characteristic. However, human
history as well as the works of humanistic and psychodynamic psychologists point to a more complex
picture: not all selfishness is necessarily bad, and not all altruism is necessarily good,” they explain.
According to their research, healthy selfishness can be related to higher levels of psychological
wellbeing, developing skills necessary to deal with the demands placed on us by our environment in
an effective way (adaptive functioning), as well as developing behaviour that genuinely is intended to
help others (prosocial behaviour).
In contrast, those who practised pathological altruism (where we do things in an attempt to promote
the welfare of others but cause harm that was reasonably foreseeable by others) were more likely to
exhibit behaviours that stopped them from adapting to new or difficult circumstances (maladaptive
psychological behaviours), vulnerable narcissism (a narcissist type that is highly self-conscious,
insecure, and hypersensitive to rejection), and selfish motivations for helping others.

What is healthy selfishness?

Healthy selfishness refers to having a healthy respect for your own health, growth, joy, freedom, and
happiness. It can mean using boundaries to help you define and refocus on your needs and those of
others. By setting boundaries, we can not only allow our focus to return to our own needs, but we can
create the emotional bandwidth to refocus on those that we love and care for.
For example, by saying no to attending a work social on a Friday night that you know is likely to
make you feel exhausted, drained, and overwhelmed, you can instead reserve that energy for
spending time with friends and family. This type of ‘healthy selfishness’ means that you are
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prioritising yourself and those closest to you, using your time and energy to do the things and support
the ones you care for the most.
As Counselling Directory member and therapist Lauren Street, MBACP; MNCS Accred, explains,
“You can introduce new boundaries to help protect your emotional health and wellbeing. Having
healthy boundaries means you can open up to people and share your intimate or vulnerable thoughts,
but it also means you’re able to say no sometimes. By having boundaries, you’re able to let other
people know what is OK for you to tolerate and what isn’t.”
While healthy selfishness can have positives, it can also have negatives too. Kaufman’s healthy
selfishness scale shows negative behaviours like vulnerable narcissism (e.g. hyper-sensitivity to
rejection) and toxic altruism (e.g. helping others out of self-interest, rather than genuinely wanting to
help) can also be related to selfishness.

What does healthy selfishness look like?

Healthy selfishness can be practised in a number of different ways. Some examples of healthy
selfishness can include:

Setting healthy boundaries
Making self-care a priority (meditation, healthy eating, exercising)
Having self-respect and not allowing others to take advantage of you
Balancing your needs with the needs of others (rather than prioritising others over your own
needs)
Knowing when to give your time/energy/attention to others, and when to step back and
recharge
Giving yourself permission to enjoy things without having to actively be helping or doing
things for others
Taking care of yourself
Prioritising your own projects, wants and desires over the demands and wants of others

You may already be practising healthy selfishness without even realising it. If you have a strong
sense of self-worth, are proud of your accomplishments, feel competent, have a good overall sense of
wellbeing, and feel satisfied with life, it can be a sign that you are prioritising your needs.

Redefining what it means to be selfish

We have so many negative connotations with the concept of being selfish, that it’s no wonder we
hesitate to do things for ourselves that could be seen in a negative light. But sometimes, putting
ourselves first is the best way to ensure we can give back to others.
Think about it. In an emergency situation, we’re advised to look after our own health and safety first.
Adjust your own oxygen mask during a plane emergency. Make your way to the nearest exit in case
of a fire. Ensure you can safely approach an accident before trying to help someone. We don’t
consider these actions to be selfish, yet they’re a great example of how we sometimes need to look
after ourselves first, in order to best be prepared and able to help others later.
It can be helpful to remind yourself that:

It’s OK to need alone time. Some people recharge around others. Some people recharge best
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by themselves. Acknowledging and meeting your own needs shouldn’t cause feelings of guilt
or shame. It’s ok to step back, give yourself space, and recharge.
It’s ok to need help. Ask for help when you need it (whether that’s because you’re stressed
due to work, feeling overwhelmed by housework, or need a helping hand to deal with a family
member).
It’s ok to rest. We all need a break from time to time – physically, emotionally, or mentally.
That could mean you need to set a firmer bedtime for yourself, take naps, or just have a break
from other people and their demands. Resting is key to keeping a positive work-life balance.
It’s ok to let go of relationships that no longer serve us. Sometimes, we drift apart from our
romantic partners. Sometimes, our family relationships become toxic and draining. Sometimes,
friendships take far more than they give. Setting boundaries with people who emotionally drain
us or ending these relationships when they hold us back or do more harm than good can be a
form of self-care and self-love.

When is it ok to be selfish?

Being selfish from time to time should be more acceptable and something we work towards
normalising. If you struggle to recognise when practising healthy selfishness is right for you, it can be
helpful to keep in mind moments where being a little bit selfish can give you a significant boost. For
example:

If you feel like you haven’t had any time to yourself, making time to do the things you love can
significantly support your overall sense of wellbeing and boost your energy levels.
If you’re feeling burnt out, prioritising relaxation instead of overtime, taking on more
responsibilities, or even completing general household chores can help you to feel rested,
rejuvenated, and more prepared to face future challenges.
If you have taken a sick day, ditching the sick day guilt and focusing on getting better, releasing
stress and tension, and looking after yourself can help you to rest and recuperate that much
faster.

As counselling Directory member and integrative counsellor Alexandra Kubit-Hope, MSc. MBACP
(Accred) explains, “If we do not solve our own problems first, how can we attempt to help others?
Many clients struggle with the idea that they are allowed to put their needs first, and many more find
the idea quite alien, despite the fact that not doing so makes them unhappy. Counselling can help by
not only enabling [you] to recognise and challenge certain behaviours but also by creating a
therapeutic relationship where [your] needs are put first.”
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could taking female immigrants reduce the inceldom rate a
little bit?
2 upvotes | February 18, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

part of the disparity is honestly due to there being literally 30 and under males than females, and
immigracy doesn't help this as most immigrants are male.
would taking more female imigrants than males balance it a little more?
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The following is from a 35 year old virgin.
2 upvotes | May 7, 2023 | by Mammoth-Phone6630 | Link | Reddit Link

I hope everyone here realizes that all of these invented-to-divide terms, phrases, and patterns of
thought have been co-opted and reinforced by people who say these things to build a following by
offering not only a scapegoat, but ways of thinking that will just cause a feedback loop of going back
to these online personalities, that seem to be in the same boat you are, that soothe your ego by saying,
“it’s their fault, not yours. No matter how many times this happens, your behavior isn’t to blame. You
don’t have to change, the rest of the world does”.
I’m not saying it’s all your fault, but listening to people who depend on you remaining in the same
mindset so you keep watching is not the way to go about anything. A baker won’t mention if you’ve
gained weight. A repairman isn’t going to mention maintenance tips that will keep him away. A used
car dealer isn’t going to get excited about the cheapest car on the lot. A drug dealer isn’t going to help
you get clean.
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Ever notice there is some advantages to be really ugly like
disformed or disabled than just kind of ugly?
2 upvotes | May 8, 2023 | by tayrod_432 | Link | Reddit Link

As ridiculous as I sounds its almost like its more "unique" to be extremely ugly like disfigured or
disabled than to be just run of the mill ugly. It seems like there are more virtue signaling women
looking for clout willing to date severely ugly or disabled guys rather than just plain ugly guys. They
want the validation of "Oh my God look how amazing and kind hearted she is! Loving him despite
his disability!"
Like this couple: Squirmy and Grubs - YouTube now on the surface this looks like an absolutely
beautiful and heart warming couple but I just can't shake the feeling that she doesn't actually love him
but loves the idea of being with him for praise from the Youtube community. I feel terrible for feeling
this way but I think it will come out that she was sleeping with other dudes while she was with him in
the next few years. On the other hand, when a woman thinks about just dating a run of the mill ugly
dude she realizes there is no validation or internet clout from dating a normal uggo so regular ugly
guys are somehow in a worse position than disfigured or disabled guys. I don't know just my
perspective on this strange phenomenon I guess
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men who want casual sex easily should just go to low status
slutty b.tchez, druggies etc.
2 upvotes | May 8, 2023 | by tomoru12 | Link | Reddit Link

men used to fuck peasants if they wanted easier sex, nowadays short currycel neetbux simps for
blonde hqnp virgin jb's and wonders why he doesn't get laid.
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Users on PPD admit to either knowing, being, or having women
on a rotation:
2 upvotes | May 11, 2023 | by Mundane-Smell7936 | Link | Reddit Link

How many people know guys that have women on a “rotation”?
55 points•292 comments•submitted 2 months ago * by neverbackdown01 to r/PurplePillDebate

Saw a post discussing the data that 63% of young men are single vs only 34% of women and one guy
said many women are in fwb arrangements and don’t consider themselves in a relationship and he
had multiple women on rotation so how common is this? See below is by a guy on r/menslib:
“Before I met my wife and got married, I was a contributor to this. 5 to 1 ratio. I didn't even have to
lie to them, I just made sure I only kept around the girls that could get along with each other. 4/5 of
them stopped dating other people, and that 5th one turned out to be married. They had a group chat,
where they would organize who was going to be staying with me on which days. They basically
figured out which of the other girls they didn't mind sharing me with so they could double up on the
number of days per week they could see me.
I was really straight forward about it too. girl would flirt, I would flirt back, buy the girl a coffee,
explain the situation, They would still want to have sex with me. So I would have sex with them, and
then next thing you know they're hitting me up for a second date, so I would just introduce them to
the group so that they could handle scheduling amongst themselves.
They didn't consider themselves single, they considered themselves part of my harem. I think it
probably helped that several of them were bisexual, and the main factor to stay in was that they had
to get along. I think it also probably helped that they were all into harem drama shows. both Anime
and live action.
Then I met my wife, realized that there was actually a woman out there I would trust to raise my
child, got to know each other without sex for 6 months, and then after sleeping with her, I decided to
end the rotation so I could take things seriously with her. There just wasn't enough time with 5 other
women trying to maximize their time with me. Hell even my wife has invited several women to share
our bed, and even mentioned a few times that she wouldn't mind for us to eventually pick up a second
regular girl, as long as she was agreeable to both of us, and didn't live with us.
I wouldn't say most women, but many women are totally fine with sharing a guy if it means they get
to be with the guy they actually want. When I had the "harem", probably around 1/3rd of the women
who expressed interest in me, were fine with the idea of sharing me to get it. And a much higher
percentage were willing to sleep with me once before they made up their mind.”
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White supremacists are obsessed with victimizing whites,
simping over white women, and over-masculinizing ethnics
(like Mexicans and Blacks). W.S propaganda online has
decreased WM's SMV and made them into cucks
2 upvotes | May 11, 2023 | by 0SpatialAwareness | Link | Reddit Link

Ironically Nazism and white supremacy is the most asexual, castrating ideology a white man could
take up for himself.
By victimizing whites as poor wittle victims :( and showcasing ethnic men (usually Mexicans,
Blacks, and Arabs) as strong, unhinged beasts with virile masculinity you are unconsciously pushing
your women into their arms. Showing yourself as a neutered, repressed cuck who can't even fend off
invaders basically.
This is why the Anglo way of villanizing other races to make themselves look like the superior ones
and whitewash (lol) their history pretty much backfired on them heavily by turning them into a
laughingstock where their country has porn and media that regularly features the majority's women
getting simulated "rape" by ethnic men, or pop media portrayals of ethnic (black/mexican/arab) men
being more virile/strong than the wm
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Height doesn’t matter…
2 upvotes | May 12, 2023 | by HighlyFlashy | Link | Reddit Link

I truly used to think that. My exes were 5’6 and 5’8 but I didn’t care that they were short since they
were taller than me which was all that mattered. Then I started dating my current Chad boyfriend
who’s 6’1 and now I see why women have height standards. Its so nice looking up at my man and
feeling like I’m protected. To feel small and feminine. If we ever broke up, I’d only date guys 5’10
and up since it’s about the male equivalent of my height. Tall men are the best.
Happy Thursday nerds�
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Asperger’s, ADHD, Dyspraxia, should I cease to attempt
finding a relationship?
2 upvotes | November 6, 2022 | by Major_Local_2325 | Link | Reddit Link

Hi,
I’m 24 years old (which feels weird to say, I still feel like my lonely 18 years old self).
Over the years I have attempted to try and form relationships, i.e by joining dating apps, losing
weight, learning “self improvement “.
Despite my attempts, it just doesn’t work, I joined dating sites two years ago and till date haven’t had
a single date or conversation that lasted longer then a week before I got ghosted.
I’m starting to think now that maybe it’s not meant to be. I’m an ethnic person who does not fit in
with his ethnic people, and likewise I do not fit in with my national people either (I have an old
fashioned way of life and beliefs, I spoke to some.
Dude at work who was shocked I don’t even have a social media).
Maybe the world has moved on from my type, I’m not sure exactly what I’m looking for in this post
but I’m guess I’m looking for advice at to whether or not I should accept things and die a single man.
I don’t attempt to find status, I see it as worthless and care more about learning. About religion and
philosophy, the subject of the single man.
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q4w: is it your fault you chose men that didnt want to marry
you or is it your fault bc you arent marriage material?
2 upvotes | October 31, 2022 | by aytubdotcom | Link | Reddit Link

Are choosing the wrong men and complaining? Or are you just not worth being committed to?
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This story tells you everything you need to know: 'Sperm
Donor' Families: 45 Children And Counting
2 upvotes | October 29, 2022 | by Silly_Tour2450 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.npr.org/2018/10/14/657238859/sperm-donor-families-45-children-and-counting
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what's blackpill?
2 upvotes | October 25, 2022 | by SnooGoats4766 | Link | Reddit Link

The other day I was called blackpill because some guys were calling a lady a two, she's a slim build
dark complexion and had a little attitude problem. So the guys were saying she was a two and I said
no she's an average looking woman if she was a two she'd probably be 5ft 2 and weighs 300 pounds
by modern day beauty standards. Even though she was very rude being rude does not apply to initial
attraction and because of this I kinda understood why the guys were so outraged. The sources on
Google aren't clear for me so I came to the next best source
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if men are tired of e-girls getting the money, why aren't they
also whoring out?
2 upvotes | October 17, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

Maybe your onlyfans would be filled with gay guys but eh, most women also endure degen shit
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which pill do you think would be the worst for society as a
whole if everyone believed it?
2 upvotes | October 11, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
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is the ratio of women who fetishize gay sex actually more than
the reverse?
2 upvotes | September 27, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

pornhub data: https://www.pornhub.com/insights/girls-like-boys-who-like-boys
so more women watch gay porn than actual gay men
i was suspicious of this since i learned yaoi and shonen ai as genres existed as a weeb:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yaoi
this ''yaoi'' of fictional characters isn't really just a japanese phenomenon either, i've seen this in
pairings like sherlock x john watson, han solo x luke skywalker, sam x frodo, craig x tweek(even an
episode dedicated to it) ''larry''(one direction band ship name) ''taekook''(bts ship name)
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Forgiveness
2 upvotes | September 27, 2022 | by Few-Count969 | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/itxbgsr8mbq91
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Why are women so angry these days?
2 upvotes | September 26, 2022 | by DazedAndLazed | Link | Reddit Link

Why are they so hateful towards men? I don’t understand.
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don’t understand
2 upvotes | September 21, 2022 | by powerfulchris07 | Link | Reddit Link

I have no idea what any of this red blue purple black pill stuff is but what do any of them mean cause
I’ve only heard red what do they mean
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why is the paranoia of ''settling'' or ''cucking'' so prominent in
women when men cheat more?
2 upvotes | September 20, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

pretty much every country's stat is like this
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Recurring Spam Post!
2 upvotes | September 18, 2022 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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Black pillers unironically know more about female nature that
red pillers
2 upvotes | September 15, 2022 | by WisdomGains | Link | Reddit Link
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Black pill is location dependent
2 upvotes | September 13, 2022 | by WisdomGains | Link | Reddit Link

I feel like black pill only applies in first world countries and among middle class and above people . I
migrated from Nigeria to the US and it’s apparent that women especially young ones value looks a lot
over most things. In Nigeria you could be good looking and get no pussy if you’re poor or have
trashy social status. But in my college in the US , I see chads who dress poor or have no car get high
quality girls all the time
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My Folk Theory on Hook Up Culture
2 upvotes | September 13, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link

I look at hook up culture as a small business trend and capitalizing on the failing business of romance
( which isn't romance culture's fault but the poor conditions it's forced to exist in). Hook up culture is
selling people the ideology of having sex without relationships in youth because they are too
immature and dating serious when they mature up. It makes claims of why people should buy this
product in this case it says stuff like people need variety before settling and the only way is to fuck as
many people as you can or that people are too immature but human nature, or it's a sign of freedom
for women( they did same thing with cigerates and alcohol). Hook up culture isn't just casual sex but
it's a specific model of how relationship form. Sure I don't have problem with consumers consuming
their product especially if the product doesn't cause harm in of itself. But I am curious about the
product it's trying to sell and the conditions which allowed the sales of this product to increase. I am
not going to argue against the claims in depth made by hook up culture and it's defenders but I want
to explore the market conditions which sort of made business bad for romance which led to the rise of
the popularity of hook up culture. So here is my folk theory about hook up culture I am not saying it's
necessarily true but it's seems like it could be The problem I see is that hook up culture is a monopoly
that became dominant in modern society. The social and economic conditions that gave rise to it's
hegemony are factors such as commodification of sex through porn, prostitution, and sexual
advertising, commodification of romance being dependent on stable on careers, busier working hours,
alienation and isolation through competition and social oppression such as racism, embodiment of
consumerist mindset of green is always greener, toxic relationships due to toxic masculinity,
pesemismistic mindset, and constant relocation for job opportunities. I have done researching and
found out yes hook up culture doesn't have any negative or strong negative affects on individual but it
doesn't have a lasting positive impact and won't resolve deep psychological problems nor will it give
you the same benefits as healthy relationship
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5731847/
https://healthcare.utah.edu/healthfeed/postings/2017/02/relationships.php
So my solution is to change the current economic and social conditions: to decomodify sex and
romance, decrease working hours, create more social environment and encourage cooperation
amongst each other, challenge the consumer mindset like how Dr. K does in his latest video on love
in which he talks about focus on building happiness not looking for it in others he explains this better
than me, teach healthy relationship skills and emotional regulation skills, encourage emotional
expression in men, challenge pesemismistic mindset and foster a proactive optimistic mindset, create
stable jobs for people. So I don't think slut shaming and double standard are the only thing will
reduce casuals sex instead I think these new conditions will be more effective because people are
willing to forgo casual sex for romance. In these conditions romance will become more wide spread
and frequent thus outcompeting hook up culture and it's ideology that it tries to sell people. I get this
is idealistic but but just for thought experiment I think romantics will win in this scenerio.
One last thing you noticed how people make fun of the past in this case the puritian culture. Anyone
who critiques hook up culture in a meaningful way is called a puritian and they point out how bad
things were. Don't get me wrong things were bad back then abortion was criminalized and women
were slut shamed. But also have you noticed that companies mock the past. Like how apples mocked
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ibm and black berry to make their products look superior and more desirable. Just something to think
about. Stay curious
I apologize if I made people who participate in hook up culture uncomfortable or if I came off as slut
shaming. My intention is not to shame people who participate in this culture but rather ask all of us to
actually examine this phenomena in a deeper way. This is all just my theory a game theory.
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What are the main reasons driving women to become more
masculine over the years? Is it something they want, or a result
of societal/media pressure?
2 upvotes | September 8, 2022 | by BumblingBeta | Link | Reddit Link

This is referring to western culture, such as in USA, UK, Canada, Australia, Scandinavia, these
countries. It might be different in other cultures around the world.
I'm sure you have all noticed women these days act very masculine and manly. This include things
like:
- being loud/confrontational/non-agreeable (traits you would more likely associate with a man)
- being career-driven and ultra competitive (again, traits that are associated with a man)
- drinking large quantities of alcohol, the level of alcohol even most grown men would struggle to
drink
- eating large quantities of food, more than the level of food that is recommended for a grown man
(2500kcal a day is recommended for an average man)
- having large amounts of sex with many partners, often casual indiscriminate sex, engaging in bdsm,
rough sex
- getting tattoos and piercings, which makes them look more manly
- increased participation in traditionally male activities, like lifting heavy weights, putting on lots of
muscle, taking steroids which turn them more into a man

At the same time, they want to shirk their female responsibilities, like being mothers (many want to
be child free) or being good mothers (many women still having sex with chads and going out partying
even though they have a young kid to look after). Not wanting to do household chores, not wanting to
cook, and so on.

So what do you think? What is driving this push for women to become more like men? Is it pressure
from society and media, or do women enjoy being like men as much as possible?

(Btw I've tried asking this question in PPD, but it always gets people butthurt in that subreddit,
because they start asking you to define what masculine is, then when you give some examples, they
say "that's not masculine!!!" when it clearly is. Then it descends into this autistic discussion of
defining terms and no one can agree on anything. So I've come to this subreddit instead where the
discussion is more level headed and normal)
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How can men "explore" their sexuality?
2 upvotes | September 4, 2022 | by BumblingBeta | Link | Reddit Link

We often hear in this day and age women talking about "exploring their sexuality", "discovering
themselves", "learning things about themselves", phrases like that. And for the most part, they are
able to do this these days, at least in the west (not sure about in other countries).
However, what about for men? Are they able to explore their sexuality and if so, how? We are living
in the age of equality between the sexes, so I assume they can somehow.
Wasn't sure what flair to use so I used the free for all discussion flair.
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Recurring Spam Post!
2 upvotes | September 4, 2022 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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Women and Children first?
2 upvotes | September 2, 2022 | by allahrubarakh | Link | Reddit Link

If there’s anymore evidence that men and women are not the same, it is reflected in the title. Another
old saying that, I believe that should be applied to women and effeminate men is, “children should be
seen but not heard”.
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why do you girls feel the need of getting long nails(that show
aggressiveness), long eyelashes and strong make up ( that show
competitiveness ), when men aren't attracted to those masculine
traits? ( Yeah, because you love attention )
2 upvotes | August 29, 2022 | by you-arent-reading-it | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtube.com/shorts/npqUUQX8ej8?feature=share
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Moving to a different country for women and a better/cheaper
life. What are your thoughts?
2 upvotes | August 21, 2022 | by BumblingBeta | Link | Reddit Link

Whenever you ask this question on purplepilldebate, you get swarms of women coming in to say
"they want you for your green card, they want you for your money, they don't really love you". The
women on purplepilldebate mock and belittle the men who struggle with dating, but then when these
men try to change their situation, the women start shaming them for it.
Anyway maybe opinion here is different and discussion can be more mature. What do you think
about a man moving to a different country to find women and live a better or cheaper life?
Specifically a western man moving to a 3rd world country.
I guess it depends on his ethnicity. Maybe you will do a lot better with women if you are white.
Maybe some countries are better than others. Maybe it's different if you're just looking to casually
date and have casual sex, rather than finding a wife.
What do you think?
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Tinder gender ratio
2 upvotes | August 17, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.businessofapps.com/data/tinder-statistics/
Stats say tinder users are about %75 male, i find this important to point out because common idea on
internet is that tinder represents the average woman, even though by these stats, most women aren't
actually using tinder
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how different would you be if you took the opposite of your
pill?
2 upvotes | August 12, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
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What you guys think about jordan Peterson
2 upvotes | August 12, 2022 | by Search-United | Link | Reddit Link
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Learning from birds
2 upvotes | August 11, 2022 | by ManWazo | Link | Reddit Link

For most birds, the male is wearing colorful colors. He has to sing and/or dance to attract a lady and
mate. He his to work his ass off to get noticed. The lady is usually just brown and does nothing fancy
but wait.
The problem in human dating is that we swapped the role. We expect the women to look pretty, wear
pretty clothes, paint their nails, dance and sing while the men just wears a brown tshirt and an
unshaved beard. While this is the total opposite to birds, we dtill expect like birds that men will make
the first move. Basically, this means we have to rely solely on genetics. This role swap is the main
reason why dating sucks as humans.
The solution, for men, is to act like birds. Dye your hair, learn to play music or to dance, use makeup,
buy pretty clothes, etc. If you do that, you'll go from the 80% unnoticed to the 20% noticed. Acting
like birds is the easiest way to escape dating hell
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to what extent is the mainstream pilled in which color?
2 upvotes | August 8, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
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Take the Beepill:
2 upvotes | July 30, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/o1tgeuz2hqe91
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Totally not hate speech...
2 upvotes | July 29, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.reddit.com/gallery/wayl5l
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how to get over approach anxiety for blackpillers?
2 upvotes | November 21, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
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Testosterone levels help explain why women tend to experience
lower sexual desire for their partners. Sexual desire for one’s
partner — also called dyadic sexual desire — plays an
important role in healthy long-term relationships.
2 upvotes | November 20, 2022 | by INTP-1 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.psypost.org/2022/11/testosterone-levels-help-explain-why-women-tend-to-experience-lo
wer-sexual-desire-for-their-partners-64339
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not a pill discussion, but random something i found
2 upvotes | December 9, 2022 | by puddingdesperation | Link | Reddit Link

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23601698/
so blue eyes exist more commonly among men, while green eyes exist more commonly among
women, since you guys research biology and genetics, do you have theories on why gender
disperancy on eye color?
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what do guys you know that could get girlfriends, or are
''chads'' like?
2 upvotes | December 9, 2022 | by puddingdesperation | Link | Reddit Link

looks, personality, anything

just curious
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how sociosexual are women, really?
2 upvotes | December 5, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

heterosexual women are just as open to hookups as males if the man is attractive: Conley (2011)
conducted a second study that asked participants to consider whether or not they would accept a
casual sex proposition from their best friend of the opposite sex. Initially, it appeared that women
were less likely than men to accept such an offer. However, when controlling for perceived sexual
capabilities of the partner, women accepted the propositions just as often as men. this MSTOW finds
it reasonable to assume that "perceived sexual ability" is simply euphemism or shorthand for physical
attractiveness - how else would you estimate that a stranger you've never met before is good at sex
without having had sex with them?
we also know that a significant number, not a minority, of U.S. college-going women do engage in
noncommittal sex. (university of washington)
hooking up is significantly predicted by self-esteem, self-rated attractiveness in men, peer-rated
attractiveness in women.
yet they report lower sociosexuality than men.
this MSTOW believes they might be lying (to the surveyors and to themselves as well.)
so the question: how sociosexual are women, really? what factors can help you guess in advance
which way a woman sways?
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chadcopers explain:
2 upvotes | December 4, 2022 | by puddingdesperation | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zy9CX9Tkgow
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80/20
2 upvotes | December 4, 2022 | by puddingdesperation | Link | Reddit Link

If 80/20 is trye, why aren't humans getting progressively more attractive, if anything they are uglier
but 80/20 suggests only people with certain features will breed, in theory this would show itself as
certain features being fixated in a population like how cat and dog breeds, and arguably even
different ethnicities came to be, but we aren't seeing anymore beautiful women/girls or handsome
men/boys than we did in 16th century
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The Fraud of Feminism (1913)
2 upvotes | December 15, 2022 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.marxists.org/archive/bax/1913/fraud/index.htm
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do you guys think zoomers and gen alpha anymore attractive
faces than boomers did in their youth at all?
2 upvotes | December 23, 2022 | by holdmebebi | Link | Reddit Link

just curious if this mythical female sexual choice has been working at all
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how do you guys meet friends or possible mates outside online?
2 upvotes | January 9, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

mom doesn't allow online to irl meetups :(
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Non virgin girls aren't worth it
2 upvotes | January 9, 2023 | by Whisperinthelair | Link | Reddit Link

They're just not feminine, they're slutty and impure. The reason virgin girls are better is they're more
pure and less corrupted and sexual. Its both more sexually gratifying to have sex with a woman who's
not inherently sexual and lacking in knowledge to dominate and corrupt her, and also more
emotionally satisfying. You'll have a deeper connection and if you're going to have kids with her it's
prime. This is why I like foreign women more.
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The majority of the men who complain about 'loneliness' and
lack of success in dating should simply stop searching for love
and focus on something else.
2 upvotes | January 3, 2023 | by Glum-Safety-7548 | Link | Reddit Link

I say this as someone who has struggled with these questions for the past six months. I have read so
many posts and comments from these men until this point that I can confidently say I understand how
they think and feel. I have likewise fallen prey to the same despair they are feeling. So know that
what I am about to say is backed by both personal experience and careful consideration of the stories
of others.
I genuinely believe a lot of the men out there who are struggling to get someone interested in them
should consider celibacy as a lifestyle. This applies even more if they believe they can't find a mate
because of something they can't change easily. Fixating and obsessing over something you wish you
could change but can't will only bring you sorrow and trouble. This is where the second part of my
message comes in: you should focus on something else. Find something else to devote yourself to.
Whether it be helping the poor, writing stories or cooking exquisite dishes, you ought to focus on
something else because the energy you're using to obsess over your failures in dating could be spent
on something more productive.
Mind over body, friends. Don't let your bodily urges control who you are.
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Why do people disdain the hybrids?
2 upvotes | January 3, 2023 | by zenstonez | Link | Reddit Link

I believe I am a hybrid between the blue and red pill, specifically progressive and traditional ideals. I
see more hate coming from progressives and blue pills like as if I don't agree with them on everything
I am the enemy. I thought progressive love diversity of ideas and perspectives. I see the world
differently and they need to accept that. I am tired of them constantly strawmaning me and projecting
onto me. If I am ambiguous and unclear just ask questions. When I make arguments they don't
address my argument just parrot those goofy phrases. As for redpillers they just seem too dogmatic
and incapable of understanding when to change things. But hopefully they can take constructive
criticism unlike blue pillers. I try to be empathetic to everyone as much as I can
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I live in a second tier city in France, 60% of people ages 15-45
are partnered up and most of these couples are looksmatched
2 upvotes | January 18, 2023 | by Latterfootstone | Link | Reddit Link

Even couples with attractive women are paired with attractive men, who rarely exceed 6'+ and
generally hover around 5'7" to 5'11". Most people here seem more groomed and more attractive (imo)
than 'Murican people of either gender which may play a part.
Dating is somewhat easy despite France having a normalized culture of casual sex and a lack of
respect for traditional marriages. 'Murican society contradictively promotes both heavily libertine
casual sex but also Puritanic moral values which creates a lot of social sexual dysfunction between
men and women. Generally, people here don't mingle outside their social class so you're not going to
see dystopian dysgenic fuckery like in america where a business woman dates an uneducated street
thug and proudly parades him around town like he's the best prize she could catch xD
Punks stay with punks, hooligans with hooligans, artisians with artisians, blue collars with blue
collars, immigrants with immigrants, ect.
but yet Interracial couples couples (WMAF/AMWF and WMBF/BMWF, WMIF/IMWF) are pretty
normalized here and close to each other in ratios, so no insane levels of BMWF and WMAF cucking
like u have in the states (which also contributes to the incel problem).
So in your opinion, what's the difference between French society vs US society's crippling problems
with extreme hypergamy and incels? xD
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geomaxxing doesn't work on japanese girls under 25 in 2023
2 upvotes | January 25, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tryU4VzwpC4&t=
will probably work on women over 30 but im here to inform the ones that are ''prime'' only
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Blue pillers don't know how privileged they are
2 upvotes | January 24, 2023 | by Hufferthepuffer | Link | Reddit Link

They always give advice like "get therapy!" When therapy is extremely expensive and difficult to
afford or they assume you're average and it's just in your head so they tell you to hit the gym.
Honestly if you can afford therapy and you're in college you're extremely privileged. Not everyone is
born rich tho. Not all of us were guaranteed a meal every day as children.
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I didn't dislike women as much as I do now untill I went on this
site
2 upvotes | January 23, 2023 | by Hufferthepuffer | Link | Reddit Link

I had bad experiences with them, I didn't like how moody, naggy and trouble some of them were but
after going on this site and reading posts on majority female subreddits such as two x chromosomes
that are so brainless and driven by mindless emotion, and that are such overreactions I found myself
legitimately repulsed by women. Maybe it's just western women and feminists but I would never
touch a girl who uses subreddits like those with a ten foot pole. Abortion isn't a human right btw, and
men complaining about sluts online isn't oppression.
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The Ultimate Dating Guide For Men. It's Definitely Worth A
Read.
2 upvotes | January 23, 2023 | by MachiNarci | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Not only does the D.E.N.N.I.S. system work, it should be the ultimate blueprint for any man seeking to
date women casually." from /r/PurplePillDebate:

So the "Dennis system" is an old skit from the sitcom It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia. Its point was
to mock Pickup Artist strategies, and it stands for: Demonstrate value, Engage physically, Nurture
dependence, Neglect emotionally, Inspire hope, and Seperate entirely. While the system was meant to
be a joke, I think it has a lot of merit, so I'll use this post to explain the system from a redpilled
standpoint and defend it. I'm also going to add a phase of my own to the system.
Identify Targets
This is the phase I've chosen to add. I see so many cold approachers explain how low their rates of
success are, but it doesn't have to be that way if they'd just choose women with whom they're more
likely to have success. I'd like to coin a new redpill term: hypogamy factor. Hypogamy is the practice
of dating down, and a hypogamy factor is a trait in women that makes them more attainable by virtue
of placing them in a lower position than men. I will list some hypogamy factors to better illustrate
what I'm saying.
-Shortness: This is an obvious one. I personally am 6'0, so I acknowledge most men can't use this to
their advantage. But the point is, the shorter the woman is, the more attracted she'll be to you. So if
you're a tall dude, you'll have a tremendously easy time with <5'0 women.
-Material wealth (or lack thereof): Another obvious one. Women who have Gucci bags, designer
clothing, and spend most of their days vacationing are unattainable and unimpressionable to most
men. Financially humble women are far easier to impress as an average man. The former kind of
woman would scoff at a fancy dinner date, while the latter kind would be thrilled over a well-planned
walk.
-Age: For older men, youth is a hypogamy factor in women as older men have traits like maturity,
low-inhibition, wealth, and similar things all women find attractive. For younger men, age can be a
hypogamy factor in women as lots of older gals are divorced, reaching their libido peak, and need a
high-stamina man who can provide them excitement. They might not even mind teaching virgins, and
they're willing to spoil you and pay the full bill on dates. Dating older women is an underrated cheat
code for young men who don't mind age gaps.
-Ugliness: Fat women, ugly-faced women, and women with bad figures are easier to pickup. Not
much to say here.
-Introversion: This one is a double-edged sword. While more introverted women will be more
attracted to confident men, are easier to impress, and get attached more often, you need to learn how
to aproach them in a way that demonstrates value without scaring them off. However, the payoff is
worth it since introversion is a hypogamy factor, which means introverted women are more
attainable.
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-Geography: The poorer the country, the more impressionable and attainable the women are.
Intranationally, women from poor states or suburbs/slums in rich states are more attainable.
Internationally, the lower the GDP Per Capita, or Purchasing Power Parity of a country, the easier
dating is for men. Dating in Africa is easier than dating in Asia, which is easier than dating in Latin
America, which is easier than dating in Eastern Europe, which is easier than dating in the west.
Bringing foreign girls back to the west is a conversation for another time, but dating in and of itself is
undoubtedly easier in poor regions.
-Mental instability: Women with mental illnesses, parental abandonement, substance abuse problems,
histories of trauma/violence, or other cognitive issues are easier to pick up, with the added bonus of
such women being hypersexual and sometimes even doormats. The one downside is that such women
are definitely unfit for LTR's.
I think you get the gist. When men hear "date down," they think I don't want to date a fatty or I don't
want to date a poor woman or I don't want to date a druggie but nobody said dating down meant
compromising all your standards. If you want an independent women who has a job and is attractive,
use shortness as a hypogamy factor and chase short career women, or use geography as a hypogamy
factor and date a doctor from the Phillipines or Colombia. You can also chase shy and reserved career
women. The point is, you need to date down in some way to find a plausible, attainable,
impressionable dating pool: you can't just jump in and chase every mid-20's UMC white woman on
the street then be surprised about getting rejected.
Demonstrate Value
This is where the hypergamy factors come into play. A hypergamy factor is a factor in a man that
makes him more attractive to women by raising his value.
-Height: I already went over this. If you're still young and willing to take risks, take the human-
growth hormone to boost your height until you stop growing. If you're really willing to take risks,
take limb-lengthening surgery. If both options are unavailable, buy a nice pair of lifts to give yourself
at least 2 more inches (it's not unethical or deceptive, as it's no different from women using makeup
to lie about their facial attractiveness level). Then as a last resort, try the common practice of
heightfrauding. The one caveat is that most taller (5'8+) women can tell if you're lying about your
height. With shorter women however, there's no harm in claiming you're 6'0 when you're really 5'10.
I remember seeing an OLD statistic depicting 90%+ of 6'0 men being in women's dating filters, while
50-60% of 5'11 men were in women's filters, so don't underestimate the importance of a couple
inches.
-Looks: An obvious one. Get plastic surgery in a country where it's cheap, or just look into male
fashion and maintain a grooming routine. If you're balding, get a toupee. Seeing how willing women
are to get wigs, there's no excuse for a baldie not to get a toupee (INB4 but it's embarrasing and other
excuses from the LVM pity party).
-Money: Another obvious one. If you're online dating, state in your profile that your house is paid off,
you own a car, you're a doctor/lawyer/engineer/professor, and you have a 6-figure income (if the
aforementioned are applicable, of course). In public, make sure you have a fancy car, fancy clothes
(not a full-on tux, just a business suit or something), an apple phone, or gold jewelry (fake or real,
they won't notice).
Confidence: The most obvious one, but also the hardest one. It can be hard to cultivate good social
skills, but perfect game can make up for a deficiency in anything else. But don't be over-reliant on
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game, you still need to demonstrate value visually through wealth, looks, and height.
Now we've finished phase 2. As we all know, women are hypergamous, which means they
exclusively date up. Now that you've identified women who are more attainable/impressionable, and
mastered demonstrating value, you've maximized your success rate per approach.
Engage Physically In General
This is another important phase. As much as female redditors will virtue signal about asking men out,
women will almost never take things further. So many men screw up at this part. You can't waste too
much time chatting women up online, and you can't stretch a cold approach too long. For online
dating, use the 3-day rule: if you haven't planned a date after 3 days of chatting, the conversation is
going nowhere. In real life, you need to get her number after a couple minutes of chatter (if she
refuses the first time, move on). Now, lots of reddit women have been saying recently that men
should give women their numbers instead because asking puts more pressure on women or whatever.
Disregard this advice. As I said: women don't initiate, and giving them your number puts the
burden on the woman to initiate. When she gives you her number, she can't ignore you.
As for engaging physically, you need to utilize an old PUA tactic called breaking the touch barrier.
Initiate frequent hand-holding, kiss her on the cheek by the end of the first date, and make every
excuse you can to hug, wrap your arms around her, touch your legs, bunch your bodies up, and
slowly lower her guard when it comes to physical intimacy. If she rejects your mild physical
advances bluntly, you're dating a bad bitch who's built a pretty strong barrier, and things won't go
anywhere. If she rejects your physical advances with a small push, or a shy remark, then comply.
However, you need to respond by cultivating a mood of disappointment. If you act bitter about the
rejection, she'll lose attraction. On the other hand, if you act disappointed, and succeed in making her
feel that disappointment, she'll feel like she did something wrong and be more likely to give in next
time. For sex, 3 dates is the minimum, 5 dates is the maximum.
Nurture Dependence
This is where frame comes in. Here's a harsh truth of dating you need to internalize: straight
relationships are better off when the woman is more in love with the man than the man is attracted to
the woman. You have to master dread game: the art of instilling competition anxiety in a partner.
Now that you've secured the girl, more women will flirt with you on account of pre-selection. You
also need to keep working out, and spend lots of time (apart from your girl) at social events. When
another girl flirts with you in public, play along with her (unless she asks you out) and pretend to be
oblivious about the fact the she's romantically interested in you so your girlfriend doesn't leave you
for cheating emotionally. The point is: it's not enough for a woman to love you, a woman needs to
fear losing you. If a woman expresses her deepest insecurites to you, that's perfect: it goes to show
how willing she is to leave herself in your hands. Just remember to be her emotional confidant and
not play the more emascualting role of a therapist/emotional tampon.
Neglect Emotionally
Become emotionally distant, or view your relationship through an avoidant attachement lens.
Gradually buy her less gifts, take her out on less effortful dates, and enagage with her less
emotionally and more physically as time goes on. It's basic supply/demand economics. Now that
you've demonstrated value, and nurtured dependence, your attention is a high quality good. By
decreasing the supply of your attention, it's more valuable to her, and you have more leverage.
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Inspire Hope
Don't go overboard in neglect. Familiarize yourself with the practice of breadcrumbing. Make false
promises that you'll change and put in more effort for her and give her more romance. If you sense
that you can't keep using her as an easy lay for long, plan a really good date or plan a good weekend
to trick her into thinking things could go back to the way they used to be. Some men are so successful
in breadcrumbing, they've kept their "forever girlfriends" for over a decade by promising marriage
[someday].
Seperate Entirely
Either you get bored of fucking her and move on to the next girl, or she breaks up over your
unavailability. If she's the one who breaks up, it won't be particularly humiliating on the man's part
since he got what he wanted and left with the last laugh.
Of course, you can't use the Idennis system out of order. If you see r/niceguys, there's a lot of men
bitching about being rejected and using poor dread game like "You won't find another guy like me."
You can't use dread game without demonstrating value and nurturing dependence, otherwise your
attention is a cheap resource that women have no problem discarding. You can't initiate dates without
having identified targets or demonstrated value, or you'll become another NPC average joe PUA
complaining about how 0.5% of your cold approaches work. There are no shortcuts: follow the
Idennis system in order.
This post wasn't meant to be an advice post per se, I wrote this to defend a joke system that's been
used to discredit pickup artistry and TRP as a whole by explaining its value and the reasons men suck
at utilizing it. To change my view, prove that the system doesn't work (with arguments that don't
amount to "as a female redditor, you redpillers are so autistic hah hah this wouldn't work on me and
my boyfriend is actually 5'0").

Posted by MachiNarci | 23 January 2023 | Link
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Tinder in Manila, Phillipines as a 20s Korean
2 upvotes | January 28, 2023 | by korean_rp | Link | Reddit Link

100+ matches in 12 hours (was in incognito + travel mode, both decreases chances of match). I think
I swiped right like 300-500 or less.
Tried LA, got 20+ matches 2 hours. Thanks BTS! Edited: It's Bumble!
https://i.redd.it/tw6qo67bqqea1.gif


Here's what I want to prove.
If you are from Korea or Japan (rich east asian nation), it gets really easy for you to date any girls in
poorer countries.
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MY POOR MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY - (EPISODE 1)
2 upvotes | February 7, 2023 | by theanimebackwhen | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/aivUnwNJzaE
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r/sexoffendersupport is proof looks are what matter
2 upvotes | February 19, 2023 | by TOitneverbegun | Link | Reddit Link

Just search up relationships or marriage and a bunch of stuff comes up. Literal pedophiles have more
successful social and romantic lives than ugly incel
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I tried plastic surgery and for me it proved the blackpill effect
2 upvotes | February 15, 2023 | by SellNo6689 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm 31 M, 6'2'' and aspie.
Of course, like a lot of normies I had some intimate relationships, etc, but I wanted to try cosmetic
surgery to see if this would change my life.
I did :
- Jaw + chin fillers (totally corrected my retrogniata and got a well defined jawline)
- Hair transplants
AFter all thes procedures I went in a bar alone fully sad and depressed, and I got approached by a
girl, and had sex with her the same night.
A week after, I went the second time alone in a new club/bar got approached by a new girl and had
sex with her the same night.
A week after, I went again in a new club/bar got approached by a new girl and had sex with her the
same night (she's now my gf)
I never had this type of experience before.
Things to know :
- I'm not confident at all
- I don't have friends
How come, for the first time in my life, I was able to attract womens in a club/bar? My attitude was
exactly the same before and now.
When I hear some people "Nooo it's because you're just more confident, blablabla" it's make me a bit
a upset.
Okay and it's a thing to get laid a lot of normies can.
But the difference is cleary how you are treated and omg it's a different world.
Surprisingly, women ask me to have sex with them even when they are menstruating and they always
compliment me, and so on. I recieved some physical gifts etc.
I never had this type of treatment before.
Remember, I'm autistic, so I'm terrible at socializing, etc. They now said my attitude is cute lmao.
Honestly I really wanted the blackpill to be false, but I'm scared facial aesthetic count a lot for man
and womens.
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today's males problems is the fault of men normaizing fuckboy
or hook up culture
2 upvotes | February 21, 2023 | by puririnpa | Link | Reddit Link

if men committed to women and married in their 20's instead of having fuckboy phases, you wouldn't
see discussions about hypergamy(because women won't have as many options) age gaps(because you
wouldn't have to wait to 30 to betabux) lookism(because hookups trypically require looks much more
than committed relationships) or high n counts (because duh, people would have less sex with
different people if commiteed relationships were normal)
it's the fault of degen casual sex culture, yet redpillers and blackpillers promote being a fuckboy in
your youth.
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whites are not objectively more attractive than ethnics, but
humans will always prefer the lightest colors in humans
2 upvotes | February 20, 2023 | by niptuckbubble | Link | Reddit Link

brown is a less preferred color in general according to surveys about fav colors. even for inanimate
objects, it's less preferred. animals with darker fur are even reported to be less likely to be adopted.
not only is this preference universal, but it's so deeply ingrained that it is not even limited to social
hierarchies.
brighter colors also just stand out more in general. this is confirmed by women getting tons more
attention when they're blonde as opposed to brunette, even if they change nothing else. fast food
restaurants use bright colors like red, yellow, orange to trigger the human appetite as opposed to
purple, black, or brown.
this doesn't mean that whites are objectively more attractive; what humans like usually deviates from
objectivity these days. but it does explain how it was so easy for them to promote themselves as ideal
mates and why it was so easily accepted by most non-white people.
a dark person is just as likely to have desirable features, but that's not what people see from a
distance...so it's not part of the first impression.
my main advice for ethnics: one thing dark skin has over pale/light skin is its shininess. i'd suggest
using this to one's advantage. also wear bright colors and patterns to stand out.
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my prediction :
2 upvotes | February 25, 2023 | by Traditional_Ad1602 | Link | Reddit Link

In the future 2723, on avarage woman's dating options will reach minumum '1 Sextillion' across the
galaxy and 10-50 for avarage guys,
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women are unironically not inherently valuable cause of their
wombs, if they are ugly.
2 upvotes | February 27, 2023 | by inkwell463 | Link | Reddit Link

The ugliness of a woman automatically negates the worth of her womb since even though she can
have babies, all she can contribute to human gene pool is her ugly genes which then only ends up
hurting some innocent soul down the line, especially if it's a man, since women are not as forgiving
on looks compared to men thereby condemning a future male descendant of hers to potential
inceldom due to HER genes.
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Why was I invited ?
2 upvotes | March 7, 2023 | by crypto_druid | Link | Reddit Link

I was invited here for some reason. What is this group? It’s called all pill debate but a quick view of
the comments looks like another black pill group pacification echo chamber where boys who have
never socialised outside the internet assure each other that they dont have any responsibility and
shouldnt bother working on their lives becuase the game is rigged
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I made it, fellas! Now Imma get all the bitches. So long, suckas!
2 upvotes | March 6, 2023 | by No_Reflection_798 | Link | Reddit Link
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brutal racepill for women
2 upvotes | March 5, 2023 | by mushirum | Link | Reddit Link

technically blacks have lower inceldom rate than whites but no one will argue jbb over jbw because
''sheboons are ugly''
if ur non-white women you don't even count as an argument, over.
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Racism/ Critical Race Theory Black Pill: Map of Chicago
Mayoral Race results vs Racial Geographic Demography
2 upvotes | March 2, 2023 | by kanzakistudent | Link | Reddit Link
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Why transmaxxing is a much better option than gaymaxxing
2 upvotes | March 10, 2023 | by vintologi24 | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Why transmaxxing is a much better option than gaymaxxing" from /r/transmaxxing:

Some people have suggested that incels just go gay instead of transitioning, that is not a good idea.
People who are primarily attracted to females are typically attracted to breasts and other feminine
features males simply don't have.
In order to get the joy of tits you need to become a girl yourself or you have to find someone who has
tits, with transmaxxing you can get both.
HRT will make the sex better in making you more sensitive and improving orgasms.
You cannot make someone born male pregnant so going gay isn't very helpful for that. If you
transition you at least have the option to bank sperm to potentially impregnate a non-trans female.
Another issue with going gay is the high STD prevelance among men who have sex with men

In 2014, gay, bisexual, and other men who have sex with men accounted for 83% of
primary and secondary syphilis cases where sex of sex partner was known in the United
States

https://www.cdc.gov/msmhealth/STD.htm
It is worth noting that going on HRT can change your sexual orientation.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4192544/
https://preview.redd.it/yyylbg4k2dla1.png?width=982&format=png&auto=webp&v=enabled&s=c79
85958d248796ceb1b20581febe726e0ab8937
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White incels don't actually exist. Only volcels
2 upvotes | March 9, 2023 | by iliyb | Link | Reddit Link

There was this obese white guy living in some Asian country and got bunch of matches on tinder and
he even smashed a few of them. Proving there's no such thing as a hwite incel.
Source:
https://www.reddit.com/r/Tinder/comments/zf72ca/tinder_in_manila_phillipines_as_an_obese_late_2
0s/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=android_app&utm_name=androidcss&utm_term=1&utm_cont
ent=share_button
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Do you just give up a large portion your alone/me time for your
dating and social life?
2 upvotes | March 18, 2023 | by facingitall | Link | Reddit Link

Just managing my work, finances, tax situation, life chores, and then maintaining my sanity and
health is taking up most of my time. I have literally zero social life, let alone a dating life. It doesn't
help that I'm non-NT and very introverted.
The only solution is giving up my precious free time that I look forward to for maintaining sanity
while relaxing and working on wacky ventures, ideas, or career prospect goals (3h/day on weekdays
& 6-7h/day on weekends).
The red-grey parts below are basically my only free time during the day. It adds up to ~30h of
"free me time" per week, but most of that time is what allows me to stay sane and relaxed so that I
can make jumps in my career, while also gradually working on projects and business ventures.
This is my 24 hour-day on the weekday:

8h is spent on sleeping
8h on work (from home)
1h of paid over-time after work (from home)
1h on health management (eating healthy and restricted, stretching, quick body exercises for
health, meditation to destress)
2.5 hours on life chores (virtual investing & taxes & finances, hygiene, life issues that crop-up,
cooking etc.)
3 hours - only free time for maintaining sanity or working on
the next idea or goal at home (reading, working on a fun
project or business idea, watching videos or relaxing, brief
chat with family etc.)
0.5h on planning (daily planner at home)

This is my 24 hour-day on the weekend:

9h is spent on sleeping
1h on planning (daily planner at home + tracking health and financial progress)
1h of paid over-time on the weekend (from home)
5h is spent on life chores (continuation of previous life chores but longer ones)
1h on health management (eating healthy and restricted, stretching, quick body exercises for
health, meditation to destress)
3 hours on fun but time-consuming work on the next idea or goal
at home (either business-related execution or taking action to
improve my career prospects and getting information on that)
3 hours - free time for maintaining sanity at home (reading,
watching videos or relaxing, being introspective, learning
things, brief chat with family etc.)
1h emergency time (usually gets used on emergency life chores
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for loved one, unexpected situations, insomnia, relaxation
etc.)
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if jbw is real they should be able to cuck other men besidees
getting 4/10 east asian women or white passing latinas
2 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by princess8inch | Link | Reddit Link

yet black men cuck everyone instead in reality, even though it's literally bad for our society for black
men to be dominant culturally, fuck this ghey world.
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So the higher neoteny of African and East Eurasian races
proves that in pre-history and early history Black and Asian
women sexually selected for neotenous men more than West
Eurasian Caucasian women did lol
2 upvotes | March 24, 2023 | by FunnyLeapingGazelle | Link | Reddit Link

europeans have the least juvenile skeletons which makes them look the oldest and most adult after
puberty outside of aboriginal australoids and literal neanderthals lol
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apd weekly community thread - 2023/03/20
2 upvotes | March 20, 2023 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link

welcome to the apd weekly community thread
as always make sure to follow reddit TOS and APD rules
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_ Women breaking up with men way more is not cause women
are some emotional geniuses that have a unique sixth sense ,it's
just a psychological game by society.
2 upvotes | April 3, 2023 | by Chemical_Major_1403 | Link | Reddit Link

_ When society got involved in the structure of relationships (the one with women mainly since
society somehow doesn't involve in no other relationship as long as women aren't involved) . A lot of
contreversal/ toxic opinions appeared like women's intuition/ women can't do nothing wrong/ it's
always the men's fault and the main one is that men need women more and this is why women leave
more which is wrong in every aspect it's just a psychological trick that I will explain :
_ I really huge theory in psychology that justify the willingness to continue losing or refusing to
check out cause of the invest you made (which is defined by 3 main resources: Money, emotion and
time )
_ with men, we can all agree that at the beginning ( time= from the first eye contact to the confession
moment ) there is a significant rise in the investment that made by men(the investor) towards the
project ( relationships) in comparison to his partner which is the woman who basically is still
doubting the potentials of it . Which put men in this situation to two main obstacles:
_1/ How to convince the woman to be the partner, which can be done by showing a sample of the
relationship and how serious he is about it , all this can be summarised in dates, permanent phone
calls , unconditional love from an emotionless gender with an unchallenges treatment that dismiss the
reciprocation of the woman (from the beginning to the confession time )
2/ Now the second phase which men enter with very low energy cause of how much they did, now
the project need to be successful, but women are now officially a partner so they need to start
contributing equally to the relationship which is a change that women do not approve of , and it's
clear in the feminist ideology (no cooking , no cleaning, no paying for dates, and no emotional
investments) so now the project is not going forwards as a consequence of men slowing the pace
cause of "the fatigue" and women are not willingly to turn the engine on under the entitlement they
were raised in .the project collapses but with only men as the investor who actually lost his resources
in this period so the sun cost fallacy kick in and the men feel way more hurt. It's also clear when you
look at the divorce procedures.Women aren't some angels that know everything so just stop inflating
their ego it's enough
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Calling out cat-calling doesn't really go as planned.
2 upvotes | March 29, 2023 | by No_Reflection_798 | Link | Reddit Link

Inside Edition experiment.
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It’s immoral for tall men to date petite women
2 upvotes | March 29, 2023 | by ThrowRAcanucks | Link | Reddit Link

As much as women will say that height doesn’t matter, the fact is that it’s a huge bonus. Even if an
average hike girl (5’5”) is open to dating an average height man (5’9”), tall men 6ft+ will always be
preferred.
So and tall men date petite women, is further distorts the dating market. These men are taking away
options from the limited pool that shorter men have, while also further limiting the options of tall
women. These women already have fewer options based solely on the fact that being tall as a man is
the exception rather than the norm.
Yes everyone is entitled to their preferences, but what happens when tall men prefer petite women?
On an individual level it doesn’t matter all that much, but on a big enough scale it can result in mass
and happiness. Is it still justified then to say that everyone is entitled to their preferences?
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CMV: Good height can even out 1-1.5 Face Points, not more.
2 upvotes | March 28, 2023 | by Acrobatic-Button-454 | Link | Reddit Link

I believe following, i believe a 7/10 5'10 Dude beats a 5/10 6'6 dude easily. (Lets assume they have
the same body.)
In my Opinion height is overrated.
The only Situation where height is brutal is when youre below 5'7-5'8 because you seem like a kid.
But if youre 5'9 or taller and you have a solid face youre good.
I am myself 6'5 and i say that. I have a 6/10 Face and yes my Results are good, but a Jeremy meeks
with 5'9 moggs me.
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Mexicanbros, have you tried Richard Ramirez-maxxing?
2 upvotes | March 27, 2023 | by LookIn2myPrivateEyes | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.reddit.com/gallery/123opgu
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q4w: How much do you care what your future man thinks of
your past?
2 upvotes | October 29, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

Girls, eventually you are going to meet someone you really really like. He may even be the man of
your dreams. But, how much will you care about what he thinks about your past?
For example, lets say you sleep with 20 men in college. And you find your Mr. Right at guy number
21. Will you care that he will possibly know the 20 guys that you had fucked before him? Do you
think he would feel comfortable going with you to class reunions knowing that you banged some of
your classmates?
How do you feel about this?
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why is masculinity or muscles so valued among men when
many young women obsess over e-boys or kpop dudes?
2 upvotes | September 14, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

Those are the types made fun of for looking feminine or gay
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non-black ethnics should stop simping for black men
2 upvotes | April 6, 2023 | by princess8inch | Link | Reddit Link

whites and jewish don't have a guilt complex over indians/asians/hispanic/arabs/brown people to raise
your guys smv, ''muh bbc'' means nothing for you guys success, and will only hurt you furthre cuz
whites mooch off of those ethnicities with the mainstreamification of bmwf + soon black guys will
demand those ethnic girls will have to fuck blacks too, they are too spoiled.
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Me and puri are dating now :)
2 upvotes | April 5, 2023 | by EvaTheDarkElf | Link | Reddit Link

Just thought to let u kuh-no (know)
We found love in a hopeless place and decided to date after agreeing on so many things.
Guys, this is proof you can find your soulmate right here. Right now. �
Don't sleep on Reddit as an avenue to pick up your looksmatch personalitymatch brehs. Hopefully
everything be okay.
And to her stalkers, (un)respectfully, go eat a dikk. � :camby:
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Married Thai lady ditched me, been told I must date an obese
lady...
2 upvotes | April 5, 2023 | by DesignerWedding7443 | Link | Reddit Link

Not sure which ideology to follow. Nothing makes sense.
The Thai lady booked a hotel and restaurant for a date, and ditched me. Her husband is very short,
ugly and an alcoholic according to her and she used him to live in this country forever. I however am
average height, average looking but I got rejected by her?
An obese lady wants to meet me, and people are telling me I MUST date her. Saying she's obese is
disrespectful apparently. I recognise I'm overweight and I MUST improve myself?
I have a friend who was jailed for trying to murder a child who is swimming in women so it's edging
me towards black.
Help.
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Why Do Most Incels Come From NYC, California, or Toronto?
2 upvotes | April 5, 2023 | by YoungBoyNeverBr0ke | Link | Reddit Link

Do Liberal Places Make Men Who Don't Fit Women's Extremely High criteria perma-virgins?? �
I grew up In louisiana and lost my virginity at 12. i ain't never met no incel down here unless he was
REAL ugly or Stupid. a lot of yall katz look decently attractive and could bag a female (no homo)
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Are there porportionally less single men in the Southern states
than the East Coast or West Coast?
2 upvotes | April 5, 2023 | by LetTheSideShowBegin | Link | Reddit Link

South US states: Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, the District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia.
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Is there any hope for me?
1 upvotes | November 8, 2022 | by Major_Local_2325 | Link | Reddit Link

You might be able to see from my post history but I have a myriad of social problems. For context, I
am a mid 20's, ex muslim dude who grew up in an ethnic enclave in a western city. Most of the
people I grew up with have their own distinct urban culture, like UK rap/hip-hop and are generally
dating and sleeping around, barring some. It's basically a very cool and hip scene, whilst also sharing
similar religious and cultural background, both of which I am unable to relate to now.
Unfortunately I do not share many of these interests, I was always focused on political events,
religion, sociology etc when I was younger, which wasn't the focal point for any person my age, and
till this day I struggle to find people my age who care (it's kinda telling when you look at religious
and philosophical apologists on youtube and what not).
I was an outcast, I remember girls didn't want to sit next to me in class lol, girls called me boring (I
was very reserved and I had a reputation for being 'violent', I didn't like conflict as I was easy to
trigger and triggering meant violence, although I never started violence, when I got triggered the
emotions were too intense and thats why I acted how I did.
It's not just bad with women, two people I call closest friends, aren't really too close to me either, just
by association and the occasional text messages, they have their own interests (i.e. uk rap, and
football), which I once again do not share.
I once tried to create an instagram, and tried to follow two people I knew, both of them ignored my
requests, and knowing how frequently they are on their phones, I waited like 2 days before I was
embarrased and took the whole thing down. I had numerous instagrams, because I heard that it was a
good way to meet girls, and make yourself known. Unfortunately no one wanted to follow me, and I
have never been asked in person by work colleagues or others to give my instagram.
Same thing for dating apps, was on it for 2 years and not a single date, most success I had was talking
to a girl for 5 days before it all went haywire. Bearing in mind this was when I became leaner, hit the
gym and was generally trying to self improve. Tinder and Bumble, Christian dating apps are
incredibly depressing for me.
I work nightshifts, it's a dead end job with no career progression, around 70-75% of the dudes I work
with are single, many a drunkards and even weed smokers at 50. I have never touched the stuff (too
cowardly to do so, also I cope by thinking I have an intelligent brain and don't want weed to destroy
my braincells, even though I am literally pushing pallets allday lol)




I usually wear a mask, in hope of finding acceptance of validation and acceptance, I'm a good boy to
my parents, I dont interfer in the affairs of my household, I don't put people into uncomfortable
positions to get my own way (i.e. with my boss for exampe).
Seeing how this mask has failed me, I am considering taking it off now, although I know that taking
it off will make me more confrontational, becoming confrontational will further isolate me from
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people (considering I have no one who I can relate to lol). I could possibly cope by trying to be my
authentic self and see if that attracts people to me.

There's a nuclear option of getting married back home (arranged). The issue with this is I do not share
any commonality with religion or culture with ethnic people, and the women in my culture tend to be
very strong willed which is highly problematic for me (I have been described as low energy, passive,
non dominant etc, which would be absolute hell for me.

What do you guys reckon? Looking for perspective...
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Are high body counts impressive?
1 upvotes | October 24, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link

I'll post something later about this idea I've been sitting on. I just wanted some consensus first.
View Poll
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What’s the realistic chance an average guy can get a hot girl
1 upvotes | October 24, 2022 | by SolidPuzzleheaded984 | Link | Reddit Link

In todays dating market, what is the chance of an average guy getting a woman out of his league?
Because of dating apps and social media. The bar is set super high.
Also what are some remedies for average guys.
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since there's a lot of talk about high n counts here
1 upvotes | October 23, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

what about the reverse, if a woman was a virgin at age 25 or even age 30 to 40, would you consider
this a good thing or a red flag?
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dysmorphiapill
1 upvotes | October 21, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

i personally care more about looking cute than getting a partner
but because i have a low neoteny and masculinized face, it's over, i might get a partner but my
complex will never be solved, makeup is cope and doesn't work
should i art copemaxx harder to not care about this?
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q4w: What satisfaction do women get out of a 2 year + long
term relationships that keep ending?
1 upvotes | October 17, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

I see nearly every women wants a long term relationship. And, likely, she will be entering into her
3rd, 4th, or 5th "ltr", why doesn't it make sense to women that they have just wasted years of their
lives with nothing to show for it? If a 20 yo has two 5 year "ltr's", she will be 30 by the end of the
secong ltr. And she has nothing to show for it. Or, even worse, she would be raising a child in a
broken home.
Why do women do this? How does it make any sense?
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if you had the opportunity to be over 8 feet tall with a 20-inch
erect penis, and be 441 of pure lean muscle (no health
consequences) while still having superhuman speed and
athleticism but could never have any sexual or romantic
relationships with women ever! would you take it?
1 upvotes | October 16, 2022 | by gastongang | Link | Reddit Link

also with a gigachad face
for me, the answer is obviously yes but I want to get the opinion of all pill debates resident lunatics
for those of you said who said yes would your answer change if I told you that you could also not
have any platonic interpersonal relationships with any humans as well, that includes your friends and
family
(so basically this a two-parter, one no romance, and one no romance, no friends, and no family)
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do any of the users have incels is or looksmaxx org accounts?
1 upvotes | October 13, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

just curious.
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Is a man transitioning into a woman a viable option to become
more attractive to women?
1 upvotes | October 13, 2022 | by LuciaFromGTA | Link | Reddit Link

Anecdotally, I have met many men who transitioned into women who regularly date women while
they struggled to do so before transitioning. I truly think that men will have better odds at attracting
women if they themselves transition into women. What do you think?
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Are humans the pickiest animals in mating?
1 upvotes | October 13, 2022 | by LuciaFromGTA | Link | Reddit Link

Discuss
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"You're wrong about divorcee women Mahdi"... HEATED
debate
1 upvotes | October 10, 2022 | by Positive-Tap2624 | Link | Reddit Link

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=f82SQdQ6wcA
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Can an autistic non-incel blackpiller that’s nearly an adult get
laid on Tinder and have casual hookups?
1 upvotes | October 9, 2022 | by autisticmanospherian | Link | Reddit Link

https://imgur.com/a/nYyEgKf
I’ve been thinking about it because this inceldom site says you can get laid if you’re in the 20% of
men and that sex is more important than relationships, and that most women would want to sleep
with misogynistic men, I am buff and have autism and 17 and I’m in the 20% of men but unable to
form long term relationships with women because of autism and I’m attractive, so I believe in the
black pill now.
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what i ve been trying to say here
1 upvotes | October 1, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "The only "80/20 rule" on dating apps is that 80/20 is literally the male-to-female user ratio on them"
from /r/PurplePillDebate:

As of 2022, Tinder is 78% male and 22% female in the US:

https://datingzest.com/tinder-statistics/

As of 2021, Bumble is almost 70% male and barely 30% female in the US:

https://www.statista.com/statistics/975984/us-bumble-user-ratio-gender/

In Europe, men outnumber women on Tinder by 9-to-1, while Bumble is roughly 80% male and 20%
female:

https://www.netimperative.com/2019/04/05/online-dating-trends-men-outnumber-women-on-ti
nder-by-9-to-1-while-grinder-wins-for-age-diversity/

In my opinion, the rise in incel discourse revolving around dating is simply down to very few women
actually using dating apps. Millions of men piled into the world's biggest sausage fest on the promise
of low-cost, low effort casual sex with conventionally attractive women, women themselves didn't
follow, and now they don't know how to cope. They don't want to admit they've been manipulated,
humiliated and used by a handful of rich men to be bled out via never ending Premium purchases and
fake matches with bots to keep them going, so they turn to conspiracy theories. From "there's a
handful of Chris Hemsworths and Brad Pitts quietly going around hoarding all the women in Middle
Eastern style harems!" to "women these days won't even look at a man unless he's 6'2, has a six-pack,
hulking arms, a six-figure income and a Bugatti!", it's all designed to shift the reality of their own
manipulation onto some external reason.
What do you think about this?

Posted by jj24pie | 27 September 2022 | Link
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how are so many indian men incel?
1 upvotes | October 1, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

i looked at marriage stats and found out that indian men marrying or dating out was higher than
indian women
is it mostly that ''currycels'' just white worship?
actually according to stats only east asian should be disadvantaged based on race only
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Why are male feminist spaces more racist than anti-feminist
spaces?
1 upvotes | September 17, 2022 | by MatteoVietnamMash | Link | Reddit Link

I am 17, half-Mexican, and have autism, I have slightly slanted eyes, a beard, mustache, and brown-
looking hair, everyone in my family says I look more Mexican than white but everyone online who is
ignorant and doesn’t know I’m half-Mexican, says I look white when it’s only my race, not my
appearance, to make it even worse, I have autism, and mostly people from white cultures are
diagnosed with autism.
Sometimes I feel uncomfortable even around other white people, even Mormon ones, I don’t look
white and I’m slightly buff and have been working out for 18 days, which is four weeks and four
days, and I’ve eaten more healthier, I grew up Mormon too and noticed that fully white people in
Mormon culture look down upon you if you don’t look white or are a biracial white.
I want to start learning Vietnamese because of the music and maybe move to Vietnam one day and
try and find someone who is Vietnamese as my partner, I would try and find a Mexican partner but
the problem is that I’m not interested in Mexican culture and I feel Vietnamese people are probably a
lot more accepting of my appearance than Mexican people are, what do you all think? I honestly
think all the male feminist subreddits are more racist.
I once went to r/exredpill and r/menslib and they told me that my post was off-topic when it wasn’t
and deleted it because they didn’t want to discuss any race-related issues related to men with autism,
but I felt it was important because a lot of Hispanic men with autism are left with zero support and
socially isolated because of their appearance and gaslighted by feminists, and most of them tend to be
biracial whites who visit their families in Mexico.
I honestly think the pro-male feminist subreddits made me way more uncomfortable as an autistic
male who is half-Mexican and that they tend to be way more racist, I think anti-feminists are way
more diverse than pro-feminist spaces, it really sucks.
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Do you believe ex-Incels can reform themselves?
1 upvotes | September 15, 2022 | by MatteoVietnamBuff | Link | Reddit Link

I am 17, half-Hispanic, and have autism, I’m no longer an incel but I used to believe what they said
about women before I worked out nearly everyday and became slightly buff and healthy, eating
healthy foods, and planning to learn Vietnamese, learn Judo, and move to Vietnam, I do not want to
move to Vietnam because I want a partner, it’s mainly for the cheap living and low taxes, but it is one
of my goals.
I was a full-blown incel when I was 16, before I worked out and went to the gym, I had police
officers talk to me and visit me and I had to deal with bullying online for my actions and comments,
and threats online, it honestly felt like being a neo-nazi, white supremacist, or alt-right, that’s how
terrible it was.
I don’t identify as an involuntary celibate anymore, instead I’m neutral and purple pilled and still
trying to recover from the damage it brought me and I go to therapy sometimes too but not all the
time, but I wish I had more therapy to cope with my dark and extremist past when I was 16, I view
women as human more nowadays and try to treat them with respect and I’m detoxing from
pornography and doing low-fap mainly because I have no time for masturbating to erotic art, and I
have better things to do in life, so what do you guys think? Is having a history of inceldom something
to be ashamed of? And is it possible to recover from it?
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Girls, How do you SHOW that your current SO is more special
than your last?
1 upvotes | September 14, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link

I'm curious as to what do you do to show your current boyfriend that he is more special than your last
boyfriend. I know that some guys show their current gf that they are special by DOING DIFFERENT
things with their current gf than with their last gf.
So, i'm curious to hear what the women in this subreddit do to SHOW their current bf that they are
actually more special than the last bf.
Thank you.
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girls who don't fall under mainstream
1 upvotes | September 8, 2022 | by riverden | Link | Reddit Link

Has anyone dating girls who weren't mainstream and seemed like they grew up under a rock or like
they were from a different planet. If so what was your experience like with them and how did you
meet them? I don't mean nlogs I think they are mainstream as well
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Q4W: Which one of these penises would you prefer on your
sexual partner(s)?
1 upvotes | September 6, 2022 | by HighValueMoidxD | Link | Reddit Link

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a9/2004_Icelandic_handball_team%27s_penis_s
culptures.jpg
Safe link to click, there are some metal casts of the penis of each player in the handball team of
Iceland.
(Full article https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Icelandic_Phallological_Museum)
So if you could choose one of them and swap in onto your partner, in flesh and blood obviously,
which one would you choose and why?
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Do Men Need (or believe in) Love more than Women?
1 upvotes | August 28, 2022 | by hdksndiisn | Link | Reddit Link

Replies in a recent post on r/askfeminism has led me to believe not only do women not desire
relationships with men, but they don’t believe in love anymore. In fact most replies imply that
women detest love from men as it leads to the imprisonment of childbirth. They believe men provide
nothing [within relationships] and are only an increased burden.
I think Men believe in, and desire, to love and be loved.
Is this difference in perception (one desiring a family while the other being raised in a feminist
culture to believe having a family is a patriarchal burden forced upon women by man’s evil penis �)
the reason dating is so shitty for men now? Because men are the only ones that want to date?
If women as a whole are rejecting men (as an idea, even) before they even attempt to woo a woman,
what should young men be taught now?
Something like “women aren’t your enemy, but they see you as one. Or as a means for extracting
money, a cog in the commodified sex machine who will pay for a vial of their bathwater. Let women
pursue you. Otherwise, seek prostitutes and God to satisfy your carnal drives. Love is a fantasy taught
to the poor to give them reason to settle into their mediocre lives and procreate. Save your seed for a
suitable carrier - see women as no more than that, potential genetic combinatrixes whom you may use
as surrogates with the money you earn as a result of avoiding belief in love…”? I mean not really
that, but is this world so bleak now that young folks don’t believe there is value in love and
procreation?
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The most important maxxing for a sub5 guy is not
looksmaxxing. Incels/blackpillers GTFIH!
1 upvotes | August 26, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link

Just be first theory requires the most important maxxing of all, PropinquityMaxxing.
It seems like there is very little to no ways of interacting with woman in general daily life which
could prosper the propinquity required for a relationship, like that what we see in the older
generations, to form.
Ever heard incel talk about college or high-school love? that's literally one of the few easy ways to
develop a relationship, because of PROPINQUITY.

Because most of our interactions are becoming online, looks becomes this factor that's blown way out
of proportion because online interactions don't give the required propinquity.
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I feel like r/purplepilldebate is biased and boring
1 upvotes | August 23, 2022 | by Trishlikefish2 | Link | Reddit Link

They always leave up posts that are real random and have no substance but as soon as there is a post
that is a tiny bit too feminist they will take it down. Most of the posts on there are guys complaining
about the dating scene and mods always take down any interesting posts that pop up.
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The majority of men are attracted to minors
1 upvotes | August 23, 2022 | by Trishlikefish2 | Link | Reddit Link

What traits do men find attractive:
-Very slim
-Hairless pussy
-Perfect skin
-Small nose and big eyes
-An "innie" pussy with no labia showing
-Short
-Round butt and boobs that have not become susceptible to gravity yet (newly developed)
All these traits are mostly only present in very young girls.
What is some very popular porn genres: teen, extra small, 18 year old, old and young, schoolgirl
What is the most fantasized dress up: schoolgirl (I dont buy into the idea that its to be nostalgic of
first sexual experiences because if this was the case men would be dressing as schoolboys)
There is also plenty of NSFW subs dedicated to underage looking girls with hundreds of thousands
to over a million subs such as r/legalteens r/fauxbait r/barelylegalteens r/barelylegal
r/barelylegalpornstars r/gonewild18 r/18_20 r/18_19 r/18nsfw r/2004Babies r/teenbeauties
These subreddits literally value the youngest possible looking girls and most of them look underage,
and there are millions of men following these pages- its pretty obvious what this suggests.
I found this study on NIH website stating "Overall, these data suggest that men find pubescent girls
identified as being under the age of consent sexually attractive"
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/24132774/
What do men report as the most attractive ages in studies: generally 20- and that's the youngest
possible option. And if men are more attracted to younger its a slippery slope from there- I mean
there not much difference in appearance between say a 15 year old and 17 year old.
Young women are also far more likely to get raped.
-Females ages 16-19 are 4 times more likely than the general population to be victims of rape,
attempted rape, or sexual assault.
- Ages 12-34 are the highest risk years for rape and sexual assault.
-Those age 65 and older are 92% less likely than 12-24 year olds to be a victim of rape or sexual
assault, and 83% less likely than 25-49 year olds.
We have also seen throughout history evidence of child brides. And also within Hollywood men
marrying extremely young girls like Elvis and priscilla, Courtney Stodden and Doug Hutchinson, R
Kelly and Aaliyah, Melanie Hamrick and Mick Jagger etc
Thus I believe A LOT of men are attracted to minors under the age of 18. I find this honestly really
concerning when I think of how young and immature school age children are. I think it poses a
significant threat to society and I know that if I had young daughters I would not be letting them
around men alone- and people should be aware that guys are like this. I know that men here think its
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just part of "male nature" to be attracted to really young girls but I believe that inhumane to think of
young girls in this way. I mean would you like your 16 year old daughter having sex with some 30
year old?
Oh and also I find it absolutely laughable that guys claim that women are jealous when they criticize
men for there pedophilic traits, because no, the real way we feel is utter visceral disgust and horror at
the most vile sides of "male nature". You may forget that every women has been young and we have
all experienced the ugly old creeps perving at us, no women wishes to go back to those moments or
have any other young girl experience them.
Edit- I forgot to add mens obsession with purity and n counts, that's another big point.
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for short guys
1 upvotes | August 22, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

Shoe padding can be pretty believable as long as you don't overdo it
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Heyyyy it is I, the devil’s advocate
1 upvotes | August 14, 2022 | by catniagara | Link | Reddit Link

IF every cishet relationship involves two people of opposite genders and
IF women get more attention than men on dating sites and
IF the “majority of relationships” are formed on dating sites and
IF the majority of single parent families are female led…
THEN all men would have to do to help each other out is just stop cheating on women.
Cuz hear me out, one woman is only looking for one man so why is she getting messages from a
hundred dudes? They probably correspond with women who aren’t on the site because like the dudes,
they aren’t single but unlike the dudes, they aren’t cheating.
Fite me in the comments.
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So what to do after maxing everything?
1 upvotes | July 31, 2022 | by ResponsibilityKey427 | Link | Reddit Link

So after 6 years of self improvement.
Gym, career, game, etc.
I’m still not getting the women I desire. So what do I do ? Just settle? I’m so torn on what to do.
You hear to maxx everything but it’s done nothing.
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What topics would be banned on PPD that can be discussed
here?
1 upvotes | July 30, 2022 | by hdksndiisn | Link | Reddit Link

Wondering why this sub was made. Other than the fact that even I’ve been banned multiple times on
that sub for absolutely insane asinine reasons, I’m curious why everyone else is here.
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On Ovarit.com, a lot of users acknowledge hypergamy. Why
can't more users here on Reddit acknowledge it?
1 upvotes | July 29, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
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chad in 2022
1 upvotes | November 15, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
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Sexual hypocrisy?
1 upvotes | November 15, 2022 | by Coein4 | Link | Reddit Link

I don't follow how guys can rip on girls for being "hoes" and the like for agreeing to casual sex while
these same guys are the very reason for it -- being that they invest so much in pursuing and
convincing women to casually sleep with them. If they were so concerned for these women, why
don't they sit with these girls and explain how casual sex and their "body count" is harming them and
their chances of a LTR with a "high value" man? Instead they just talk about going to clubs and
getting into girls' pants and then complain of "loose" and "degenerate" girls. Am I missing
something?
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i will draw portraits of the first five users to request one in this
thread or my DMs
1 upvotes | December 1, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

any pictures you send will be confidential but some people might be shown the portrait results
bonus: i will rate SMV if asked
all free of charge
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fear
1 upvotes | November 26, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

i remember finding a guy i found cute watching bbc porn, a lot of guys watch femboy or mlp porn as
well, what if i ever want a boyfriend(i don't currently want one but) he turns out to be a into femboys,
bbc, sonic or mlp porn?

it's over for women.
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